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Introduction 

Johannes A. Smit 

Focusing on three translocal, transformative fonns, cundornhl6, cj~lrlornhrsmo 
or muvronuge and a sense of journeying to other worlds ('migratory subject- 
ivity'), Carole Boyce Davies traces both the transformative and resistant in 
Afro-diasporic culture. She articulates the interface between these fonns and 
Westel11 notions of Enlightenment global culture (determined by capitalis~tl) 
as well as African diasporic notions. As alternative global movement, Afro- 
diasporic cdture's globalisation came from forced migration and the politics 
of liberation, fitnctions therapeutically reconstructively and promotes human 
l~appiness ir~dividually and collectively. As cult~~ral expression which 
expresses an egalitaria~iisrn in the areas of gender, politics, justice, 
economics, race, etc. it offers a different paradigm of democratic political 
organisation. As such, the iutemationalising of Afnca is not essentialising 
nor a romantic notion but a series of transformational disco~~rses and re- 
interpretations of Africa11-based cultures. In these endeavours, activist and 
intellectual work, creative iinaginings and scholarship, are linked. 

Recognising that theories fi~nction as 'frames of intelligibility', Kesllia N. 
Abral~a~n untllreads the hypostatising of some Black women's discourses 
(from tlie U.S.) at tlie expense of others'. Arguing that connection and rela- 
tion often ~ninirr~ises differences, different spaces and different experiences, 
Black women ITILIS~ engage the conlplexities of theorising their identity at tlie 
intersections of race, class, gender, the various histories of organised 
political stn~ggle and popular cultural expression. The dearth of ~naterial on 
Black wolnen in academia, culture and laboirr in Britain, Europe and Africa 
is a cliallenge to produce it. Such ~naterial must meet their own needs and not 
those of the U.S. consumer. Autobiographically, she asserts women's right 
to claim identity by articulating her own subject position witlli~l the broader, 
global context of Black feminist discourses, cultures and especially in the 
context of women from elsewhere's sense of alienation in Africa. 

P.T. Mtuze provides a fe~ninist critical analysis of three Xliosa poems, 
'Umfazi wokwenene' (Mema 1984), 'Ubt~fazi' (Ndlazulwana 1986) and 



'Ulnama ontsundu' (Satyo 1986). He traces the ways i11 which these poems 
represent male and female views on the role of women in Xhosa society, 
articulate older fundamentalist views on women and form part of the current 
trend, affirming the importance of women's issues in changing the South 
African male dominated society. Confronting and changing the constraints of 
male stereotyping of women will importantly expose its restrictive and 
inaccurate depiction of women, recognise tlte complexities of women's roles 
in society, and bring about women's emancipation from their suffering 
brought about by oppressive social relations and socialising practices. 

Tracing the correspo~ldellce between gender and the body of writing 
produced by Afrikaans women writers, Pieter Conradie shows how women 
as writers are often ho~nogenised and their creative expressions essentialised 
in contexts of cultural production. Providing a brief outline of the history of 
women within the literary and textual production of the Afiikaans language, 
he discusses the role of the body, or its cultural derivative, gender, within 
textual productioil. 

Pointiug out that the canonisation and antlthologising of literature, publ~shi~lg, 
the academic sphere and the world of literary criticism are usually the 
prerogative and domains of white middle and/or upper class ~nales, Amanda 
Lourens argues that this practice vlews female, etlulic or working-class 
literature as inferior, marginalising it. It also harbours a judgetnent that the 
experiences from which such literature emanates is of secondary importance 
and not worthy of aesthetic expression. Focusir~g on Afrikaans poetry, she 
provides statistical data and qualitative evaluations concenling the inclusion 
of and references to women's their work in anthologies and literary histories. 

Shane Moran critiques Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak's importance as a 
postcolonial theorist committed to a politically engaged deconstnlctive 
practice. Articulatnlg the importance of historical positionality, situational 
constraint and the need to contextualise migratory theory, Moralt points out 
that this view is nevertheless not to be reco~iciled with her postcolonial 
theorisings. His argument is worked out in tenns she set herself in earlier 
work on translation, the fact that she does belong, broadly speaki~~g, to a 
generalising philosophical discourse, the pre-critical nature of hricolugc, and 
the various predicaments she remains confro~lted with in the face of her 
theorising and her articulatio~l of various voices in the poststn~ctural arena. 
To contribute to a counter-ltegemonic discourse, he argues, decoltstructive 
theory must address questions rerated to practtce, con?pltoty ond 
re.spon.vtht11ty and a strategic alignment with a historicising Marxist analysis 
aiming at practicai intervention. 
-- 

Wit11 particular reference to a sllort story by Miriam Tlali and a piloto-essay 
by S a ~ ~ t u  Mofokeng. David Alvarez critically reviews the implicit protest 
against dellanla~iisi~lg in Soath African literary productio~l of tlte apanheid 
era  Working wit11 'trains as tropes', he argues that tile everydayltlre 
ordinary' helps bring into focus areas of social life and cultural prod~~ction as 
'everyday forms' of resistance. In context. this resistance was against tlte 
material and ideological dimensions of railway commuting as well as to 
aspects of the ideology of apartheid more broadly. Tlirougho~~t, he explores 
the ways in which the realm of 'the everyday' is contested terrain and how 
the texts chosen give evidence of resistance but also of anxiety arid 
contradiction, especially in the realm of gender. 

Confronting myth's capacity to legitimate power, Steplran Meyer foctises on 
tlte white queen of Sheba who is the purported founder of civllisatro~l ill 
so~ttltern Afi-ica. Tlie thesis proposed is that Du Toit inverlted a ~nytlt a b o ~ ~ t  

the white origin of civilisatio~i in southern Africa. This was used to Wmate 
culti~ral as well as eco~lo~nic expansion into Zimbabwe. He follows follr 
steps: after contextualising the publication of i)i Kontngin f i n  Skehtr, he 
reviews the use of myth as medium of legitimation, shows how it posited t l~e 
white origin of civilisatio~t in Africa and legitimated the expansion of whlte 
Cluistian capital 111 southern Africa and points out the inevitable failure of 
this intention due to the means used. 

In the context of the present interest in the Bush~nen, Rita Giltillan focuses 
on a similar interest in the 1920s in her remilliscence on Dwaal~~orre .~  by 
Eugene Marais. Reviewing the literary quality of these stories, she 
provides insights illto some of the obscl~re elements in the historical telli~tg 
and writing of tliese stories (told to Marais by ail elderly Bushman) Relating 
the ~ ~ o t i o ~ t  'dwaal' to 'trance', she provides an interpretatio~l of the story, 
'Klein Riet-alleen-in-die-roerkuil' (Little Reed-all-alolie-in-the-whirlpool) in 
the context of the European wondertale and the purposes of the shamanic 
trance. 

Using i~lsigllts from Nietzsche's chon~s  of satyrs in tragedy and Freud's 
discontents who embody an anxiety, a mnlat.re or dissatisfaction with 
civilisation in so far as civilisation implies repression, Johan van Wyk 
explores tlte burden of 'civilisation' with reference to the depictio~l of 
poor whites in two Afrikaans plays: Hantte kom huic- toe (Scl~u~natul 1933) 
and Siener in die suhurh.~ (du Plessis 1971). Tracing analogies between 
these two texts, 11e shows that the major difference is in Sicner in dte 
Szhurbs' pessimism-that sexuality and death underwrite tlte imagillary 
world of life. 



Claudia Mitchell and Ann Smith ii~vestigates contemporary Sot~tll African 
fiction written specifically for the young adult market. Their focus is on the 
literary, social, and political significailce of these texts, the ~ ~ n i q u e  role they 
play in both the South African literary arena and their impact on social 
change in the country. In locating yolung adult literature within a literary 
critical framework, they 'render visible' a literary genre which, like its 
readership, is interrogative by nature, and which has been marginalised in 
academic study previously. 

Reaso~ting that language is closely tied to power relationships and that, 
locally, it continues stmctures for-ged under apartheid, Elizabeth de Kadt 
argues that one of the Llrgetlt tasks of a future lang~tage policy is to clarify 
power relationships which are i~nderpinned by language. For her purposes of 
explicating the changing of power relationships in Afrikaans and Gennan in 
a ~nultilingual society, she the11 postulates four critical assumptions. In this 
context, she then shows how the power of these two minority languages 
furnished identity, polarised people in 'self and 'other' fo~~nations and 
refused dialogue. 

The review article of Carole Boyce Davies's Black Wonicn, Wnti17g and 
Ideni~ty, liiglilights elements in her argument concerning Black won~en's 
'hornelessness', 'unbelongingness' and 'migancy'. How this provides the 
possibility for developing her theorrsing of the 'visitor theory' and 'critical 
relationality' in postcolonial and postlnodemist theorisings is explairted and a 
few critical suggestio~ls made. 

In his review article of Leon de Kock's (:/vllwing Harhartcrrt.~, Shane Moran 
critically reviews his development of the discourse approach to 'cultural 
exchange' in colonial history. Arguing that its history in southem African 
academia (especially in the neo-liberal strand) is beset with problems, he 
points out that critical areas for debate are the discursive strategy to separate 
colollial discourse from material history, the relations between knowledge as 
power and the (European) civilising mission, the articulation of hybndity 
with 'capital, class, and official politics' and claims of rnetacriticai 
awareness as aiaesthetic against (institutiortal and) ideological complicity. 
Argi~lrlg for the cnlcial retention o f h e  particularities of counter-hegemo~lic 
discourses, Moran closes by importantly problernatising the notion of 
'exchange' in 'cultural exchange' 

African Diaspora Literature 
and the Politics of 

Carole Boyce Davies 

Canta para sentar o axe, 101 101 
Canta para sentar o axe, Iol 101 
Canta homem, e c,anta mulher 
Canta para sentar o axe, 1o12 

Three Afi-0-diasporic forms will serve as paradigmatic moments tl~ro~igh 
which this discussion will develop. These express for me the tratls- 
locational, transfonnational aspects of Afro-diasporic culture. They also 
speak directly to the issues of the creative imaginatiorl and subjectivity 
articulated against some of the manifestations of late capitalism. 

This paper seeks to pursue some of these meanings in three portions. 
The first part discusses the notion of Afro-diasporic culture, the second con- 

' This paper was commissioned for the Macalester College International Roundtable on 
'Literature, the Creative Imagination and Globalization' It was prepared in Brazil during my 
Fulblight semester there As such it is informed by my beginning research Into Afro-Brazilian 
culture and my current thinking through some of these questions. No attempt is being made 
here to claim definitiveness. Still, during my graduate school research in African Studies at 
Howard University, we were repeatedly told that none of our research into African n~ltures 
was fully representative without broadening the knowledge base to include Brazil I see myself 
as engaged in that process now but still with much more work to be done 

This chant, used in Afro-Brazilian poetry circles, was created by the literary group 
Quilhomboje in SIo Paulo and aims to infuse creativity in the group Ax6 is roughly 'the 
power to be' or 'the power to create'. Literally the song says, 'Sing in order to seat tlie ashe, 
Sing in order to seat the ashe; Sing man, sing woman' It is an opening or transitory formula 
which goes in two directions, towards the Mo-Brazilian belief system and towards literary 
creativity. The source was the poet Lia Viera, Niteroi, Rio de Janeiro, July 3, 1995 This may 
be compared with Audre Lorde's (1984:53-59) 'Uses of the Erotic the Erotic as Power' She 
uses the notion of the 'erotic' in much the same way as the force of creativity According to 
Nise Malange, a COSATU poet from South Africa, the equivalent is rnznho in Zulu (private 
discussion in Durban, September, 1095). See also the discussion in Thompson (1984.5-1 8) 

- 
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conceptualises transfol-mational discorrrses and the third examines some of 
the ways in which literature and tlle creative imagination have articulated 
some of these ideas. Its generating ~noments are clearly the direction of my 
work and my ow11 'migratory subjectivity', as well as contelnporasy ques- 
tions of 'global culture' and 'Iiybridity as a response to rn~~ltic~rlturalis~n'. 
The larger question of the place of the creative imagination and literature 
witllin the context of this globalisation allows me to pursue my own reading 
of the ways in which Afi-o-diasporic cirlt~~re has already lived the transna- 
tional because of forced migration and the politics of liberation. Thus, for me 
there is no ~rnifonn 'global culture' except under capitalist dominance. 
Ratl~er, I see a variety of cultures which have livediare living their responses 
to large scale and micro historical processes. These responses have 
activatedlare activating a variety of strategies to deal with the material and 
psychic tenns of their historical and contemporary conditions. Thus, Afro- 
d~asporic culture can be read as the 'other' of globalisation, i.e. an already 
existing tra~isliational cul t~~re  which moves sornetirnes in different directions, 
with differetlt intent than the contemporary notions of globalisation. 

Candon~hle', the Afro-Brazilian socio-ctrltural, religious, interpretative 
system, presents an important convergence of the transfonnatioiial and A1i.o- 
diasporic c~rlture as ti~rougli it are expressed questions of lneinory and re- 
elaboration. While in this belief system the individual is always endowed 
with the enerby of a particular ortsh~i', tluougl~ preparation and participation, 
the transformational is intensely manifested in some individuals", primarily in 
the moving of the body and its corporeality 'elsewhere'. It is a movement 
from the daily circle of life, work, stnrggle, to another level of possibility, the 
emotional and spiritual. In my reading, it is also a movement to a level of 
history, Diaspora memory, return, and reconstruction. Diaspora memory, in 
this context, recalls Africa as originary source but is also simultaneously 

Sometimes spelt orlxa in Brazilian Portuguese The author wishes to thank Milson Manuel 
dos Santos of Salvador-Bahia for his unwavering support and lis many discussions on this 
particular point. 
'' This is an 'Afro-diasporic form' because there are versions of this reinterpretation of 
African religious practices in a variety of locations in the Americas, rancjng from slmrrgo in 
Trinidad to .wtllrr.m in Puerto Rico and New York to I~iuimi in Cuba to tv~rrIi in Surinam to 
~~odrr)~ in Haiti. In each case, the form and syntbology is not identical or transferable one to the 
other, altho~igh there would be common elements and traces It is more in the order of a 
repetition with difference identified by Benitez-Rojo (1992). The link to Africa is more in the 
order of memory and more particularly Diaspora memory which aims at recalling the crossing 

located in the lneinory of tlie crossing as well as in the deliberate 
reinte~retation of 'remembered' cultural fonns in a new space and in new 
conditions. Thus, in candot~thld, as African orisha are recalled to practical 
existence, they are also given space to move outward, from the past, into a 
realm of present and future existence. 

The sibmificance of manifestation and/or possession lies not snigly in 
the reappearance of an African entity with particular, identifiable 
characteristics that cross lines of gender, place, corporeality, spatiality and 
te~nporality, but that it also allows the individual person to occupy a d~fferent 
location in relation to the community. The individual physically becornes 
something else, sornebody else, ~no~nentarily escapes the rn~unda~ie, the 
'real', tlie normal, and with the sanction of the comm~mity, exists in different 
space and time (and history). The community in its turn, also participates in 
this process as it witnesses. It is not Lrncolnmon for members of the 
witnessing community to also move to that level of possibility. Thus, I a ~ n  
irsing 'witnessing' here in the sense in which it is used in Afro-U.S. 
religiosity. While there is a particular level of spectatorship and perfonnance 
in place as well, there is a recognisable witnessing, because of the 
antiphonal, interactive nature of tlie process, to an alternative way of being, 
away from practical definitions of limiting existence. 

The public version' of a cundonzhld ritual begins with dn~mming and 
the initiated participants entering and making a circular parade arot~nd the 
centre of the space they are using for that ritual. Progressively tluough 
dnrmming, and the sound of the agogci, a sequence of canticles and a variety 
of other ritual experiences, some participants become other-endowed. Once 
tlie ovishri manifests and that preliminary level is completed, they leave the 
public space and return endowed with, literally dressed in, the clothing, and 
ritual accoutrements as well as the behavioural attributes of tlie entity 
manifested. The body becomes visibly present but not its original self. One 
therefore witiiesses Shango or Yansan or Nana at the same time that one 
witnesses the force of transforination in the individual. Importantly, various 
versions of the same entity often occupy tlie same space. 

A variety of Afro-Brazilian scholars6 identify candomhle' as a source 
of resistance to dominance and the hegemony of European culture in Brazil. 

' I t  is a public version because there are numerous rituals in which only the members of the 
house participate These take place before the outer community is allowed to participate Prof 
Muniz Sodre is acknowledged for listening to my thoughts on this subject and offering 
clarifying comments The conclusions, though, are derived from witnessing a variety of orlshci 
manifestations in Trinidad as a child and in Brazil from 1992-1995 (Sio Paulo, Salvador- 
Bahia, Rio de Janeiro) and from an interview with Mae Beata of Yemar~ja, in Novo Iyacu ,  
Rio de Janeiro in June, 1995 and a variety of readings on this subject 

See also Curry and Carneiro (1990.157-179) and the articles by Juana and Descoredes 
dos Santos (1994:47-55; 56-66) 



Julio Braga (1992:17) states that ccrndomhlc' is a system of preservation, of 
balance and knowledge which always attains a level of harmony of man with 
nature through his interaction with the sacred world without losiilg the sense 
of confronting its adversaries of life in society as he searches for fi-eedon~ 
and social hannony. Interestingly as well, although crrndomhld is specific to 
Brazil, a variety of other versions of the same thing exist tluoughout the 
African Diaspora ranging from lucun~r in Cuba to Shungo in Trinidad, 
santcria in Puerto Rico and New York City. All operate both at the level of 
'spirit work' and comm~tnity work. 

Quilomhi.~mo or marranage is the second transfonnative Afro- 
diaspora patten1 which I ain identifying. In 1995, Brazil celebrated the three 
hundred year anniversary of the existence of Palnzares. Pallnares was the 
longest surviving ~pi~lornho (see Andrade 1993) or lnarooll settlement (until 
1695) which existed as an alternative space, and as a space of resistance to 
slavery Palinares too was a site of transformation, an elsewhere, a location 
which demonstrated by its very existence that there is a practical possibility 
of 'another world' outside of the given definitions of reality at that time. Still, 
Abdias do Nascimento (1994:23)' stresses that Pallnares was just one of 
irlrrurnerable black co~mrtunities living isolated lives that would be identified 
as c/zliiotnho.r today. 

Disconnected from the flux of life of the country, many of them rnaintained styles 
and habits of African patterns of life In some cases, still utilising the original 
idiom brought from Africa maintained, c~eolised, yet still existing as an hfr.ican 
language maintained and conserved in the form of c~rr~/omb~.srno in which they 
lived (my translation)'.' 

Just as Maroon Naru~y of Jamaica resisted, created another world and moved 
conun~~nit~es ~ncarcerated 111 her evil present of etlslavement, creating Nanny 
Town, so dsoughout the Amencas woirld exist these 'other worlds' 
spatially, emot~onally, culturally, the extent of whtch 1s st111 being 
documented 

Slgn~ficantly, as well, the use of A f ~ ~ c a n  and/or Natlve hrner~can 
rellgtous, medlc~nal, therapeutlc systenls wot~ld be as ce~~tra l  to the inaroon 

The entlre issue I> devoted to 300 years of Zumb~, 1695-1995 

q e s l i g a d o s  do fluxo da vida do pais, muitas delas manteni estilos e hibitos de 
existincia africana, ou quase Em alguns casos, ainda se utilizando do idioma original 
trazido da Africa, estropiado, porem assim mesmo uma linguagem africana mantida e 
conservada na especie de quilon~bismo em que vivem 

' The author wishes to  convey her thanks to graduate students in Brasilia Cleria Costa for 
the discussion of the meaning of e.siroj~indo in this context and for proofing of the translation 
and Claudia Quiroga for assistance with accentuation 

---- 

colnrnunities as would be the very force of resistance and transformation 
which ran t l ~ r o ~ ~ g l ~  them. Do Nasci~llento woi~ld identify sixteen principles 
which are generated from the historical idea of qurlomhr.~n7o which can be 
used to create a different pattern of life for all the com~nunity. These offer a 
different paradigm of dernocratic political organisation which expresses an 
egalitarianism 111 the areas of gender, politics, justice, economics, race, etc. 
wit11 the effect of prolnoting human happiness. 

The third paradignatic pattern which I want to identify here is 
represented it1 the series of liberatory movements of a Harriet Tnbman or 
So.jo~lnler Tnith. These present this deliberate sense of jotlrneying to other 
worlds, at times occupying the wild space, outside of the most incredible 
level of oppression and slavery in the hnlericas. The concept of 'mmgratoly 
subjectivity' which I identified in Black Women, Writ~ng nnd ldcici7tity. 
Mrgvat~ons qj'rhe ~ u h j e ~ f ' O  allows me to re-articulate it here within the level 
of contemporary discussions of globalisation. In this case, I offer as 
paradigm the deliberate and directed migration for liberation to other worlds 
rather than aimless wandering or containment within dominant discourses. 
Thus is created another set of lnovements outside of the tenns of the politico- 
economic systems in place. 

For me, then, these alternative worlds and movemerits exist at the 
heart of what I see as an alternative global movement-the trai~sfonnatioud, 
the imaginative 111 Afro-diasporic culture: first, the level of tlre persot~al, 
psychic transformation which also moves within a conimii~~ity and has 
ilnplicatio~ls for resistance and the constniction of other worlds; secondly tlle 
creation of an alternative physical, political space, outside of the tenns of the 
dorr~inant society; thirdly the deliberate journeying outside of the botmdaries 
of restriction and oppressiolz. These patterns for me are related to the spirit 
of creative and itnagillative space, I propose to show, which can sori~etimes 
become the creative impetus of the literary imagination. 

Thus, I am 11ot saying that all black literature is endowed wit11 the 
transfol~natiorial or articulates the transformational, although at some level, 
all creativity pursues that movement from imagination to actuality. And, 
clearly, there is a major trajectory of Afro-diaspora literature and culture 
which pursues the transformational through memory and or through having a 
vision of alternative worlds, transformed existences, even in the critique of 
limitations of present or past existences. And this is this paper's concern: the 
ways tluough which the creative imagination articulates itself in Afro- 
diasporic culture, thus presenting an 'other' version of globalisation. 

l o  Glissant's ( I  98 I ,  1990) concept of errn17ce--drift in% wandering, the pilgrimage, the 
search for roots, migration-is related but not identical to my fonnulation It is related in the 
sense that I agree that errnrlce is embedded in the history of the Caribbean See also Robert 
Aldrich (forthcoming) 

- 



Thus, this disc~~ssiotl re.jects concepts of hybl-idity and syncretism, in 
favour of repetition and re-memory. To illustrate my position, I offer 
prelnnlrlarily the poem 'Ave Maria' (see Boyce Davies & Ogundipe-Leslie 
1995) which for me reaches for that space, those other possibilities, which I 
articulated above. It is clearly not a poem of syncretism, or hybridity, in the 
sense that the Virgin is hybridised with another Afro-diaspora cultural form. 
Rather, it references the fact that 'Ave Maria' becomes the veil almost for 
what takes place behind, which is actually a series of movements of 
possession, rebellion and transformation, within the terms of Afro-diaspora 
Culture. 

'Ave Maria' 

Spirits dance Bathed within sanctums Chambers 
Souls Our Souls Flying Tangling Spiralling Outward 
Powerful possession of Rebellion 

Our External Shells Sweating Panting to Drums that 
Scream Singing Songs Bitter Sweet Sweat Sweetness 
Sensual Cantations of Struggle Journeys Stories Mine 
Yours Her Story of Standing Unified Free 

Free from Pain Struggle Break from grappling 
Hooks Hands white from above which Scratch with rusty 
Nails Tear Her bloody flesh which has been Shed for Us 

Beautlhl Petals formed rlchly red Prohs~on 11ck away the 
shackles from Her Body Freelng Her Spirlt once again 
The red Essence leaks from Our Hands Our tool of caress 
that soothe longing Dead Roses baptlsed for Rebelllous Realm 

Here pure Black swells transcending Here Hear Drum 
Never an ephemeral Heart Beat Singing Beating Free Freedom 
Within our Heart Dancing with cause for the religion of the 
Movement Rounding the tree of burning Bush We Women of 
Culture Shake eat drink Swallow its Fruit Feeding our Soul 
Richly Raped Roots grown Strong Drum with no skin I have 
shed Upon You The Skin falls I gain my boundaries We 
Rest in pain Strength 
Tic Toc Tic Lock Confined to Pure Clarity 
of Vibrant Shallow Seclusion Crave Fight Silence 
Black Bare feet will never tire for Screaming 
Drums continue to play 

peoples, in an interactive politico-cultural pattern both within and outside of 
the terms of the nation states in which they live. It is clearly not the 
transnationality of the 'global village' which seeks a boundary-less world in 
order to create more space for capitalist markets and international 
communication dominated by the west. Rather, since these nation states 
were u~l~laturally constn~cted" under the terms of dominance and were the 
final product of slavery and colonialism, those suppressed cormnullities 
created other worlds sometilnes even without reference to the existence of 
other similarly created spaces. 

The conceptualisation of 'African Diaspora' to redress the dispersal of 
Africans has been advanced by a number of black scholars. Further, the 
notion of 'African Diaspora' exists conceptually both outside and inside the 
terms of globalisation. In other words, Afro-diaspora already presupposes a 
global or at least an international or trans-national relationship between 
various communities of dispersed Africans without suggesting that they each 
share identical frameworks and histories for re-formulating their existences. 
The work of the Howard group led by Joseph Harris (1993; see also Skinner 
1993). bas been significant in laying out the terms and contradictions in the 
articulation of Afncan Diaspora and its global contexts. The more recent 
collection of Robin Kelley and Sidney Lemelle (1994) takes these 
discussions further as it presents a variety of debates on Diaspora, Pan- 
Africanism and nationalism. In the work of activists like Marcus Garvey who 
articulated a 'Back to Africa' vision and in the terms of the international 
organisation of his UNIA, the political formulations of African Diaspora 
found expression. It would also be articulated at the level of state politics of 
the Pan-Africanists like Kwame Nkn~mah, W.E.B. DuBois, Sylvester 
Williams, George Padmore and others and the work of the various Pan- 
Afi-ican congresses. Still, while the terms of Pan-Africanism would seek to 
articulate an African centre as base, Afro-diasporic culture for me would 
resist even that type of containment and implied Africa centring. Africa 
would become invented, imaginative space of creativity, ancestry, 
knowledge as well as a deliberate place of practical existence to which one 
may return but which one may also re-create. In the same way, continental 
African communities would begin to participate in a series of interactions at 
the level of popular culture, politics, literature, religious and social 
movements I*. 

In my reading then, it is not so much the physicality of a return but the 
notion that this space of oppression under Euro-American dominance is not 

In my view, therefore, the terms of 'African Diaspora' prefigures/refigures 
the contemporary notions of the transnational. African Diaspora, in my 
understanding, refers to the articulation of a relational culture of African 

I '  See for example Homi Bhabha's (1994) discussion in 'Anxlous Nations, Nervous States' 

12 
See various discussions in Lemelle and KeUey (1994), Joseph Harris (1993) and Alan 

Gregor Cobley (1992349470). The latter also references a previous piece by Martin (1991). 



tlie desired locatioll aesthetically, religiously, politically, eco~io~nically or 
educationally And it is for this reason I do 11ot f i ~ ~ d  the notion of hybridity as 
usefill as I do the notion of repetition and re-elaboratioti. 

The scholarship of Paul Gilroy, Stuart Hall, h o n  Saba Saakana and 
Kobena Mercer in London, have articulated the nature of Diaspora dialectics 
in music and popular c u l t ~ r e ' ~ .  Paul Gilroy's (1994) The Black Atlantic. 
L4odt1!711~y and Double (-'onsciousnt.ss returns deliberately to tlie q~testion of 
black music which he had raised in his fonner work, There Aln 't No Blcrck in 
~ l?e  CJnion ,lark (1987). This time, however, he raises some of the 
problematics of origin in the music itself, not so much in the sense of an 
unc!ianging Diaspora but in the sense of a series of discontim~ous movements 
in a variety of directions: 

This company spreads out in discontinuous, transverse lines of descent that 
stretch outwards across the Atlantic from Phyllis Wheatley onwards Its best 
feature is an anti-hierarchical tradition of thought that probably culnlinates in 
C L R. James' idea that ordinary people do not need an intellectual vanguard to 
help them to speak or to tell them what to say Repeatedly within this expressive 
culture it is musicians who are presented as living symbols of the value of self 
activity . (Gilroy 1994 79) 

Tllc qi~estion of Diaspora from which I operate here, likewise, critiques 
iiationalism, though not national liberation. Neil Lazartis's (1993:69-98) 
impassioned observation that there still exists, tlvor~gh a versiori of 
nationalisin, the 'burden of speaking for all humanity', fails to make that 
subtle distinctiori between nationalism and national liberation. National 
liberation fights for the liberation from colonial domination. Nationalism 
becomes a reified 'nation state' discoltrse which obscures difference. 
Contra~y to Lazarus then, one does not have to disavow decolonization, 
Fanon, and or the various movements of rlational liberation which provided 
the ideological apparata of self articulation for black peoples. Rather, one 
can see these ~novetnents of national liberation as one link in a chain of 
interrelated struggles for African peoples transnationally to articulate 
the~rlselves in the face of a variety of oppressive systems. 

Similarly, in the orature of the African Diaspora, there exists a 
substantial volume of literature on the move~nent away from the physicality 
of slave existe~~ce to a return to another world. Best articulated in 'The 
People Could Fly' stories, a series of magical incantations, voicing the will 
to move from oppression, would direct the body to take off on wings, leaving 
the slave ~nasters' whips behind. Paule Marsliall (1983) ill Prrri.re.vong,Jor 
[he Widow ulould write into her text the oral narrative of 'Ibo Landing', ill 

" See Paul Glroy (1987, 1994), Sebast~an Clarke (1987) and Stuart Ha11 (1989 65-81) 

which Africans walked off tlie ships and walked back over the waters to 
Africa, and further w o ~ ~ l d  use this piece of orature as the structuring frame in 
which her own narrative wo~ild develop. 

Diaspora for me then exists in that same sense of repetition that 
Benitez Rqjo (1992) identifies and that re-manifests itself 111 fonns 
identifiable because of the modes of resistance of African peoples, their 
search for other systems, other modes of being. Diaspora memory is the 
ancestral rnernoly as well as the received history of the middle passage, a 
basic vocab~~lary often articulated in song, mood, style, oratrrre, dance and 
the corporeal generally, sonietirnes much more so than in the literate 
traditions. It is si~nultaneously re-elaboration, re-articulation and re- 
defitlition. The elements of ancestry-Africa; historical memory-the middle 
passage, slavery, colonisation; and contemporary realities--racial 
oppression, re-colonisation become esse~ttial elements in move~nerlts of re- 
creation in Afro-diaspora culture. Movement away from lilrlitations to other 
articulations of identity would also be critical aspects. 

I want to move my conceptualisat~on of the D~aspora tluotigh and 
beyond one of the po~nts that Michael Hanchard (1990) offers that 

if the notion of an African diaspora is anything it is a human necklace strung 
together by a thread known as the slave trade, a thread which made its way across 
a path of America with little regard for national boundaries (see Hanchard 
IC)9O 31-42 & 1991 83-106) 

For me, though, connection tlrough the h~story of slavery would represent an 
important element, the not~on of re-creatlo11 or re-elaborat~on carrles the 
emphas~s I want to g ~ v e  here I f~trther share Paul G~lroy's emphasis on black 
~nr ts~c  as 11av1ng that power 

in developing our struggles by cornmunicating information, organis~ng 
consciousness and testing out, deploying or amplifying the forms of subjectivity 
which are required by political agency--individual and collective, defensive and 
transformational-(and which) demands attention to both the formal attributes 
and its distinctive moral basis'" 

This sense of Afro-diaspora memory becomes real for me, for exa~nple, on 
observing that within the commrrnity of Afro-Brazilians Bob Marley 
becomes ail icon of Afro-diaspora ct~lture even to people who do not 
understand all the words of the language in which he sings The message and 

'' 
See Gilroy's (1993 120-145) 'It ain't where you're from, it's where you're at, the 

dialectics of diaspora identification' and his chapter 'Jewels Brought from Bondage Black 
Music and the Politics of Authenticity' (Gilroy 1994 72-1 10). 



meaning is nevertheless co~nmunicated. More contemporaneously, the 
proliferation of rap, carnival, calypso and reggae and Rastafarian cultures 
world-wide would be as sipificant in terms of the internationalising of 
popular culture as are the repetitions of Afro-diasporic culture. For this 
reason, Afro-diasporic culture is not a recall of a rornanticised or 
essential~sed Africa but a series of transformations and re-interpretations of 
African-based cultilres on an international level. 

Thus, in my understanding, it is not only in black music, that one can 
witness these transformations. One can make the same case for black dance 
and movement, corporeality and percussive traditions which are as central to 
ccrndor11hlc! or sirnterrn as they are to the black festive behaviour, caniival 
traditions, resistance movements. See for example the movement of the toy/ 
to.yr from Egypt to South Africa. These are what 1 would call movements of 
re-elahoratron, re-creation, the level of the transformative. 

For African peoples in the Diaspora, a profound dissatisfaction with the 
conditions under which we were produced as subjects in the wake of Euro- 
pean modernism and Enlightenment and the concomitants of slavery, colo- 
nialism, capitalism, late capitalism bas driven a series of movements ranging 
from discourses of gu~lomb~.rmo or manonage, uprisings and rebellions, 
abolitionist, civil rights and black power movements, independence and anti- 
colonialism, decolonisation, labour movernents, anti-apartheid stn~ggles, a 
variety of nationalisms, socialisms, feminisms. As social movements, these 
have been both oppositional and transfonnational; have both produced and 
been produced by historical conditions under which theyiwe live. 

Still, I do not wallt to suggest that the questioning attitude in these 
discourses have been put into place singly by African Diaspora peoples For 
example, the fundamentals of mainstream, contemporary feminist inquiry put 
into question the constmction of the female as subject, the ways in which 
discourses of the 'private' can camouflage oppressive practices on women 
and children, and the necessity to move these to the public sphere. 

In addition, a variety of independent theorists and scholars and 
progressive socialist movements-Mantism in particdar-would have as a 
fundamental impetus the need to create more egalitarian systems, expressing 
therefore at the level of ideology and econo~nic conditions, at least, a 
profound concern for the transfonnational. Perhaps more important is the 
transfonnation of the knowledge bases. Foucault (1984:46f) for example, 
talking on the transfonnational would say, 

I prefer the very specific transformations that have proved t o  be possible in the 
last twenty years in a certain number of areas that concern our ways of being and 
thinking, relations to authority, relations between the sexes, the way in which we 
perceive insanity or illness, I prefer even these partial transformations that have 
been made in the correlation of historical analysis and the practical attitude, to the 
programs for a new man that the worst political systems have repeated 
throughout the twentieth century 

Still, it is the very notion of European Enligl~tenment which can be subjected 
to scrutiny as it accompanied simultaneously the subordination and oppres- 
sion of a variety of people and their knowledges. In his section on 'Slavery 
and the Enlightenment Project', Paul Gilroy pursues a series of discussions 
of the conjunction of these two projects, 'slavery' and 'enlightenment' even 
as the European philosophers (Locke, Descartes, Rousseau and so on) and 
scholars sought to disavow this conjunction in the modernist project: 

There is a scant sense for example, that the universality and rationality of 
enlightened Europe and America were used to sustain and relocate rather than 
eradicate an order of racial difference inherited from the premodern era . It is 
hardly surprising that if it is perceived to be relevant at all, the history of slavery is 
somehow assigned to blacks. It becomes our special property rather than a part of 
the ethical and intellectual heritage of the West as a whole (Gilroy 1994 49) 

But perhaps Gilroy doesn't go far enough. Revisionist sh~dents of philosophy 
would argue as Cksaire (1972:lS) does, that the fundamentals of domillation 
are central to a great deal of Western humanist philosophy, that it is within 
the discourses of many European philosophers that reside the philosophical 
bases for enslavement, oppression, racism. 

The space that Marxism, postmodernism, feminism and decolonisation 
provided for thinking through the gaps in discourse and, more importantly for 
me, the deco~lstructiol~ of master narratives of all sorts, including 
postmodernism itself, allows the articulation of the transformational. Radical 
transfonnation of the social bases of our existences, addresses the 
disproportionate patterns of relations to material, knowledge and happiness 
that exist, often based on race, gender and class and so on in a variety of 
situations in the world. Radical transformation has consistently called for the 
type of alternative spaces which I identified above. 

In an earlier work, I identified 'uprising discourses' as those 
textualities which capture the movement upward and outward from 
submerged spacesi5. The question of 'uplift' or equality may, of course, be 
the most limited aspect of this discourse, as in some streams of African- 

'' 
See chapter 4. 'From 'Postcoloniality to Uprising Textualities' in Boyce Davies 

(1994.80-1 12) 



American and feminist literary and historical discourses, i.e. rising towards 
an equality with the oppressor only. Thus arises the importance of locating 
'transformational discourses' as a necessary accompaniment to any 
movement to social change. For me, the transfonnational is a11 aara of linki~lg 
activist and intellectual work. Transformational discourses then can be 
assiped to those discourses which both challenge and re-create, which seek 
to begin anew on different and more hi~mane grounds, which cornbine 
intellectual work with both activism and creativity. Transformational 
discourses then speak as well to curricula transformation as well as 
transfor~nations in consciousness; the transformation of epistemological and 
pedagogical bases of those responsible for the futures of countless minds in 
and outside of academic contexts. Transfonnational discourses reject in 
principle the 'discriminatory paradigm' (deployed in many contemporary 
societies) which operate on the basis that discrimillation is a given and that 
each group must therefore negotiate its way out of discrimination and prove 
itself worthy of consideration. They resist the variety of oppressive practices 
in existence in our world and seek to transfonn them, move us from positions 
of li~nitation to positiolls of action (see Boyce Davies 1994:xvi). 

The imperative to transfonn the bases of knowledge and 
uusatisfactory existences nuns through every piece of black feminist 
scholarship which I have seen. As early as 1852, at the Women's Rights 
Convention in Akron, Ohio, Sojourner Truth, black women activists for 
women's rights and emancipation, asserted tliat women have the 
responsibility to transfoml the world which men had disturbed (see the 
version in Stetson 1981 :24). In 'The Failure to Transform: Homophobia in the 
Black Community', Cheryl Clarke (1983) would much later lament that, via 
particular versions of black natio~ialism, discriminatory paradigm in this 
case based on sexuality, were often reinstituted by those who wittingly or 
'unwittingly absorbed the homophobia of their patriarchal slavemasters' in 
Afro-U.S. communities as it is found in the larger homophobic culture in 
which we live. Thus she concluded that 

[H]o~nophob~a I S  a measure of how far removed we are from the psycholog~cal 
transformation we so desperately need to engender (Clarke 1983 207) 

Both Sojourner Tntth and Cheryl Clarke were talking in different ways and 
at different historical moments about the particular psychological 
transformation that must precede or accompany any genuine social 
transformation away from oppressive practices. In similarly pursuing a 
movement for social change away from oppressive paradigms, Audre Lorde 
(1 984:40-44) identifies another set of transformations, this time from silence 
to language and action 

Thinking through these questions I have come across numerous 
versions of the desire for the transformational in the works of other scholars. 
For example, the very last line of Larry Neal's, 'Some Reflections on the 
Black Aesthetic', is the word 'Change'. One can therefore identify a series 
of articulations which include but are not limited to the search for resistance 
and self-articulatory paradigms in women's cultures outside of the 
knowledge of imperialism's master discourses. I am refemng then to a series 
of inter-related discourses which examine issues of imperialism and 
patriarchy and other oppressive practices and instead seek transformed 
worlds (see also Spivak 1987). 

The practical work of social transformation offered in post-apartheid 
South Africa for me demands a particular mention within this framework. In 
this paper, though, my concern has been with transformation as a discourse. 
The practice of transformation in political tenns then demands study in much 
more developed ways in this instance and in other situations where social 
transformation was undertaken. For example, the new South African RDP 
Recon.vtruction and L)evelopment Programme as well as the interim 
constitution seem to offer some of the possibilities for social transformation. 
However, at this point I can say only tentatively that it is much more difficult 
to develop the practice to match the energy of the theoretics and of the 
popular mass stn~ggles for social change. 

Poesia de negro e axe 
Poesia de negro e axe 
E axe 
Axe baba eu dig0 
Eu digo axe Nag6 
Quando entro nesta roda 
Incomodo, sim senhor 
Olha o tambo(r) 
Olha o tambo(r) 
A poesia negra 
Tem a f o r ~ a  de um quilombc 

Black poetry is ashe 
Black poetry is ashe 
It is ashe 
Ashe, baba, I say 
I say ashe Nag6 
When I enter this circle 
It is to disturb you, yes sir 
Listen to the drum 
Listen to the drum 
Black poetry 

I! l6 Has the force of a quilombo 

(*Nag6 is another name for Yoruba culture in Brazil.) 

' V i a  Viera, Niteroi, RJ, July 3, 1995. This particular chant is a ring chant created by 
Quilhomboje, Afro-Brazilian writing collective based in SBo Paulo, used to invite poetic 
recitations or declarations, generally with drum accompaniment The translation is mine, a 
video version showing the poetry ring is available from ASPECAB Imagems, Niteroi 
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This chant which begins this final section moves the desire to 'seat' axe' to 
another level, claiming that black poetry is axe', that it therefore is life-force, 
creative energy, the power to be, and further that it has the force of a 
quliombo, that 'other world' of resistance, existing outside of the terms of 
Westemiglobal cultures. One can find a related assertion in Edward Said 
(1990:If) in wluch he says that in the processes of decolonisation and 
reconstruction of national cultures, literature has been crucial to the 

re-imagining and re-figuring of local histories, geographies, communities. As such 
then, literature not orlly mobilized active resistance to incursions from outside, but 
also contributed massively as the shaper, creator, agent of illumination within the 
realm of the colonized. 

This concluding portion of this article provides a variety of explorations 
within the Afio-diaspora tradition, showing how the transformational 
converges in the diasporic creative context or at least how writers are 
striving to articulate some of these positions creatively. 

Within the literature which accompanied decolonisation, Afro- 
Diaspora writers from Ngugi wa Thiong'o to Sembene Ousmane, Chinua 
Achebe to George Lamming, actively produced a literature which identified 
creatively the bases of colonisation, located as their writing was in that 

historical juncture. 
The discourse of decolonisation carries with it the implicit and explicit 

articulations of transformations at different levels. In other words, the notion 
of 'decolonising the mind' (see Wa Thiong'o 1986) implies a transformed 
consciousness, a movement to new societal patterns beyond colo~ialism's 
malaise. 

Interestingly, research is showing, nevertheless, that the work of 
women writers, even when participating in those very discoi~rses of 
decolonisation as say a work like Paule Marshall's (1969) The Chosen 
Place, The Timeless People, seem to simultaneously occupy another 
trajectory as the work of Zora Neale Hurston or even hrther back that of 
Harriet Wilson reveals. Thus in some cases was produced a poetics which 
complicated, through issues of gender and location, some of the accepted 
trajectories of the literature wluch accompanied decolonisation as it did 
abolition17. It also sought transformation in terms of more egalitarian 
relationships between men and women, new paths for human existence. The 
writers, as in the case of Afhcan women wnters 'become not just artists but 
also pathfmders for new relations between men, women, and children' (see 
Carole Boyce Davies and Elaine Savory Fido 1993:311). 

" This point has been well developed in a variety of works on black women's writing as 
well as in my work in particular. See bibliographic references in Boyce Davies (1994). 
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Among contemporary wnters, the works of Ben Okrl (Nlgerra) and 
Grace Nlchols (Caribbean), Randall Kenan (U S A ) are tnterestlng 111 thelr 
assertion of quest~ons whlch were produced m the epoch after formal 
~ndependence In The Famrshcd Road (1 992), for example, Ben Okn under- 
takes a serles of movements for hls chtld protagontst between worlds Ever 
persistent 1s a deep hunger which renlatns unfilled and a soctetal oppression 

whlch mandates hls frequent departure lnto splrtt worlds The med~atlon 
between worlds which the N~gerlan wrtter Wole Soytnka has also under- 
t a k e ~ ~ ,  for example m a text l ~ k e  Death andthe King Z Horienlan (1975) and 
wli~ch nlns through the work of the older wrrter Amos Tutuola, The Paln~ 
Wine Drinkard (1 953) of N~gerla as well, 1s brought to the fore In thts text 

The cr~tlque of the faded promlses of the new natlon states, of the 
cotnmun~ty, of ~nasculmtty, of particular forms of parenttng, beg~n to be 
arttctllated III some streans of l~terature, m the epoch of what has beet1 called 
neo-colonral~sm or more recently post-colon~al~sm And for Ben Okri (1 992), 
~t 1s taken to the pomt when memory, of other existences, other poss~b~lttles 
perslst ~n the splrlt chtld who must often dec~de whether the world of hmnan 
existence has the requtrements to sustam htm 

D~aspora memory, as I suggested earlter, IS that deslre to recall 
expertence of other worlds as ~t suggests the deslre for other creatlve and 
humane poss~bll~t~es, and elsewheres Tlits memory is negotiated tluou& 
language as Grace Nlchols would show tn her collect tot^ i t r  a i,ong- 
Memoried Woman (1983) We may here as well cross-reference Marlene 
P1111ip who would also art~culate stmilar questions In her ~ntroduct~on and tlie 
body of the text of She Trier Her Tongue i ier 9 lenie  Sigtly Breakr (1 989) 
and at a related conceptual level ln Aftla Cooper's M e m o n u  Have Ibngue 
(1992) For Grace N~chols, the long-inernory woman IS that Afro-d~aspor~c 
figure who IS able to actlvate memory of Afrlca, d~ffictilt passages, 
enslavement, new blrths, patn and joy as she creates new worlds 111 the 
landscape of the Arnerlcas Thls deslre to reassemble or (re)tnember tlie 
(d1s)membered of the Mlddle Passage IS well articulated creat~vely In 
Momson's (1987) Hrloved In whlch (re)memory becomes the central 
organ~snlg prtnclple through whic21 the novel and ~ t s  characters develop The 
crltical work of Edouard Ghssant (1989), part~cularly ('uribhean D~riource, 
as 111 some ways does the creattve and cr~tical work of Wllson Hams of 
Guyana, would also speak to the ways m whlch the Canbbean Creole 
commun~t~es were able to re-assemble through therr mythologies, landscape, 
~lnaglnatlol~r 

Dlaspora memory, then IS that imperative whlch runs through the 
mythology, ritual, percussive, corporeal tradltlons whch ~n the~r creattv~ty 
reed other locations, other places, and reconstructs them In the context of 
c c  ~ltemporary rnater~al reallties Witness the Trtnldad and Tobago steel band 
-.. 
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tradition, for example, in which tlie rhytlnn of the dmm, forbidden during 
slavery, becomes ta~gibly re-created using discarded steel drums as a base, 
and reinstituted in dynamic form, parodying some of the organisational 
principles of European symphonic tradition on top of what in actuality is an 
African base. Diaspora memory is also a movement to hear those unspoken 
voices, to read those unreadable texts, to find the word as Kamau Brathwaite 
would say in The Arrivants to fling into the void. 

I11 many ways, the literary traditions struggle with that desire to attain 
the same level of the transformative. The most respected works in this 
tradition are the ones which in my view strive towards that level of memory. 
Reioved by Toni Momson is a work which is successfi~l for me precisely 
because it engages that struggle for Diaspora re-memory, that active sense of 
the past, with its pain, translated and re-elaborated in the present. The title 
story from Randall Kenan's (1992) Let the Dead Bury Their Dead in a 
different way struggles against the boundaries of history and literature, tlie 
processes of narrative, the complications of a variety of identities produced 
in the context of the past: Africa, enslavement, maroonage, fantastic and 
contemporary realities. It is for this reason, tlie weight of this stnrggle, that a 
number of writers in the Afi7can Diaspora tradition would as well 
consistently seek out creatively for inspiration or new format, the non-print 
traditions, in some cases the filmic tradition as does Julie Dash, Ousmane 
Sembene, Frances Anne Solomon and a variety of other writers and 
f i l~makers '~ .  

If we acceot theoretically that literature operates within its own 
disclirsive system, particularly at the level of narrative or novel forms, then 
the individual writer operates already within a predetermined system which 
she struggles to make her own, particularly at the level of ~ a n g u a g e ' ~  This 
discussion does not propose to retrace the discussions of language in AErican 
literatures, but basically suggests that the processes of transformation and 
Afro-diasporic tneniory with which I am working are consistently being re- 
presented in a variety of contexts. Further, I am asserting that all of this pre- 
figures the contemporary notions of the transnational. The contributions of 
the discourses surrounding intertextuality and re-inscription similarly 

Writers like Okot p'Bitek, for example, would reject as elitist, literature which began 
with a premise of excluding the majority of the population for participating in the 
aesthetic process and would seek to work within the context of Acoli orature. Ngugi wa 
Thiong'o would make the same point in his discussion of language in African literature in 
Decoloriising the Mind (1988) as would Micere Mugo in many of her discussions of 
orature aesthetics. 

l9  Marlene Philip in She Tries Her Tonqre (1989) makes this point well. Edward Brath- 
waite's (1984) contribution of 'nation language' also aids us in this articulation in History 1$ 

/he Voice, De~~eloprnertl of Nnfiorl Lra~qloge irr Atrglophone Carlbbe~m Poeny 
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advance this discussion, particularly in the sense of the intersection of a 
variety of t ex t~a l i t i e s~~ .  

The notion of the openness of the text which intertextuality 
presupposes, along with the imperative of memory already presents an 
interesting challenge to tlie notion of individual authorship. Even as we 
celebrate individual acts of creativity, we recoglise the role that memory and 
traces of other texts play in creation. Haitian writer Edwidge Danticat in 
Breath, Eyes, Memory and Krik? Krak! is very clear about the role of the 
story telling of her grandmother, the role of memory in both her writing and 
her grandmother's telling and fi~rther the role of memory at the level of tlie 
reader. Thus she oflen autographs her book with 'from my memory to 
yours'. Aid it is within this intertext, that the question of the individual 
creative artist's search for Diaspora memory operates for me. The Afro- 
diasporic author's awareness that the text can be a weaving together of 
numerous elements, primary among them history and memory, and the role 
of the writer as translator or medium or alticulator of these varied Ilistories, 
and that of tlie reader in the making of the text, ameliorates some of the 
demands of stellar individual creativity, even as it celebrates the successes. 

Attempting to identify the very preliminary articulations of the black 
aesthetic, Larry Neal saw memory as a significant component in his tentative 
outlining of some categories which needed elaboration (see also Adison 
Gayle 1972). His work, which I believe has been revisited by many without 
ascription, was an attempt to identify as many signifying elements as one 
sees occurring, or possibly occurring tluoughout Afro-diasporic cultt~re. 
Without resorting to the essentialist paradigms of black aesthetic which 
happened in the Black Arts Movement. I can see how liis then referenciiig of 
'race memory' is yet another version of Diaspora memory. Many 
contemporary scholars have attempted to elaborate some of these elements. 
Heluy Louis Gates, J r  for example would develop in his Thr ,S~gr~i/y~ng 
Monkey. A Theory of Ajkrcan-Amerrcan Literary (>t~ci.vn~ ( 1 988) the 
sipifications which reside in Esu-Elegbara and provide the pre-text for the 
signi@ing monkey, the New World trickster, in Afro-diaspora context. A 
similar line of examination can be developed for understanding anancy, of 
Aka11 origin but who also made the crossing into the Caribbean. For eshu 
resides as well in all the Afro-diasporic systems as the orisi~b, of opening, of 
fate, of crossi~igs. And anuncy as that development of trickery under slavery 
in order to 'make a way' using primarily the intellect and language. 

20 
See Julia Kristeva, 'Word, Dialogue and Novel' in L1es1r.e in L~rtr~vrnoge: A Sm~rotrc 

Apj>ro~zch to Literahwe atd  Art (1 980) and Edward Said, n e  Word, the Texf nrrd the Ci.~/ic 
(1983). In fact, Derrida's (1981:26) notion of textuality suggests that each element 'is 
constituted with reference to the trace in it of the other elements of the sequence or system' 
See also the discussion in Heinrich F Plett (1 991) 
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Mae Henderson (1989) in 'Speaking in Tongues. Dialogics, Dialectics 
and the Black Women's Literary Tradition', and Houston Baker (1991) in 
Workrngs of the Spirrt. The Poetics o f  Afro-Amerrcan Women's Writrng 
provide an important bridge to my location of the transformative in Afro- 
Brazilian candomble'. For Baker, the 'generative source of style in Afro- 
America is soul; the unpetus for salvation is spirit'. Spirit, then, is associated 
with non-material modes of production or that which allows us to create, the 
power to be, or axe', which continues through an ever-continuing movement 
within the community. Henderson would relatedly pursue a Bakhtinian 
reading of the trope of possession at the level of language. Erna Brodber's 
work on Jamaican myalism or spirit possession in Myal (1988) would be a 
creative approach to this same issue. 

The demands of literary creativity and Diaspora memory are not 
therefore conflicting tendencies, in my view. A series of writers and their 
works are showing that indeed, these become an important necessity of 
articulation at the level at which the writer becomes 'the site of 
transmutation' through which myths, legends, history are reformulated and 
recirculated. The poetics and politics of audibility and visibility, the rewriting 
of history and the reconstitution of the dispossessed Afro-diasporic subject, 
the emphasis on the articulation of the intersections of a variety of 
discourses, the critique of interlocking systems of oppression, become some 
of the streams to be pursued. If literature itself is the space of transformation 
of the imagination, then the ax6 which the Mo-Brazilian writers sing in 
order to 'seat' is that which through creativity allows resistance and 
quilombrsmo or maroonage to be activated2'. 

Speaking intertextually to the notion that black poetry, articulated in 
the opening chant, carries both axe' and the force of resistance or 
quilombrsmo, is a poem by young writer Marcia Douglas, called 'Voice 
~ e s s o n ' ~ ~ .  I see it as working through well, some of the questions of Afro- 
diaspora memory and its creative articulation as it activates the word maroon 
as a site of recreation. I want to end this discussion then by allowing it to 
articulate some of the questions which have driven this discussion. Here, 
using language (voice-articulation-the perfonnative) this poem refers to those 
other worlds outside of Western prescriptive contexts, using memory, 
history, a variety of languages and variations of a particular form, in order to 
speak that transformation and resistance. 

2' See though Luis Camnitzer (1994) who talks about the importance of distinguishing 
between art as a tool to create culture and achieve independence and art as a globalising 
commercial enterprise 

22 In Claiming Voice, student poetry booklet compiled by Marcia Douglas for Prof Carole 
Boyce Davies, Black Women Writers Course, 1994 

'Voice Lesson' (Marcia Dorrglas) 

Cimarron 
Cimarron 
Remember to roll the r's 
(Think of the sound of galloping mustangs on a Nevada plain) 

Cimarron 
(or the pound of buffalo hoofs) 
Cirnarron 
(or your grandma's mules broken loose last year) 

Maroon. 
Maroon 
Breathe in deep 
say it like a warrior hurling her spear through the air 
Maroon 
(Now think of bloodhounds, armed men at your heels) 
Maroon 
(or Nanny's boiling cauldron set to catch them) 
Maroon 
(or women wearing the teeth of white soldiers around their ankles ) 

Maroon 
Maroon 
Pronounce the 'a' soft like the 'a' in 'alone' 
That's right, 
Marooned 
(Imagine dangling from an orange tree blindfolded- 
stockings from someone's clothesline noosed around your neck) 
Marooned 
(or the one dollar to your name,' 
the eviction notice taped to the door) 
Marooned 
(think of a cold, soundproof room.) 

Maroon 
Maroon 
Say it slow like a rich, full thing to the mouth 
Maroon 
(Remember yourself six years old, 
talking sassy in your mother's dark lipstick)' 
Maroon 
(or Zora's lips mouthing 'just watch me', 
her felt hat tilted to the side of her head) 
Maroon 
(or all those women's mouths in Ebenezer choir, 'Free at Last, 
singing for the fire locked up in their bones ) 
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Maroon 
Maroon 
Here's your chance now, 
follow the Instinct of your tongue 
and say ~t your way, 
Maroon 
Put on that hat you wear when you're all stirred up and need to 
have a word or two 
Maroon 
Hurl your spear ~f you like, 
Or change the accent on the 'a'- 
perhaps something wide, free hke the 'a' tn gallop 
Maroon 
Mdroon 
(Hear the call of an old abeng3) 
Maroon 
Say ~t 
Say ~t r~ch 
~ a ;  it fill1 
(The twitch neai your ear is only the remembrance of thunder ) 
Maroon 
Breathe in deep 
Maroon 
(This dust kicked up on the plain is sweet as nutmegl) 
Maroon 
Say it1 
Maroon 
(Listen to the feet of summer rain behind you) 
Say it strong 
Say i t  now 
Break loose speckled horse, 
and take yot~rself back 

Departments of English and Africans Studies 
State University of New York at Binghalnton 
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9 1  . 'This is no Time to Gaze . 
Black Feminist Discourse 
and our Politics of 
(re)Presentation 

Keshia N. Abraham 

Come share with me sister feminist 
Let us dance in the movement 
Let my blackness catch your feminism 
Let your oppression peek at mine 
After all 
I ain't the right kind of feminist 
I'm just woman 

(Cheryl West) 

Preface 
In: Black Women Writing and Identity: Migrations of the Subject (1994), 
C:arole Boyce Davres a.sk.s quest~ons whrch to some extent @rne the 
methodology qf thts paper, or collection o f  ideas. If we recognise theones 
rr.7 ,'fkame.s o f  rntellrgrbility ' then ~t seem.v plausrble that these Jiarnes can, 
should and do take on multlple forms. Boyce Llavres (1 994:3j) asks: 

How do we theorize, who are the theorists and what is theory? Is theory a 
hegemonic discourse which imposes a new hierarchy? Is it important to  pursue 
the specificity of Black female identity theoretically? What happens to the 
readership when the language of theory is deployed? .. what about the 
discussions that surround feminism and deconstruction or feminism and 
postmodernism? Are they competing, allies, the 'master's tools' . 

' The tltle denves from Garnett Silk's song, 'Babylon Be Still' (1995) 
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Taking zip these and other que.strons surroundrng the ways ~n which we 
speak to one another across varrous vords, thrs text .should be seen as 
attetnpting to bring together d!fjrent volces speakrng on slmi[ar ideas 
while makrng room,for the d~ff'erences they speak to. 

I11 this present moment of multinationalism and transnational black 
movements of resistance amidst various manifestations of transition, there 
are theories colliding all over the place. Black women are located within 
multiple discourses which combine as points of critique within Black 
feminist discussions, very loosely defined. Whether we are discussing the 
shortcoinings of totalising or exclusionary 'feminist' discourses or trying to 
come up with modes and means of articulating our disparate needs and 
desires for any type of collectivity, we are faced with possibilities of 
division, confusion, misnaming, not to mention silencing on multiple level. 
The difficulties this particular paper addresses concern the ways in which 
some black women's discourses are made to stand in for the whole of us and 
have often unwantingly served to name or define our actions, intentions and 
modes of expression. We talk about our 'blackness' or our 'consciousness' 
in ways which are necessarily celebratory, however what are we saying 
when we look at each other across the vast spaces which disicoru~ect us and 
don't see the differences our locations necessarily i~lhabit?~ We celebrate 
that which binds us and theorize on those elements which co~ltinuously 
suggest connection, relation, and fortunately, insurgence. I arn looking for a 
way to get at what we get out of the exchange of glances. Are we caogl~t up 
in a 'gaze', are we rolling our eyes, do we stare? How do we look at each 
other? Who's looking, back? What happens next? To me, there is a 
contextual relativity too deeply embedded in our contemporary neo-colonial 
situations to ;&more the politics of gazing. 

Before delving too far illto the larger questions I would like to think 
tluough, I feel I must qualify the terms wtlich have already recurred often 
enough to be disturbing to me and which may be causing a degree of 
confi~sion or uncomfortability which is unintentional. Where I have written 
'Black feminist' it is with the intention that these two tenns not be taken 
singularly or as mut~~ally exclusive because one without the other has 
historically, in a variety of places, stood in for something (someone) which 
does not apply to the field I am referring to. Naturally I am aware of the 
proble~natics of both the terms black and feminist, however hopefirlly 
througliout the course of this paper, it will become clear that this proble~n of 
naming is one which I am deeply concen~ed with and as yet cannot seem to 

Dislconnect is used here in the sense of its dual meaning in Afra-U S. vernacular-to 
'dis', as in to dis-respect, dis-credit, dis-tort 
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rectify. For my purposes, the term Black feminist/womanist3 is used in 
reference to a theoretical grounding put forth by women of African descent 
located tluoughout and within the African diaspora reflecting and 
'theorizing'4 on their existences as women marked in particular ways by 
race, class, gender and obviously, their intersections. To quote Audre Lorde 
(1 984): 

This is what Black feminism is all about; articulating ourselves, our needs, our 
resistances as women, and as women within our particular environments. We 
don't exist in abstract 

Trying to position black feminist/womanist discourses within 
discussions of subjectivity, I want to get at a way of viewing the positioning 
of the theories being produced by Black women located in the U.S. vis a vrs 
the sites for theory being suggested by women located elsewhere. In many 
ways this is an attempt to locate myself more firmly within the academic 
background which has up to this point basically shaped my understanding of 
Black womanist/femi~~ist literary studies. How is that that which has taken on 
the name of Black feminist discourse gets positioned by women writing 
throughout Afnca, the Caribbean, Europe, Canada? By the same token liow 
are Black women who exist in spaces outside that which has been to some 
degree defined by Black U.S. women positioned vis a vis black feminist 
discourses? In the contemporary space many black women are seizing their 
rights to voice and claiming liberatory, resistant, revolutionary, ways of 
theorizing our existences. We are conling to a point of acknowledgement and 
recognition of each other and the politics inherent in how we relate to one 
another. In fact, in both writing and action we have recognised that 'this is 
no time to gaze'. 

Various definitions of 'womanist' have been written by scholars such as Alice Walker 
and Clenora Hudson-Weems. As so many definitions of feminism have been put down 
internationally, I turn to Ruth Meena (1992.5) who writes 'Invariably, all scholars 
engaged in gerlderlwoman studies are committed to changing oppressive gender relations. 
They are therefore feminists' 

In a variety of ways I am avidly against monolithic or exclusionary uses of the notion 
of theory while at the same time, the problems I have with the naming of what we are t o  
consider the theoretical are similar to the problems of trying to articulate that which is 
seen as feminist. Carole Boyce Davies (1994:5) explains that 'the terms that we use to 
name ourselves ... cany their strings of echoes and inscriptions. Each represents an 
original misnaming and the simultaneous constant striving of the dispossessed for full 
representation. Each therefore must be used provisionally; each must be subject to new 
analyses, new questions and new understandings if we are to unlock some of the narrow 
terms on the discourses in which we are inscribed' For now let's consider them as being 
used under erasure. 

This line, 'this is no time to gaze', from the late Garnett Silk's song, 
'Babylon Be Still', sounds to me like a direct call to action. Personally, as a 
conscious Black woman listening to this call, surrounded by mass discourse 
on the battles being fought on numerous fronts by Black people variously 
located, I cannot help but feel the need to find some way of actively placing 
myself on the line. In addition to recognising the challenge that other &can 
descended women have taken up in the very act of writing their lives in the 
face of murderous odds, I think about the necessity for black women to fmd 
points of connection throughout the world. As a young black woman, born 
and raised for the most part in the United States, but who has travelled, or 
migrated to some extent, back arid forth to Europe, Southern ATnca, and the 
Caribbean, my concern about the level of activism that exits in the U.S. 
amongst Black women has escalated in the face of our international 
contemporary situations. When I look around me, at other women, 
living/existing in various spaces/countries, I see long histories of organised, 
political struggle-women acting out with other women. 

'THIS IS NO TIME TO GAZE'!: So Why and How Do We Do It? 
While there seems to have been a concentration on the feminist scholarship 
by Black women from the United States, when in the process of defining 
either Black feminist literature or theory, it has been argued that there are 
Black women theorizing all over the place (see Boyce Davies 1994). I 
believe that it is in a variety of discursive modes that black women's creative 
theory seizes spaces which unite us across our conditions and the particulars 
of our existences. I want to look at the ways in which Black U.S. women, by 
being placed in the centre of Black feminist discourse can, re-enact the 
'gaze' on each other, whether through classist, cultural, sexist, or imperialist 
lenses. 'This is no time to gaze'. What are we suggesting we should do 
instead? 'No time for gazing'. We can no longer afford to spend our time 
gazing at one another, in awe or confusion, but must instead, find ways of 
linking up in action. What are the sites of theoretical resistance in this 
instance? 

'This is no time for gazing'. In this highly unstable political moment 
we are living in all over the place, there must be a recognition of the 
necessity for shifts to the radical in what, how and why we theorise. 
Contemporary theory being written by black women placed within and 
without the U.S. are engaging and working through multiple theoretical 
locations. What I am wondering is what are the spaces that Black women, 
globally, are claiming (or not) and how? In the process of trying to find out 
how we might link up with one another, politically, ideologically, and 
actively, I think that certain things have generally been taken for granted. We 
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wolneneiigage each other. As variously hued and dramatically textured as we 
areas apeople, I want to suggest ways of recognising our multiplicity through 
collaboration. Beginning with a discussion on the literary criticism which 
nccuples and to some degree influences the ways 111 which Black feminist 
theories are conceptualised, I want to read through a variety of approaches. 
Looking into materialist based, Marxist and cultural feminism being written 
hy Black wainell as well as those texts which deal with gender construction 
and resistance to representations, my intention is to challenge subjective 
relationships between Black wornen and the theory tliey are writing. 

Rut the obvious question here seems to be how to have the discussion 
in sucli a way as not to replicate tlie gaze or to suggest that all of tliis is 
really just an oppositional discourse. Political, yes and certainly oppositional 
when necessary, tlie theoretical space of Black feminist discourse is marked 
as reststant in the sense that the very presence of the writing stands as a 
challenge to some factors which collectively have sought to keep our words 
fro111 11s and our voices unheard. Invoking the words of Audre Lorde (1984), 
for 'those of us who were never meant to survive', the act of writing is 
challenging, but recogiising that we share this space of challeiige as black 
and women, the choice is often to write our lives for each other so that we 
call look into each other, pick up tlie strands, gather together, and imple~tlent 
some fonns of radical change whether that change is manifested only at the 
level of the conceptual or fully realiised. 

Looking at the literary texts being written by Black U.S. women who 
take their characters 'back to Africa' from different points West, it seems as 
if the major commonality is our inability to survive once we have re-crossed 
the sea In numerous texts, the Black woman from foreign remains foreign to 
cultures, to other women and to some extent to herself. Is this past of the 
politics of migsatioll from which we cannot escape or are we saying that 
return or comtn~mication is riddled with impossibilities? From novel to 
autobiogaphy most of the texts which come to mind when I think of Black 
women in the Diaspora writing about trying tc live in Africa, have their cha- 
racters become so isolated, they have no choice but to either become totally 
marginalised or to re-cross the ocean, stepping back across the void. Carib- 
bean wonlet1 novelists, Miriam Warner-Vieyra (1987) and Maryse Conde 
(1 982 & 1988) both create characters who in a sense go mad because of their 
foreignness in Africa and U.S. writers Marita Golden (1990) and Ntozake 
SIlange (1994) also presellt Black wolnen in conditions of trauma, to some 
extent influenced by their positioll as Black women migrating tllrough the 
diaspora. If this is what we are saying in our creative work, how do we link 
ourselves wit11 African wornen in our theory? Do we merely just gaze? 

Ama Ata Aidoo's Dilenlma c?/ A C;I.rost (1985) picks up similar 
questions in the relationship and experiences of her African American prota- 

gonist who re / t~m~s  to live in Africa with lier new Africa11 husband. Adoo 
also seems to be writing out the tension and difficulty of st~rvival for a Black 
woman to reituni to Africa. On this literary strain I do see recent novels by 
Black wolnen trying to come to grips with the conditions of our Westerness 
in very radical ways. While I mentioned Shange's L~llanc as a novel by a 
Black U.S. woman in which the black female protagotlist is dealing with her 
experiences as a diasporic subject througl~ psychological treatment, Shange's 
attention to the particulars, the nuances in our existence are presented in a 
very unique way and suggest new ways of thinking though our identities. 

I found Jean-Rene eating souvlaki at the fast-food place next to the 
Moulin Rouge I was flirting with some Brazilians from the Folies Bergeres I 'd 
just left Lisbon, and Angola was on all our minds. 

In my last paintings, before I left New York, I superimposed AK-47s over 
foetal transparencies under Frelimo banners Ln L~r tn  C'otrtlnr~n was the name of 
the show' (Shange 1994 16) 

Liliane insisted, as she had to, she was an intellectual The g ~ r l  tnily 
believed certain thoughts, even certain gestures, were inipossible in certain 
languages She was driven, by some power I never understood, to learn eL1er)i 
language. slave language, any person in the Western Hemisphere ever spoke She 
felt incomplete in English, a little better in Spanish, totally joyous in French, and 
pious in Portuguese When she discovered Gullah and papiamento, she was beside 
herself I kept tellin' her wasn't no protection from folks hatin' the way we 
looked in any slave owner's language but she had to believe there was a way to 
talk herself outta five hundred years of disdain, five hundred years of dying cause 
there is no word in any one of those damn languages when we are simply alive 
and not enveloped by scorn, contempt, or pity There's no word for us I kept 
tellin' her. No words, but what we say to each other that nobody can interpret 
(Shange 1994-66) 

Working out similar issues, Ema Brodber's second novel Myal, 
presents an innovative way of critiquing our new world existel~ces, taking 
into acco~~n t  a variety of African inspired cultural forms which all must 
necessarily be aligned in order for 1.1s to remain whole. Each of these 
protagonists, Liliane and Brodber's Ellen, must go tlrough psycliological 
traumas involving their inter-diaspora migration in order to return home and 
get treated. I think that to some extent while Liliane goes through 
psycl~ological counselling which is not necessarily within the black cultural 
fonns, it is siglificmt that her therapist be able to understand the cultures out 
of which she speaks. Ellen, Brodber's protagonist in Myal, must go through 
culti~ral rebirth influenced by lier entire community and whicll has 
resonances in a variety of cultural locatio~~s. Myalism is in tliis sense a 
communal expenetlce, shaped in the New World as a way to retain any 
residuals possible from our realities tluoughout Africa. Paule Marshall's 
(1983) protagonist i11 I'ral.~e.rong .for the Widow goes tluo~rgh a similar 



process of trauma, illness, and rebirth via African based cultl~ral 
manifestations, reshaped and specific to the existence of Black people 
relocated in the West-United States and the ~ a r i b b e a n . ~  I am looking at 
these newer literary forms as sites of refiguring the ways African wornen are 
viewed and how the processes of re-cotu~ection are supportedG. Turning to 
the scene of Black feminist theories how do we look at each other? 

Checking Ourselves, or, Feelin' the Vibe, Recognising, then 
Questioning 
In her essay, 'Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial 
Discourses', Chandra Mohanty (1984) critiques the positioning of 'third 
world women' within feminist theory and I think that to some degree the 
questions she raises are applicable to the ways I am looking at the tensions 
between Black U.S. theory and Black women located elsewhere7. She 
writes: 

What happens when this assumption of 'woman as an oppressed group' is 
situated in the context of Western feminist writing about third world women7 It is 

See Abena Busia's (1988) discussion of Prai.sesotgfor /he Wldo~v. 

Since this essay was written I have had the privilege of reading Nozipo Maraire's 
(1996) novel, Zeicele which I think takes this discussion in a new and very compelling 
direction One of the vignettes in this Zimbabwean novel centres around the young 
African American woman struggling to locate her father from whom she had been 
separated for most of her life She travels throughout the African continent, basically 
from Cairo to the Cape In each place she goes, she is told great stories of the activist 
work her father is engaged in although each time, just as she arrives in Nigeria, Senegal, 
Ghana, Uganda, Botswana, South Africa, she has just missed him What I find 
particularly interesting about this story of 'Sister Africa' is that while carrying out this 
search, she becomes learned in various African languages and cultures, becomes a 
forthright political activist in her own right and is unquestionably committed to  the 
liberation of Africa She is taken in and even the language used to describe the affection 
the narrator feels for her makes this character seem an example of the reality of a woman 
of African descent returning to Africa to live a vibrant, significant and meaningful life 
:urther, there is great significance in that this novel is one of very few which portrays a 
positive African American woman surviving in Africa and working towards positive, 
community based change (On this note, see also Bessie Head's (1990) 'The Woman 
from America' in her collection, A Womntz Alone: A~~tobiographicnl Wrrlit~g.~). 

' I feel I must point out that each time this phrase, 'Black U.S. women and Black 
women located elsewhere' comes up, I cringe 1 am avidly seeking another way to 
express this difference in location, but as of yet, I have not found another way of getting 
this across 
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here that I locate the colonialist move By contrasting the representation of 
women in the third world with what I referred to earlier as Western feminisms' 
self-presentation in the same context, we see how Western feminisms alone 
become the true 'subjects' of  this counterhistory. Third world women, on the 
other hand, never rise above the debilitating generality of their 'object' status 
(Mohanty 1984:71) 

By quoting Mohanty in this way, I am trying to see how we superimpose 
'femi~lism' on conditions/situations which actually may be addressing that or 
challenging it to some degree. Several Black women located in a variety of 
spaces outside of the U.S. have commented on this positioning of white 
women's feminism and its neo-colonialist relationship to black women and 
their work. 

In addition to criticising the whitewashing of feminism, Valerie Amos 
and Pratibha Parmar also offer critique of the versions of Black U.S. 
feminism acting as stand ins for all Black women's discourses. They use this 
moment to call Black British women to action-there is no time to gaze. 
While they do make reference to the tendency for Black U.S. women to 
concern their writing with documenting individual and collective histories, 
they continually look to the history of Black women in the U.S. to cite 
examples for their discussions. If these were the only sources available at the 
time to factually locate the historical situations of Black women in the West, 
I have to wonder who is writing the history of Black British women? Black 
women in the United States have not, if at all rarely, embraced or included 
the actual differences and particular issues being dealt with by Black British 
women (or Black women in Europe in general)8. 

Buchi Emecheta writes that she does not consider herself to be a 
feminist because to her feminism is a white woman's thing. She writes that if 
she must claim this identity she would use feminism with a small 'f or under 
erasure. Additionally, Clenora Hudson-Weems, in her advocating of 
'Afi-icana womanism' explains that it is not feminism in the sense of a white 
women's movement that she is speaking out of, but rather one infonned by 
various West &can cultural formations and traditions. 

For us 'this is no time to gaze', we are a people with histories of 
active rebellion and women who have embodied legacies of struggle for 
generations. So in challenging contemporary stn~ggles, there must be some 
fonn of active engagement. Within feministblack feminist discourse where is 
that space Black women occupy? 

I would also add that very little attention has been paid to Black Canadian women 
scholars by Black women in the U S  although there has always been fluid migration 
between these two countries Similar patterns of re-location apply to Caribbean 
populations in the U S.  and in Canada 



In recoelrlslllr 'd~slplace, the space In between' (Phrll~ps 1992) u - 
I~terature and c r ~ t ~ c ~ s l n  or the creat~ve and the theoret~cal, black women, 
~nternationally, are poslng cliallenges to all of the b~narres wll~ch would 
allow the poss~b~l~ ty  of readmg, too deeply from the oiitslde Bas~cally, 
making the gaze no longer a co~nfortable pos~ t~on  and challeng~ny each other 
as c ~ ~ t ~ q ~ l e s  are laiinclted at our own spectatorsh~p, we appear to be 
deadlocb.ed 111 a starnig mdtch Is the alln to see who looks away first? 
Who's gaLe 1s itnpenetrable? 

W r ~ t ~ n e  theory from the ~nslde out, contemporary Black women are " 
fillir~g up tile vo~ds and cla~lni~lg tlreory as a creat~ve space and the creat~ve 
as ~~Jlcrently theoletical Ilavlng shifted or refigured the a~id~ence and there- 
fore the cent~e, several contemporary texts d~scuss ways of cultnial infonnnlg 
f rom the ~ n s ~ d e  To me this IS the s ~ t e  In wlnch we all cnter and can eas~ly con- .. . 

tribute to thinking about our connections or ways of sllari~lg our experlellces 
of struggle, celebratio~ls of life, and hope for continued (re)memory. 

Taking an approach similar to that used by l r r i sa  Tnmer ill ller critical 
text Av1.w. Yc M x h ! ~ '  F'eopi& (1994), Carolyn Cooper is also concenied with 
bringing tlie 'interests of tilose at the bottom, of black wornell', to ligl~t. Like 
Turner, Cooper (1995:3) disc~isses how the interests of wonlen are 'being 
articulated tl~ro~igll a wide range of struggles and are finding expressio~l 
tlisougi~ vi~t~ially all typesof  media'. Both of tliese critical WI-iters are 
concenled with retunling the gaze or focus to some extent, in an attempt to 
call attention to mis(s)sead discourses, transgressive methodologies deeply 
embedded in culture, and the politics of these movements in contemporary 
pop~~lar ~ n o ~ n e ~ ~ t s .  By claiming tlie space of wriiiiig froin the 'botto~ns up' a 
wllole host of ways of transyessing are called up. Fro111 'the bottoms' as tile 
folk discourse, yardie Iivin', to the 'bottoms' of ~ a o n y ,  or that postt~rillg 
tllat we eirlbody tluor~gll the butterfly, tile bottoms are sites of trails~~essioil 
in the sense of claiming spaces and posttires which were not supposed to be 
seen. I an1 speaking liere about what Carolyn Cooper (1992) has termed 
'slackness politics' ill her reading of Ja~naicw popular culture What sucli 
discourse sllouts is that you call go ahead and look if yo11 want to but 
understand that we are determining how much we let you see and that we or1 
tlle inside krlow what really lies within and beyond that wllicll is seen Olir 
body politics and nlodes of embodying slack~less as culture repositioned 
testifii to our recoglitioil that 'this is no time to gaze'. 

-_-______- ' There are numerous tales and legends which surround the maroon (11,rand)tnother 
Nanny One of the most well known is that of Nanny showing her 'botto~~l'lback-side to 
the colonial officers who attempted to shoot her The bullet lodged itself in hel- backside 
and she continued to fight on behalf of the maroons for liberation with the bullet firmly 
lodged 
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Now, what does all this mean when we search each other out across 
the voids? 'This is no time to gaze; no time for gazilig . .  '. 

Journnl-some bits and pieces 
Llery I :  I I('CI.Y .statrdrtrg at the door ofmid to go 111. I t  1va.ar 'I that I rt2rr.s nctrlally nftnref 
of criry~hitrg or ntryotte in there, I think it ~va.s,l~i.rt 1hef2~7r of t tyrr i~ to,/,grne or/; ho~t, 
1 1.1,olrld be sent lt*hen I r~~crlked in. Afrer the lon~pln~re ride drrrrttg 1vl71ch I,/lrp/~ed 

throt~gh the photo nlbrrm my n~other mnde,fir me, I thorrght ahotit ho~v nry rtelv 
,fimtr& ~~O l l l d  look, ~uozrld they look 11ke people back home, ~ ~ o l r l d  we he able to 

con~m~~~ncate easrly. Reniembering my,fir.st day.s oflivlr~g wtth the Do.~.~;setto'.~ 
i t /  Ifnly, atiolher cozintry I haddeclded to live in hefore lotowrt~g tl~e latrgr~age 
~t~el l ,  I11,n.s worrred [ha/ ny irrterpretntrow.~ ofthe rvrrtteir .Yhor~a pl7rtr.se.s /t i  il?e 

iirtrodnctory laripmage hooks would be way c!ff the rightprot7rrirotrIroi1. 
Cantiorr.s!y atld cr bit tzervon.r& I czq'lrrsted the n~cri.stbawe/ c!f my artkle-Ietrgrh 
skrrt clrtdpl~t OPI a .sniile as I cjpetzed the door atrd walked into the r,oont of 
Zinzhabmueml hosrpinmts otr czre. For the next erght weeks I 1r.n.s to he 

117err (kzirghter. We greeted ecrch ofher arid as / ccrrejiilly ktrelt ~t i , /rot l~ o f  ny 
tleliJ ~areirts and cro.s.sed my hands rn .salr/tatron, I wotrdered lJ they k?te~r, he/ore 
hand that their new dcnrghter. ~nilrke previorr.~ yeaxs as ho.sfporerrf.s, ~r,orl/d he 

a black irJomml. 

Dny 3: Each nioriritrg b<I;)re my ivalk to .school I ~ ~ ~ n k e  zp nrorrwd j:.10 ro the .sorli/ds ctf 
evelyowe el.se gettrtrg therr day tinden~~ny. Whrle crn7n1 1.s rn the,/ie/cLs, crtrd her 11,trter 1 )  

011 thefire,fir the seeorid rotrnd of hath.s atrd hrc~nkfa,rt.s I leczp orlt of hed mr(1 .nt8ee+ 
the hoti.se atrd the,fiortt yard. On T7re.sdny. Thur-.vd~y cvrd .(iitl~rdtl)i. I irm ~~lr.~jrfi l lto 
rmlentber topolr.sl7 the,flr,ors when I'i~e,firti.shed Afrer I)tral& hcrfl~e I go to /he 

kitchetr to.loni nmaifir tecr, by 1vhic:h frnre .she has gathered frrelt~oo(/,fijr /he 
n1or~71trg: .seer) all of the childreti ofto .school, prepared Bnba :s mrd-nrorrritrg nlrcrl 

thnl he tizkes with hrnr, drcnvtz water, checked on the marze m d  .septzrafed f l~e 
linitidry, car<J~rl fo make .snre to renlrtld her eldest sot/ fo hrir~g home sonre hretrd 
crt the endofthe dny. We .srp (olr t m  and III orrr broke72 Shonlgi,sh ~t,ty c!f.speakltrg 
to ench other talk ahorrt luhat my ntother r t z  the cS/ate.s doe.sSo/. n lrvirig. Wtrlki t~~ 
to .school I thiirk lo ny.reifthat I know rrext to itothrt~g ahotrt lvhat beitrg cr lvonreni 

really meafr.c. 

Dry 10: I tcrlked to nry nzother 1n the Sta1s.r. todcry. She :r heeti ~~.oi.ned hecorur otr the 
rre~l~.r .she smv sonle ~tetllloir of t/ie Itlcrea.sit~g rate c?fAidr s(~refldrrr~ i l~or~~rh  Nrgerin. 
I try to calnt her doit~tz by ex~~lairrrr~g the etrormorr.~ .nze c!fAfiiccr, htrr 11 1.r to rro n,~crrl. 

Alt/7orrgl7 Itl7rtrk I.sho~rldte/l her boll, tinlikely rt 1.s /hat 1 ~vrl l  'catch the Arc/, ' ory 
qrircker here thnlr if1 were nt honie goitrg to school or workrtig, I bite my totrgrie titrd 
tell llcr thsrt Is//  11ai1e ~rgaitl .wot~. I krro111 .she :s j/~.st ~ljorried nborll her hohy helirk, soo 

,ftw mvay, hrit .sonirtinie.r /,f ie/ carrght r t t  a cotrrlrrdr~inr o/ expecintrorrs,/~~r I , , ~ I ~ . / I  

I 'n? rre~>er too .srlre 1 om e(ltrlp/?ed Each hrrc?fcot~versatrolr ~ljrth my mother ren~~trd, 
nte thntftjr her lo reach L I P O I ~ I ~  where she ~v i l l  tro lotiger worry lvill fro dorrht trike 
hvice as mrich time a.s my corivincriig her that I rrnr really crll right atrd cmt take 

care ofnryselj Whet2 .she asks how nty host mother I S  I dorz 'I ktrolv holv to re.sporrd 
heccrzr.se whrle amai rsfine I \t~nnt to tell my nrother hoic' mrrch nly hnrrds hrirt beccnr.re 
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I tried to help nn~nr harrd rc~nsh rhe  clothe.^, holv niy &el don ' / feel like mine qfier I 
!/.led to ,~,oNc o1r the hol p o l ~ r ~ d  with~rrt niy .shoe.r ns she some tin re.^ does, and how 

n7y hack hlirt.s,/rom tl-y.'i~~g to mtrke sndzn, mrd dorrrg ~t wrorrg. 

IJny 26: 7he [mle I.\ dr~nvlrrg nenrer to wherr I will have to letrve. I have heen l ry~ t~g  to 
frrrd n ivoy of~vri/rr~g ahorit all tho/ I've seetr a~rd learned here. Writrilg seems lo he /he 

11,ay I need to process rrN (?/this, brr/ how do I write nbozil pieces of my li/e,fil/ered 
thl-o11h.h the rmi;he.s c?/,nrop/e I t~ow con.sider,fanir/y~ 

Dny I S :  I hove been livrrrg 111 Kn~ekwe, in a hrgh densrty to+i~tr.sh~pfor three dnys trow 
trrrd life here is so d!fferent,fr-on1 what I hndgotter~ ncczi.sion7ed to or1 the niral larrd.,. 

71ie same hcrsrc cirlt~rral r7tle.s apply hilt the ddference rtl the ejfects oj'the ecotron~y trre 
forcrrrg nle to look rrt /he ~voys rn which Black womerr have to negotrate lherr idet1trtie.s 111 

order to clnrm any kind ($aiithoriv wrthin the rlclrrow spaces that have been crllocated. 
Orre of the rclon?en I l i ~ ~ e  with nsked me to come to her shop today becalr.se she kvarrred to 

hove the chunce,fir 11s to talk, may@om her kids and her hzrsband. We sot otl n~ilk 
crcries nnd hehvre~r sips ofC,'oke and the occa.siorr~r1 ciistomer come for a lonf(fbread 

or mayhe cr partie, she told me her story, ii~ithoirt inferrzrptiorr. She strrrl it? a 
convrrsatronal lone as matler offact a.s colrntzng o ~ ~ t  changelo: 

that man we live with, my husband, raped me when I was thirteen years old and 
my mother had sent me to him because she knew he owned several stores and 
might have a job for me I told no one at first because he was such a big man, 
already at twenty-seven, and as I was unattached they would have said I asked 
him to When I fell pregnant during the sixth week of his repeated assaults on my 
body, I knew it was best that I married him I don't regret it now because then, at 
my age, a girl of thirteen with a baby, I would have been known as a prostitute 
and it (I)  would have killed my mother who had hoped I would make enough 
money to be able to take care of myself How could 1 willingly be like a prostitute 
or knowingly kill my own mother" 

As a Black woman trying to find ways of engaging the work beii~g 
done by African women writers, I think that some of the difficulty lies in the 
availability and accessibility of those texts which are being put forth by 
Black women variously located in relation to academia, culture, labotu. The 
effects of not havi~lg access to the material cannot be taken as spaces 
ui~claitned. Frorn any of the sites we exist 111 this seems to be a difficult 
problem to negotiate. Whether located in the States or in var io~~s  places in 
Africa, England or the Caribbean, there is a chain of information which links 
up in particular ways to filrther the lack of access to and by particular 
women vis a vis their locations. Basically, Black women located in the States 
lament not having access to many Black women writers from Africa without 

10 This is the story as she told it to me I am still waiting to hear from her to know if I 
have her full approval to cite her as the author of this narrative 

necessarily critiquing the politics of publishing which effect how and what 
we read that which we can". 

This is no time to gaze. Black women's theory has often spoken as a 
call to action. Awa Thiam (1986:14) asks in Black Sisters, Spuak Out: 

What is the use of writing about Black women, if in doing so we do not learn 
what they are in reality? It is up to these women themselves to set the record 
straight 

Challenging what has been referred to as 'feminist' issues, she lays out the 
methodology of her book clearly from the very beginning. 

Anyone who is expecting a feminist diatribe should not read on Black women 
from Mrica are talking here. They express themselves simply as they reveal their 
problems (Thiam 1986: 15) 

Many critiques have been launched at white feminism and its movements as 
being detached 60m the life realities of black women, variously placed. As 
mentioned earlier, the seizing of the discourse and to some extent naming of 
it as well, as a position occupyable only by white, middle-class women has 
made some black women theorists leery of allying themselves with the term 
or category (see also Carby 1982). When Thiam (1 986) separates her project 
from that of 'feminists', with the recognition that 'feminism is on trial', what 
are the irnplicatio~ls or possibilities for connecting with Black women who 
have (re)claimed that space? 

111 her essay, 'Feminism: a Transformational Politic', bell hooks raises 
the issue that there is great significance in understanding that domination is 
something we are all capable of and insists that we recognise that we milst 
all resist the oppressor within. Her focus is on shaping feminism in such a 
way as to instil a sense of positivity and a complication of our existe~~ces as 
being more than just women, but women with various races, etlmicities, 
classes, and sexualities. What I want to know is if in our differences she is 
accounting for the differences in our geographical and therefore cultural 

A few Black U S women have touched on this recently. These would include Carole 
Boyce Davies (1994) and Barbara Christian (1987). I think that this is something which 
must be actively challenged and reformed. Several feminist presses and magazines are 
sought to address these issues but at the same time, it is not just ensuring that the work is 
published but where and for whom7 Then once distributed, who has access to the 
materials or even access to the knowledge that they exist. This is all a simplified argument 
because to really get into the politics of  publishing, I think I'd have to go all the way back 
to the level of defining that which we consider texts Do the same politics apply to the 
manufacturing and distribution of music or graphic arts for example? 
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locations in that her prescription for what feminism needs to consider may 
not speak to the needs of all women, partic~ilarly Black wornen. On the 
gro~~nds that for some Black women, the category of femi~ris~n is di~bious at 
best, hooks' insistence that we all embrace it and her belief that we  nus st all 
share a common understanding of what feminis~n is, scares me. He:' 
recogl~tion that 'if women do not share a " c o ~ m o n  oppressioii"', that which 
joins us can becoine elusive, renlilids me of Nice Walker's definition of 
'wotnanist'. 

I keep trying to detach my present day reading of Alice Walker's 
(1993) defi~lition and way of looking at Black women is relation to feminism 
fro111 the nroiect she undertakes in W~zrnor M0rk.s but in that text 1 feel her - . . . . - - . 2 

gestures towards African women are missionary, paternalistic, and neo- 
colonial. In the same way that her defirlitio~l of womanism makes little space 
for women, specifically Black women, who find themselves, elsewhere doing 
other work, ber encounter with cliterodectomy as m effort to bring forth the 
existences of African women without cons~llting them suggests 
ob~iectification and as such oppression. If the category of feminism does not 
fit Black wornen for all of the reasons these theorists have described, and 
given the varioos critiques launched at Alice Walker's positioning of Black 
wornell in relation to fe~ninisrn as merely a deeper shade of the same thmg, 
how and on what grounds can we act~~ally come together'? 

It1 another essay, 'Feminist Theory: a Radical Agenda', bell hooks 
points again to tlie exclusion of the tho~~phts and works by women of colour 
within feminist discourses, and the elitism of femi~~isnl. She closes the doors 
on radical theorizing and in doing so I have to wonder if she is not separati~ig 
herself from other forms of discourse in which Black women are engaging or 
thinkiilg tl~rougl~ our realities. As I read some of the contemporary theory 
there is an effort to rethink what we are referring to wlnen we speak of 
.Black feminist theory' and as I mentioned earlier this shift to active modes 
of communicating, writing and testiijii~lg on active spaces of discourse 
repositions us and our words, To that extent, it is the spaces of activism 
which are bursting at the seams with the insurgent voices, 'noises', of Black 
women, globally. When in action, who has time to gaze? 

'This 1s no tlme to gaze, 
no, no, no 
no time to gaze 
play Rasta songs all the day long 
and you'll be strong 
to carry on (Garnet Silk 1995) 

Hav~ng s~ghted up Rastafar~, reitunied the gaze of wli~te ~nalnstrea~n 
fem~msms, and 111 effect moved beyond monoltth~c construct~ons surroundung 
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how we speak to each other, contemporary Black woman theorists are 
shattering the panoptic lens which has tried to ensnare us throughout 
hislstory. As an example of Black feminist thouglit which attempts to 
embrace Black women, however dispersed, several texts have recently been 
published which look to Rastafari as a site of (feminist!) transgression. In 
addition to Makeda Silvers's 'Open Letter to tlle Daugl~ters of Rastafari', 
Terisa Turner's collection, Arise, Ye M1gh:hly People seems to mark the 
opening of a discursive space previor~sly existing, however virtually 
unrecognised. 

Open Letter to Terisn Turner 

Dear Srstrm, 
Reading thrs collection ofe.ssays was like ivatchitrg something .seemriig/y 

eliaive, come tofrzrition. For a long trnle 1 had been in search ofmr ctr.u/y 
acces.tible, corltemporarrfy wrrttet~, t a t  on Ra.stafirr ivhrch cotnp1rcate.s wonirir h 

roles andparticipation from within. While excited and anxrorrs nbolrl rmd~irg, 
dr.sclrssing and working wrth this fexf, I am also r~enorrs and slrght(y zmconfor~nhit. 
heca~rse 11 involves so much for nte. The silewcrng that has kept a hook like thi.r one 
from coming to poptrlar attention earlier, has inflrienced the way that I [ h l ~ ~ k  u0orrt 
Iryrng to have a coirversation on cerlairr issves irl certain spaces. 1 h a ~ e  come lo see 

di.sczr.s.srons about Rastafrrrr as moments of rnn.r.irrreclror~. Prlvcrte, not rn mmrrfe.s/a~~on, 
bzrt in how we thrrrk together aborit orir.wlves. It wa.s a .shock to nly .\y.stem lo he /ookirrg 
throzrgh a fr-ierrdr.s bookshelf and get cairght irp it1 the power of the red, gold, ritrd fireti. 
I .sfood there nie.srnerz.sed and transfixed by what looked, on [he orrt.s/de like ~c,htrt I hal~e 
heerr .searchrtrg.fi,r, at Ieirst or1 some /eve/. Wherr I opened /he book, I rhr~~k I /  look mr a 

solrrl lwmly rrritrzrle.s to proce.s.s my .shock, ornuzenlenl and happrrresv o,!er .seelr/g chap~er 
affer chcrpter on R~r.stafL~rr and otherp(prlar .sfr~~gg/e.s, hzrt realr.s~trg the co~~(.et~tr(rtio~r 

on wometz made me prrt the hook dousn, gnrh the phorle m~dplace a11 order,/or it. 

what [does] i t  mean to be African-American as opposed to African, what [does] it 
mean to be Africans in the United States as opposed to Africans at home, what 
[does] it mean to be Africans who had been to Africa and for whom Africa was 
the field of  study What ha[s] been our various experiences? (Busia & James 
1993-287) 

Abena Busia (1993:287) writes in this section entitled, 'Afterlwords . . '  'and 
this is what we've decided to tell you after everything we've shared...', that 
'we have different forms of identity'. Which is to say that as we speak o ~ t  of 
a variety of locations which connect us to each other and to ourselves, we 
must in celebrating our ability to come together, acknowledge that which sets 
us apart from each other. 

Without contextualising our existences and in some way q~~alifyiilg 
the possibilities of differences in what is being stn~ggled against and how, 
can we really say it's not still a question of gazing? The recoalition of the 
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perilous politics of the gaze have been written about or alluded to, so now, 
how is it that this acknowledgement of our lack of political or revolutionary 
'time to gaze', is manifested? Quoting Amos arid Parrnar (1984:16) again: 
'The choice to demonstrate "peacefi~lly" or take non-direct action has never 
been available to us'. Further, 

we have to look at the crucial question of how we organize in order that we 
address ourselves to the totality of our oppression For us there is no choice 
(Amos & Parmar 1984 18) 

At First We May Gaze Back, But Then There Is Action 

The notion of I-es~stance, however, is itself not unambiguous It too can mean and 
has meant historically-rather diverse things, translating into different practices 
and strategies that must be developed each in its concrete sociohistorical situation 
Resistance has been armed or unarmed, for instance (though never disarmed, if it 
was really resistance) It can be socially organized in group action or lived 
subjectively as a personal commitment, and often it is both But by the very nature 
of power and of the mechanisms that harness power to  institutions, rather than 
individuals, resistance tends to  be cast as op-position, tends to be seen as locked 
in an opposite position, or what the media calls our 'opposing view-point' (de 
Lauretis 1986 3). 

M a ~ y  DeShazer's A Poet io  of Retistance makes use of much of the 
d~scourse on res~stance She lt~lks 

Third World resistance discourse, which has often omitted women and/or 
eschewed feminism as a relevant area of inquiry, with U S feminist theory, which 
could benefit from closer attention to cross-cultural ~erspectives and of a poetics 
of resistance (DeShazer I994 6) 

She cites the work of South African theorist Zoe Wicornb who is tlli~lk~ng 
tlirougli the ways in which 

progressive-and I would add, of feminist-political discourse is to recognize 
that race, ethnicity, g,ender, class, and nation can best be seen in dialectical rather 
than hierarchical relationship with one another (DeShazer 1994 4) 

Thus, DeSiiazer's ~netliodology is clear in her comparative approach to 
looking at literary texts written by South African, El Salvadoran, and African 
A~nerican women writers. By making use of such a cornparison tlu-ough 
which to theoretically locate this discourse of the poetics of resistance, I 
believe that DeShazer's analyses of the relationsllips between these variously 
placed womeii opens up spaces not just for compariso~rs of existences and 

how they write themselves, but also for tliinking through ways of seeing 
poetics in spaces of transgression. She presents worne~l who, in the very act 
of writing are claiming their right to that identity we were tau& to despise, 
attesting to their survival, and are locating those noises-hearing them 
loudly, making them heard, and allowing them to reverberate. 

In 'What's Home Got to Do With It', Biddy Martin and Cliandra 
Mohanty discuss the challenge women of colour have made to the categoly 
of feminism and their placement within it. They question the possibility of 
finding a 'home' within feminism 'based on absolute divisions between 
various sexual, racial or ethnic identities'. Some critics, they write, 'situate 
themselves on the fence, in relation to tensio~is between feminism, racism 
and anti-semitism'. In their discussion of tlie tension felt surroundiilg the 
reality of 'not being home' they write of the 

realization that home was an illusion of coherence and safety based on the 
exclusion of specific histories of oppression and rrsrstncr, the repression of 
differences even within oneself (Martin & Mohanty 1986) 

Claiming these repressed histories, or I would argue, these herstories, as the 
spaces of insurgence, tlie 'noises' are loud, rebellious, and clearly 
unsilenceable. 

Carolyn Cooper (1992:~) distinguishes what she calls the 'nolses in 
the blood' as 

the non-verbal elements of  production and performance melody, rhythm, the 
body in dance and the dance-hall itself as a space of spectacle and display 

Using Jamaican folk culture/popular discourses, she offers '(mis)readings of 
Culture' (Cooper 1992:16) in such a way as to shift the spaces, texts and 
fonns of theorizing, rebelling or acting out. To some degee  the factors 
which influenced Martin and Mohanty's positioning of theses spaces which 
are inherently transgressive as repressed within our homes, are also factors 
for how Cooper reads the tense relationship between Cfculture and 
Slackness. The problem I have here is the oppositional relationship she 
draws between folkforal cultures, or what we call culhlre in the yardie sense 
and that which is written or which speaks out of more (conservative) 
ideologies. If the political manifestations of culture are coming tluough the 
spaces which are already coded as marginal or separate from the oral, 
'fonnal' modes of discourse, are we not merely turning the gaze, our gaze, 
back 011 anlother mode of signification? 

Cooper does position slackness politics as not being concerned with 
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those gazing at us in the sense of her alliision to the self-contained pleasi~res 
involved in wainin' by self. But even there, in those moments of full 
absomtion in the dance-hall, when the music is pulsating though your body 
so intensely that you can't help but close your eyes and let your body move, 
you eventually feel the vibe of men drawing nearer, eyes penetrating your 
energy fiom around the room as your sensuality is seized from yoti, 
ui~willir~gly. There is always a politics of gazing or being seen which can 
usurp our moments of persolla1 gratification, whether in the dance-hall, 
hanging on the stoop or engaging with other Black women at a conference. 

Hiinmani Barijeri (1993:xxix) writes in her introductio~~ to the 
Canadian critical anthology, Retllrning the ( h e ,  an acknowledgernellt that 

we [women of colour] are engaged in politics, linking theories with practices, 
examining ideologies through our lives, and our lives through revolutionary ideas 
We are not going shopping in the market of cultlira1 differences and relativn 
freedoms 

This statement reflects the agency that is part of the acknowledgernellt that 
this is not the time for simply idealisillg or accepting distorted levels of 
access to recognitio~l and any thing less will not be stood for. Paule Marshall 
savs in a11 i~iterview with Molara Og~mdipe-Leslie, 'we are in the process of 
re-creating ourselves all over the world and it's a fascinating task' (Boyce 
Davies 1995:22). Additionally, in the i~ltroductioll to Moving Beyond 
Hoi~nd(~rre.s: Black Women's L>ia.~poras, Vol 2 ,  Carole Boyce Davies 
(1995- 13) writes that her text 

sees black women's experiences as existing in a variety of dispersed locations, all 
engaged in the process of re-creating our worlds as they write new and positively 
transformed worlds into existance 

There is great excitement io hearing women celebrating this process of 
irlsurgent, resistant, re-creation as part of something that Black women have 
been doing all along. As a student just beginning to attempt to work through 
ways of reading our lives, engaging with other Black women and their texts, 
I feel like there are these intonations which once so~~nded  to me like 
whispers, but now are heard all around me in the conversational tone of the 
heated kitchen talk with my mother, or the exuberant voices of my girls 
around the table on a night of playin' Spades. They come to me in many 
languages, someti~nes all at once, some of them immediately recoglisable, 
others heard just as loudly but in languages which challenge me to make the 
effort to understand reality in their terms. These are the sounds of women 
challerrging the ways they have been gazed at, looked back, talked back, 
acted out. 

This paper has been an attempt at rowdiness 
it was supposed to be loud 

full of voices 
making noise 

hailing each other up  
embracing 

moving through 
with force 

too occupied with resistance 
to be worried about 
what we look llke 

but rather 
how we are 

looklng 
and what we see 

when we look 
out Into the blackness 

NO 
tliis i s  cena~nl! 
no tune to gnLe 

Conclusion: or a Forward Migration 
Drawing on the words of a few women from around the globe who have 
come before me, I have tried to put together some critical t h o ~ g l ~ t s  and 
questions on various issues within contemporary 'Black Feminist' theories 
with the hopes of seeing a way forward Since the first (secosd and third) 
revision of this text, I have been forh~nate to have had access to several texts 
which clarifv. alter and expand many of the questions and ideas engaged 
here. In addition to several texts on the subjectivity of the atithor, new 
directions in feminist theorising in southern M i c a  as well as several dated 
pieces which contexh~alise ferninisms in an African frame, these ideas have 
been affected (positively) by grassroots struggle and comln~~~lity activis~n. 

University of Binghamton 
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Looking at Women: 
Feminist Perspectives and 
Concerns in Three Xhosa 
poems1 

P.T. Mtuze 

Introduction 
Feminist scholars are agreed that feminism has various strands and 
emphases, depending on what is focused on at a particular moment. Janet 
Radcliffe Richards (1984:13) says in this regard about 'feminism': 

The word seems to have no precise and generally recognised meaning, but it has 
picked up a good many connotations of late, and an unexplained statement of 
support for feminism may therefore easily be misunderstood, and taken to  imply 
commitment to more than is intended 

Elaborating, however, on her argument that there is nevertheless a 'strong 
fundamental case' for feminism, she says the basic reason is 'that women 
suffer from systematrc social injustice because of thew sex'. Despite the 
many fornls of feminism, there is one recurrent motif that runs through 
virtually all ferninisms to confront various forms of patriarchy. Greene and 
Kahn (1985:2) state: 

Feminists do .. find themselves confronting one universal-that whatever power 
or status may be accorded to women in a given culture, they are still, in 
comparison to men, devalued as 'the second sex'. Feminist scholars study diverse 
social constructions of femaleness and maleness in order to understand the 
universal phenomenon of male dominance. 

This article is a reworked component of my doctoral research, A Feminist Critrqire of 
rhe Image qf Woman irr the Prose Works of Selected Xhosa Writers (f909-1980) (see 
Mtuze 1980). 
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There l~ave been d~vergent views on f e ~ n ~ ~ l i s ~ n  m Affican soc~ety Of course 
the debate IS comphcated by a large measure of self-mterest in sorrle cases, 
e g the a f f i r~na t~o~ l  of the d~chotomy between Inale and fernale, between 
glvers and takas  and between the emanc~pated and the oppressors for the 
benefit of e~ther males or fernales 111 Afr~ca, women have also suffered under 
'male dominance' and froin 'systemat~c soc~al ~lijust~ce because of thelr sex' 
Iloweve~, as in other parts of the world, the develop~ng f e m ~ n ~ s ~ n s  In Afr~ca 
h,i\e not supported femln~s~ns from abroad ~~ncritically Ar~anr~a 
Stasstnopoulos (1974 160) expresses s1in11ar sentiments on the efficacy of 
some of the tenets of fem~nlsin in the 1970s 

I have soukht to show tliat both comnlon and uncommon sense demand 
emancipation but deny the tenets of Women's Lib We are different from men- 
different but equal The roles which we can play in society are not artificially 
restricted by some eternal international conspiracy in which all men since the 
Stone Age have joined There is no Palaeolithic plot to hold us back The female 
woman will assert her right to be free but she will refuse to allow the Libbers to 
foi-ce her to become an t.tzu/.s nItn?n. The frenetic extremisrrl of Women's Lib 
seeks not to emancipate women, but to destroy society. The hand that refuses to 
rock the cradle is all too eager to overturn the world The female woman wants to 
live as an equal in the world, not to destroy it in the vain search for an instant 
millennium Her search for emancipation will improve and reform, Women's Lib 
will deface and destroy 

The most impressive developine~lt in this context has certainly been tliat of 
'womanism' 111 the African American community. First used by Alice Walker 
(1983), both the womanness of the wornan and Afrocentricity are 
emphasised A 'wornanist' is then someone co~nmitted to the develop~rlent of 
equal interaction between ~nale and female and the survival of a whole 
people. In its inore developed sense it focilses on the richness, complexity as 
well as tlie uniqueness and struggles of wornen's experiences in societies 
hostile to their wo~nanhood and to them being black. 

In confronting tlie universal of Illale dominance in all its coinplexity at 
a particular ~~toinent, feminism has to account for the stereotypillg of ~nale 
and female. T h ~ s  is also true of African feminism or wo~nanisln. The inail1 
argtunent in this article is that worne~l's emancipation from their suffering 
brought about by oppressive relations in society, must confront and change 
tlie stereotypical views about men and women. One of the most important 
stereotypes is that a woman should be silent in society. 

The Breaking of Silence: Confronting the Stereotype 
The kind of debate and agitation that thunders around the country arid the 
world over, including China, Bei-jittg, Inore recently, proves Sheila 

Rowbotham (1983:29) was not off the mark when she remarked about the 
deceptive silence at the time, a silence which many rnistook for acqiiiescence 
and contentment with the status quo: 

The oppressed without hope are mysteriously quiet When the conception of 
change is beyond the limits of the possible, there are no words to articulate 
discontent so it is sometimes held not to exist The mistaken belief arises because 
we can only grasp silence in the moment in which it is breaking The sound of 
silence breaking makes us understand what we could not hear before But the fact 
that we could not hear does not prove that no pain existed The revolutionary 
m~lst listen very carefi~lly to the language of silence This is particularly important 
for women because we come from such a long silence 

Whereas the silence of women has been brought about by stereotypical 
relations iri society, the breaking of silence means that the stereotypes, 
especially on tlie silence of wornen, must be confronted and changed. 
Irrespective of whether the stereotype represents truths concerning realities 
of a person or group, people in society must recognise that these stereotypes 
are all just roles into which they have been socialised. I t  is because of such 
socialisation that they accept these stereotypical representations about 
people as tnle and that their behaviour and interaction are detennined by 
such socialisation. Sheila Ruth (1980: 18) says in this regard: 

Sfcreoppe is a concept related to role, yet distinct. Defined by one author as a 
'picture in our. heads', stereotype is a composite image of traits and expectations 
pertaining to some group (such as teachers, police officers, Jews, hippies, or 
women)-an image that is persistent in the social mind though it is somehow off- 
centre or inaccurate Typically, the stereotype is an overgeneralisation of 
characteristics that may or  may not have been observed in fact Often containing a 
kernel of truth that is partial and misleading, the stereotype need not be self- 
consistent, and it has a remarkable resistance to change by new information 

Comnentmg on the undes~rable constra~~ung effects of stereotyplng on a 
person, De Klerk (1 989 5) relates stereotyplng to 'percept~on' or look~ng and 
says 

Stereotypes are abstractions, simplibing what otherwise might have 
overwhelmingly diverse meaning The expectations stereotypes generate can have 
undesirable constraining effects on person-perception, and have behavioural 
consequences Any pervasive, widely shared expectation about people in a social 
category inevitably exerts subtle pressure on its members to display behaviours, 
traits and attitudes consistent with it Sex-role stereotypes are tenaciously held, 
well-defined concepts that prescribe how each sex ought to perform Such sex- 
role stereotypes generate sex-role standards (i e expectations about how each sex 
ought to act) and the stereotypes and standards reinforce each other 
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The mutual reinforcing of sex-role standards and stereotypes bring about 
perceptions and behaviour into which people are continuo~~sly socialised. In 
t e n s  of the views expressed, woman is a social constnlct. She is what the 
male dominated society wants her to be. Anything to the contrary is deviant 
and is strongly frowned upon. Where these socialisations cause women 
suffering and pain, women have been breaking the silence. T h e e  recent 
Xhosa poems which focus on women provide an opportunity to look at 
how wornen are either viewed stereotypically or how the stereotype is 
confronted. 

Mema's Poem 
The best and most up to date example of male stereotypic but highly 
idealistic view of the woman comes from a poem by a very talented and 
highly edacated poet, Mema (1984:30) whose poem reflects current male 
stereotypical views of women: 

Umfazi Wokwenene (S.S.M. Mema) The True Woman (S.S.M. Merna) 

Y~penl '  enqab~lc)o un6az1 oncs~d~ma,  She 1s a rare pearl, the d~gnified \+oman, 

Yasolok' ~~lonlWl~tha ey akhe ~rldlma Her role 1s ever attractwe to soclet) 

Akonnab' cz~mbuth\\cn~ zokucukucez uluntu, She never finds happ~ness In goss~p groups, 

Ubonnab' akhululeke k\\ak\\enzel~ana ubuntu She 1s verv happv \\hen generos~t? 15 sho\bn 

Ukutheth' ukuvlnj~\\e ubalasele ngezenzo, She IS retlcent but g~fted as far as actlons, 

Akuhlala rhuth' mngxona aqal~se ukuluka When she s ~ t s  she opens her bag and kn~ t s  

Bufika nje ubus~ka selumfurnamfum' usapho, By the breaking of W~nter  her falnrly IS cask. 

Akoilk' ukulwalatha-lul~bhongo neqhay~ya Not shy to po~nt  them out-they're her prlde 

Wakungen' endlnlnl vakhe kuth~ gungqu When \ou enter her house ~t IS nlce and warm. 

bubushushu 
Kubasl\\e kupllek~ne, nave mhrunb~ ul~ndrne There's fire, food and the visitor 1s \\elcorne 

Ukuncum' akazenzu~ ktrtsh' uzlve usekha)a, Her smde rs genuine, ~t lnakcs IOU feel at home, 

U\a\'qond' ~ntsrkclelo lokubuk' abasetnz~n~ Shc reallses the bless~ng of bemy k ~ n d  to 
strangers 

Knindod' akhc ngumllngane aka1110 ~ p o l ~ s a ,  To her husband she's a fr~end, not a pol~ceman. 

K\\akuqalcka uml~lo akagalel~ malahle .When trouble starts she does not fan d all 

Aka\ onan e kubantvana ba! amthanda No tlger to the ch~ldrcn, the! love and respcct - 
bemhlonele, her 
Bangalna babe majaja khe k.naguek\\' urnama The\ nould fight l ~ k e  mad ~f mama rs 
nabo disparaged 

K\\lmrbutho \okuhlala ulllungu lokuqala, She's the first member of soc~al assoclat~ons, 

Ungumakh~ \\empucuko engancwasanga luzuko The budder of culture nho  does not seek glon 
U\azaz~ umbedlenge \ \an>~sa ilntstzana, She knows the needy and feeds the dest~tute, 
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Ungun~na knl~nkedama ku\' 1111mba alikheth~ The mother of the orphans nho  treats all a l~ke 
Anuncth~ uinzl nakhe kub' ucebenza ngoknakhe Her house IS sol~d as she norks herself 
U\al~rna ahlakule re kungas\\elek~ ukut\a T~l ls  and cult~vates so that there's a 1 u . a ~ ~  food 
Xa eslra kukh' amanzl akallndan~ namfaz~ When fctch~ng \later she \\a!ts for no 

\!omanfr~end, 
Akukho urncnza mkaba, engathuthel~a zlndaba She's not drann to sa\ th~ngs or bro~lght an\ 

gossip 

L~ngaphezu knegol~de elakhe luab~so, Her value 1s certalnl~ more than gold 
A\ ~nakuq~kelel\\ a ban1 e l  akhe mteng~so She 1s pnceless, no one can state her value 
Uvun \~ \a  slslzxre sonke ngend111 nangentobeko. The n hole nation confirms her d ~ g n ~ t \  and 

lo\ alt\ 
LIJ amngqtna nal\i izulu ngokholo Even heavens confimi her fa~th and her 
t~angetnfezcko fla\\ les~ness 

Spatial and temporal limitations do not pennit a detailed analysis of the 
poem, however, it is evident that this poem confirms many stereotypical 
views about women. One issue that women are becoming more and inore 
impatient about is tliat they are being showered with praises by men who 
idealise them with the sole purpose of keeping them in inferior positions atid 
statuses. Women become ever inore critical of men's idealisation of wornen 
and react against ~nale dominance. 

Me~na views women in their 'traditional' role as detenn~ned by 
Christian tradition amongst others. He idealises womerl in tenns of men's 
and societal expectations. To achieve this, he uses powefitl metaphorical 
images such as 'she is a rare pearl' and 'her worth is Inore than tliat of gold'. 
This serves to iizculcate in women a sense of complacency and satisfaction. 
He describes the wornan's 'attractive' role with the same purpose in mind. 
Women are, therefore, exhorted to keep this idealistic role. 

Me~na also invokes the stereotype of the wornan as a gossip, as well 
as the Great Mother. He stresses that the woman is homebound as she is 
expected to give solace to the distressed, succour to the destitute, aid to 
show hospitality to strarlgers. Her humility is borne by the fact that she 
should be a partner and not a policeman to her hnsband. This means that she 
sl~oitld not poke her nose into her husband's affairs for as long as he keeps 
them away from her. 

Mema also clearly highlights the wornan's role in social and civic 
matters. Ilis poem relates intertext~lally to Proverbs 3 1 : 10-3 1, which brings it  
in line with a vcry old stereotype, one that spans ce~ituries and Inany 
cultt~res. People's relationsl~ips with and towar-ds wo~nen in line w~th this 
stereotype ensure tliat they hold beliefs co~lcernil~g the stereotype and not 
conceniing the realities of women, how they see themselves and how they 
write about themselves. This could be attested by the fact that there is a wide 
cliasin between the woman in the stereotype and the woman in  the real life 
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situation. This reality comes out very strongly in Ndlazulwalla's poem 
discussed below. Both the woman's voice and her point of view come out 
strongly in the latter poem and the dissonance with the male voice cannot be 
mistaken. 

The male bias is unmistakably present in the terms and notions related 
to womanhood in Mema's poem. To be dignified is an attribute that~should 
function for both men and women. It should not be manipdated for personal 
gain by men with a view to subjugate women. 

Merna clearly limits the role of woman to those things that she should 
do. Firstly, she should be a perfect mother of all. This stereotype shows the 
woman as hospitable, caring and homebound. Tong (1993:155) explains this 
stereotype as follows: 

We expect mothers to be perfect, to strike a golden mean between too little 
mothering on the one hand and too much mothering on the other hand, and we 
attribute all manner and fashion of evils to imperfect mothers who mother too 
little or too much 

I t  is also evident that Me~na  believes in having dif-ferent gender roles for men 
and wornen. The woman's role is limited to domestic chores. The ol~ly other 
role that could be assigned to women, in terms of Mema's views, is 
membership of local co~mnunity organisations and tilling the soil in order to 
produce food. This is all in line with the stereotype that women should be 
confined to the private sphere as pointed out by Tong (1993: 152): 

D~nnerstein observed that the final characteristic of gender arrangements is the 
tacit agreement between men and women that men should go out into the public 
world and that women should stay behind, within the private sphere 

There is incontrovertible evidence that women's aspirations and realities 
point to the fact that women are entering domains that were conventionally 
monopolised by men. They are out in the armies, on the roads as drivers and 
some even piloting aeroplanes. A large number of women hold executive 
positions in industry and big business. While these realities spell progress, in 
society they are not attractive because me11 feel threatened and the power of 
convention especially in a stratified patriarchal society such as the African 
society, militates against such inroads onto what used to be considered as 
male preserves. 

The bottomline in this kind of stereotyping is that 'women ought to 
remain in the household' (Garlick, Dixon & Allen 1992:6). Society 
deliberately creates a publiclprivate paradigrn to keep women in subser- 
vience as attested by Garlick, Dixon and Allen (1992:6): 

The paradigm prevents the actions of women from being considered according to 
the same criteria as those of males Their deeds may be identical, but the 
interpretative act takes these id-rltical endeavours and assess them according to  
the publiclprivate paradigm 

The oppressive nature of this paradigm is fi~rther evident in the cornment 
that: 

When the women do enter the world of  the public action, their status in the public 
world cannot match that of the males because, according to the paradigm, they do 
not belong there, striding elegantly in the world of the mind and masculine 
creativity (Garlick, Dixon & Allen 1992.6) 

Sotne of the stereotypes tluive on vague generalisations Wornen are 
associated with gossip whereas Inen also gossip. Generosity is associated 
with 'good', 'kind', or 'true' women (to use Meina's words) whereas men 
also need to be generous. One can only conclude that even the generosity 
that women need to show is devoid of power and authority. 111 short, they are 
not fully empowered to go out and work and take proactive steps to show 
generosity themselves. 

One of those restrictive generalisations is that a true wolnail is of 
necessity reticent. Why should men not be reticent? Surely this is some kind 
of muzzling, or, to put it conversely, reticence is equal to passivity. 

The perfect mother stereotype holds that a woman should hlit to keep 
her family wann in winter. It ignores the fact that thousands of women are 
keeping societies together with their work in various areas and domains - 
from factories, industry, 'domestic work', to executive jobs it~cludi~lg the 
public sector. Women would definitely not like to be limited to just being 
'bashfill' and just to be actively engaged in knitting, in the same way that 
husbands also have responsibilities coilceming a 'cosy' family in winter. 

Women reject the 'good wife' stereotype in spite of its pseudoflattery. 
As can be seen from the following comments by Sirnone de Beauvoir 
(1987:207) it has far reacliiilg implications for woinailhood: 

~ e ~ i i v e d  of  her magic weapons by the marriage rites and subordinated 
economically and socially to her husband, the 'good wife' is man's most precious 
treasure She belongs to him so profoundly that he is responsible for her He calls 
her his 'better half. He takes pride in his wife as he does in his house, his lands, 
his flocks, his wealth, and sometimes even more. through her he displays his 
power before the world: she is his measure and his earthly portion 

It is obvious that stereotyping is driving a wedge between the woman and the 
man's role. Who is responsible for the 'nice and wann' house as well as the 
'fire, food' and to let the visitor feel welcome? Does a husband not have an 
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equal responsibility to set up a house, to see that there is fire and food? The 
smile that welcoines people and make them feel at home, surely is also the 
husband's responsibility in the same way that he must also show kindness to 
strangers 

The rernai-ks about women not being policemerl to their husbands and 
their participation in social orgai~isations raise many questions and could 
have far reaching implications. Why is she not a policelnan to her husband? 
Can he still sleep around as he likes? What abont the tn~s t  between husband 
and wife? These are only some of the questions that are begged by the 
aboveme~ltioned assertion. 

Men should also have the same concerns for food. They need not fetch 
it, but in our ind~~strial age, they can see tliat the ~nu~licipal services provide 
water for all. One can only agree with Garlick, Dixon and Allen (1992:67) 
tliat 

the  publiclprivate paradigm with its gender component sets values o n  our  
expressions and the paradigm does not simply articulate a boundary between two  
spheres, but it places a positive normative value on that division 

Ndlazulwana's Poem 
Mema's ~deallsin, contrasts rad~cally w~th  the att~tude of one of the most 
  nod en^ women poets, Nobanhi Ndlazulwana (1986 27) whose poem, 
'tibufazi' (Woma~lhood) reflects female protest against male do~n~riat~on 
more overtly than the female novel~sts have done so far 

Ubufazi  (Noban tu  Ndlazulwana)  W o r n a r ~ h o o d  (Noban tu  N d l a z u l w a ~ ~ a )  

Mand~bc sis~chcngc phezu k\vcl~\va na. Should I hmg  precar~otrsl>. over a cllff. 

hZand~be ylnda\vo yengqushu na, Shoitld I be the trarupllng ground. 

hlandibc 11d11il leukohlakalo na. Should I be the sacr~ficc of \\.~ckedness, 

Kuba kus~tln\\a nd~nkene-nkcne nd~ngumfaz~" Just bzcai~se they say I am \Leak. I an1 a 
\\.oman" 

Ndl>a?lzarn3 ~ m ~ z a m '  ~phurnelele, I do ach~cve success ~n rn! efforts. 
Nd~ya) ~fezek~s '  ~~i i~nq\ven '  ~zal~scke. I do rea11se solile of my \v~slics, 

Kod~v' arnalt~ngcl' and~nano But 1 am deprlvcd of all thc r~ghts 
Kuba kuthnva ndlbi~thatliaka ndingumfi~zi Just becaiise the> say 1 am \\cak. 1 am ;I 

\yoman 

As~ngabo bonk' abafaz' abacud~selek~le\o. Not all the \\omen are oppressed 
A \ ~ s ~ t h l  sonk abnnt' ahabandezelektle\o. Not all of us are depr~ved 
Asin~ornzl nabafaz~ nonk' ohlupl~ek~le\o Not all the \\omenfolk arc dcstltutc 

I(\\~ilz\\c labafaz~ kulapho ndlvela khonrt I collie from the \\orld of the nomen 

Amaliuge arn a\va phantsl. All my efforts are in vain, 
Iniiyalelo yam ayinamzaltsek~si, My injunct~ons none will fulfil, 
Imizabalazo yam aylnanzwa bani My struggles none will take heed of 
Kuba kuthiwa andinamandla ndingumfazi Just because they say I am weak. I am a 

woman 

Ndlazulwana vehemently challenges the treatment meted out to women. She 
sees the women as being exploited, abused, and sacrificed as the weaker sex. 
Her indignation at this stereotype of the woman as the weaker sex is con- 
firmed by the refrain at the end of every stanza: 'Kuba kusithiwa ndinkene- 
nkene ndingumfazi' (Just because they say I am weak, I am a woman). 

Similar ironic use of the affirmation of womanhood (against both 
white male and white female) is present in Sojourner Truth's speech in the 
United States of America in Akron, Ohio, in 1852 when she argued for the 
equal rights of Black women (see bell hooks 198 1 : 160): 

... Well, children, whar  dar  is s o  much racket dar  must be  something out o '  kilter 
I tink dat 'twixt d e  niggers of the  Souf  and d e  women at  d e  Norf all a talkin 'bout 
rights, d e  white men will be  in a fix pretty soon But what 's all dis here talkin 
'bout? Dat man ober  dar  say dat women needs t o  b e  helped into carriages, and 
lifted ober ditches, and t o  have d e  best places and ain't I a woman? Look at 
me1 Look  a t  my arm1 . . I have plowed, and planted, and gathered into barns, and 
n o  man could head me-and ain't I a woman? I could work as  much as  any man 
(when I could get  it), and bear the lash as  well-and ain't I a woman? I have 
borne five children and I seen 'em mos  all sold off into slavery, and when I cried 
out with a mother's grief, none but Jesus hear-and ain't I a woman? 

The refrain in Ndlazulwana's poem (as in Sojourner Tnlth's expression, 
'ain't I a woman?') indicates that this statement is used to keep women out 
of certain activities in society as well as to subject them to various kinds of 
subjugation. They are not allowed to hold certain positions wherein they 
could take decisions on their life and fate. Instead they have to rely on men 
and endure untold wickedness from them. Male dominance ensures that 
women are relegated to and kept in inferior roles in society. Because they 
cannot be productively engaged in society, women experience tlle~nselves as 
'hanging precariously over a cliff, being the trampling ground and being the 
sacrifice'. 

There is something else in the refrain that cries out for conunent. This 
is the statement 'they say that I am weak...'. Firstly, Ndlazulwana clearly 
shows that die does not support the stereotype that women are the weaker 
sex. While she rejects the imputation by others, especially because the 
attribute 'weak' implies both physical and intellectual weahless, her 
statement proves beyond doubt that she has been s~tbjected to all these 
stereotypes through socialisation. In her own culture but on a Inore universal 
level, Erika Coetzee (1 990:33) articulates this as follows: 



Approaches to stereotypes as tools of socialization have stressed the social 
construction of role models and the ways these are internalized by children as part 
of 'growing up' 

Ndlazulwana also uses several images to indicate women's denigration: 'the 
trampling grou~ld' and 'the sacrifice of wickedness'. In the whole poem, she 
depicts women as fulfilling their role as adequately as rnen but, notwithstand- 
ing, the women are discriminated against. 

More importantly, Ndlazulwana describes this experience as 'wicked- 
ness' which is perpetrated against women. This is a serious accusation 
against men. The notion of wickedness in African society involves cruelty to 
others, somethitlg which is strongly condemned. Ndlazulwana deliberately 
uses a word that sharply attacks the kind of treatment meted out to woinen. 

Efforts and wishes can not be realized because women do not enjoy 
the same 'rights' as men. Obviously, a rights culture will advance the equali- 
ty (not the sameness) of people; equality in various settings in society, work, 
pay and relationship. Women need equality in the eyes of the law, equality in 
religious matters and equality in all matters affecting their well-being. 

Ndlazulwana's cryptic remark that all women are not oppressed seems 
to refer to woinen who have liberated themselves from oppressive stereotypi- 
cal exploitation as well as to being discri~ninated against as a black person. 

The final lament is a lament in which the powerlessness of tlie woman 
is expressed and the content of the refrain f~inctions as a boundary which is 
not to be crossed. That this boundary can in fact be crossed is indicated in 
the penultimate stanza where the poetess points out some wornell who have 
escaped subjugation. 

It is obvious from Ndlaz~~lwana's poem that black women suffer a 
double oppression. They are oppressed as women and also as blacks. Bias 
and prejudice in stereotyping always go against the outgroup as pointed out 
by tlie report of the East European Area Audience and Opinion Research 
(1980:4): 

The employment of this research tool is based on the observation that, as a rule, 
people ascribe more flattering characteristics to their own social, religious, 
national etc group than to other groups. Consequently, characteristics projected 
to Jews, Blacks and Gypsies were expected to show the amount of prejudice that 
exists towards these groups in Europe. 

From Ndlazulwana's poem it is clear that her autostereotype or self-image is 
positive She does everything to show that she is a fill1 human being but she 
meets opposition against all her laudable efforts. Despite this positive self- 
image, women are projected as weak and deviant from the norms of 
maleness. What Genvel (1987:91) says about racial stereotypes concerning 
Coloureds, can equally be applied to women. 
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There is in these works a consistent representation of coioureds as a difTerent 
social category characterised by deviant social behavioral patterns, a comical and 
pathetic falling short in the living of imitating cultural patterns, emotional 
bankruptcy or childishness and in general, an unfaithhlness to the fullness of 
humannessL 

In male dominated society, women's 'efforts' and 'success', the realisatio~l 
of their 'wishes', their 'injunctions' a11d 'stnlggles', often cause them to be 
viewed 'as a different social category'. To them are ascribed 'social 
behavioral patterns' deviating from male norms. Often this also causes them 
as stereotype, to be the objects of male Jesting, to be viewed as people 
falling short of living according to male determined 'cultural patter~~s', not to 
be able to express their emotio~ls, to act childisiy or not to be fi~lly human. 
Ndlazulwaila's protests beg the question why women remain in their 
subjugated positions (in home and larger society) and, as she herself says, 
why no-one takes heed of women's struggles, injunctions and efforts. They 
rather stay on at their married homes and put up with denigation in spite of 
the harsh treatment. Why don't they decide to break ties with the abusive 
husbands, protest against oppressio~~ and exploitation and lead independent 
lives? The reasons why they stay on 111 these relations are multiple. One of 
the main ones is socio-economic reasons and not masochism. Ronelle 
Pretorius (1 987: 102) convincingly argues that: 

Psychoanalysis attributes the behaviour of women who stay in an abusing relation 
to masochism, and thus reinforces the stereotype of women 'coming back for 
more' Socio-economic reasons for staying on are ignored and the theory 
promotes an attitude of blame-the-victim. 

The culturally oppressive stereotype must be rejected and the real reasons 
identified and dealt with. Another strateby would be for wornen to develop 
different categories which would account for their own behaviour, wishes, 
efforts and struggles. Duckitt holds this view and says that women should 
'try to present themselves as category inconsistent in some other important 
respects'. He points out that, 'followers' needs can be satisfied Inore 

~ -. - - - . - 
effectively by new social categorisation, intergroup nonns, or behaviours' 
(Duckitt 1991 : 129). 

Tong (1993:30) advocates 'androgyny' as a solution to the problems 
besetting the relations between Inen and women: 
-- 

Daar is in die betrokke werke 'n konsekwente voorstelling van gekleurdes as 'n 
onderskeie sosiale kategorie gekenmerk deur afwykende sosiale gedragspatrone, 'n 
komieklike en patetiese tekortskieting in die uitlewing van nagebootsde kulturele patrone, 
emosionele bankrotskap of kinderlikheid en in die algemeen 'n afvalligheid van die 
volheid van menswees. 



u u t  recently, some liberal feminists have provided us  with another approach Tills 
lait is a approach that counteracts t he  inclination to think less of a 
person on  account o f  the  person's gender The  concept I refer t o  here is that o f  
the  androgynous person (from the  Greek words  for male Iandrol and female [ g ~ n l  
respecliveiy) If w e  think the  issue through. one  fundamental way t o  ensure that 

person will be  discriminated against on account o f  his o r  her gender is t o  guide 
persons t o  exhibit both masculine and feminine gender traits and behaviors 

For Ndlaz~ilwana, however, the poem call also be read as not closing with a 
hopeless lament. The foregrounding of injunctio~rs and struggles s u g ~ s t s  tlie 
answer: woineil should free themselves from their oppressed situation. 

Satyo's Poem 
Among the male writers who have said anything about the Xhosa woman, 
Satyo (in Mt~ize & Satyo, 1986:48) is certainly the most outstanding as far as 
diculating the woman's dilemna especially in the past political set-up when 
children had been detained, killed or sentenced to death for politically- 
related crimes 

Jntllzl> ' umnq~\cn' 1fu11' 
Ukubhabhel' empumdei!\enl- 
Erie, ~ntllzl>o, ~ngqondo. 
Ubuntu bale ndlezana 
Bu\ ankcunkca 

~ o k ~ b .  U ~ U I \  cph' u\  amulnzelela 
Uniama umam' oNtsundu 
Kotlke ngcnxa \ elnkh' 
Inlvann 

The Black Mother (S.C. Satyo) 

The thunderous love 
Of a mother 
The Black mother 

The heart IS In the clouds, 
miere In !onder stars. 
Although she IS hoist 
B\ nuserles of sub~ectlon 

The heart's deslre burnlny 
TO fl) up to success- 
Yes, the heart, the m~nd. 
This kind noman's humanlt?. 
Ru1ui11lg at a stead) pace 

Even \\hen the \\lute man oppresses 
The \\oman, the Black \\oman 
All because of her o\\n 
Lamb 

I~ \ lb lb  unialna nangona 
This Ill\ the niothet even though 

1lal1s\\. uq\\eq\\c k~~kuqhots\\a 
tlcr skin is frlcd to cnist, 

Kuqhotsek' ukhoko olo kuphela 
Onh the crust IS f r~ed 

Yon' rntllz~\o nonipliefumlo 
The heart and the SOU! 

Zlkhnapheke khu 
E I I J ~ \  total protectloll 

- 

Akuzala lo mamandln When she glves blrth thls \\oman 
Ukhokhot~ ls\\a\o 

Who IS abused and battered, 
Ukhusa ngapha ukhokhot\ ISO She uards off thls stde thc abuse5 AkI1use ngapha ukhobok~so, And nards off the other enslavement 
Ze lono uzelne\ o angaqal~ So that the ne\\l\ born at first 
Abon ubuntl~nr-ntlnn 

Should not see the m ~ s e n  
Bentlalo esenofokoti~o In hls Itfe \\hen st111 so !oling 

LO lna111' l~mama a! lfiilldrs' ~mveku yakhe T h ~ s  truc mother teaches [lcr baby 
Ukuniemeth' ~themba- To hold on to \vhatever hopc-- 
Inkxaso-niphefumlo Susta~rier of the soul 
Yongon!.anycl\veyo Of the v~ctimlzed 

Ainfi~nd~s'  ukuthana 
Ntsho-o-o- 
Ne~lkn enku ezl ukuz' 
Umphefuml' u-u 
Phuncuncu 
Kudaka abek\\e kulo 
Ngaboni umam' emama 

And teach ~t to 
Stare n~ thou t  fl~ncblng- 
At the star so that 
T l ~ e  sou1 ma! 
Be released 
From the mire it's dumped m 
Wllfullv. thls true mother 

The child of mother steadfast 
Will start ~ l o \ ~ l y  subtly 
As stead~ly the gaps are filled 
Arn~dst that scanty joy 

Satyo is neither idealistic nor overtly condemlatory with regard to the role of 
women. Instead, he, in a calm and collected manner, sliows how wornell had 
to cope with the vicissitudes of life especially 111 tlie past political co~ltext. As 
pointed out earlier, the political pressures of the time were always a source 
of great frustration to all concerned. The hurt felt by black womerl is even 
greater than that of men, given that their children had bitter experiences since 
the start of tlle political upheavals in the coulrtry. W o ~ n e ~ l  were responsible 
for supporting their dehumanised husbands thioughout the years. The11 they 
were charged with the firther responsibility of nurturing their children in a 
strife-tom country, in the same way that they had to stand by their husbands 
during the colonial times and during the ensuing resistar~ce to white 
domination. The youth are the leaders of the hittire, therefore, the ~notllers 
must cusllion them from the hard knocks of life and teach theln hope, love, 
and equanimity This whole exercise, as pointed out by Satyo, had not left 
the Black woman unscathed: 'Her skin is fried to cnrst' 

.. . 
One can see from Satyo's poem that the black woinan has been 

entnisted with a fresh responsibility of bringing i ~ p  and givi11g direction to an 
offspring that is riddled to the marrow by the destnictive blows of present 
day life. She lnust nurture them and cushion thein from the merciless 
onslaught until they can find some meaning and e~ljoyment in their lives. 
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Total sacrifice is still part of the contemporary woinan but this is now for a 
cause greater than washing pots and sweeping floors occasionally 
interspersed with idle gossip and cringing to eke out some existence. NO 
doi~bt, Satyo is trying to influence the way we look at women by 
constructing other models and images of womanhood. 

The mother's love is, metaphorically speaki~lg, 'thunderous' because 
it occasionally explodes into loud bursts i s  order to lnake its presence felt in 
what could be regarded as a sea of lovelessness. It is situated in the clouds, 
tiigll above any elements of restraint and bondage that are caused by the 
miseries of subjugation. She is hoisted and enshackled but her love towers 
freely in tile open skies. This is an indication that despite the thunders of 
si~hjectio~i which she experiences, she can still hoist and i~plift her love to be 
overwhelming, of belittling of transcendilig subjection. 

The stallza beginning with 'tlle heart's desire . . '  is an indication of 
how this tl~underous love can transcend and even eradicate miseries, because 
of her 'lieart's burning desire . .  success ... in both heart (passion) and mind 
(cog~~itio~i). 

Tlie stanza beginning with the words 'Even when the white man 
oppresses . . '  clearly focuses on the ravages of dual oppressioll on black men 
and women but since only 'The woman, . .  tlie Black Woman' is mentioned, 
lier oppression is foregroi~nded. The juxtapositioning of the white oppressor 
on the one side and the oppressed black womall on tlie other is used as a 
cotlscioi~s gap-making which has whole stories of content and experiences of 
Black Soi~tll Africa11 women. Between the oppression of white women 
experienced at the hands of white patriarchy and that of Black women lies an 
area fertile with denigration, dehumanisation and dominance which white 
women have certainly never been exposed to. 

The notion of the Lamb (note the capital letter) is dual in connotation. 
While the sacrificial Lamb, Christ, is implied as the epitome of all suffering, 
tile prinlary consideration of the poet is to refer to the woman's childre11 who 
have to be sacrificed on a daily basis on the altar of injustice. Paradoxically 
enougll, the mother is also leading a sacrificial life of saffering and 
deliu~nanisation as attested by such images as 'frying' and 'warding off the 
blows' and various other abuses alluded to in tlie poern. 

Reference to the total protection and the freedom of the heart and soul 
in this poem stresses the power of.hope in despair. The woman experiences 
external pain against wlrich slie is bound to protest, but slie also takes 
courage fioin the fact that her faith keeps lier intact. This does not imply that 
one must be content with having one's heart and soul protected and not 
provide opportunities for one's 'heart and soill' to realise tlie~nselvrs in 
society and to counter male dolninalice. Woman's pliglit, as can be seen 
fiotli the images constructed, is beyond hope but slle is sestained by faith 
alone as slie keeps hopiilg against hope. 

As said above, Satyo is re-presenting and re-interpreting the woman's 
role and in this way creates new models for us, in line with what Garlick, 
Dixon and Allen (1992:6) say: 

All description of human action by artists. scholars, news media, or the gossip 
over the back fence entails interpretation In order to interpret we empty 
paradigms, models of how the world hnctions so that we can organise the vast 
variety of human experience . The process of organizing the experiences so as 
to be able to re-present them, though, entails working with particular perceptual 
frameworks on the part of both the re-presenter and the one to whom the events 
are re-presented 

The lieiv images and models challenge the status q i ~ o  and cornpel tlle 
oppressor to face the historical reality, an act that 'leads to a meditatiori on 
the experience of dispossession and dislocation'-psychic and social-as 
pointed out by Williams and Chnsman (1 994: 122). 

It is obvious that abuse, battering, and all the negative attitt~des tliat 
women have to endure, demand positive counter measures. The poet does 
not advocate violence but holds out fortitude as the best fortn of resistance 
when all else had failed This is the model that Satyo presents to tile world. 

It is remarkable to note that Satyo is bent on eliminating revenge a~ld 
viiidictiveness and avoids the tendency to pass on one's llatred of one's 
adversaries to one's off-spring. 

Beyond the hope as sustenance for the freedom of the soill, tire poet 
clearly criticises the conditions under which women must live. 'Starillg at the 
star' signifies solneone steadfastly holding onto the hope of im~niaeot 
salvation through God's mediatio~l ki allssion to Bethlelleln's star of 
freedoln callnot be denied here. 

It is clear tint the wonlan in Satyo's poem has sl~ifted from the 
predeteirnilied roles assigned to her by social noms  and expectatio~ls as 
tr~anifested in Mema's poeln. Shifting contrasts radically wit11 tlle fi aing tliat 
goes with stereotyping as evidenced by Ho~ni Bllabha (1994:66): 

An important feature of colonial discourse is its dependence on the coiiiept of 
'fixity' in the ideological constluction of otherness Fixity, as the sign of 
cultural/historicaI/racial difference in the discourse of colonialism. is a pamdnxical 
mode of representation, it connotes rigidity and an unchanging order as well as 
disorder, degeneracy and daernonic repetition 

The advocacy of a 'free spirit' cantlot be equated with cowing dowll and 
capit~~lation Tlie history of tile liberation stnlggle is full of wolneil who 
proactively took ap cudgels against the system wit11 a view to discarding 
oppression. These women have gone against the gain  of the narrow code 
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and defied the stereotypical expectations of their societies in order to impress 
tlieir own stamp of authority on what tliey consider right aiid wrong. 

Satyo's poem takes cognisance of this role but goes beyond the state 
of war to depict the woinen as resolutely epitomising active resistance, to put 
it paradoxically. It is through this resoluteness and active resistance that the 
gaps in the lives of the new-bonis could be filled with therapeutic joy. 

Conclusion 
The three poems have clearly indicated that we have gone a long way from 
merely idealising women to realising aspirations, struggles and the pain and 
suffering they have gone tluough as they fought side by side with the Inen 
who appear to be, sornetirnes, quite relucta~lt to grant them fill1 equality 111 a 
non-sexist and democratic new South Africa. It is evident that those who are 
sympathetic or empathetic to the cause of black women are greatly 
concenied about tlieir exploitation and oppression. The main problem is that 
society fimctions with stereotypes which, if they are not changed, will 
c o n t i i ~ ~ ~ e  as cultural patterns into which people are socialised and which will 
co~i t i i i~~e the vicious circle of denigration aiid exploitation. In the context of 
the stereotype, we can now identify this to be due to both sexism and sex- 
roles. 

Sexism, Lisa Tuttle (1987:292) argues, is 

constructed by analogy with racism, tirst used around 1968 in Amer-ica within 
the Women's Liberation Movement, now in widespread, popular use It rnay be 
defined as the system and practice of discriminating against a person on the 
grounds of sex Specifically, it refers to unfair prejudice against women (sex- 
roles), the defining of women in regard to their sexual availability and 
attractiveness to men (objectification), and all the conscious and unconscious 
assumptions which cause women to be treated as not fully human, while men are 
identified as the norm 

From the above definitio~l, it is evident that stereotyping is the labellillg 
agency of sexism which is the ilrlplementatioll agency. Some of the 
discri~ninatory practices manifest tliemselves in the various sex-roles which 
Lisa Tuttle (1987:293) explains as follows: 

The concept of sex-roles (which might more appropriately be called gender-roles) 
was developed by sociologists as a way of describing the appropriate social 
functions filled by men and women. Behind the term was the assumption that 
there were certain traits and qualities which were naturally masculine or feminine, 
and which explained why women were best suited to the 'role' of wife and mother 
and supportive companion, whereas men were suited to a much wider range of 
roles as an individual in the world 

Stereotyping is to be rejected precisely because it is as restrictive as it is an 
inaccurate reflection of those concerned, since 'actual behavio~~r is likely to 
be niore varied than is suggested by social lnytlls or stereotypes' (Gayle 
Greene & Coppelia Kalul 1985: 18). 
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A Survey of Afrikaans 
Women Writers 

Pieter Conradie 

Introduction 
The title of my paper implies a certain correspondence between gender atid 
the body of writing produced by Afrikaans women writers. Such an 
undertaking homogenises women as writers, and establishes an essentialistic 
approach to the subject or creator and cultural production. In lieu of 
generalisations I prefer to give a brief outline of the history of women within 
the literary and textual production of the Afrikaans language. Having done 
this I will return to the role of the body, or its cultural derivative gender, 
within textual production. 

Historical Background 
Afrikanerdom as an ideology resulted out of a particular ethnic-religous 
nationalism which propagated its own brand of Christian life-style and 
abhorred miscegenation. The Afrikaner- or Boervrou was regarded as the 
pillar of the nation. She was a metaphor for purity, the sacrificial lamb, who 
would safeguard the nation, its culture and civilisation. She would remind the 
husband of his duties towards the fatherland and inspire him by her 
braveness, sense of freedom and spiritual support. The reproductive powers 
of the Boenvoman became pivotal within the Christian-national ideology as 
she was held up as the mother of the nation. 

During the first half of our century Afrikaner professionals, and 
especially the middle class, strived to uplift the poor whites who were in the 
majority. Afrikaners were mobilised by the portrayal of a heroic past in 
which the Afrikaner fought against English imperialism and indigenous 
tribes. The Afrikaner's belief in being God's chosen people; the binding 
force of a mother tongue Afrikaans and cultural and econo~nical empower- 
ment, all these went into the vindication of the nation's right to existence. 
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Within the Afrikaner history characterised by wars, strife and survival 
males seem to be the sole actors. Authors of history and educators- 
teachers-were mostly male so that the ideology of Christian-national 
education in fact paid homage to tlie male warrior cum pioneer. Whenever 
women were ~nvolved their supportive role was exemplified. Their 
contribution was a~nplified within tlie context of the role of motherhood as 
inferred from the Bible. The role of wolnen in the early Dutch and Afrikaner 
history became legendary. Afrikaner wolnen supported their men and each 
other in the wars against the British. Women like Mrs J.H. Neetliling, Mrs 
Brandt (nee Van Warmeloo), E. Murray and others wrote books, menloirs 
and poems on these wars. Before them South African Dutch women in tlie 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Catharina van Lier, Matilda Smith and 
Susanna Smit) wrote diaries in which their particular brand of religious 
pietism came to the fore. Recent studies of these women's texts suggest that 
the persolla1 guilt expressed by these women, and which is intrinsic to 
pietism, 'reflects their restricted role in their religioi~s and social cnlture' 
(Landman 1992:198). A cookbook was published by a Miss Dijkstra in the 
previous century and again its field of specialisation is attributed to social 
circutnstances. The Inere fact that many of the above-mentioned authors 
were wives or daughters of religious ministers supports the view that wolnen 
played an equally important role in securing an Afrikaner identity. The role 
of Afrikaner women in resista~~ce politics is well-known. At times they 
velieinently rejected the sub~nissive behaviour of their Inen when agreements 
with the British were negotiated. The British themselves documented the 
obstinacy of these women in their war-memoirs. Recent research confirms 
the cultural and political i~nportance of the role Afrikaner wornen played on 
the platteland in their Christian organisations (Butler 1989:55-81). These 
women fought tenaciously for the i~plifiment of the poor, the uneducated and 
the ~~ne~nployed. By undertaking welfare duties they fostered ethnic and 
racial consciousness without openly participating in party political policy. 
Sotrie of the prominent wolnell in the Afrikaans Cluistian Women's 
Movement (ACVV) came from well-to-do backgrounds and represented a 
bourgeois element. The econo~nic incentive ul~derlying their contribution, as 
well as the conflict amongst well-to-do families, do not lead to easy class 
debate. It is nevertheless clear that. women's contribution towards cultural 
and material elnpowermellt enhanced the explicit philosophic-political 
program of their Inen in attaining nationhood. 

Historical reflection on the emergence of Afrikaa~ls as an official 
language in 1925, as well as of a literary aesthetic consciousness in the 
thirties, i.e. tlie consciousness of a craft and of the prophetic impulses of the 
poet, requires caution where gender is concerned. It has been noted that 
women did contribute in writing on social and religious experiences, and like 

Afrikaner Inen wrote poetry on the war, even in English (Stockenstrom 
192 1 :268-269). A Boerwoman, Johanna van Warmelo (nee Brandt), also 
wrote 011 life in the con cent ratio^^ camps and on spying during the war 
(Stockenstrom 1921:269-271). Most of these texts were broadly read whilst 
others with a Inore personal religious tone were distributed for private use. 
The same criticism that befell some of the women's work, e.g. that a poem 
had no significant literary value (Stockenstrijm 192 1 :269) was also levelled 
at the prominent male poets of the time whose work represents the beginning 
of an Afrikaans poetic genre (Kanliemeyer 1978: 113). It may be argued that 
anthologies on the work of men were pi~blished whilst women's 
contributions did not represent an oeuvre or genre as sucli. In addition the 
poems written by women were regarded as personal writings with no 
incentive for publication. Another explanation may point to tlie explicit 
attempts by male poets in the first decade of this century, after the Anglo- 
Boer war, to create artistic expression in a language yearning for official 
recognition. These considerations bring one closer to the concept of the 
aesthetic proper and may cast more light 011 sexual textual production. 

Deconstructing the literary concept allows for a reading of these 
earlier texts by women as the direct result of women's coin~nitment to 
struggle. In doing so their writings can be viewed as expressiolls of 'feininine 
experience and perception' (Bovenschen 1985:44) which determine tlie fonn 
of their work. Such an acknowledgement is closer to tlie viewpoint of Elaine 
Showalter who places women writers within a dominant male culture, but 
recog~ises another specifically fernale tradition and suggests that women 
participate in both cultures simultaneously (Showalter 1985:264). The 
application of such an approach implies a specific feminist aesthetic which 
regards writing as a process (Ecker 1985: 18). An inherent value Judgement is 
hereby implied. 

Canonisation of Women's Writing 
Elisabeth Eybers, the daughter of a clergyman, was tlie first poet to be 
included within the canon of Afrikaans literature in spite of the lack of 
universal perspectives 011 humanity according to a inale literary historian 
(Ka~xiemeyer 1978:460). Besides poetry on exile and the craft itself she 
wrote poems 011 the bond between the sexes, marriage, womanliood and 
mot1~erl1ood. The theme of  noth her hood in particular established a distinct 
link between anatomy and female identity, whilst reproductive power placed 
wolnen on the side of nature foreikq to man. In her own words 'my father 
was the clergymall/ my mother flesh and blood' (Eybers 1968:22). The 
emphasis on male logic and independence versus female sensitivity and 
attaclunent however bears traces of irony SO that tlie balance between 
agb~ession and empathy in her verse rernains subtle. 
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The assirnilation of Eybers withi11 the canon calls for circumspection. 
Factual evidence on the construction of the canon through influences of 
D L ~ ~ C I ;  and European concepts of literature, as well as male dominance in 
institutio~~s of learning and moral instruction is abundant. Her debut 
coincides wit11 the tun1 to individualism and concern for the aesthetic form 
which can be regarded as the beginning of modenlism in Afrikaans. Leanled 
and professio~ial women made several contributions to social and cultural 
debates as the title of a book Vrou en Fem/ni.vt - of Iets onr dre Vroue- 
vrangstuk by Marie du Toit in 1921 proved. The input of Du Toit and Eybers 
and its supposed criticism levelled at the male reflected the view of a small 
petty bourgeoisie. Further investigation into the texts of the canon, especially 
those of women, seems imperative rather than describing a canon ad 
nuzisenni (Easthope 1991 :46-47). Such an u~~dertaking will have to decide on 
the definition of literariness which in tun1 would lead to the descriptive and 
fi~nctionalistic application of texts, but to no inherent proof of the literariness 
in question. The short stories or novels of Maria Rotlunann, which were 
written partly for newspapers or magazines during the twenties up to the 
forties, would provide an interesting case history.' Rothmann's pioneering 
work into poor white conditiolls made her a guardian of her nation. Her 
stories were commended for their detail and descriptive power, the character 
studies and dialogue, but the male literary guardian still complained of a 
limited vision and lack of dramatic power in her art (Kannemeyer 1983:14). 

Thc class position of women writers in Afrikaans literature is of 
overriding importance. Attempts at artistic writings by working class wornen 
in the thirties were brushed aside as sloganeering because these women 
belonged to a class which tlueatened Afrikaner unity. The omission of their 
work from the canon, the latter being modeniistic in nature, can be attributed 
to this fact. Wometi like Johanna Cornelius, Hester Cornelius, Nellie 
Raube~lheirner and Inally other working class members blamed capitalism 
and not the British for their poverty. Although these wornen fought racial 
discrimination they simultaneously pledged loyalty to tlieir Boer-heritage. 
The latter with its strict adherence to male supremacy nevertheless placed 
women at a disadvantage in the public sphere. 

As the hfrikaner gained political and econo~nic power, especially from 
1948 onwards, woinen writers shared in the leisure time and acco~npa~~ying 
privileges of the nlling class. In a survey of Afrikaans women between the 
ages of 25 - 50 most of them remembered not their mothers but rather their 
grandmothers as 'the driving force in their families' (Green 1990:60). This is 
mainly due to the surpli~s time available to the niothers, and what is even 

.- 

I The foremost woman critic on Afrikaans prose, Elize Botha (L980 502). regards 
Rolhmann as the first and probably greatest woman-intellectual in Afrikaans 

more evident is that the daughters remembered the domestic nanny as the 
other most important woman in their lives (Green 1990:64). 

Afrikaans women writers responded to the new-found leisure time and 
competed with the leading male writers of the sixties and seven tie^.^ While 
some preferred an essayistic style, the works of others showed journalistic 
influences whilst authors like Henriette Grove, Berta Smit, Elsa Joubert and 
Anna M. Louw produced work which matched the experiments with form, 
content and world-perspective propagated especially by Andre P. Brink. The 
women's contribution continued tluoughout the next decades. Themes in 
their work portray difficulties in adaptation to the African continent, 
problems of identity, especially of a sexual nature, and the awareness of 
competing with African women (Joubert); the affirmation of the power of the 
husband as the head of the family ( h i a  M. Louw) and the discomfort with 
family life because of imbalances of duties performed (Grove) (Willenise & 
Stander 1992:13). These writings remind one of the Parisian analyst Joyce 
McDougall's remark on pioneer woman, i.e. that the new countries 
depended on 

the narcissistic investment in t h e  daughters as the guardians of the future 
generations and their importance for survival of  these new countries (Baruch 
1988.70). 

Like the Boervrou of the earlier years these women indirectly secured the 
political and economic unity of the nation. Whilst Mnkaner women of the 
women's movement in the forties received no material reward but rather 
cdtural and indirect political support for their attempts at uplifiment (Butler 
1989:75), the Afrikaner women writers of the decades since the fifties and 
sixties enjoyed reasonable material benefits. They formed part of an elite 
who had cultural influence. However, they became politically inactive in party 
politics and were women who enriched the culture which in h ~ m  protected 
their identity. The apartheid Afrikaner government never really accepted their 
avante go~11e writers-especially the male contingent-for their 'i~mnoral' 
anti-racist and sexual-erotic expressiveness. As Afrikaner 'volkskapitalis~ne' 
(capitalism of the people) gradually gave way to capitalism by a white elite 
in the second half of our century the use-value of Afrikaner culture and 
literature became less important as a party political tool. 

In the eighties, women writers-Wilma Stockenstrom, Lettie Viljoen, 
Jeanne Goosen, Antjie Krog, Reza de Wet, Joan Hambidge etc.-took 
cognisance either of racial, gender or class conflict but their representations 
thereof are highly personalised. Since the late seventies male writers and 

- 

Anthologies of short stories by women like Kwartet in 1957 and Die Damn~erjie e.0. 
Sket.se en Essays in 1960 confirms women's capabilities and talent 
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some female authors had used documented realism in relaying the social 
upheaval and war mentality that swept the co~untry. Women writers in the 
eighties showed an awareness of patriarchal oppression, but their female 
characters remained caught up in negative self-reflection and guilt. The 
stniggle for individual survival was i~mense ly  traumatised and this 
narcissistic trend is indicative of a sex marginalised. 

In the work of women authors of the nineties-Welma Odendaal, 
Riana Scheepers, Rachelle Greeff, Emma Huismans, M. van der Vyfer 
etc.-the African and specifically South African space is traversed. Physical 
and structural conflict finds its way into hetero- and hon~osexual 
relationships; opposition to patriarchal oppression is aired; an awareness of 
the female body is stiperimposed on the lived experience and lastly 
dissatisfaction with the prescriptiveness of the male canon is openly voiced. 
Post~nodemist tendencies are rife and break down barriers created by 
patriarchal sexualitextual division. Underlying the playfi~lness and 
schizopluenic behaviour of post~noden~ist texts however is selfassertion 
(Waugh 1989:79-80). 

The publicatio~l of an anthology of erotic short stories 
L}f.ipel bodyplay in 1994 accounts for the increasing awareness of the 
politicisation of the body in the writings of Afrikaner women. In the 
foreword to the anthology the compiler refers to the need for women to 
express themselves on sexual matters, especially those comi~lg from a 
Calvinistic background. A cornlnitrnent to redress the image of women as 
sexual objects as portrayed by Inen is undertaken. In suinmarising the erotic 
the editor indirectly emphasises the need for transcending the body tluough 
bodily experiences. The contributiolls of the individual authors range from 
~nelailcl~olic reminiscences, the discovery of sensuality, the intellectual 
inanipuIation of texts (metatexts), an assortment of sexual preferences and 
mostly a romanticised vision of bodily transcendence. 

The number of texts dealing with Cluistiatl metaphors and images or 
themes analogous to tlie religious is remarkable. The exultation of the erotic 
experience is interspersed with g~iilt or revelations of tlie dichotomy of mind 
and body. The re-emergence of the erotic and tlie religious reverberates with 
the debate around censorship that cliaracterlsed Afrikaans literature since the 
sixties and seventies. Back then the State claimed the moral high-pound and 
attempted to silence especially male autlrors. Once again in the nineties 
literature has become a space for confession and turmoil as bodies strive to 
redefine themselves. This contribution by women writers can be regarded as 
a reaction to the disproportionate sexualisation of society. The forthrightness 
of expression regarding sexual matters has led to the ingenious marketing of 
women's literature. The end result is somewhat disturbing as sexual identity 
becomes a handy label in the comnodification of the body. 

Conclusion: Cultural Ethics and the Aesthetic 
The participation of women in Afrikaans culture as caretakers, pioneering 
agents, writers or cultural vindicators is not to be underestimated. Evaluating 
women's contribution requires consideration of the struggle for national 
independence, the disparity in class-education and the material progress 
brought about by capitalism. The B O ~ M O U  symbolises the founding of the 
nation and becomes the yardstick for future performance. As material 
conditions improved women's participation in literature increased. While 
explicit images of motherhood and birth prevail, the struggle for personal 
identity-i.e. in a private or public sphere-abounds in literary themes 
regardless of space and time. Increasingly textual techniques and the act of 
writing as bodily experience erase the boundaries between the aesthetic- 
cultural or moral-political. 

The tendency to categorise women's writing as of a narcissistic or 
semiotic nature, i.e. presenting a primordial energy akin to the life-giving 
forces presiding in the female body, may prove liberating. This type of 
essentialism is to be found in the works of Cixous, Irigaray and Kristeva 
although their later works have proposed the opening up of gender 
categories. In terms of Afhkaans women writers one detects a gradual 
resistance to prescriptive gender-roles as realised within patriarchal 
structures. The image of the self which has been cultt~rally constntcted, i.e. 
of motherhood, remains restrictive. Afrikaans women have through their 
writing been relatively successful in criticising the deliberate separation of 
the private and public spheres. The occupation of writer has led to an 
aesthetisation and integation of the private and social, and promises 
deliverance from discriminatory features inherent to gender-roles. 

The ambiguity displayed in several texts by Afrikaans wolnell 
nevertheless registers an identity crisis. The feelings of guilt, of insufficiertcy 
and narcissism portrayed are indicative of intrapsychic turmoil. The 
emphasis on the body and the realisation of the self in private or social 
spheres, has the maternal body as its subconscious metaphor. The anatomy 
of being somehow seems to strike a discord. Although the maternal bond 
aligns women with a specific female experience, the very notion of sexual 
difference appears decisive. The images of breasts and vagina which aspire 
to liberation and identity are the images that affinn sexual difference. 
Irigaray regarded this kind of female narcissism as an interconnection 
between the sexes, not as a contesting singiilarity as proposed 111 her earlier 
work (Connor 1992:178). Connor (1992:182) however questions this erotic 
opening up of the gendering of society in a manner that still forecloses the 
collective other as it prioritises the private space of love. In a Kristevan 
sense primary narcissism involves the abject, i.e. the mother's body-that 
which lies at the border of the body a id  which defines the body-that which 
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is loved and dreaded at the same time (Kristeva 1982). In order to break 
away from the suffocating imprint of this borderlessness women must escape 
and create an own identity. Judith Butler (1 993:3 16-3 18) counters the 
heterosexual discourse of psychoanalytic identification by the 
'permanent incapacity of that "self' to achieve self-identity' due to the desire 
for that which is not itself. In doing so she views gender as a continuous 
playing out of psychic representation w i t h  the signifying process in which 
the body is implicated. Elizabeth Grosz (1994:208) recently propagated the 
opening up of bodies which although culturally identified promise liberation 
exactly because of sexual difference which itself is a volatile construct. Since 
alterity is the basis for embodiment the construction of sexual difference as a 
process allows for countless forms of sexual identities. 

Afrikaans women writers subconsciously acknowledge the Boemou 
as their precursor on a psychosexual plane. From a Foucauldian point of 
view the body became sexualised within the Christian-nationalistic 
discourse. Lauding the specific female properties of women's writing may 
paradoxically incarnate the discourse which prolongs gender discrimination. 
At the same time the notion of cultural servitude elicits aggression. The 
symptoms of guilt, loss and reparation are a re-enactment of the self as 
process, as flow and a continuous struggle to redefine an identity. The 
literature of these Afrikaner women contain the fingerprints of a cultural 
residue which are the result of the interaction of bodies on an imaginary and 
symbolic level. The peculiar intrapsychical struggle for identity is the 
experience of the malleability of the imaginary and the body, and lays the 
foundation for re-presentation. 
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A Fern~nist Perspectiv~ on [he Canon of Ajir~kaan.~ Pwtiy 

The Revisionary Struggle: 
A Feminist Perspective 
on the Canon of 
Afrikaans Poetry 

Amanda Lourens 

Is the unproductiveness of woman in the field of the arts to blame 
on an inherent characteristic of her nature, or is it one of the 
results of the historical evolution of our patriarchal society? 
(Eybers 1936) 

1 Introduction 
For oppressed or marpalised co~nmunities, the essence of the canonical 
problem is that it is only the experiences and aesthetic expression of white 
middle and/or upper class males which are canonised, anthologised, 
prescribed and in effect used as normative touchstone for the continuation 
and/or development of tradition. The result is that any literature origmating in 
contexts other than those of the canonised literature are viewed as deviating 
from the norm and are judged as non-literary or inferior. In effect, such an 
attitude signifies a judgement that female, ethnic or working-class literature 
(see Moi 1985:78) is not only inferior when compared to 'great literature' 
but it also regards the experiences from which such literature emanates as 
being of secondary importance and not worthy of aesthetic expression. 

The demand for a thorough-going revision of the canonisation is 
slowly gaining momentum'. 

- ' In Ilterature, a canon refers to works which are judged as being of  lasting value on the 
basis of  cuinulative agreement of authoritative critics and researchers, including the 
influence they exercise on later authors Such works are often and in detail reviewed by 
literary critics and historians and are included in anthologies 

Because men continue to hold sway in publishing houses, the academic 
sphere and the world of literary criticism, only texts which comply with their 
norms become part of the canon (Sherry 1988:28). Texts by female authors 
which do indeed find their way into the canon generally conform (Ruthven 
1984:ll). Thus few texts written by women take their rightful place in the 
authoritative records of 'great' works. 

The statement above made by Eybers in 1936 gives rise to the 
question of where the female predecessors in Afrikaans poetry are. Where 
are the female names which should be recorded alongside those of men such 
as Totius, Marais, Leipoldt, Langenhoven, Van Wyk Louw and Opperman 
who enjoy a strong position in the canon? 

According to Sheny (1988:27), it is comnon practice for groups who 
are attempting to obtain greater political power to revise earlier cultural 
products and achievements. 

According to Michie (1989: 16), this implies that feminist revision of 
the canon would involve a search for predecessors that have been forgotten, 
because ignored or forgotten female texts deserve revision just as much as 
those by men which are regarded as the 'standard'. 

What are the reasons for this state of affairs? How can one set about 
revising the Afrikaans canon? 

To determine the ranking of authors in the canon, quantitative and 
qualitative measures can be used. Literary histories and anthologies are the 
appropriate means of determining the status of authors within the canon. This 
can be determined statistically. Judgements, such as those made in literary 
histories, reviews etc. provide qualitative assessment of status. This sort of 
evaluation would include awards. 

Redetenniniag the status of authors, demands tracking down authors 
that may have been forgotten or lost. Apart from literary histories, older 
editions of magazines and journals are used to deterniine the literary 
productivity of women in earlier times. 

For the purposes of this article, the area has been limited to the field of 
Afrikaans poetry: a number of female poets were selected to determine their 
canonical stahu. One of the determinants for selection was dle extent to 
which their texts exemplified female texts (in terms of criteria suggested by 
female theoreticians). 

This selection was done in order to review the spectrum of female 
poetry between the thirties and nineties. The following women authors were 
selected: Elisabeth Eybers, Olga Kirsch, Ina Rousseau, Antjie Krog, Rosa 
Keet, Rika Celliers, Lina Spies, Joan Hambidge, Beverley Jansen, Valda 
Jansen and Jeiu~ifer Joseph. The last three mentioned made their debut in 
jounlals during the eighties. 
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2 Quantitative Analysis 
The data for this aiialysis were drawn from literary histories and anth01ogies. 
Different editions were also compared with each other in order to explore the 
changes or otherwise with regard to the canonising of female authors. 

The following literary histories were selected: L)igter.s van Dertrg (DJ 
Oppeman 1962), Afrikaanse Lrtrratuurge.rkredenis (G. Dekker 194 1 ; 1947; 
1960; 1966); Die Afrikaanse Letterkuncie van Aanvang tot Hede (R. 
Antoilissei~ 1955; 1960); Yerspekti~f en Prqfiel (P.J. Nieriaber ed. 195 1; 
1974; 1982); C;e.skiedenu van dre Afirkacnse Literatuur I and /I (J.C. 
Kau~erneyer 1978; 1984); Die Afrikaanse 1,iteratuur llii2-1987 (J.C. 
Kanneineyer 1988); Die Afi.ikaan.se Literatziur Sedert Se.rtig (T.T. Cloete ed. 
1980); Inleidrng tot dre Afrikaanse Letterkunde ( E .  Lindenberg ed. 1987). 

A courtt was made of the number of pages which were devoted to 
each of the selected female poets in these literary histories and this total was 
then expressed as the percentage of the total number of pages h~ the 
particular source2. 

'The following anthologies were researched: (;root Versehoek (D.J. 
Opperman ed. 1973; 1974; 1978; 1980; 1983); f31gter.s en Digkun.7 (P.J. 
Nienaber ed. 1962; 1981; 1987). 111 each of the respective sources, the 
number of poems by each of the selected female poets was determined as 
well as the number of pages which were apportioned to each of these poets 
as a percentage of the total number of pages in the anthology. The number of 
pages in subsequent editions could vary because of the page 
formatitypesetting and could confuse the picture. Merely detennining the 
number of pages could still be misleading because quite a number of short 
texts were printed on some pages-what was actttally an indication of a high 
level of canonisatioii-could appear to be a low level, and vice versa. Tlius, 
the number of texts appeared to be the most reliable measure, but the number 
of pages was used as a checking mechanism and also provided a means of 
inaking comparisons. 

2.1 Accordi~~g to the statistics, Elisabeth Eybers appeared to be the most 
canonised Afrikaans female poet, representing a total of 17,7% of the 
selected literary histories, Lina Spies was second (3,4%), third, Ina Rotlsseau 
(2,59%), fourth, Ant.jie Krog (2,4%), followed by Joan Hambidge (0,6%), 

' N P van Wyk Louw, as apparently the most canonised Afrikaans poet, was used as a 
male control. If there had been space, a male contemporary could have been placed 
alongside each of  the female poets. In order to calculate a percentage, the two parts of 
Kannemeyer's history of Afrikaans literature were seen as one unit. In the case of 
Ptrspektl<f rJl Profit1 only the 'profiel' (profile) part of the text was used for the 
purposes of calculation. 

Olga Kirsh (0,54%), Rosa Keet (0,3%) and Rika Celliers (0,28%) Krog's 
relatively low status is explained by the fact that Lady Anne which largely 
established her reputation, was published later than most of the literary 
histories and anthologies. By the same token, only Kannemeyer (1988) has 
taken note of Harnbidge's young oeuvre. Eybers's long career gves her an 
advantage, but set against Louw's 39,1% it would seem that Afrikaans's 
most eminent female poet has enjoyed very l~mited acknowledgement. It 1s 
significant that there are no profiles of prominent female poets like 
Rousseau, Krog and Spies in Perspeb~ef en Projel. 

2.2 It appears from this that the percentage of pages devoted to women 
poets in subsequent issues has decreased rather than increased. 

2.3 The black female poets V. Jansen, B. Jansen and Joseph were 
completely ignored by these sources. 

2.4 The hierarchical ordering of the percentage of pages in the late,st 
erfitrons is as follows: Eybers (7,6%), Spies (5,3%), Krog (5,3%), Rousseau 
(2,5%), Kirsch (1,8%), Cilliers (0,8%). The percentage for Van Wyk Louw 
is 9,9%. 

2.5 There is a correlation between canonisation in the literary histories 
and the anthologies in the comparison of these results. 

3 Qualitative Evaluation 
Opperman (1962:351) makes the well-intentioned, but contentious remark 
that Elisabeth Eybers is the 'feminine complement in our literature' (my 
italics). This comment set the trend in literary histories and anthologies: there 
are more references to Eybers as apoetess than as a poet. The issue is: does 
this typology represent the beginning of a female canon or tradition or does it 
arise purely from literary sexism? 

There has gradually been a measure of greater acknowledgement as 
can be seen from the honour that has been accorded Eybers to date. And 
since Eybers pioneered the way for women in Afrikaans poetic tradition, 
female poets who were white have gained prominence-since Kirsch and 
Rousseau, across the decades: Krog, Spies, Cussons, Stockenstrom-to 
Hambidge and others. But this still represents a white tradition. 

4. Female Poetry in Magazines 
The revision of literary canonisation offers an important, largely unexplored 
field of research: that of 'absent' female poets in Afiikaans. Women have 
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well and truly become part of the literary scene (for reasons wh~ch could cast 
llght on soclal patterns) Louw (1939 45) puts tt thus 'Up t~l l  recently there 
has been a large gap m our poetry women have not made the~r volces 
heard' To test t h ~ s  statement, Issues of l l t e  Hulrgenoot (1930-37), Die 
Hrandwag (1937-40), l h e  Nuwe Brandwag (1929-33), D / e  Moderne Vrou 

(1 936-37) and Klerewerker (1929-45) were researched 

4.1 There was a tally of nineteen female poets in Die Huisgenoot, who 
were not referred to in literary histories and the majority have therefore been 
forgotten. 

4.2 Since only 3 poems appeared in Die Nuwe Brandwag, it seems that 
women did not choose to publish in this magazine at that time (see Lourens 
1992:246f). But how does this square with the large number published in Die 
Hur.~genoot? Did women not submit their poetry to Die Nuwe Brandwag or 
were their texts not accepted for publication? Is there anyone who 
remembers what really happened? 

4.3 The poems published in Klerewerker are good examples of 'lost' 
felnale Afrikaans texts. Lourens (1992:248f) refers to the work of six women 
poets who do not appear in literary histories. The question is whether the 
ideological orientation of this paper played a role in their ornission 
(particularly at a time of Afrikaner nationalistn). It is also possible that these 
poets seemed insignificant when compared to the illustrious Dertigers. Their 
direct reflection of the experiences of povery and oppression of the Afrikaner 
as minority group makes these texts particularly significant. In this sense, the 
poems have a value within the Afrikaans, but more particularly the female 
tradition. As Krog (1989) points out, these women portray the reality of a 
battle for survival, while Eybers, for instance, is engrossed in personal 
experiences. 

4.4 In 1992, when this research was finished, there was as yet little 
evidence of Afrikaans poetry among black3 felnale authors. The collection 
A a n k o m . ~  uit die sken?er (1988) includes only one woman poet (M.C. 
Maclier) as opposed to six male poets. IQahane Lahantu (1989) includes 
poems 111 Afrikaans and English by 37 black poets, only 8 of wllo~n are 
women. 

Jansen (1985:79-80) highlights the barriers which a strong patriarchal 
tradition presents for women (see also Krog 1989:4). For all that, like the 
clothing workers' poetry, this poetry addresses social issues. Since these are 

' 'Black' is used to denote the political and not the literal meaning of the word 
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the first voices of black women poets 111 Afr~kaans, this poetry should lnerlt a 
mentlon 111 a new canon If l~terary standards are the only decld~ng factor, 
then the earller Klerewerker poems would not be v~ewed as part of the 
Afr~kaans trad~t~on The crlterla should be expanded to mcli~de soc~al 
meaning and the attempt at polltlcal realisat~on 111 lnd~vtdl~al experience (the 
personal wli~ch IS pol~t~cally embedded) 

5. Conclusion 
Quantitative and qualitative evaluation reveal that certain Afrikaans female 
poets elljoy high status within the canon. However, there are obvious gaps in 
the canonisation of women in minority groupings, especially poetry by the 
clothing workers from the past and the poetry of black female poets. There 
coi~ld have been racial or class prejudice, along with prejudice agai~ist 
wornen in general. Intensive research into literary historiography is essential 
in order to establish a theoretical basis for the revision of the canon of 
Afrikaans literature. 

In order to rectify the inibalances in the canonisation of female poets, 
the prevalence of similar trends in the canonisation of poetry in other 
southeni Afican languages will have to be researched. 
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Prefacing Spivak 

Shane Moral1 

Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak's i~nportance as a postcolonial theorist 
committed to a politically engaged deconstructive practice was indicated on 
the occasion of the New Natio~i Writers Conference held in Joliannesburg, 
199 1, where she was the only delegate invited as a scholar and not a writer. 
Spivak is seen by some as a theorist who effectively shuttles between the 
margins and the centre stressing the relation between race and capitalism, 
and the role of academics in the business of ideological production. From her 
own position teaching within the bosom of a superpower she clainis to 
challenge the universalizing pretensions of the dehistoricising academy, and 
to foreground the production of pliilosophical writing and teaching. Her work 
is not primarily focused on colonial discourse but rather on the contemporary 
cultural politics of neocolonialism in the U.S. For Spivak Derrida is the 
intellectual par excellence who questions his own disciplinary production. 

The reception of theory and theorists in South Afnica raises many 
questions, some of which Spivak notes: the problem of 'institutional elitism', 
and the situation of the academic in 'mechanisms of certification, validation, 
and marketing' (De Kock 1992:39). In interview Spivak asserts that 
'[djeconstn~ctive imperatives always come out of situations; it's not 
situationally relative but they always come out of situations' (De Kock 
199239-40), and circuinspectly acknowledges the importance of historical 
positionality and the need to contextualise migratory theory. When invited to 
cornlnent on the South African situation she fastidiously reiterates 'that 
imperatives are situational' (De Kock 1992:41). The imperative of contextual 
constraint is again emphasised in the extended text of tile thirteenth a~u~ual  
T.B. Davie Memorial lecture at the University of Cape Town, 1992, on the 
subject of 'Academic Freedom': 

I have no taste for inspirational prose. And it is my habit to fit suggestions, as far 
as I can, to the limited contexts that I inhabit (Spivak 1995.126) 

111 what follows I shall argue that this declaration of respoilsibility to 
historical particularity sits uneasily alongside the theoretical ins~stence 'on 



this general stnictural cliaracteristic of postcoloniality' (Spivak 1995:127). 
There is a tension between theory and historical particularity. 

In the Davies lecture Spivak tries to put some distance between her 
own work and Derrida's, in foot~~otes that are still 'indebted to Derrida' to 
be sure, but wllich also register a difference of 'emphasis', particularly 
regarding 'Derrida's words on ideology' (Spivak 1995: 149, notes 6 & 10). 
Ironically Splvak (1995:146) ends up defending Derrida against Paul 
Taylor's 

superticial knowledge of the Saussure section of Uf Grnmrnntology, a book 
written nearly thirty years ago, and of a polemical exchange with John Searle that 
took place a decade later 

Taylor (1995:158), who has read Derrida with about as lnuch attention as 
Spivak appears to have read the South African academic-discursive situation, 
enlists the canonical philosophical authorities of Plato, Hume, and 
Wittgensteil~ to argue that 'deconstruction is not an appropriate basis for 
social criticism or for cornrnentary on practical issues'. Spivak's rebuttal 
involves her adopting tlie position of epigone to Denida the galid master 
theorist, despite her resistance to certain aspects of Derridean 
deconstn~ction, principally the aura of sequestered theoreticism that Taylor 
objects to. Slie has stated that she is not particularly interested in defending 
Derrida as a master figure on the grounds that any political program based on 
decottstmction quickly comes to resemble pluralism. Curiously, tlie text tliat 
Taylor clearly hasn't read, (!f'C;rummatology, and Spivak's famous preface 
to that text, presents a good starting point for collsideri~lg tlie questions of 
intellectual filiation and the potential of deconstn~ction for intervening 111 

practical issues. The work of critically situating theory involves tracing tlie 
legitimating authority of texts in a way that dernystifies them. After all, the 
opportunity to read texts is an iinportant colnponent of academic freedom, 
one \vhich perhaps has precedetlce over the right to polemicise. Reviewi~lg 
the texts is an obvious if unspectac~tlar step towards uncovering tlie co~nplex 
relationship between discursive institutions of aidhorization aud the role of 
theory. 

audlencel The blurb 011 the back cover tells me of tlie ~mportalice of the 
Translator's Preface for putttng the work of Derrlda Into a pl~~losoph~cal 
perspecllve, and for the benefit of an 'Amencan' aud~ence Demda's 
deconstrt~ctlve teclulrque IS m~stakenly compared to Q g t ' s  crlt~qtte as part of 
the 'most clear-s~ghted European mtellectual tradttton' 

The Aclulowledgernents thank J El~ll~s M~ller 'for hav~ng tntroduced 
me to Derrlda himself and expresses grat~tude to Of (;rumr17~rtologj ~tself ' I  
am grateful to (;rammutology for havmg brought Ine the fr~endsh~p of 
Marguer~te and Jacques Dernda' ((; v i~)  ( I f  Gramrnarolohy IS fam~ltarised to 
(;raniniatolo&y, the formal~ty of the gelletwe ~nd~catlllg a dtscourse on 1t3 

subject, a leanled d~squ~s~ t ro t~ ,  IS also the ep~stolary ~ n e d ~ u ~ n  of frlendsli~p 
Flve years of work fforn July 1970 to October 1975 m Iowa City, (New 
Del111-Dacca-Calcutta), Boston, N ~ c e  Prov~dence, Iowa C ~ t y  overcome 
fonnallty The Translator's Preface contmues thrs collegrate theme of the 
d~aspora ~ntellectual, Dernda has travelled froni Alg~ers to A~nertca 

He has an affection for some of the intellectual centres of the Eastern seaboard- 
Cambridge, New York, Baltimore-in his vocabulary, 'America' And it seems 
that at first these places and now more and more of the intellectical centres all 
over the United States are returning his affection' (G ix) 

However, the colloquial wanntli between translator and sub.ject w~ll not 
remain constant in the pages tliat follow. 

Within these gestures of academic corporatism tlre translator iiotes 
tliat 'Derrida's first book was a translati011 of Edmund Husserl's "Orig~n of 
Geometry", with a long critical introduction' (G ix). Derrida is hi~nself a 
translator. Spivak's Preface serves as 'a long critical introduction' to the 
'method' ernbodied in these texts since 'Jacques Derrida is also this 
collection of texts' (G ix). Texts that were a medium of introdt~ctton are now 
constitutive of 'Jacques Derrida' as a sort of articulated c o r p ~ ~ s  or corporate, 
institutionalised entity. Translation is an extension of the corpus, of tlie 
property of the corporate entity of the author, and Spivak wants to be Inore 
than a passive mediator, giving authority to Derrida. The problem with this 
goal of tra~~sfonnative translation is that Derrida has been there before-his 
translation of Husserl is, as Spivak remarks, exemplary from this poitit of 
view-and the Preface is tom between parricide and hornage. 

Introductions 
The 1976 John Hopk~ns Paperbacks Ed~t~oti  of Jacques Derrtda's Of 
C ~ i ~ m i i t i i o l o  (1)e In (;mtnnzatolog~c, Copyr~ght Les Ed~t~ons  de Mlnu~t, 
1967) has an e~glity-seven page Translator's Preface 111 wh~cli Sptvak 
assumes the fo~ln~dable task of mtroduc~ng Derr~da to an Anglo-Amencan 
--- 
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Compare the preface wtth Davtd B All~son's too helpful 1972 tntroductcon to .\[~eech 

nrld P/iet~(jrnerm, Alan Bass's 1977 busmess-l~ke and tnformatlve Translator's 
lntroduct~on to Wirrrr~g m ~ d  Drffererr~e, the crasccble and self-effaclng tntroductcon to 
thelr 1987 translation of Ln Verrte erl Pemlr~re b y  Geoff Bennlngton and Ian McLeod, 
and Alan Bass's ephemeral 1982 Translator's Note to M L I ~ ~ I I >  (jj"Phr/o~ophy 



As interpreter Spivak attempts to master Derrida's text. This is the 
mastery that Derrida appears to have as the author of Of Grammatology and 
translator of I-Iusserl, but which he says is part of the common desire for a 
stable centre that must be resisted. Spivak both accedes to and at the same 
time resists his injunction not to posit another centre, and so resists the 
recovery of the Preface father-text who then, ironically, justifies it. You the 
reader are implicated in this dilemma: 'Why must we worry over so simple a 
thing as preface making?' (C xiii). Confronted with the authority of a father- 
text who declares 'Disobey me' even when we disobey we are obeying, etc. 
Confronted with this aporia, dilemma, predicament, Spivak again resorts to 
quotation, this time a quite unnecessary one from Hegel on corrunon sense. 
Will the anxiety with Derrida's strategies of mastery always be covered over 
and deflected by recourse to the authoritative words from the circuit of 
philosophical authorities? Quoting Derrida, Spivak considers the options of 
the sad, negative, guilty nostalgia of Rousseau for lost origins and the joyous 
affirmation of Nietzsche (C; xii). Despite the rhetoric of affirmation, Spivak's 
unease at Derrida's pre-emption of her critical manoeuvres does not lead to 
Nietzschean affirmation, and stays firmly on the side of the negative. Perhaps 
this resistance to Derrida marks the problematic place from which to begin to 
assess the pedagogical scene of deconstn~ctive practice. 

Philosophical Families 
The anxiety of influence in the Preface leads to a certain deeply serious 
humour, as when Spivak continually defers to Derrida to say that there is no 
origin. Quoting herself disclaiming that the origin of the preface is the fatlier- 
text, Spivak defers her predicament to Derrida's philosophical elaboration of 
this dilelma: 'My predicament is an analogue for a certain philosopl~ical 
exigency that drives Derrida to writing' (G xiv). In effect, her predicament is 
sublimated to the authority of philosophical discourse. The dilemma of 
homage-parricide is deferred to Demda's response to philosophical exigency 
to which the predicament of the Preface stands in a relation of analogue or 
family resemblance. Analogue, while it implies resernbla~~ce and difference, 
also involves hierarchy and the philosophical problematic will always have 
tlie upper hand over 'My predicament'. 

Pliilosopl~y will always have the last word over subjective predica- 
ments, even when one's predicament is grounded in suspicion of philo- 
sophy's i~niversalisi~lg imperialism. The origin that is never questioned but is 
rather deferred to tluoughout in paraphrase and quotation is the pliilosopliical 
origin of this exigency: the one stable origin of the question of origin is the 
Western, or Inore precisely German, philosophical canon. Spivak simply 
erases the historical contexts of Hegel's, Nietzsche's, and Heidegger's 

responses to their own predicaments, their own anxieties of ~~lfluence, and 
their differences are amalgamated into a kind of Philosophy Inc , a limited 
company of mandarin philosophical directors with executive power to 
incorporate all predicaments. Derrida is then the legitimate, if parvenu, 
so~llseed and heir to this Gennano-European philosophical empire that 
recovers and justifies hiin. In this genealogy one wonders about the absence 
of other venerable European males; Kant and Aristotle, iir-precursors against 
which the modem philosoplricai masters struggled for their own space, and 
of course Marx too ill his relationship with Hegel, perhaps the niost obvious 
and promising analogue of Spivak's relation to Derrida. 

Iieidegger is the problem in this philosopliical conipariy and always 
Nietzsche is made to precede Heidegger, which is at most chronologically 
valid. But for Derrida Nietzsche is always read through Heidegger in 
accordar~ce with a different take on chro~~ological exigency. For Spivak 
'Heidegger suggests, as does, of course, Nietzsche before him' ((; xv), and 
this supercedence will be the motif of the Preface's reading of Heidegger. 
Heidegger, like Hegel, is caught in nostalgia for origin, a trap which 
Nietzsche escapes. Nostalgic, reactionary 'Heideggerian hope' (C; xvi) is 
sidelined in favour of a future-oriented Nietzschean hope. The context or 
situation of Heidegger's 'misreading' of Nietzsche is ignored. Heidegger's 
reading of Nietzsclle arose from a series of lectures delivered between 1936 
and 1940, and some treatises written between 1940 and 1946. Heidegger 
wrote parts of the text in the context of a Nietzsche appropriated, via 
Elisabeth Forster-Nietzsclie, by the Nazi ideologues. This was the text's 
decisive moment2. Heidegger's distor.tion and misreading of Nietzsche as the 
last metaphysician can be (generously) read as the rejection of tlie ideology 
that had appropriated Nietzsche, Nazism, as itself metaphysical. So 
Heidegger is concerned both to jamb this appropriation (Nietzsclie was no 
naive biologist or voluntarist), and to criticise what in Nietzsche is 
susceptible to this appropriation (the subjectivism of the will to power). 
Derrida will later point out, in O f  Spirit: Heidegger and the Question 
(1989), that what is worrying about Nietzsche's thought-and, one might 
add, Heidegger's too-is that it does not rule out such an ideological 
appropriation. It isn't philosophical Nazism, but then neither does it nile out 
such use. Heidegger will continue to disrupt the philosophical genealogy 

In the 1988 "Can the Subaltern Speak?" the valuation of Heidegger is more positive. 
'the most privileged discourse of modern Western philosophy: Heidegger's meditation on 
Being' (Spivak 1988:305) Agair~ the historical context of Heidegger's text is omited. 
Spivak's note refers to Heidegger's At1 Itrtrodr~cr~on to Metnphy.siicr. published in 1953 
and delivered as lectures in 1935. This text and its subsequent editing have been the cause 
of bitter, if cloistered, dispute among Heideggerians, specifically regarding Heidegger's 
statements regarding his allegiance at this date to the possibilities of National Socialism 



thronghout Splvak's Preface, posslbly because w ~ t h  He~degger the pract~cal 
~lriperatlve of etlnco-pol~t~cal questions, the ~deolog~cal ~nfiltrat~on 
pll~losophy and ~ t s  h~s to r~c~ ty ,  press on the margnls of the determ~na 
ph~losopli~cal Preface Perhaps the relat~ve absence of Demda's dl 
dealing w~th  such qilest~ons In O f  (;ramnzatology, thelr always 1001 

presence, 1s d source of Spivak's 'predlcament' Rather than an analogue of 
pli~losoph~cal exlgency, codd t h ~ s  predlcament s~gnal a susplclon of 
ph~losophy's abstract~on from always already s~hlated pract~cal real~t~es, 
from the exlgencles of eth~cal-pol~t~cal cho~ces? 

H m n g  evoked the gravltas of phrlosoph~cal exlgency there follows a 
confess~o~i or aslde, a glii~ipse of the face of the prefacer, 'there also seems, I 
must adm~t, someth~ng r~tually sat~sfy~ng about begmn~ng w~th  the trace' ((; 
x v ~ )  Ritual IS the right word here, and Sp~vak's commencing w ~ t h  Demda's 
d~srupt~on of the not~on of un~tary orlgin remains w~thln the convent~onal~ty 
of deferring to the author~ty of h ~ s  ph~losoph~cal engagenlent She has earher 
remarked upon 'Humank~nd's common desire for a stable centre, and for the 
assurance of mastery through know~ng or possessmg', and we can see the 
ph~losoph~cal company of the masters of Western ph~losopliy as sat~sfymg 
that des~re The great patriarchal knowers and possessors of the 
ph~losopli~cal exlgency are ~nscr~bed Into a hrerarchy w~th  a beg~nn~ng, a 
middle, and an end Hegel, N~etzsche, He~degger, Freud, Derrida forin a 
chronolog~cal teleoloby conven~ently award~ng the vantage ponit to the 
present Analogy crops up again 'Following an argument analogical to the 
argument 011 the s~gn,  Derr~da puts the word "expenence" under erasure' (G  
xvu) Does Sp~vak's recourse to 'ph~losoph~cal ex~gency' and the 
pli~losoph~cal d~scourse also r ~ s k  puttmg he1 own lustorically spec~fic 
experlence of (post)colon~al pred~cament under erasure? 

Bricolnge and Agency 
Accordmg to Levi-Strauss's The Savage Mind tlie hricoletrr makes do with 
things that were intended for other ends, patches things together in a 
makeshift fashion with no overall design in mind, abandons all reference to a 
centre of mastery, an origin, a subject, and this is tlie model of tlie discourse 
of anthropology. The hr~coleur, unlike the engineer, assumes no pose of 
mastery. The PI-eface's discussion of hricolage takes place within the 
shadow of Derrida's argument against the separation of the activity of the 
hricoleur and tlie engineer; they both posture control and mastery, despite 
Levi-Strauss's privileging of hrrcoluge as the non-totalising. Referring to tliis 
argument Spivak concludes: 

One can now begin to understand a rather cryptic sentence in the (~ron7nlorology 
'Without that track [of writing under erasure], ... the ultra-transcendental text 

[hricolage under erasure] will so closely resemble the pre-critical text [hrico/age 
plain and simple] as to  be indistinguishable from it' (G xx) 

I'm not sure how far Sp~vak's understandmg here succeeds In decrypt~ng 
Dernda's gnolnlc sentence The c~ted statement from Derr~da in fact comes 
from a d~scuss~on not of hrrcolage or Levl-Strauss, but from a crltlque of the 
hngu~st~cs, part~cularly the Hjelmslevian type, of the Copenhagen School 
The cryptic sentence IS part of the follow~ng sequence m Demda's text 

Without that [the question of  the transcendental origin of the system itself], the 
decisive progress accomplished by a formalism respecthi of the originality of its 
object, of 'the immanent system of its objects', is plagued by a scientificist 
objectivism, that is to say by another unperceived or unconfessed metaphysics 
This is often noticeable in the works of the Copenhagen School. It is to escape 
falling back into this naive objectivism that I refer here to  a transcendentality that 
I have elsewhere put into question. It is because I believe that there is a short-of 
and a beyond of transcendental criticism. To see to it that the beyond does not 
return to the within is to recognize in the contortion the necessity of a pathway 
bnroz / r s ]  That pathway must leave a track in the text. Without that track, 
abandoned to the simple content of  its conclusions, the ultra-transcendental text 
will so closely resemble the precritical text as to be indistinguishable from it We 
must now form and meditate upon the law of this resemblance (G 61) 

This is certainly a key passage elaborating the deconstructive strategy of 
'sewing' the border between the short-of and the beyond of transcendental 
criticism, aiming to avoid the idealist dogmatism of both particular-ity and 
generality. These strategies aim at avoiding the ritual installation of new 
transcendentals (trace, differance, etc.) in the place of the old transce~~dentals 
(truth, reason, God, etc.). But in the passage Derrida is warning against 
falling back into naive pre-critical objectivism, and clearly makes no mention 
of hrrcolage. What might explain Spivak's decontextualization of tliis 
passage and the invasive insertions, and what track does this intrusive 
interpretive pathway leave in the Preface? 

The point of the Preface's digression into hricolage is to substantiate 
the claim that 

[tjhere is some similarity between this strategy [Derrida's letting go of each 
concept at the very moment he uses it] and what Levi-Strauss calls hr~colnge ((; 
xvrii) 

The essay 'Structure, Sign and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences' 
in Writing and D@erence is cited as the authority for this comparison of 
strategy. But in that essay Derrida sees bricolage as part of 1,evi-Strauss's 
'structural ethnogaphy' aiming at 'a new humanism'; 'even if one yields to 
the necessity of what Levi-Strauss has done, one cannot ignore its risks': 



'ethnograph~c hricolagr deliberately assumes its mythopoettc fi~nctlon" 
(Demda 1982 2870 Bricolage alms at a un~fied, total~slng structure of 
rerntegatlon for a universal science of marl For Derrrda structural~st 
mythopoet~cs tends towards the un~versalrsm assoc~ated w ~ t h  nalve 
olyect~v~sm, or else l~mlts ~tself to a pos l t~v~st~c  antllropolog~sm As 
ethnograph~c and t~~ythopoetlc brlcolage is not a trans-ph11osophica1 concept 
but rather mtra-ph~losoph~cal, determ~ned through and through by the 
trad~t~onal exlgencics of metaphys~cs Demda 1s certa~nly concen~ed with the 
value of b n ~ o l a g e  as a c n t ~ c d  procedure m contrast to other types of 
cntique, but he opposes hrlcolage to the followmg type of cntique 

To concern oneself with the founding concepts of  the entire history of  philosophy, 
to deconstitute them, is not to undertake the work of the philologist or of the 
classic historian of philosophy. Despite appearances, it is probably the most 
daring way of making the beginning of a step outside philosophy (Derrida 
1982 284) 

This, of course, is Denida's historicising route which involves the 
h~storicisation of the concept of history itself. The other option is the route of 
Levi-Strauss: 

The other choice (which I believe corresponds more closely to Levi-Strauss's 
manner), in order to avoid the possibly sterilizing effects of  the first one, consists 
in conserving all these old concepts within the domain of  empirical discovery 
while here and there denouncing their limits, treating them as tools which can still 
be used (Derrida 1982.284). 

Why is hricoluge for Demda not 'the most daring way of making the 
beginning of a step outside of philosophy'? Because '[tlhis is how the 
language of the social sciences criticizes itself (Demda 1982:284). This 
self-criticism of the social sciences remains within the historically constituted 
and conceptually regulated parameters of those sciences which seek to 
redraw or reconstitute, but not to 'step outside', the discourse of the human 
sciences. Such a discourse remains anthropocentric, and anthropology 
criticises but does not radically challenge this supervising centre. In short, 
bricolage under erasure and hricolage pure and simple are alike precritical; 
both fascinated by the transcendental figure of universal man and confined 
within the matrix of empiricism ,that governs the discourse of the human 
sciences, and certainly not ultra-transcendental. Attempting to salvage the 
role of the bricoleur, Spivak tries to rnake Demda's deconstruction of it a 
methodological analogue: 

This undoing yet preserving of the opposition between hncoluge and engineering 
is an analogue for Derrida's attitude toward all oppositions-an attitude that 

'erases' (in a specla1 sense) all oppositions I shall come back to t l ~ i s  gesture again 
and again in this Preface ((; xx) 

Sp~vak wants the opposltron - undone by Derr~da's crltrc~\rns -betbeen 
hri~olage and engineer to leave a track m her text, and to preserke what 
1)errlda IS conte~lt to let the d~.;course of the human sclences keep to  'ir\dlf 
For 111s translator the role of the creatlve Interpreter and the tech~i~~al ly  
spec~alised arrd competent trdrlslator must be preserved Hticolage rebernt~les 
Sprvak's own strategy 111 the Prefice, the takmg of b ~ t s  of Dernda and 
others, 'making do wlth tli~iigs that were perhaps meant for other ends', 
admlttmg to the ir~ipossibil~ty of lnasteriiig the wl~ole field of tlteo~> \vh~le at 
the same time attelnptlng to total~se tt Clearly in tryrng to presene the role 
of hricoleur as translator Sp~vak is rn tensron if not outnght oppos~t~on to 
Derrtda's deconstr-uct~on of hricoluge Demda 1s awarded tlie role of a ~ ~ l r -  
hrt~oleur (under erasure), and the Preface peserves a restdual huniants~n, the 
'need for power tluougli anthropomorphrc definmg' ((; xxii~), even rf such a 
reading contradicts the anti-anthropomorph~c aigument of (8 
(;runzmuCology That IS, the notlon of agency necessary for cntlqile to sitllate 
~ t s  object and assure the ~ndependence of the act of Interpretdtlon 17 boruzd 
up wrth the figure of the hricoleur 

Sprvak argues that the strategy of brlcolage facil~tates a \llnple 
hr~coleur's take on the word [metaphys~cs] that pennlts Derrida to allow tlie 
posstb~l~ty of a "Marx~st" or "structural~st" metaphysics"' ( ( I  x u )  Later me 

lean1 that t h ~ s  conslsts In 'us~ng a s~gtufier not as a t~anscendentai key that 
w~l l  unlock the way to tnith but as a hricoleur's or tniker's tool' (Cr  luuv) 
Tli~s whole phenomenolog~cal r h e t o ~ ~ c  of the prerent-to-hand 'is tool is the 
subject of Fleidegger's aualysls 111 Heing md Time (1927) 111 both "Ihe 
Ends of Man" ( 1  972) and Of ,\pirit Derr~da has expressed resei-vatlons that 
Heidegger 1s not cl~tlcal enough of t h ~ s  powerful motti than In turn 
man~pulates He~degger's own analys~s But Sp~vaL st111 want:, to see Den~da 
as the sk~lled modem~st arttsan using 111s language as tool Tli~s 
anthropologls~n IS a strategy for keeplng Derrida at the d~startce riecessa~y 
for gett~ng a perspect~ve on h ~ s  work slnce l ~ k e  the translator-~nterpreter- 
hrtcoleur he just uses what IS ready to hand l ~ k e  the rest ot us ?he rather 
desperate cla~ins to havung ~nvented the notlon of 'sous rature', wntrng under 
erasure, w~ll  attempt to keep the translated at bay Thus theie 1s more to the 
follown~g apologetrc protocol than the usual rhetor~cal mcety 

I have lingered on the 'question of  the preface' and the pervasive Derridean 
practice of  the 'sous rature' to slip into the atmosphere of Derrida's thouyht ((; 
xxi) 

If anytlung, the at~nosphe~e between translator and translated seeins decided- 



ly stra~ned The pedagog~cal ~tinerary of ph~losoph~cal genealogy follows, an 
attempt to ease the atmosphere 'Now I shall speak of 111s achiowledged 
"precursors"-N~etzsche, Freud, Heidegger, Husserl' (C; x x ~ )  T h ~ s  
genealog~cal approach offers the pleasure, as we read In Wr~trng and 
D~f f irente ,  of allow~ng 'these destroyers to destroy each other rec~procally' 
(Demda 1982 281) Of wh~ch Derr~da (1982 282) remarks lacon~cally 
'today no exerclse IS more w~despread' But, as I have noted, Heidegger 
creates problems in this family scene and Ile is shuffled and s~de-lmed for 
never stated reasons He IS the awkward and embarrassing relat~ve at the 
ph~losoph~cal family gathering, very old fash~oned m a qualilt sort of way, 
let's just hope lie doesn't mentlon poht~cs IJncle He~degger w~l l  be 
offered a threaten~ng apology, a ram-check, as if both to assuage and to get 
r ~ d  of 111m 'I reserve the occasion for a more thoroughgo~ng crltlqtle of the 
He~deggertan text on N~etzsche' ((; xx~v) 

Predicaments 
Spivak's predicament is a question of authorisation and legitimation, an 
~conoclastic imp~rlse accompanied by the need to authorise that impulse. 
Derrida is consistently cited as the authority for the claim that there is no 
final authority, and is characterised in the following ways: the super-clever 
Derrida: 

Derrida's reading of Descartes on folly is an elegant bit of deconstruction, he 
spots the moment of the forgetting of  the trace in Descartes's text (G lx), 

the intriguing Derrida: 'He practices his caution in an unemphatic way' ((; 
Ixxi); the nimble Derrida: 'Those acts of controlled acrobatics are difficult to 
match ... impressive' (G' Ixxviii); the poignant Demda: 'a simple and moving 
exposition of the method of deconstn~ction as understood by the early 
Derrida' (G Ixxxv); the precocious Derrida: 'the taste of a rather special 
early Derrida, the young scholar transforming the ground rules of 
scholarship' (C; Ixxxv). Inscn~table agility makes the multiplying Derridas 
difficult to pin-down: 

On page xlv I bring the charge of 'prudence' against Derrida The new Derrida 
shows us that this 'prudence' is also the greatest 'danger', the wrll to knowledge 
and the will to ignorance and vice versa (C; Ixxviii) 

But Spivak does want to criticise Derrida without his pre-emptive sanction, 
and Foucault's incisive objectiorls to Derrida's procedure pinpoint both the 
pedagogical attraction of Demda, and h ~ s  danger. She quotes the second 

edition of the H~story of Madness where Foucault, responding to Derrida's 
critique in 'Cogito and the History of Madness', indicts 

[a] pedagogy that conversely gives to  the voice of the teacher that unlimited 
sovereignty which permits them to read the text indefinitely (quoted (; lx) 

She sides with Derrida-Foucault 'does not seem to have fiilly attended' to 
the 'sous rature'-and remarks the 'hostility' of Foucault's rebuttal. But is it 
too much to read tacit sympathy for Foucault into Spivak's solidarity with 
the ever victorious Demda? 

Towards the conclusion of the Preface Spivak's reservations begin to 
accumulate and these last pages are both the most interesting and the most 
useful. Demda comes 'suspiciously' close to valorising writing in the narrow 
sense: 

But he quietly drops the idea of being the authorized grammatological historian in 
the narrow sense . In the Grammntology, then, we are at a specific and 
precarious moment in Derrida's career ((; lxxx) 

Spivak notes 'the changes and interpolations made in the text of the review 
articles as they were transformed into the book' (G Ixxx). This is important 
historico-bibliographic information that undermines the pose of mastery 
created by the finished book as we glimpse Derrida's predicarnetlts, 
decisions, and hesitations; the strategic, situational choices. Spivak is 
impatient with Derrida's prophetic tone, 'a slightly embarrassing messianic 
promise' ((; Ixxxi), the book is 'formally awkward' ((; Ixxxiii), and 
incredulous with his argument for historical necessity. But these salient 
criticisms that promise to deprive Derrida of omniscient mastely are again 
bundled away into another deferred action (Nachtraglichkert); 'This again is 
an undertaking for a future deconstructor' ((; Ixxxii). Then, finally, we get 
Spivak's real criticism of Derrida: 

There is also the shadow of a geographical pattern that falls upon the first part of 
the book. The relationship between logocentrism and ethnocentrism is indirectly 
invoked in the very first sentence of the 'Exergue' Yet, paradoxically, and almost 
by a reverse ethnocentrism, Derrida insists that logocentrism is a property of the 
West He does this so frequently that a quotation would be superfluous Although 
something of the Chinese prejudice of the West is discussed in Part I, the &.st is 
never seriously studied or deconstructed in the Derridean text Why then must it 
remain, recalling Hegel and Nietzsche in their most cartological humors, as the 
name of the limits of the text's knowledge? (G Ixxxii) 

Derrida deconstn~cts the centre and Derridean discourse remains within this 
decentring. This is not to succiimb to a spatial metaphor, but rather to note in 





In this text some four years after the ~?f 'C;rammutolo~ Preface Heidegger 
still has to be put into his place aided by Nietzsche's hatmier, and is 
distinguished by a 'pattern of a deconstructive insight recuperated by an 
idealist blindness' (Spivak 1980:42). Demda is still tlie self-effacing 
authority for the claim that there is no unified origin of authorisation: 

So much said, let me once again tabulate .. . I should add, of course, that I cannot 
gual-antee Derridean authorization for any of these meanings (Spivak 1980-46) 

The co~lcl~ision to 'Revolutions' takes the f o ~ m  of a detour througl~ Ben-jamin 
qiiotiiig Brecht on the citational quality of dramatic performance, and Spivak 
clearly wants to include Derrida in the company of Benjamin and Brecht. To 
do this she criticises Pad  de Man as a practitioner of Romantic irony which 
lacks didactic purpose and is irresponsible with regard to the social text; 
exactly the charge Taylor levels at her. This is the same de Man referred to 
earlier with approval-'the permanent parabasis that Paul de Man calls 
"allegory"' (Spivak 1980:31)-and implicitly invoked in the reading of the 
'social text': 

Clear-cut oppositions between so-called material and ideological formations 
would be challenged as those between literal and allegorical uses of lanyuage 
(Spivak 1980 39t) 

Now de Man is presented as the pied-piper of skepticism: 'Indeed, the 
genius of American deconstructivism finds in its Romanticism its privileged 
model' (Spivak 1980:48). This version of deconstruction leads 'critics from 
the left and the right ... to see in deconstruction nothing but this itinerary of 
skepticism' (Spivak 1980:48). If Heidegger is bedevilled by Romantic 
nostalgia, then de Man is the ironic romanticist unable to connect with 
reality. This characterisation of Romanticism is, of course, straight from 
Hegel's attack on the neo-Kantianism of Fichte and Scliellit~g--an attack that 
both Heidegger and de Man subscribe to and engage with. 

The source for tlie quote from de Man that justifies this defensive 
a g ~ ~ e s s i o n  is Allegor~cs of Reud~ng where the possibility of a history of 
Roma~iticisin is being questioned. De Man is claiming that Romanticism 
~uidennines tlie geneticism of historiography, the kind of clxonological 
geneticisin that marks Spivak's Preface and is still in place four years later in 
'Revolutions'. More precisely, de Mali is discussing his privilegilig of 
Nietzsche; 'his work participates in the radical rejection of the genetic 
teleology associated with Romantic idealism' (De Man 1979:82). De Man, 
with Nietzsche as his guide, is writing about just those problems of a priori 
llistoricist genealogy as linear teleological succession that are part of 

Sptvak's prcdlcanent Such an b~stoncal teleology ir an unvaluable nieaus of 
putttrig Dernda Into talstorrca! cvntext, yet decoiistr~ictiox~ cont~l~ually 
questrons the soundness of such a procedtrre Seen m the l~ghi of de Ivlnn's 
susplclon of geneticlsrn, Sp~vak's genetlc approach to ~ s l n d e n  1th1lo5up11y 
reinan.; Itself susceptible to deronstruction Tbt. ~)i.dii~o~;~c,rJ nchcci ic  
I~istoncally contextualise rests rrneasdy ia/ltll ihc: d cco r~~ t r \ i i t ~ve  
hlstonc~satlon of history I would suggest that this 1s thc gericri! pr ftiir l ln , :z~~ 

of dcconstrurrlve t l~eoi~sts that w ~ s h  to engage politically 

A New Humanism? 
In 'Revolutio~ls that as Yet Have no Model' Spivak's rnoli~ent of 
pred~carnent is clarafied when she refuses to rellnqw~sh antlv~,poiaji~sr?i if 
Dernda is seen to have cancelled Sewle's objections, then Sprbak t~lsfles to 
salvage anthropolog~sm from thss cancellat~un and $0 conserve the ~ribrlc of 
humal~srn that calls for revolut~on In the name of llberatrng Il~~lnanrty I hir 1s 
an anthropologsrsm that exceeds the strnteglcs of Alfhussenan srtiolect 
powt~onallty, a id  lays clam to a llberatory teieoloby It  I S  not 
anthropologism under erasure, but rather the anthropologsrn proper to the 
'old language' of metaphysics Despite Dernda's (19831) cntlqrie of 
I-Ierdegger's residual l~urnarusm in The L e t t ~ r  on Uilrna~t/,nr (1947)-- 
Derrlda thmks Heidegger's hurnan~sm contributed to 111s pol~tlcal -err or '- - 
Sprvak w11l retain anthropolog~sm The anthropolog~srn that contorts the 
1976 Preface becomes decls~ve m tlie 1980 'Rcvoiut~ons' 'The metdph) veal 
integuments of antl11-opologsm are not to be placed under erasure, '\ouse 
rature', since the re lo^ of revolution 1s an end for a subject (humdnrty) that, 
111 ~ t s  Marxrst form, 1s enabled by mtersubject~ve class solrdarlty diid the 
universalisat~on of the proletanat as subject 

Although I am attempting to show that Derridean practice would question 'the 
name of man as Davein', my reading of Derrida might also seem anthropologistic 
I think I must insist that a deconstructivist position cannot reduce out  
anthr-opologism firlly Like the paradox of miriimal idealization the trace of 
mtt~ropologism obstinately clings as restarice to the practice of deconstruction 
(Spivak 1980.40) 

The pmclice of deconstructio~l cannot avo~d antlu-opolobqsnt if the world IS 

to be changed and not just Interpreted hnthropoiog~sm reslsts 
deconstn~ction, and deconstruction m the cause of resistance to liegemony 
clmgs to aithropologsm 7111s despite the fact that, to put the argument of Of 
Grammatology bluntly, anthropocentnsm IS part of the logocentr~c catechirm 
of the West Thts 1s the drlvlng tliesls of O f  C;rammatoiogy I tiulrk such 
reslstarlt mtrans~gence on Sprvak's part rases at least two cruc~al questions 
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for the potential of deconstructive theory to contribute to a counter- 
hegemonic discourse. 

a) The question of practice. Spivak claims for the pedagogics of 
deconstructive practice the efficacy of inserting the marginalised into the 
academic institutional context. But this practice is liable to appropriation and 
containment by the liberal pluralism of the institution it aims to challenge. 
We have seen how in the Preface the practice of pedagogy secures the 
legitimating authority of the philosophical discourse, the proper name and the 
corpus. Deconstructive practice works within the broader juridico-legal 
system of property rights associated with possessive individualism. 
Anthropologis~n is interwoven with these socio-political realities and their 
particular histories. The academic institutional context of the university as 
the locus of ideological production is part of this wider systemic, and the 
universitas of the university is embedded w i t h  this historicisable nexus. 

The problem with the practical decision to retain anthropologism is 
not simply that it stays within the terrain of humanism, since any outside is 
equally illusory, but rather that it risks working inadvertently to revive and 
restore an anthropocentrism that has always privileged Western man. This 
same privilege countersigns the we of Western philosophers and theorists. 
There is in the retention of anthropologism a complicity and a danger that is 
irreducible: 

Whatever the breaks marked by this Hegelian-Husserlian-Heideggerian anthropo- 
logy as concerns the classical anthropologies, there is an uninterrupted metaphysi- 
cal familiarity with that which, so naturally, links the we of the philosopher to 'we 
men', to the we in the horizon of humanity (Derrida 1982a:116). 

There is a linkage between the philosopher's we attempting to speak for 
humanity, and the we of collective action and political solidarity that Spivak 
wishes in some sense to retain, even as she attacks its Western, 
phallogocentric constitution. The price of this restance is that it is amenable 
to the logocentrism of the West. But without the anthropologistic residue, 
without the metaphysical familiarity of humanitas, how can deconstnlction 
hope to engage in historical situations? 

b) The question of complicity and responsibility. Spivak sees a use for 
deconstruction as part of '[a] practically fractured yet persistent critique of 
the hidden agenda of political exclusion', a critique that looks forward via 
'political practice, pedagogy, or feminism-simply to mention my regional 
commitments', to 'revolutions with as yet no name' (Spivak 1980:46f). 

These are enabling principles for more than a constant cleaning-up (or messing- 
up) of the languages of philosophy, although the importance of this latter is not to 
be underestimated (Spivak 1980:47). 

But far from modifying or challenging the languages of philosophy, Spivak 
defers to their authority and objectivity, and looks to philosophers for 
guidance in messing-up other philosophers. I want to suggest that this 
deference to philosophy, and the reluctance to historicise it, limits the 
usefulness of deconstn~ctive theory for the constnlction of a counter- 
hegemonic discourse. 

The philosophical idiom does not transparently translate predicaments 
since the philosophical exigency places its own demands, in its own terms, 
and it operates out of historicisable institutional situations. Hegel used the 
tenn Bildung to describe the philosophical training of the mind that attempts 
to elevate to universality what is merely immediate and particular. The fact 
that one of the meanings of Bildung is education is not incidental. Derrida's 
deconstructions alert us to the universalization of Western interests by 
theory, but his analyses still work within the universalizing discourse of 
philosophy, its institutional and geopolitical setting. Part of the force of the 
demand to articulate rationally in the form of philosophical discourse is tied, 
de jircto and de jzire, to the dominance of the West that makes Western- 
European philosophical discourse the arbiter of reason. This dominance is 
not purely disinterested but is complicit with the economic, political, and 
cultural means of imposing Western superiority. The philosophical exigency 
that requires discourse in the language of philosophy achieves the 
appropriation of other discourses to itself. Noting 'those places-cultural, 
linguistic, political, etc.', Derrida is carefill to point out that the we of the 
philosopher is fonned within 'a certain group of langilages and cultures ... 

certain societies': 

Beyond these borders . .. If I recall this obvious fact, it is [to draw attention to] 
the enclosure of Western collocution The latter doubtless makes an effort to 
interiorize this difference, to master it, if we may put it thus, by affecting itself 
with it. The interest in the universality of the anthropos is doubtless sign of this 
effort (Derrida 1982a: 1 12,113). 

Such 'enclosure' is tied to the economic and ideological 'evil complicities' 
(Derrida 1982a: 1 14) of the West which call for the kind of vigilance that 
Spivak displays in attacking the 'de-historicizing academy' (Spivak 
1980:48). Derrida's response, on the other hand, is to simply note that 
'political concepts [are] drawn from the metaphysical reserve' (Derrida 
1982a:l 12), which is doubtless t n ~ e  but is it enough simply to note this 
obvious complicity? Isn't there some responsibility on the intellectual to do 
more than note in passing? Spivak clearly thinks it isn't enough, and her 
response to the practical imperative of producing a counter-hegemonic 
discourse is to retain antlvopologism despite its complicity with 
logocentrism. Yet if we take the Translator's Preface as unable or unwilling 



to escape antlvopolog~sm, then ~t IS clear that alltlrropolog~sm s~mply means 
replacing one author~ty w ~ t h  another (better) authonty, leav~ng the 
~nst~tuttonal structure and geopol~t~cal slte m place and untroubled hl the 
Preface the early Derr~da is replaced w ~ t h  a wlser later Derr~da 111 the manner 
of a ph~losoph~cal N~liiung Not only does thts gradual~sm jar wlth Dernda's 
cldnns for deconstruct~on's rad~cal sollc~tat~on of Western metaphys~cs, ~t 
also bolsters the same hlstoncal and matenal centre that, vla ~nst~tut~onal 
presllge (Ed~tlo~is de Mniutt, John I-lopk~ns Un~vers~ty Press) and economlc 
prowess (Pans, Carnbndge, Balt~more, New York), un~versal~ses ~ t s  
concenls and essent~ally conserves ~ t s  own centrahty3 Because of the 
pedagog~cal need for a centre and an authority there IS perhaps always golng 
to be a pr~v~leged authonty, and for Sp~vak thls pr~v~lege goes to Dernda, the 
priv~lege of Western philosophy IS assured, and the d~srupt~ve force of any 
cdtachrest~c writing-back IS d~ffused Thus a declaredly counter-hegemonic 
postcolon~al deconstn~ct~ou r~sks  amounting to no more than a renewal of the 
convent~onal h~erarchy 

Concltrsion 
Splvak's fa~lure to 11ve up to the lnsplrlng Ideal of ~ntellectual engagement m 
her Cape Tow11 lectm-e ralses q~~estions beyond her 111ab1lity to orlentate 
herself to the partlcularrt~es of the South Afr~can context, surely a necessary 
prel~ln~nary to a l ~ g l ~ n g  herself andlor antagoldsing the vanous  ideological 
poslt~ons of her hosts It opens for d~scuss~on an Ideal of cntlcal pract~ce that 
anns to negottate the tens~on between an Intellectual f i l~at~on with a 
general~s~ng ph~losoph~cal d~scourse t ~ e d  to the deh~stonc~slng mstitutlonal 
role of theory, and a strateBc alignment w ~ t h  a h ~ s t o r ~ c ~ s ~ n g  Marx~st analys~s 
allnlng at pract~cal mtervention And ~t also h~ghltghts the contexts 111 whlch 
debates about academic freedom take place what about the h~erarcliles of 
authonty and c red~b~l~ ty  spec~fic to the protocols of the South Afr~can 
academic context? What about the apparently profitable exchange between 
academ~cs who want to be seen to move between the rnarglns and the centre, 
and the value extracted m terms of lnstltut~onal leg~t~mat~on and cert~ficat~on 
by South African acadeln~cs marketing super-star ~ntellectuals? In short, 
what of the occluded role of the South Afr~carl knowledge class 111 the 

' Derrlda expllc~tly attempts, I thlnk unsuccessfblly, to unsettle thls ~nst~tutlonal and 
geopolitical centre 111 'I he Prlnc~ple of Reason the Untvers~ty In the Eyes of Its Pup~ls', 
L)inct rtrc c 13, 3 ( 1983). and The Other Headuig ReJechon.\ on Toduy 'A Ertt ope ( 1992) 
John Gu~l lo~y glves an tnclstve critlque of the U S lnstltutlonal and pedagoylcal funct~on 
of deconstruct~on In h ~ s  C~rltlrral ( 7 ~ p ~ t a l  ?he Prohle~n of L~ferary Canon Forrnatlon 
(Chlcago University of Ch~cago Press, 1993) 

bus~ness of ~deologcal product~on whose part~ctilar Interests are be~ng 
generallsed here under the label 'theory'? 

Department of English 
Univers~ty of Durban-West-v~lle 
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Train-congregants and Train-friend 

Train-congregants and 
Train-friends: 
Representations of 
Railway Culture and 
Everyday Forms of Resistance 
in Two South African Texts 

David Alvarez 

Introduction: Railways, Resistance, and Representation 

The Political, like the purloined letter, is hidden in the everyday, exactly where it 
is most obvious: in the contradictions of lived experience, in the most banal and 
repetitive gestures of everyday life-the commute, the errand, the appointment. It 
is in the midst of the utterly ordinary, in the space where the dominant relations of 
production are tirelessly and relentlessly reproduced, that we must look for 
utopian and political relations to crystallize (Kaplan & Ross 1987:3) 

a way of using imposed systems constitutes the resistance to the historical law 
of a state of affairs and its dogmatic legitimations. A practice of the order 
constructed by others redistributes its space, it creates at least a certain play in 
that order, a space for maneouvers of unequal forces and for utopian points of 
reference (De Certeau 1984- 18) 

the ordinary daily lives of people should be the direct focus of political interest 
because they constitute the very content of the struggle, for the struggle involves 
people not abstractions (Ndebele 1986- 156) 

'Trains as tropes' pervade South Afncan literary production of the apartheid 
era as surely as railways formed part of the daily fabric of the lives of 
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millions of black South ~ f n c a n s ' .  In this article, I propose to examine two 
brief texts-a short story by Miriam Tlali and a photo-essay by Santu 
Mofokeng-which represent black South Ahcans commuting by train 
between their homes in peri-urban townships or rural towns and their 
workplaces in urban areas set aside for whites. In Tlali's 'Fud-u-u-a!' (1985) 
and in Mofokeng's 'Train Churches' (1987), black railway commuters are 
represented as engaging in forms of implicit protest against the dehumanising 
environment and processes in which they are embedded. Both texts encode 
one of the most 'banal and repetitive gestures' of everyday black South 
&can urban life: that of the railway commute to and f?om the white areas. 
Following Kaplan and Ross, I attempt to show how in these texts it is in 'the 
midst of the utterly ordinary' that relations of everyday resistance crystallize. 

In the context of South Afncan literary studies, evocation of 'the 
ordinary' cannot but bring to mind Njabulo Ndebele's critique of anti- 
apartheid protest writing and of the spectacular ethos of protest cultural 
production in South A h c a  more broadly (Ndebele 1984; 1986; 1989; 1990). 
Paralleling, albeit independently and &om a South African perspective, 
arguments on the category of 'the everyday' by French cultural theorists 
Michel de Certeau and Henri Lefebvre, Ndebele's 'rediscovery of the 
ordinary' helps bring into focus whole areas of social life and cultural 
production which often inhabit a blurred and marginal space in the analytical 
and political purview of Lei? critics. 

Both Njabulo Ndebele and Michel de Certeau produced their essays 
on 'the everydaylthe ordinary' in the 1980s, a decade which saw a trans- 
disciplinary and trans-national rethinking of resistance. Broadly, critiques of 
orthodox understandings of resistance have tended to argue that the category 
should be broadened to include not just struggles involving the state, formal 
organisations, open protest and national issues, but also what James C. Scott 
(1985) terms 'everyday forms' of resistance. 

Refemng to the resistance to coercion of black miners in what was 
then Southern Rhodesia, historian Charles Van Onselen (1976:239) notes 

I borrow the phrase 'trains as tropes' from Michael Wade, whose article 'Trains as 
Tropes: The Role of the Railway in Some South African Texts', examines a variety of 
inscriptions of the railway in South African literature by both white and black writers. In 
black writing, such inscriptions are found in texts which collectively span the apartheid 
years, from the 1950s Drum stories of Can Themba, through the 1960s protest writing of 
James Matthews, to the Black Consciousness and post-protest stories of writers such as 
Mtutuzeli Matshoba and Bheki Maseko in the 1970s and 1980s respectively. That the 
leading black cultural journal to emerge after the 1976 Soweto uprising should be named 
S~affrider (after the young daredevil commuters who rode at an angle to the trains and to 
authority) suggests something of the power of the train as cultural symbol in urban black 
South African life. 





force whose overarching hnction is to reproduce the socio-economic order 
of South African capitalism and apartheid. In what follows, I will first sketch 
out the function of urban rail transport in the political economy of the South 
Afncan nat~on-state under apartheid and then proceed to interpret the texts 
by Tlali and Mofokeng as cultural artefacts which encode informal attempts 
to undercut this economy's rationale and effects, thereby exposing the limits 
of apartheid oppression3 

I1 
'The Hours to Hell and Back': Urban Rail Travel Under 
Apartheid 

As it pulls away some hang on outside 
Inside, people are like sardines 
The only air is carbon dioxide 
Most are standing, and there is no empty seat for any 
pregnant women 

While the train moves. voices shout- 'Foduwa'. 
Angels mourn when no human judge feels mercy 
These are the hours to hell and back, 
When the black transport is on the move 

(Molusi 198 1 53) 

Under apartheid, all the major urban areas depended on the labour of blacks 
who lived in townships situated on the periphery of the cities and in the so- 
called homelands4. In the mornings, black workers would flock to their 

' Legal de-segregation of trains and railway facilities began tentatively in the 
Witwatersrand in 1979, took another hesitant step in 1985, was pursued in the Cape 
Peninsula in 1988 and disappeared de facto everywhere in June of that same year. De jure 
racial separation, exclusion, and discrimination in trains, taxis, and buses were abolished 
by government decree in October 1990 with the repeal of the Separate Amenities Act of 
1953 (Pirie 1992- 180) 

Despite the strenuous efforts by apartheid planners to keep the designated white areas 
of South African cities 'white by night', blacks continued to live there and to create 
informal social networks which secured their presence. As sociologist Eleanor Preston- 
Whyte noted (1982-164), 'Blacks not only work, but also live, in many of the white 
suburbs of South African cities. They constitute a largely ignored category of "non- 
people" whose presence is tolerated because of the services they offer to whites but 
whose existence is socially ignored both in planning and in the day-to-day community of 
these "white areas". Blacks who work and live within "white" cities have, however, 
created a distinct sub-culture which serves and expresses those particular needs which 
stem from the geography of residential separation' 
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workplaces in the white zones by overcrowded bus, taxi, and train. In the 
evenings, having expended their labour in areas where they were considered 
to be, in apartheid bureaucratese, mere 'temporary sojourners', workers 
would be required to retum to their homes away from the white areass. More 
often than not, this daily commuting was exhausting, nerve-wracking, and 
dangerous (Kieman 1977). Amenities for blacks at railway stations were 
segregated and usually sub-standard. Trains ran on infrequent and 
unpredictable schedules, were impossibly overcrowded and unsafe, and were 
plagued by criminal violence6. The daily grind of segregated travel formed an 
integral part of the everyday life of city-dwelling Africans and constantly 
reminded them of the inequity under which they lived and laboured: 

For decades the state-operated trains and the subsidized buses were a daily 
reminder to Black people of their exclusion from white residential areas. They 
also measured the pulse of industrial life, reminding people of their inferior 
utilitarian status in urban South Africa. Public transport symbolized oppression 
and subservience (Pirie 1992: 177). 

Yet as Pirie (1992:172) further notes, black commuters were never merely a 
passive human cargo: 

... even the social engineers could not surmount the fact that Black commuters 
were not just units of unconscious freight. To its users, public transport is more 
than just uniform and passive mobility. 

Pirie's description of black commuters as purposive actors in the everyday 
drama of social reproduction underpins the argument of this article. Elabora- 

Geographer J.M. Pirie (1992:172) describes railway commuting as a planned effect of 
the country's system ofracial capitalism: 'Apartheid required that urbanization was accom- 
panied by the enforced segregation of people of different race This necessitated a gigan- 
tic programme of spatial engineering in terms of which Blacks were allocated housing on 
the fringes of urban areas or in rural bantustans. In both instances regular, efficient and 
inexpensive public transport was imperative to ensure that the massive displacement of 
the workforce did not interrupt the smooth working of the economy. The extensive 
construction of commuter railways and roads and the subsidization of commuter fares 
were essential ingredients of this deliberately distorted form of urbanization' 

A chapter in Ernest Cole's famous House of Bondage entitled 'Nightmare Rides' 
visually and verbally captures the gruelling conditions of what Can Themba referred to as 
the 'congested trains, filled with sour-smelling humanity' Bereng Setuke's 'Dumani' 
catalogues in grim and extensive detail the various ravages which commuters suffered at 
the hands of assorted criminals The cover and centre-fold section of Staffr~u'cr 4 1 
feature photographs by Paul Weinberg and Mxolisi Moyo of everyday scenes at urban 
railway stations (The centre-fold is entitled 'Stations and Staffriders' and contains a 
poem which figures the train as a swallower of lives ) 



tmg upon Mlchel de Certeau's (1 984.18) ideas about 'the stubborn, resistant 
activity of groups wh~ch, since they lack their own space, have to get along 
in a network of already established forces and representations', the texts 
which I examine below reveal some of the ways in wh~ch 

w~thin a grtd of soc~o-economlc constraints, [everyday] p u r ~ u ~ t s  unfallrngly 
establish relatconal tact~cs (a struggle for llfe), artlstlc creatrons (an aesthetic), and 
autonomous actlvitles (an eth~c) (De Certeau rx) 

IJnder the 'gnd of soclo-econoriiic cotlstra~nts' constituted by apartheld 
cap~talisin, the everyday pursult of commutmg to and from sltes of alienated 
and racialised labour d ~ d  mdeed engender 'relational tact~cs' grounded m 
autonomous cultrlral express~on7 One of the most vlsxble of these everyday 
cultural foni~s was the pract~ce of worshipping on trains, represented in the 
photo-essay to wh~ch I now tun]. 

III 
Photographing Resistance to the Menace and Ahenation of 
Apartheid Transport: Santu Mofokeng9s 'Train Churches' 

I th~nk that part~cularly In a country like South Africa where for 
centuries and part~cularly In the last four decades or so there has 
been an overt attempt to remove people's tdentitces or to make 
them something other than what they are there is a huge 
potent~al there for uslng photography In a way that could actually, 
In some srnall measure, get people back to their ident~ty, get 
people back thelr control of ident~ty' Wunn 1993 208) 

To  extend lefiist discourses about pol~tical economy and the state 
to  a discourse about capitalist civilization is to accent a sphere 
rarely scrutinized by Marxist thinkers the rphere of cultzirr and 
ever)+ life And any serious scrutiny of thls sphere sooner or 
later must come to  terms w ~ t h  rellglous ways of llfe and religious 
ways of struggle (West 1984 9) 

Cedrlc Nunn's call for a photography that would help restore a people's 
tdentity and Cornel West's insistence on the need for progressive thinkers to 
engage the sphere of rellg~ous ways of l~ fe  and stniggle are s~multaneously 

P~rce (1992 1760 notes that In the 1980s the tmins became venues for organised 
poilt~cal resistance of various klnds I do not know whether there are l~terary 
representatlons of 'train committees' and 'tram rallles' but such representatlons would In 
any case fall outside the scope of thls paper whlch focuses resolutely on unorganised and 
~lnprovised modes of rescstance 
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concretised in a photo-essay entitled 'Tram Churches', by the documentary 
photographer Sanhl Mofokeng. Published ~n a 1987 special issue of the 
North American journal Trrquarterly devoted to new wnting, photography, 
and art fiom South Africa, 'Train Churches' photograph~cally documents an 
tnstanttation of De Certeau's (1 984.18) notion of how 

a practlce of the order constructed by others redlstnbutes ~ t s  space, ~t creates at 
least a certaln play In that order, a space for manoeuvres of unequal forces and for 
utopian points of reference 

The order here is that of the commuter trains transporting Afncan workers m 
the service of the apartheid economy; the practlce is that of ~mprovised 
prayer meetings through which some coinmuters attempt to overcome the 
menace and alrenation of apartheid transport 

In this section I examine 'Train Churches' as a text whlch frames and 
valorises certain everyday practices of resistance grounded in relig~ous ntual 
Since I am dealmg here with a textual representation that mediates everyday 
life and not w ~ t h  a transparent window onto a quotidian South Afncan 
reality, I devote some attention to the questions raised by the complexity of 
the photo-essay form. First, however, I offer a bnef overvlew of the 
trajectory of oppositional South Amcan documentary photography and of 
Mofokeng's relationship to it 

In his 1987 reflection on documentary photography's role in the 
struggle against apartheid, photographer Paul Weinberg claims that South 
African practitioners of the genre can be d~vided into two generations the 
pre-1980s generation, charactensed by the figure of the dogged and sol~tary 
photojournalist (best exemplified, perhaps, by Ernest  ole)*, and the 
generation which came of photographic and polltical age m the 1980s While 
there is some continuity between the two, the work of the 1980s generation 
is in Weinberg's view largely the product of collect~ve endeavour Mofokeng 
belongs to the 1980s generation, one which in a later plece Weinberg dubs 
the 'Taking S~des  Generation'. This generation created a number of 
photography collectives, one of the most active of whlch was Afrapix, 
formed in 1982. 

The work of Afrapix was motivated by two broad objectives on the 
one hand, to function as an agency and as a plcture library, on the other, to 
foster the practice of documentary photography m alliance w~th  the mass 
anti-apartheid organisations wh~ch emerged In the early 1980s Afrap~x 

-- 
Cole's House ofBondagt. ar d Peter Maguhane's A4aprbane 3 South Africa are c l a s s ~ ~  

examples of  the klnd of work prc-' .ced by the pre-1980s generatton (The temporal 
delnarcatlons should not be regarn , too rlgcdly, Magubane has conttnued to produce 
excellent work into the 1990s ) 
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photographers exhibited and published their work collectively, abroad as 
well as in South Afnca. Most of this work attempted to record the ongoing 
struggle against apartheid from an openly partisan perspective. For instance, 
'On the Front Line: A Portrait of Civil War', another photo-essay published 
in Trrquarterly, consists of images produced by four Afrapix photographers 
which document scenes of repression and defiance from the State of 
Emergency of the mid- 1 980s9 

Considered seditious by the State, the work of oppositional 
photographers was often banned, confiscated, and destroyed throughout the 
apartheid years. A plethora of legal restrictions severely curtailed the efforts 
of photographers to document social unrest and opposition to the State. In 
addition, photographers themselves were regularly harassed, banned, and 
imprisoned 

Significantly, the clampdown on press freedom during the mid-1980s 
State of Emergency led photographers to turn their attention to what 
Weinberg (1989:69) describes as 'more in-depth community photography 
and more personal searches m the cornmuluty of the photographer'. In so 
domg, Afiapix photographers like Mofokeng shifted their gaze from the 
spectacle of head-on struggle to less dramatic scenes, away from the 
conflict-ndden streets of the townships Writing in 1991, two years after the 
lifting of the State of Emergency and a year after Mandela's release, 
Weinberg (1991.97) argued that documentary photographers should create a 
photographic practlce that could go beyond the limitations of protest 
photography 

The momentum we flowed with has gone We now have to create our own Our 
photography is faced with that challenge We need to go beyond pol~t~cs  or maybe 

Much of the work of young oppositional photographers was showcased In annual 
collect~ve exhlbltlons held between 1982 and 1987 under the ausplces of Stoffrlder In a 
special Issue of the journal devoted to the first exhibition, the thlnklng underpinning the 
practice of these photographers was made explicit "'The camera doesn't Ire" This is a 
myth about photography in South Africa m the Eighties that we w~ll not swallow In our 
country the camera lies all the time-on our TV screens, in our newspapers and on our 
billboards that proliferate our townships Photography can't be dlvorced from the 
polit~cal, social and the economic issues that surround us daily As photographers we are 
inextr~cably caught up In those processes-we are not objectlve Instruments but play a 
part in the way we choose to make those statements [The photographers In t h ~ s  
collection] show a South Afrlca in conflict, m suffering, in happiness, and In resistance 
They examine the present and beckon the vlewer to an alternative future Social 
Documentary Photography is not, in our view, neutral In South Afr~ca the neutral option 
does not exlst-you stand with the oppressors or against them The question we pose is 
how do photographers h ~ t  back wlth thelr cameras?' (In Weinberg 1989 64) 

The ethos of protest photography expressed In the Sluffr~der editorial was to 
remaln dominant for the better part of the 1980s 

redefine what politics is Maybe we should start by recognizing that it IS people 
out there that make this struggle It IS people that make those statistics It is time 
for photography to shift its focus People make the struggle and ~t is not slmply 
the politicians, the press conferences and the talking heads that are Important 
'News and politics' both so cntical in our h~ghly pollticlsed country have made 
the rendition of Imagery superficial and llmlted 

This d~ssatisfaction with 'superficial and limited' imagery was also 
expressed by another member of the Afrapix collective, Cedric Nunn. In an 
Interview in which he argues for empowenng people to become active, 
critical consumers of images from the multifarious social text of late- 
capitalist South Afnca, Nunn (1993:207) charts the transformation in his 
aesthetic and political concerns 

Certainly I became a photographer and many people in Afrapix became 
photographers, because we wanted to make some sort of political ~ntervention A 
lot of us have moved, in that process we have come closer to seeing photography 
as art-form, as a creative art-form And that removes it from the arena of hard- 
core politics, if you want, but I don't think that that diminishes ~t in any way 
because it then takes on a creativity of its own 

As the quotations by Weinberg and NUM make clear, in photography (as 
indeed in literature), a tactical shift was underway in the late 1980s from the 
overtly political to realms often dismissed as apolitical (and therefore not 
'relevant') by leftist critics1° I want to argue that in the terms of Njabulo 
Ndebele's cntique of protest writing, the shift entailed focuslng on the arena 
of 'the ordinary' and on the 'infinite number of specific social detalls' of 
people's lives (Ndebele 1989.69) of which the ordinary was composed 

Mofokeng's work shows an abiding concern for depicting 'ordinary 
black South &cans going about the day-to-day business of livmg' 
(Mofokeng in Holst Petersen & Rutherford 1992:73). In 'Train Churches', 
published in the same year as Nunn's interview, Mofokeng records the 
activities of railway commuters taking part in prayer meetings, a common 
feature of urban train travel since the early 1970s ". 

10 One is reminded here of Antonio Gramsci's (1988 397) remarks on the new l~terature 

which might emerge from an intellectual and moral renewal of European culture in the 
crisis-ridden 1930s 'The premise of the new literature cannot but be historical, political, 
and popular It must aim at elaborating that which already is, whether polemically or in 
some other way does not matter What does matter, though, is that it sink its roots into 
the humus of popular culture as it is, with its tastes and tendencies and with its moral and 
intellectual world, even if it is backward and conventional' 

l1 In addition to documenting religious railway culture, Mofokeng has recorded the lives 
of African labour tenants in the rural Transvaal (1991), daily life in Soweto (1990), and 
scenes from the small Western Transvaal mining-town of Phokeng (Borzoli 
1991 29,199fY,214ff) 



hiofbL.e:ig's illtrodtictory text, ten photogsaplls, and tluce c;~ptloas 
capture ~noinciits in the r~tuals of the urbm ralway e\;pressivtL cttlttire ofthe 
'trai11 c11111clre~' The essay's inttoducrio!~ deftly surnmarlses the 
chard( tenstic \ and slgmficance of tills as,eniblage of perfonllat~ve railway 
pactices, keyed oit religious fhitli 

Early-inorcling, Irrte-afternoon and evening commuters preach the gospel in trains 
en route to arid from work 
'The train I-ide is no iorlgrr a means to an end, but an end in itself as people from 
different townships congregate in coaches-two to three per train-to sing to the 
accompaiiinient of improvised cinnns (bang~ns the sides of the train) and bells. 
Fooi sto~uping and gyrating--a packed train is turned ~ n t o  a cburch 
This is a daily ritual (Mofokerlg 1957 352) 

Coniaroff notes that rlhtal IS a key elernent of the everyday forms of protest 
of rn;lrgmal~setl peoples'* Such fomrs of protest are often ln~br~cated m what 
Conlei West calls 'leligious ways of life' and 'religious ways of struggle' in 
the 'cultural Ilfe-worlds of the oppressed' In 'Tram Churches', Mofokeng's 
camera has recorded a few moments of the everyday expressive relrgous 
culture of the oppressed 

Upon a first vlewing, Mofokeng's photograpl~s jar w ~ t b  an outsider's 
mental archtve of images of South hfiica in the 1980s Absent from these 
photographs are the toyi-toying comrades, the burly, qarnbok-wielding 
pol~cernen, the billowi~~g clouds of rubber-tyre smoke, and the omlnous 
Cassplrs whlcll long dominated photographic Imagery of that decade 
produced for i~lternatlorral consumptioi~ Instead, m 'Trair ' we 

encounter Images of l~iostly in~ddle-aged Afr~cail women r' . ssetl m 
workclothes who have been pl~otographed wh~le 2erformtng 
practices such as singing, clapping, healing, praying, preachi~~g and dar 
Surrounded by other commuters who are photographed looklng on  bemuse^ , 
~eadmg, or do~ing,  the fruning of the worshippers 111 these tram clt~trche~ 
suggests that they are transported by religious fervour 

If the etlinographrc arguments of anthropologists like Jean Comaroff 
are accurate, such fervour is the expression of an assemblage of practices 
which enable worshippers to mediate tht. r~rofoundly alleilat~ng character of 
urban railway travel, itself a manlfesta ,!I ot a large. order of alienatton, that 
. . - - 
17 Ilistoi.ians and anthropologists have shown how ritual practices of singing, dancing, 
and spirit-mediumship have played a hidden but significant role in the struggle for African 
liberatior1 See, for iristance, the work of Terence Ranger on the Beni Ngoma of East 
hfrica, ritual dances which simultaneously mimicked and rnocked colonial mililary styles, 
Leroy Vail and Landeg White's analyses of living oral traditions of protest song across 
Sou~iieril Africa, arid David Lan's treatise on the role of Shona spirit mediums in the 
Zit~~babwean stniggie for irtdepe~ldence 
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of industrial capitalism in its South Afhcan form. In addition to describing 
what the photographs reveal of that mediation, I want to consider the work 
they do as images assembled in a photo-essay. Before assessing the 
character of Mofokeng's photographs as representations, however, I want to 
consider briefly the nature of the practices which they represent. 

In his 1972 study of Zionist rituals on commuter trains transporting 
Black workers between the township of Kwamashu and white-dominated 
Durban, ethnographer J.P. Kieman (1977:215) noted that while the people of 
the township accepted the train as part of everyday living, it was a constant 
reminder of their economically and politically dependent status. Further, in 
view of the sometimes disastrous accidents which took place on the Afiican 
routes in the major urban areas and of the rampant violent crime on board the 
trains and at the stations, the train not surprisingly represented menace 
(Kiernan 1977:216). IOernan shows how some commuters chose to contest 
their subordinate status and the menace of the trains through the enactment 
of religious rituals practised by Zionists (not all the subjects of his study 
were in fact Zionists). 

While Mofokeng's essay does not specify what denominations the 
commuting worshippers belong to, their singing, improvised drumming, foot 
stomping and dancing suggests that they are adherents of the various 
charismatic sects of either the Independent or the Zionist churches of 
Southern M c a .  Jean Comaroff (1985: 167) explains that the dynamic system 
of religious signs and pract~ces of the Zionist sects is centred on 'the 
ritualized attempt to reform the body and the location of the person in the 
world'. Reforming the body and re-centring the person are symbolic 
responses to the sense of alienation and pf loss of cultural identity generated 
by capitalist socio-economic structures in a racially segregated order. Just as 
the body is at the centre of Zionist ritual and belief, bodies (and especially 
faces) occupy most of the photographic space of Mofokeng's fiames. 

In the remaining paragraphs of this section, I attempt a close reading 
of the photo-essay. I hope to show that in an essay consisting of only a one- 
paragraph introduction, ten photographs, and two captions, Mofokeng has 
managed to convey a sense of the resilience of Aii-~can workers condemned 
to undertaking the same dreary, dangerous journey day after day. 
Commencing with three ambivalent pictures of solitary worshippers 
swounded by indifferent commuters, and proceeding with a series of five 
portraits of worshippers in varying states of transcendence, the essay 
concludes with two collective portraits of exultant commuters continuing 
their performative practices on the platforms of the railway station 

Before commenting on the photographs individually, I want to under- 
take a brief reflection on the relationship between myself as viewerlcritic and 
Mofokeng's essay. John Berger (1982:89) observes that when we find a 
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illuminated face is the picture's focus, looks on to the scene of the healing 
with her mouth open as though she is both singing and registering alarm. 

The sixth and seventh photographs capture the transported visages of 
an individual woman and an individual man respectively. Located at the very 
centre of the frame, the woman's illuminated face and torso convey a sense 
of sheer exaltation, a sense reinforced by the blaclcness which surrounds her 
and by the way in which her lit countenance contrasts with the faint 
silhouette which we can barely make out to the left of her. A similar effect is 
achieved in the next photograph, a captioned close-up of a priest with 
b o w e d  brow whose lit-up face is framed by two areas of black. 

In the eighth photograph, we have close-ups of the serious countenan- 
ces of two women, praying with their eyes closed whle they hold their arms 
aloft The last two pictures are of activities outside the train, and each 
caphkres more worshippers simultaneously than any of the previous photo- 
graphs In the first, a group of five women at the centre of the picture run in 
circles surrounded at a distance of a few feet by fellow commuters standing 
in a ring around them. The expressions on their faces are joyful, and that 
sense of joyfulness is enhanced by the wider sweep of the photograph, taking 
in as it does a much larger area than any of the previous eight pictures. 

The very last photograph in the essay has a caption which reads 'Park 
Station, Johannesburg'. Singing continues onto platform before people go off 
in different directions to work'. In the left centre half of the picture, a small 
band of commuters walk along singing and clapping. Seven faces are visible 
and most of them are smiling. In the right-hand third of the photograph, other 
commuters standing at the open doorway of the train appear as blurred 
figures, while in the bottom right hand comer, the skirt, shoes, and socks of a 
woman walking along the platform are visible. The rest of her is not. There is 
a tension in the photograph generated by the contrast between the distinct 
joyfulness of the commuters on the left of the picture who have descended 
after s u ~ v i n g  the journey intact and the bluired image of the commuters still 
lnside the overcrowded and dangerous train 

Possibly taken on separate occasions, the photographs constitute a 
narrative whole which tells a story of alienation resisted. Writing about the 
'opposition to history' manifested in a photograph by Andre Kertesz, John 
Berger (1 982: 103) notes that: 

All photcgraphs are possible contributions to history, and any photograph, under 
certain circumstances, can be used in order to break the monopoly which history 
has over time 

These words are pertinent to my reading of 'Train Churches'. The 
train- and time-bound commuters in Mofokeng's photographs are 
represented in the process of breaking the monopoly which history has over 
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time and which the realm of necessity has over their day-to-day lives. As a 
whole, the essay contributes to this resistance by assembling the images in 
ways which invite recognition of the everyday drama they represent. 

The overall effect of the essay is greater than the sum of its parts. This 
may be an intrinsic consequence of the montage-llke properties of the photo- 
essay. John Berger (1982:289) argues that still photographs placed in a 
montage sequence are restored to a living context: 

... not of course to the original temporal context from which they were taken- 
that is impossible-but to a context o f  experience. And there, their ambiguity at 
last becomes bxe. It allows what they show to be appropriated by reflection. The 
world they reveal, frozen, becomes tractable. The information they contain 
becomes permeated by feeling. Appearances become the language of a lived life. 

The context of experience to which the photographs in Mofokeng's essay are 
restored is that of the daily commuting experiences of millions of African 
workers. Celebratory and detached by turns, 'Train Churches' captures some 
of the complexity of an everyday experience in which ordinary workers 
enacted ritual practices that undercut the commodification to which they 
were subjected, even as they reproduced some of the features of the 
oppressive order. Appearances here do indeed become the language of lived 
lives, lives fraught with alienation, hope, and contradiction. Mofokeng's text 
is therefore in a sense more complex and compelling than either the 
deceitful, glossy images of life in South Africa circulated by apologists for 
apartheid or the imagery of unremittingly spectacular codontation produced 
even by progressive photojo~rnalists'~. 

For all its power, however, a de-contextualized reading of 'Train 
Churches' could serve to occlude the harsh realities which train-congregaats 
often had to face. In 'Dumani', Bereng Setuke (1980:64) notes preachers and 
their impromptu congregations are often silenced by train-gangs singing 
obscene songs. In the story which I analyse in the next section, it is the 
congregation itself which participates in a 'silencing'. 

14 I am thinking here of texts like T.C. Robertson's South Afrrcan Mosarc (1 978) on the 

one hand, and Peter Magubane's Soweto: The Fmrt of Fear (1986), on the other. 
Published two years after the disturbances which rocked the nation's townships, South 
African Mosa~c contains beautifully composed photographs of South Africa's landscapes, 
settlements, climatic features, and peoples It is virtually impossible to glean any sense 
from the photographs and their captions that the contemporary reality which they 
documented was one of race and class war Cumulatively, they have the effect of making 
South Afiica seem both exotic and reassuring Conversely, Magubane's text (which 
consists o f  photographs of the Soweto uprising) conveys an overall sense of helplessness 
and victimisation which is hard to square with the resilience o f  the struggle against 
apartheid both at the time when the photos were taken (1976) and at the time when they 
were published in book form (1986) 
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the paucity of black women's contributions to South Ahcan literary culture 
and in articulating the structural reasons for this: 

She dared not only to speak out against the South African system, but also 
against the dominance of male writing which has attended black literature from 
the beginning1'. 

Ncgobo observes that in Soweto Srorres, Tlali focuses on 'working 
conditions, marriage problems, poverty and poor housing, M g  problems, 
male fickleness and general degeneration'. As is the case with much black 
South &can literature of the 1980s, the stories are chiefly concerned with 
life within the black urban communities, rather than with the Black-White 
racial dialectic. Centrally preoccupied with the lives of Black women, Tlali's 
stories connect sexism and male dominance with the structures of apartheid. 
As Ncgobo (1989:xixf) notes, 

Through [Tlali's] roving eye we see beneath the skin of dominant men, we see 
how weak they really are; how decadent and incapacitated Without any direct 
reference to the government and its apartheid system, she shows us how deeply 
the cancerous policies have eaten into our way of life 

Tlali's stories do not foreground either the battery of oppressive laws 
which constituted apartheid or the array of security and bureaucratic forces 
whose purpose was to defend and perpetuate those laws. Rather, there is a 
probing of the hegemonic injuries sustained by blacks living under extremely 
oppressive conditions, as well as an exploration of the ways in which they 
resist the penetration of the hegemonic system into their day-to-day lives. 

'Fud-u-u-a!' is the story of three black women who are caught in the 
Friday crush of Johannesburg's rush hour, and who, after missing their 
preferred train, must wait for a notoriously unsafe train which they would 
rather not take because of its reputation for violence. In the narrative, there 

'' In response to a comment by a male writer who blithely and condescendingly remarks 
that 'if you want to write, you will create the time, whether you have a child on your 
back or whether you are pregnant', Ngcobo (1986 2039 retorts 'In Africa it is simplistic 
to say, "Just stand up and write", because though the women might want to write, they 
are not free to express the difficulties they come across in their marriages And no woman 
will stand up in public and say, "I have been trying to write, but my husband won't allow 
it" So she says "I have been too busy" Those are the problems When I make an appeal 
to the men in this gathering to let us write, to present our views differently, it is against 
the background of an unwilling male world' 
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are several invocations of specifically female so~idarity'~. The first 
expression of solidarity, however, crosses the gender divide. As one of the 
characters absentmindedly walks onto oncoming traffic, a male pedestrian 
pulls her back on to the sidewalk. The narrator records the character's 
gratitude for the man's intervention: 

If it had not been for the timely gesture of the man, Nkele would have darted right 
into the flow of cars which came in rushing impetuously down that street She 
stopped abruptly and gasped thafilly, 'Danke Abuti!'. She sighed, looking up 
at the face of the person whose arm had steadied her and perhaps saved her from 
certain disaster. 'Our brothers are usually so protective towards us in town here', 
Nkele thought gratefully (Tlali 1989.28) 

That brotherly protectiveness, however, is absent from the scenario 
which Nkele evokes when describing to her fiends the abuse to which she, 
like many other female commuters, had been subjected while riding the train 
home. Recalling how the train was especially crowded on that day, Mcele 
remarks that she was forced into an upright position by the crush of many 
bodies: 

16 
In her study of the social and cultural adaptations made by black domestic servants 

working and living in an area set aside for whites, Eleanor Preston-Whyte (1982 180f) 
discusses the complex reasons why train-friendships were of immense importance to 
Black female commuters: 'The long hours which Mrs M. spends in commuting during the 
week are not, h m  a personal point of view, completely wasted. When discussing her 
personal relations she mentioned with enthusiasm meetings she had with ot&r passengers 
on the trains. She has regular "train-friends" who meet each morning and, if possible, 
each evening at the station and sit together in the same coach. They chat, knit or sew 
while the journey is in progress and walk together part of the way home from the station 
Train-friends get to know a good deal about each other and about their respective 
families and problems They assist each other in preparing food for parties and 
celebrations, which always strain both the time and the pocket of domestic servants 
When Mrs M was preparing a visit to her rural home, her three train-friends each gave 
her a small gift of money to help her meet her expenses. Train-friends also provide 
something of a protection on the daily journey to and from Durban The trains are not 
only crowded, but are filled with people unknown to travellers, some of whom may be 
pickpockets. Women who travel together regularly can trust each other and so relax. 
Company on the walk home through the dark township streets is an invaluable guard 
against attacks and muggings. Should a train-friend not appear on time at the station, her 
companions will keep her a seat, and if she misses one or two journeys, will investigate 
by visiting her home; if she is ill or in need, they may provide the spearhead of help and 
succour. In this we have yet another example of an informal association which provides 
companionship, potential help and security and one, furthermore, which has arisen from 
the otherwise negative aspect of long daily commuter trips between Black and white 
residential areas' 
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Cumulatively, however, the fiequent invocation of dictums like the one I 
have just quoted seems to betray an unspoken anxiety in the narrative over 
one of the causes of female oppression. 

As Wicomb notes, segregation under capitalism is one cause of black 
women's domination and is identified as such in the story. Another, more 
intimate, source of domination, that of black men, is not named directly, 
however. Instead, the narrative relies on the anonymous thlrd person plural 
marker 'they' (Wicomb's 'floating deixis') to refer to the perpetrators of 
sexual abuse. Even the nameless third person plural, however, seems to 
generate too much potentially uncontainable anxiety". After Nkele's 
comment about the way 'they' treat women like animals, the narrative focus 
shifts to the arrival of the long-awaited train: 

'Here's the 'O-Five'!' someone shouted loudly. Others whistled. Nkele, Ntombi 
and Shadi scrambled into position. It was now time for business. Serious 'muscle' 
business; the tooth and nail fight for survival. 'Fudua! fidua! fid-u-u-u-a!' several 
gave the word of command (Tlali 1989:42). 

The train's anival serves to htermpt not just the women's conversation on 
the platform, but the narrative's evocation of gender conflict as well. In the 
story, 'business' takes over, the grinding quotidian business of struggling to 
carve out a space in the crush of homeward-bound bodies on the apartheid 
trains. 

But while the story passes over in silence the conflict which the 
women fleetingly whisper about, its very mention constitutes a victory of 
sorts for the characters, as women struggling to survive in a patriarchal 
order. The evocation of this conflict also amounts to a victory, however 
muted, for the text as an intervention in a climate in which women's access 
to social and political power has met with stiff resistance, even fiom 
progressive quarters'8. 

- 

17 In reading the story this way, I am of course making the text speak more than it 
knows. I think, however, that the text's structural hesitations and deflections call out for 
a reading of what it may be leaving unsaid. 

I8 In a meditation on the contribution which women's poetry could make to a post- 
apartheid dispensation, Ingrid Fiske (1989:78) makes the following suggestive remarks 
about the importance of 'seizing speech': '... in a country that's reconstructing itself, with 
great labour, the opportunity to assert the importance of women's experience "to seize 
speech" is there. The word is especially disqualified in South Africa; how much more 
available then is it for reworking by women? To have as one's endeavour the definition of 
the female self is one thing; to be defining within the context of a fractured state and 
revolutionary pressure is quite another. For what revolution is worth fighting if it 
perpetuates myths which exclude half its comrades?'. 

Train-congregant.~ and Train-frirn~i5 

This victory is encapsulated in the meanings of the story's title. On the 
first page, an asterisk refers us to an explanation of the word 'Fudua!': 'a 
chant sung by distressed commuters trying to get on to crowded trains'. 
Commuters have to turn their backs to train doors and wriggle their bottoms 
to make room for themselves 'as they chant 'F-u-d-u-u-a! ". The everyday 
practice signalled by the chanting of 'Fudua!' is analogous to the work which 
the story performs in creating a space, however constrained, for a woman's 
narrative of everyday resistance. As Wicomb (1990:4 I) puts it: 

The chant has specific illocutionary force those inside are forced to shift, to re- 
occupy the space in order to accommodate more people, and the contextual 
meaning of the title quietly transfers to the story and whispers its plea 

Recalling the first time she and her friend Ntombi (one of the other two 
women on the platform) had braved the commuter crowds, Nkele reveals the 
111 lexical meaning of the story's title: 

When the train came bouncing into that Naledi platform, I was surprised to see 
people turn their backs away from the doors ready to propel with their shoulder- 
blades and backsides. 'Fudua! ... fidua! ... fud-u-u-a!' (stir the pot! st-i-i-r the p- 
o-t!), the push-push yelling started as everyone, man, woman, and child alike, 
strained all the muscles in their bodies to get inside. I just allowed myself to be 
'carried' along. I thought I would be flattened dead (Tlali 1989:38). 

Like a commuter able to make a space for herself in a dangerously congested 
carriage but prevented by the crush fiom moving or turning, the narrative 
manages to register a muted protest against a stifling masculinist discourse 
but is unable to conf+ont that discourse head onI9. Nevertheless, in the wider 
extra-textual context of the lives of working-class black women in the 1980s, 
'Fud-u-u-a!' manages to 'stir the pot' of official discourse 'in order that a 
new space can be created for the crushed and degraded female to articulate 
her plight' (Wicomb 1990:41). 

19 
In a response to a paper on feminism delivered by Buchi Emecheta at the Second 

Atiican Writers' Conference at Stockholm, Tlali (1986: 185) comments on the generalised 
hostility to feminist perspectives among Black South African men, and points out that 
Black male sexism is complicit with the ideological underpinnings of apartheid: 'In South 
Atiica, the question of Western feminism, encroaching into the minds of the Afi-icar~ 
woman is a very, very sensitive question, particularly for the African man. Anytime you 
ask him to do something, to go  and fetch the child today, or something like that he says: 
"Look, you are already a feminist. You are a white woman and a feminist". It is thrown 
into your face in the same way in which Communist is thrown into the face of the blacks 
in South Africa. So the fear is a concrete thing, there is a definite fear of feminism in the 
African men, especially in South Africa'. 
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Fact(or) Fiction in 
Dominee Du Toit's Inscription 
of the White Queen into the 
Origin of African 
Civilisation-Notes on an 
Extract from Di Koningin fan 

Stephan Meyer 

The contingent event legitimises itself by total possession of 
history and is shattered on the ostensive representation of this 
claim (Blumenberg 1982:55). 

The following pages look into the use of myth to legitimate power. The 
specific myth is that of the white queen of Sheba who is the purported 
founder of civilisation in southern Afnca. The specific power is that which 
both emanates from, and is awarded to white, male, Christian, colonial, 
capital. The thesis proposed is that Du Toit invents a myth about the white 
origin of civilisation in southern Afhca (which can be neither falsified nor 
verified) with which to legitimate expansion into Zimbabwe, presented as a 
second coming which is the fulfilment of that original, but now dormant 
cultural and economic promise. 

After contextualising the publication of Di Koningin ,fun Skeba in 
section (i), section (ii) will deal with the use of myth as medium of 

' This paper was written to coincide with the publication, one hundred years ago, of one 
of the first Afrikaans novels-one which was widely read far into the twentieth century. 
Many thanks to Thomas Capitelli, Elma Meyer, Johan van Wyk, Minnaar van Wyk and 
Henriette Roos for their respective contributions to this paper. 
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legitimation. In section (iii) the use of the myth of the white origin of 
civilisation in Africa to legitimise the expansion of white Christian capital in 
southern m c a  in Du Toit's novel will be dealt with. The conclusion (iv) 
points out the inevitable failure of this intention due to the means used. 

(i) The Contextual Setting of the Publication of Di Koningin 
fan Skeba 
Di Koningin fan Skeba is the promised sequel to another publication, namely 
Du Toit's travel journal which appeared under the title of Sumbesia of 
Salomo S Goudmijnen Bezocht in 1894 (published in 1895 by D.F. Du Toit 
& Co., Beperkt, Drukkers of Paarl) of which an altered English version 
Rhodesia Past and Present was printed by William Heinemann of London in 
1897. Sambesia itself follows other travel reports of Du Toit's on trips to 
destinations such as England, Germany, and the M~ddle East. In Sambesia 
he reports on his trip to the region Rhodes had begun to claim with a treaty 
of fnendship with Lobengula in 1888, followed by the founding of the British 
South M i c a  Company, the building of a fort in 1890, and the sanctioning of 
settlement by the British in 1894. 

Sambesia and Rhodesia both contain at least three inducements to 
Afrikaner and English readers (the former presumably a Cape readership 
rather than the Boers of the Transvaal, the latter including an international 
audience). They are a call for a joint venture between f i k a n e r s  and English 
to (i) spread 'civilisation' to the north, (ii) to excavate the gold of the area, 
and (iii) to excavate the past through archaeological research. The co- 
operative colonisation ('spreading of civilisation') is possible because of the 
complementary skills of the English and the Boers, concretised in their 
respective technologies which both pull together under the same godly 
mandate2: 

The old voortrekker opened the country with the oxwagon, the Englishman is 
now opening it with telegraph and railway line We are living in the time of 
transition What can be more appropriate than to think now what the oxwagon 
and what the railway line respectively have done for the opening of our country, 
to what extent both still mutually need each other, and to what extent the 
Afrikaans Boer and the Englishman have to co-operate under the same Godly 

The feasibility of this co-operation is illustrated throughout Di Koninginfan Skeba in a 
similar division of labour between Du Toit and his partners. Their interest is in the gold 
and in the hture finding of it. His is in knowledge and excavating the past. But his 
apparently past directed search for the truth about the past has a special place in their 
venture because it is this knowledge of the past which is necessary in the search for the 
new riches of the future. 



mandate to develop our great and good country-the country of the future (Du 
Toit 1895 s ) ~  

Co-operation between English and Afrikaner under the godly dictate is future 
directed and aimed at development related to both size ('groot') and morality 
('goed') of that which already belongs to them-the reference is not to the 
land but to our ('011s') land. Selling this political joint venture, a northerly 
expansion of 'civilisation' to his readers, is possible because of the presence 
of gold in the area4. Thus much of Sambesra and Rhodes ,~  is spent on 
descriptions regarding the practicalities pertaining to mining and living in the 
area. It is very much a 'How to live and work in Sarnbesia' for the 1890s, 
inviting individuals and companies to embark on a gold rush on the back of 
which political and cultural expansion could ride5. 

As a scholar of antiquity, Du Toit is intrigued by the remnants of an 
ancient civilisation to be found in Zimbabwe. He offers this apparently 
neutral theoretical interest in the past as one of his reasons for the occupation 
of the area north of the Limpopo. Two well concealed knowledge guiding 
interests are at work behind this front though: the one is to provide clues 
leading to the hidden gold, the second is to search there for reasons for the 
collapse of this ancient civilisation which was perceived to be in a similar 
situation to that of the newly founded Boer republics and British colonies 
with their Afrikaans subjects, who should learn as much as they can from the 
past to prevent history repeating itself 

Generally it is however not difficult to guess what made an end to this blooming 
colonial settlement here It has become quite evident, both from the mineworks as 
well as these ruins, that a higher developed race, presumably descending from 
elsewhere, or in any case in living contact with Phoenicia, Egypt and Palestine, 
were in command and had these works executed by a subjected slave race, which 
had to be constrained given all the fortifications. When now the motherland goes 

De oude voortrekker opende het land met den ossenwagen, de Engelschman opent het 
nu met telegraaf en spoortrein. Wij leven in den tijd van overgang. Wat kan gepaster zijn 
dan nu even na te denken: wat de ossenwagen en wat de spoortrein respectivelijk gedaan 
hebben voor de opening van ons land; in hoever beiden wederkeerig nog steeds elkaar 
noodig hebben; en in hoever dus ook de Mkaansche boer en de Engelschman onder 
eenzelfde Godsbestuur moeten samenwerken tot de ontwikkeling van ons groot en goed 
land-dit land der toekomst (Du Toit 1895:5). 

The fact that Du Toit's party doesn't find the gold, but conjure up enough proof that it 
is still there, of course acts as a further incentive to future treasure hunters 

' It may be worthwhile investigating the use of the widespread myth that Solomon's 
goldfields were located in Zimbabwe, to establish to which extent it was used by political 
strategists to coax economically interested companies and individuals into paving the way 
for political expansion 
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under and such a colonial settlement receives no support from there any longer, 
then it is easily understood, that a general ziprrsing of the s~rbjected tribes cozild 
pzit an errd to the colonial settlement (e a.) (Du Toit 1895 2 1 6)6 

Such research, Du Toit acknowledges, is hampered by the absence of written 
historical records from, and about these times. These absences are indicated 
in the 'blank spaces' scattered throughout Sumbesia in the form of open and 
unanswered questions about who these mysterious original inhabitants were. 

These 'blank spaces' are too tempting to allow let them pass by, and 
Du Toit rises to the challenge set up by himself to fill them with speculations 
which hardly succeed in concealing the self-promoting knowledge guiding 
interest which is at work here: 

What drew our attention most of all were the great aqueducts We had so often 
seen them in Oriental countries, for instance around Damascus We were firmly 
convinced that the Kaffirs had not made these aqueducts On our travels through 
Rhodesia we had seen a hundred places where the ancients had dug gold, where 
they had lived in their towns, but now ~t became apparent to us that they had also 
been agriculturists Who were these ancients? (Du Toit 1897 181) 

To answer this question, Du Toit has to go beyond the covers of Sun7hesia. 
This promise of a supplement, which goes beyond the purported factual 
travel journal of Sambesia is an opening at the closure of that book, 
funnelling the reader kom Sambesia, into Di Koningm fun Skeba from 'fact' 
to fiction as unobtrusively as possible: 

And with this we end our description of the old mineworks and the old ruins as 
they appear now and what can now be dedzrcedfrom them. If we are granted the 
execution of our will, then we hope, later, in the form of a historical novel, to let 
the old times relive, and to let the Queen of Sheba relive, with Solomon and the 
whole environment of the population which lived and worked here in the far away 
times Thus not a history, nor a completefiction; but a revrval of this time as 
closely as possible, according to the information which we have in old historical 
works and in these remains;-but then you will rediscover Zimbabwe and the 
whole of Zambesia full of life and motion, the gold industry in full bloom, the 
whole social interaction, and we especially hope to let you realise then that the old 

Over het algemeen is het echter niet moeielijk te gissen wat een einde maakte aan deze 
bloeiende volkplanting alhier. Het is toch alleszins gebleken, zoowel uit de mijnwerken 
als uit deze bouwvallen, dat hier een hooger ontwikkeld mas, denkelijk van elders 
afkomsrig, of in elk geval in levend verkeer met Fenrzie, Egypte err Palestina, gezag 
voerde en deze werken deed uitvoeren door een ondeworpen slavenras, dat in bedwang 
gehouden moest worden blijkens a1 die fortificaties Wanneer nu het moederland ten 
onderging en zulk eene volkplanting geen steun vandaar meer kreeg, dan is het licht te 
begrijpen, dat een alpmeene opstand van de onderworpen stammen een einde ann de 
volkplanting kon maken (e.a.) (Du Toit 1895 -2  16) 
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ones were people too, who lived, felt, loved, hated, knew joy and sorrow, just as 
we do7 The readers of Zambesia we thus wish Farewell!, and till we meet again! 
(e.a ) (Du Toit 1895.21 7)" 

(ii) Fact(or) Fiction and the Legitimising Power of Myth 
Between March 1886 and May 1889 this promise is fulfilled with the 
publication, in serial fonn, of Di Koningrnfan Skeba in Ons Klyntj~. It neatly 
supplements the facts (?) of Sambesia with a fiction which intentionally 
shrouds the distinction between two types of writing, the factual travel 
journal and the fictitious adventure novel'. Aware of the risks involved in his 
venture of inscribing a white origin of civilisation into African history, Dn 
Toit has to immunise it against possible attack. This is done, firstly, by 
associating it as closely as possible with factual texts and the newly invented 
and still to be tnisted medium of photography'0. Should this fail, the second 

' It is more important for Du Toit to establish a common humanity with the ancient 
white predecessors than with the black contemporaries by which he uncritically accepts 
the tradition of black enslavement by white colonists 

y n  hierrnee eindigen we onze beschrijving van die oude mijnwerken en die oude 
bouwvallen zooals ze er nzr zrrtzien en ,vat er nzi 11it af te leideli IS .  Wordt het ons vergund 
ons voornemen uit te voeren, dan hopen we later, in den vorm van een historisch roman, 
die oude tijden te doen herleven, en de Koningin van Scheba te doen herleven, samen met 
Salomo en heel de omgeving der bevolking die in die verre tijden hier leefde, en arbeidde 
Dus niet een geschiedenis, ook niet een algehele verdichting; maar eene herlevrng van 
dien tijd zoo na mogelijk, volgens de gegevens welke wij hebben in oude historische 
werken en in deze overb1ijfselen;-maar dan hervindt ge Zimbabwe en heel Sambesia vol 
leven en beweging, de goudindustrie in vollen bloei, geheel het maatschappelijk verkeer; 
en vooral hopen we u dan te doen beseffen, dat die ouden ook menschen waren, die 
leefden, gevoelden, beminden, haatten, vreugde en smart kenden evenals wij. Den lezers 
van Sambesia roepen we dus toe. Vaartwel! en. tot wederziens! (e.i o )  (Du Toit 
189s 217) 

I am not arguing that one can always identify a purity of genres, and that the factual 
(travel journal) is not imbibed with the fictitious. This is evident from various travel 
journals on southern Africa and elsewhere. The point is that there are differences 
(although they may sometimes be hard to separate) in the wnys rn ~ h r c h  texts are 
po.rlzrt.ed as either fact or fiction, with different claims as to the consequences that 
posture should have as regards the reception of the text and possible action which might 
flow from it 
I0 The first edition of the book contains several photographs as evidence of Du Toit's 
trip to Zimbabwe One of the photographs which has this hnction is the one where he is 
seated at one of the towers of Zimbabwe, with the caption reading 'Di gehymsinnige 
toren in Simbabwe, waaronder di perkamentrol ontdek is' (Du Toit 1898:s) in which his 
authority is confirmed ('he has been there himself), and the 'reality' of the scrolls is 
enhanced by their connection to a materially existent building. 

strategy is to place it between the factual and the fictive in the space usually 
occupied by myth. With this Du Toit employs one of the strategies used in 
the ideological legitimation of domination which Thompson calls 
narrativisation' ' .  

The opening lines of Sambesia are as appropriate, or maybe even 
more appropriate, to Di Konrngin fan Skeba in this respect: 

More diverse pages and chapters have seldom been found by the reader in one 
book (Du Toit 1895:~reface) '~.  

Although Du Toit wants to convey here that his journal was written under 
varied circumstances during his journey-and that the last part, which deals 
with King Solomon's mines, was written upon his return in his study and 
library, relying on books about the north, especially the 'oude delvenjen en 
bouwerken', making it a summary of much reading and thought combined 
with own investigation and observation (Du Toit 1895:Preface)--it can also 
be taken as an unintended acknowledgement of the conflation of fact and 
fiction. This blend determines the very nature and status of both texts 
(Samhes~a and Di Koninginfan Skeba), but especially that of the 'novel'. Di 
Kon~ngm.fan Skeba capitalises on its origin in the (apparently) factual travel 
journal, but like Sambesfa, consists of such a precise mixture of fact and 
fiction that it procures the benefit of both, without incurring any of their 
respective strictures. 

As a supplement to a text which postures as non-fiction, i.e. Samhesia, 
Di Koningin fan Skeba feeds off the latter's claimed status as a true report 
and calls for a special type of reaction. But, as a supplement to an even truer, 
the ultimately true text, i.e. the Bible, it feeds off even greater authority. As 
an aspiring apocryphal text which is excluded from formal religion only 
because it deals with its more worldlyihistorical aspects, it is conveniently 
situated between the contemporary empirical facts, as reported in Sambesia, 
and quasi-metaphysical history as reported in the Bible. The factor fiction is 
thus veiled in such a way that the question, 'Fact or fiction?' does not arise 

" Claims are embedded in stories which recount the past and treat the present as part of 
a timeless and cherished tradition Indeed traditions are sometimes invented in order to 
create a sense of belonging to a community and to a history which transcends the 
experience of conflict, difference and division. Stories are told, both by official 
chroniclers and by individuals in the course of their everyday lives, which serve to justify 
the exercise of power by those who posses it and which serve to reconcile others to the 
fact that they do not (Thompson 1990:61f). For differing views, see inter alia Hamilton 
(1993:63-78) and Cobbing (1988). 

12 Ongehjksoortiger bladzijden en hoofdstukken he[ ]ft de lezer zelden in een boek 
, gevonden (Du Tolt 1895 Voorrede) 



so that the conclusion-'this carnot be true' cannot follow. It is this very 
placirig of Dr Konrngrn fan Skeba in the realm where this question is 
suspended, which allows Du Toit to import his ideological claims into the 
self inimunising safehold of myth. 

Using historical material in a novel is nothing unusual, and not proble- 
matic in itself. (No novel can be absolute invention, and it would probably be 
of no interest nor understandable to us if it were.) Two possible categories of 
historical novels which bring something new to light may be those which 
bring to the fore new,facts about the past which were previously little known, 
and those which give a new interpretation to the old facts. But D u  Toit's 
'novel' does something very different. It invents 'facts' about the past and 
places them in a space he has declared blank because there are, according to 
hm,  no reliable sources about it. In t h ~ s  way what Du Toit poses as fact, is 
irnmunised against comparative critique based on historical sources. 

It may be retorted by some that this is a feature of all literature, i.e. 
that it exists in that region beyond truth and falsity. Whether this is indeed 
the case is not at stake here. My criticism of Du Toit is that he wants it both 
ways. He resorts to uncriticisable invention (a feature of fiction) without ceding 
the claim that what he writes isn't fiction ('niet een geschiedenis, ook niet een 
algehele verdichtmg; maar een herleving van dien tijd'). To claim unques- 
tionable truth (in the sense of truth which cannot but be right) while at the 
same time claiming to be unquestionable truth (in the sense of truth which is 
inlmunised against questioning) is one of the typical features of ideology. In 
Di Koningrn fan Skeba we thus have the confluence of two self-immunising 
strategies, the fictive and the ideological, each in service of the other. 

This blend of fact and fiction is typical of Ons Klyntjr in which Di 
Koningrn ,fan Skeba originally appeared. The very tensions found in the 
'novel' are rooted in that magazine. A glance at the contents pages reveals 
that Ons Klyntji is made up of an aggregation of fact and fiction. The fiction 
includes humours and romantic poems, and by 1900 fact-related fiction like 
war poetry. The non-fiction includes scientific and quasi-scientific pieces on 
astronomy, fanning hints, and history13. Between the covers of Ons Klyntji 

l 3  The index for 1900 gives insight into this melange. the headings include 'Liifde in 
Oorlog', 'Skets fan di teenwoordige Oorlog', 'Grappe in di teenwoordige Oorlog'; 
'Straffe op Boere Komandos'; 'Wat Mensehande kan doen' ('Di langste Tunnel op 
Aarde', 'Di Sues Kanaal' etc.); 'Wondere fan die Sterrehemel'; 'Kaffer Folksstoriis', 
'Liidere met Musiik', 'Gedigte', 'Oue:Liidjiis', 'An di Fergetelhyd ontruk'; 'Dire Storiis'; 
'Gemengde stukke'; 'Portrette en Prente fan Predikante' (Ons Kijv7q1 1900). The January 
edition of that year contains an article 'Nuttig en Fermakelik' subtitled 'Fer gesellige 
Ferkeer' (under the category 'Gemengde stukke') from which the following extract 
illustrates this mixture of entertainment, education, and politics- 'Persi'e alleen foer 
jaarliks 500 miljoen pond an dadeis uit. Egipte is di enigste land fan di wCreld waar meer 
mans-rnense as frou-mense is. Daar is 160,000 meer mans as frouens, dis 'n goeie kans fir 
di mysiis' etc. (Ons Klyntji Jan 1900: 17). 
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fact and fiction exist next to each other, and it comes as no surprise that this 
coexistence should rub off on Di Koningin fan Skeba in which the 
distinctions are conveniently erasedi4. 

This erasure of the fact-fiction divide means that Du Toit's narrative 
aspires to more than fiction and more than history. It aspires to the status of 
myth by insinuating itself into the classic histories and myths of the Middle- 
East from which Christianity sprung. His narrative of the origin of 
civilisation in Africa thus acquires those qualities typical of myths of orign. 
Because they deal with the gods, they demand undoubting acceptance which 
rests on the authority of those gods. Where this fails, they stand beyond 
question, because they report on times beyond ours which allow neither 
verification nor falsification. As such they are the ideal medium of 

14 
On the connection between the rise of capital, the travel report, the novel, regular 

publication of magazines and newspapers, and the emergence of the public sphere in 
Europe, which has some analogies with Ons Klyntji, Sambesia and Di Konlr~gin fan 
Skeba, see Habermas's The Structural Transjormation of the Public Sphere. His 
comment on the connections between the power of the interpreting author, the 
historical/ancient truth, and the mixture of fact, fiction and the absurd, from which the 
creation of a passive public sphere arises, throws light on Du Toit's role as interpreting 
authority of ancient truths, one who ritualises representation, thus participating in the 
generation of a passive public through the medium of Ons Klynlji- 'The traditional fonn 
of authority included as one of its elements the right to represent and interpret whatever 
was held to be "the ancient truth" Communications concerning actual events remained 
anchored in this knowledge of the tradition. Anything novel appeared under the aspect of 
a more or less marvellous event. "New facts", if only they were sufficiently unusual, were 
transformed in the court of the "ancient truth" into something "extraordinary"-into 
signs and miracles. Facts were transfigured into ciphers. Since they could only be 
representations of knowledge vouched for by tradition, the novel and the surprising 
assumed an enigmatic structure. In this respect no distinction was made between events 
in the world of nature and in human history; natural catastrophes and historical incidents 
were considered equally suitable for miraculous stories. The fifteenth-century broadsheets 
and sixteenth-century single sheet prints called New Jourr~a/s still bore witness to the 
strength with which an unbroken traditional knowledge was able to assimilate 
communications whose rising stream, to be sure, already pointed to a new form of public 
sphere Such sheets indiscriminately spread the news of religious wars, campaigns against 
the Turks, and Papal decrees as well as news of rains of blood and fire, freaks, locust 
plagues, earthquakes, thunderstorms, and heavenly phenomena; of Papal Bulls, electoral 
agreements, and discoveries of new continents as well as of baptisms of Jews, 
punishments by the devil, divine judgements, and resurrections of the- dead. Often the 
New Journals, like the broadsheets before them, were written in the form of songs or 
dialogues, i.e., were meant to be declaimed or sung, alone or with others. In this process, 
the novelty moved out of the historical sphere of "news" and, as sign and miracle, was 
reintegrated into that sphere of representation in which a ritualized and ceremonialized 
participation of the people in the public sphere permitted a merely passive acceptance 
incapable of independent interpretation' (Habermas 1991 :254, footnote 35). 



ideological legitimation. Those who dare to question are branded as heretics. 
And those who are not scared off by this threat have nothing to hold up as a 
comparative against myth and the power which is legitimised by it. 

(iii) The Myth of the White Origin of Civilisation in Southern 
Africa 
Di Koningin fan Skeba is a contradictory and muddled" attempt by Du Toit 
to write Africa into the history of Christianity and Europe. He does this by 
situating one of the strands of (European Christian) civilisation in Zimbabwe, 
rather than the Orient, as scholars of his time did. In doing this he may be 
misunderstood to be countering the Hegelian view that history passed Africa 
by, by writing the history of early black African civilisation. But, although 
Du Toit writes the 'forgotten history' of one of the 'foundations of 
civilisation', it is not the history of a black Athena, but of a fictitious white 
origin of civilisation in a c a .  Thus, rather than bringing to the surface the 
African foundations of European civilisation, he plants into Afi-ica a white 
origin, which not only cleanses the roots of European civilisation from non- 
European impurities, but also confirms the special role of whites as an 
elected people in southern f f i c a .  

Du Toit, who is at once author, narrator, and character in the novel, 
cleverly conceals his own voice and interests by placing the dubious story 
about the origin of civilisation in Zimbabwe in the mouth of the disaffected 
black 'witchdoctor' Umsalomi. As with most myths of origin, Umsaloii's 
narrative obscures the point of origin with a long and irrecoverable trace 
which fades into the distant past. This allows for unquestionable arbitrariness 
in its selection of a point of beginning, as well as the nature of this beginning. 
As a form of pre-history, which lies beyond the point of the beginning of 
history, myth is not susceptible to the type of logical and empirical criticism 
which can be levelled at historical claims. These itnmunisation tactics are 
evident from Umsalomi's narrative which starts as follows: 

My father has told me, that my father's father told him, many moons backwards, 
more dead moons than I can say, that 'Abalanga' (white people) with long hair 
once lived here. And they had a white queen, with very long hair which hung to 
nearly on her feet. And then other white people came here from the big water, 
where the sun rises. They came with wondehl  pack oxen, not like our oxen 
(camels) and they brought a lot of limbo and copper and beads. They built the 

' The fact that it was written over an extended period, and as a serial without the 
possibility of returning to the beginning to change it, may explain some of the confusion 
and contradictions in the text Yet another cause for this confusion is certainly the 
difficulty that arises in writing a piece which is neither wholly history. nor wholly 
'verdichting' (fiction), and in which the knowledge guiding interest in the past is the 
legitimation of current power against the odds of the facts. 

... Inscription of the White Queen into the Origin of African C~vilization 

large kraals with stone walls and stone roofs. They had many assegaais and 
arrows and sables, and they were masters in fighting our nations, and made slaves 
of us. They let us dig holes in the ground to take out 'Isipsi'. The white people 
built the large stone kraals, as high as the trees, and they lived in the land for 
many moons (Du Toit 1898:3[4]')" 

That the beginning of this 'history' is lost in time immemorial, makes it 
possible to postulate an orign which suits Du Toit's intention of writing the 
origins of (African) civilisation in white. Because the origins go beyond the 
ambit of empirical evidence he can state that the original Inhabitants of the 
area, and the founders of civilisation, as well as the second generation which 
came from across the sea as colonists, were white, without any danger of 
being proven wrong. 

Of course it also means that his claim cannot be corroborated, a state 
of affairs which Umsalomi is acutely aware of. For this reasqn he closes his 
report with the self-validating claim: 'And this is the truth which I have now 
told you' ('En dis di waarhyd wat ek nou fer julle fertel het') (Du Toit 1898: 
3[4]). As Umsalomi's conclusion indicates, the only baclung for the truth of 
these mythical claims is derived £rom the authority of the speaker. For this 
reason Umsalorni's status as keeper of knowledge is stressed because it counts 
as verification by authority: 'From time immemorial it has been the case, only 
the captain of the hill and his witchdoctor know the secrets of the ... place' 
('Fan fanmelewe af is dit so, net di kaptyn fan di kop en syn towerdokter 
weet di gehyme fan di (di) ... plek') (Du Toit 1898:3[3]). That the reader 
should be lead to accept this strategy of verification through enshrinement in 
authority by the way in which Du Toit receives it, is of the utmost 
importance to Du Toit. Here he guides the reader into accepting a verification 
strategy which is extrapolated to the novel as a whole, since his own claims 
raised by the novel are enshrined in similar authority as Umsalomi's. As 
master and keeper of divine knowledge in his own society Umsalomi is 

' Page numbers in square brackets refer to the modified and modernised Afrikaans 
edition of 1963. 

16 
'Myn fader her fer my fertel, dat myn fader syn fader fer hom fertel het, baing mane 

agteruit, meer dooie mane as ek kan sd, dat hiir eenmaal 'Abalanga' (witte mense) 
gewoon het met lange hare. En hulle het 'n witte koningin gehad, met baing lange hare, 
wat tot amper op haar foete gehang het. En toen is hiir ander witte mense gekom fan di 
grote water af, waar di son opkom. Hulle het gekom met wonderlike pakt osse, ni nes 
bns osse ni (kamele), en hulle het baing limbo en koper en krale gebreng Hulle het di 
grote krale met Mip-mure en Wip-dakke gebou. Hulle het baing asgaaie en pyle en sawels 
gehad, en hulle was fer ons nasiis baas om te feg, en het fer ons slawe gemaak. Hulle het 
fer ons gate laat grawe in di grond om 'Isipsi' (goud) uit te haal. Di witte mense her di 
grote klip krale gebou, so hoog soos di borne, en hulle het baiing mane in di land 
gewoon' (Du Toit 1898:3[4]#). 
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equivalent but not equal to Du Toit who occupies a similar position in his 
own tradition. As a dominee, Du Toit is closely connected to the authority of 
the gods, he is an authority on the gods (who are the ultimate source of 
authority) and thus carries authority17. This authority validates the narrative 
of the white origin of civilisation in southern Afnca, which in turn legitimises 
Du Toit's authority as legitimate successor to that civilisation'*. 

The loss of the beginning of the history, which suits him as it allows 
fiee space for his ideological intention, is evident both in Umsalomi's oral 
narrative above, and 'corroborated' by the similarly lost beginning of the 
Hebrew manuscript which the party discovered in the tombs and which 
narrates the history of the classic civilisation: 

Yet they [the parchment scrolls] are for the largest part well legible. 
mainly at the bepnning that they are damaged. The reader should now imagine a 
scroll: 2 covers . and the joint where the casing in which it was locked is 
damaged; thus the beginning is illegible, then the fbrther cover on the other side 
is legible again, and the second cover opposite the joint is illegible again (e.a.) 
(Du Toit 1898:36[30])'~. 

Thus both Umsalomi's oral narrative of the white origins of civilisation in 
southern Afnca, and Du Toit's translation from the written Hebrew corrobo- 
ration, postulate a begnning which go beyond their own range. The fact that 
the origin is beyond the range of oral memory, and beyond the range of 

" The title page of Di Koninginfan Skeba clearly states the author as 'Ds. S J. Du 
Toit' 
I 8  For a similar criticism of the priesthood, see Nietzsche's 'The Anti-Christ', especially 
# 9,12 and 26 According to Nietzsche, the priest, who takes upon himself the task of 
improving, redeeming and saving, is elevated, and elevates himself to the position of sole 
determiner of right and wrong (#12). He declares one, i.e, his, perspective as the only 
valid one and by denoting it as eternal and godly knowledge, beneficial to salvation, 
makes it sacrosanct Like the priest which Nietzsche writes about, Du Toit too, translates 
the 'Volksvergangenheit', the historical reality, into a quasi-religious one His 'historical 
inquiry' is thereby immunised against empirical criticism The priest, then, becomes the 
expert on both the present and the past (which is now but an extension of his field of 
specialisation, i e. religion). Through this translation of historical knowledge into 
religious knowledge, the priest secures his power over an even larger sector of social life 
and thereby becomes more and more indispensable (#26). Disagreeing with the priest, 
even about facts, now becomes more than disagreement about the facts of the past. It 
becomes revolt against god, i.e. sin. 

l9 Tog is dit fer di grootste gedeelte nog goed leesbaar. Dis mar meer by di begin wat 
hulle beskadig is Di leser moet sig nou 'n rol foorstel. 2 omslage by di foeg waar di 
koker waar dit in was sluit is beskadig; dus di begin is onleesbaar, dan is di ferdere 
omgang [?In di andere kant weer leesbaar, en di twede omgang teeno'er di foeg weer 
onleesbaar (Du Toit 1898.36[30]). 
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preserved written 'history' allows for its easier usurpation by Du Toit's 
contemporary ideological interests aimed at the legitimation of yet another 
wave of white colonisation. 

One of these ideological interests is evident from the connections 
which Du Toit wishes to forge between the Egyptian civilisation, Judaism, 
Christianity, and ons (us): 

And here we now have the memoirs from King Solomon's time, nearly 3 
thousand years old, and which refer to our land and the old mines and ruins of 
which we want to know the reality so much (e.i.0 ) (Du Toit 1898-36[29~)~~.  

What is portrayed here as a purely theoretical interest in the past, is soon 
revealed as more than that. Du Toit uses the knowledge guiding interest of 
the other members of his party-which is the discovery of gold and treasure 
for purposes of personal enrichment-as a foil to show the purity of his own, 
apparently theoretical, interest in the past. As a matter of fact though, his 
own knowledge guiding interest is to legitimate his own current occupation 
of the land with a m y h a 1  history which ascribes the origins of civilisation 
in Afnca to white, longhaired people, both indigenous, or from across the 
ocean, who are his religious ancestors rather than the ancestors of what he 
describes as the Bushmen currently inhabiting the area. 

Besides elevating himself and his own project, the other function of 
the myth as ideology is, for Du Toit as ventriloquist using Umsalomi as a 
front, to identify an enemy. According to him this civilisation was destroyed 
by crafty black people who by implication, together with what he perceives 
to be deceitful Bushmen (Du Toit 1898:91[134]) and the unreliable 
Umsalomi, still pose a threat to white efforts to civilise Africa: 

But later on we became rebellious .... And then we cornered the Abalanga here, 
and threw poison into their water, and burned down their large kraals And so 
that they shouldn't come again, we, as much as we could, broke down their kraals 
and filled the holes with ground (Du Toit 1898:3[41)~'. 

Despite its dishonourable effort, black craft was unable to destroy the white 
foundations of civilisation which survive underground, waiting for the white 
dominee to reveal (and English technology and capital to rejuvenate) them, 

- 

20 En hiir is nou gedenkskrifle uit Koning Salomo syn tyd, amper 3 duisend jare oud, en 

we1 wat betrekking het op ons land en op di oue myne en boufalle waarfan ons so graag 
di werkelikhyd wil weet (e i o ) (Du Toit 1898 36[29]) 

21 
Mar naderhand het ons opstandig geworde .... En toen het ons di Abalanga hiir fas 

gekeer, en gif in hulle water gegoi, en hulle grote krale ferbrand. En dat hulle ni weer 
moet kom ni, het ons sofeul as ons kan, hulle krale afgebreek en di gate fol grond gegooi 
(Du Toit 1898:3[4]). 
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thus confirming the true white roots of African civilisation and at the same 
time affirming their own status as god's elect: 

I then asked him. 'But what happened to the white queen when your fathers 
burned down this city'. 

'We don't know' he says. 'Some say she fled to the mountain Fo ra, there 
far where the sun goes to sleep in the evenings. Because up to there the Abalanga 
dug for "isipsi" everywhere. But some say she went into a big house under the hill 
with the white young maidens who were always with her, and that they are still 
living under the hill. And we think so too' (Du Toit 1898:3[4])~~.  

Thus, just as god had set Solomon on the select Israel's throne to make it 
'endure for ever' (2 Chronicles 9:8), Du Toit and his company (ons) claim 
this role by virtue of their white Christian heritage and the powerknowledge 
their archaeological skills, knowledge of the language of the chosen people 
(Hebrew), capital, and technology affords them. They are the present 
hlfilment of a dormant civilisation, the white princes on iron horses, who, 
with the kiss of powertknowledge and capital will reawaken the white queen 
from her subterranean slumber, thus restoring history to its original intention. 

In what, on a certain level, looks like religious tolerance remarkable 
for a dominee and which was soon to vanish from popular Afrikaans culture 
(see footnote 23), Du Toit displays an expansive knowledge of ancient 
Egyptian culture, the Semitic, and the Islamic traditions. Initially this comes 
across as an acceptance of religious diversity. However, an early sign that 
this is not the case is Du Toit's failure to pay equal respect to the indigenous 
religions of the San, who, according to him, also posit one of the main 
threats to his party's survival. Du Toit is so fixated on the classic cultures 
which feed into the Christian West that the only way in which he can 
perceive civilisation in Zimbabwe, is as an extension of the Middle-Eastem 
roots of European history into southern Africa. The glory of Zimbabwean 
civilisation (which is under the control of Sheba, the woman) derives from its 
connection to the classic Jewish and Chnstian cultures (epitomised here by 
Solomon, the man), which Du Toit, the Christian dominee with his European 
roots and knowledge of the classical Jewish and Christian cultures, combines 
in southern Afncan (un)holy matrimony. 

It also soon becomes clear that his exploration of the varied origins of 
Christianity should not be confused with the propagation of religious 

22 Ek fra toen fer hom- 'Mar wat is fan di witte koningin geworde toen julle faders hiir- 
di stad ferbrand het?'. 

'Ons weet ni', sb hy 'Party sb sy het geflug na di berg Fo ra, daar f"er waar di son 
saans gaan slaap . . . Want tot daar oral het di Abalanga "isipsi" gegrawe. Mar party sb, sy 
is in 'n grote huis onder di kop ingegaan met di witte jong nois wat altyd by haar was, en 
dat hulle nog altoos onder di kop woon En ons denk oek so' (Du Toit 1898:3[4]). 

diversity and tolerance of even the traditions related to Christianity. Llke any 
historian who wants to excavate a normative ideal fiom the past, Du Toit too 
has to confront problems of continuity and discontinuity between it, the 
present, and the future23. Such a confrontation can have various aims and 
take various forms. One aim could be to unearth those voices buried under 
the ruins and/or excluded by the designs of specific civilisations. Du Toit 
seems to be going some way in this direction in bringing the various voices 
fiom the Chnstian related past to speak in the present. Yet, at the same time 
he is bent on reducing this multiplicity by eliminating those differences 
which could deprive him of his position of master and keeper of the tradition. 
Thus, in the specific form which his relation to the past takes, he deprives it 
of its potential civilisatory resources. Instead of taking a rational critical 
stance towards the past, panning a more humane future from it, Du Toit uses 
the opportunity to install hunself as normative authority. He, and even more 
so the cultural experts who succeeded him, purifj, the past to a single 
voice-that of the authoritative interpreter of the tradition, who in his act of 
interpretation authorises himself 24. 

23 [Olur responsibility also extends itself to the past. The past is not simply accepted as 

something factual and complete .... We can definitely not compensate for past suffering 
and injustice, but we have the weak power of an atoning memory. Only the sensibility 
towards the unjustly tortured, on whose inheritance we live, also produces a reflective 
distance to  our own traditions, a sensitiveness towards the abyss-Eke ambivalences of the 
traditions that formed our own identity. However our identity is not only something to 
simply be discovered, but it is also and at the same time our own project. We cannot pick 
out our traditions, but we can know that it depends on us how we continue them. In this 
respect Gadarner [who practices a hermeneutics of the past] thinks too conservatively 
Every continuation of a tradition is selective, and precisely this selectivity today has to 
pass through the filter of criticism, a willfid appropriation of history, if you wish: through 
a consciousness of sin (Habermas 19967). 
24 I have been unable to trace the origin of the difference between the Smit (1921) and 

Nienaber (1962) editions on the one side, and the first edition in book form of 1898 in the 
following extract which illustrates the increase in dogmatic purity began by Du Toit and 
continued by his later editors: 'Wat die v o n e  van godsdiens aangaan, in die Bybel self 
sien ons uit gevalle, soos van Job en Melgisedek en Jetro, dat self oorblyfsels van die 
diens van die ware God toe nog in die heiden w&reld op enkele plekke bewaar gebly is. 
Maar a1 die verskynsels beoordeel ons volgens die Bybel, war die enige bron en mnnistaf 
is van ware godrdiens' (e.a.) (Du Toit 1963:96). 

Compare to: 
'Wat di suiwere godsdiins angaan, in di Bybel self siin ons uit gefalle, soos fan Job 

en Melgisedek en Jetro, dat di diins fan di ware God nog in di hydenwereld op sommige 
plekke bewaar gebly is. En in geleerdhyd was Egipte di Ieerskool fan di wysgere geskiid- 
skpvers en digtersfan Grike en Romyne en alle (nrefolke" (e.a.) (Du Toit 1898:71). 

The difference seems to confirm Du Toit's relative tolerance when compared to 
that of later editors and cultural experts who not only wanted to play down the non- 
Christian and African influences on Europe and the white colonists, but wanted to make 
it clear that the Bible is the final standard by which all knowledge is measured. 
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The presentation of these Chnstian related religions is clearly con- 
strained and directed by Du Toit's, and his likely reader's, commitment to 
reformed Chstianity. The Middle-Eastern and Zimbabwean histories are 
only pre-histories to Christianity (and not its equal) which is purged first by 
the Mosaic, and then by the Chnstian (and probably Calvinist) traditions: 

'But the Bible says it itself, remarks cousin Gideon, 'that Moses was educated in 
all the wisdom of the Egyptians, and it would be a wonder if no trace should be 
found in his legislation. It doesn't damage the godly revelation to him; because we 
see he kept what is good, but the idolatry and other wrong things he, under God's 
guidance, did not only take up in the religion, but even forbade them' (Du Toit 
1898:7~[96])~'. 

As a case in point the Hebrew scribe Elihoref actually suffers a destructive 
fate because he betrayed the god of Israel, 'the only true God' ('di enige 
ware God') @u Toit 1989:93[138]). Just as Moses drew on a heathen past 
which he revised in Judaisticlpre-Christian sense, so Du Toit implies that tlie 
new colonists in Afnca (god's new elect brought to Afnca, lf not to found, 
then to find again and revive civilisation and the true religion) can draw on 
Afncan wisdom of Egyptian and Judaic origin, as long as it is acknowledged 
that it is originally white. Furthermore, where the white origin of civilisation 
has become tainted by black and heathen ideas it can, and has to be cleansed 
with the measure of the Bible which dominee Du Toit, the new Moses (who, 
like the one of the Bible leads his people to the holy land and inscribes his 
power in history with the power of the Wlword) controls. 

Du Toit radicalises Gregory of Nyassa's and the Jewish historian 
Jospehus's views that the queen of Sheba reigned in the region of Ethiopia, 
placing it even hrther south in Zimbabwe. By thus positioning her queendom 
in the geographic area of his own sphere of influence Du Toit can claim for 
himself, if not to be biological heir to Solomon and Sheba (as Haile Selasse 
did), heir to their ideas and wisdom, which he reforms by testing them 
against the Bible as he as qualified dominee, keeper and master of sacred 
knowledge, reads it. Such an appropriation in which geographic expansion 
supervenes on cultural imperialism would not have been possible if he had 
placed Sheba in South Arabia which would be the logical consequence of the 
fact that he at times uses her Arabic name, Balkis. As is well known from the 

*' 'Mar di Bybel sP dit self, merk Neef Gideon en 'dat Moses onderwese was in alle 
wyshyd fan di Egiptenare, en dit sou 'n wonder wees as daarfan gen spore sou te finde 
wees in syn wetgewing ni .... Dit doen ni te kort an di goddelike openbaring an horn ni; 
want ons siin wat goed is het hy behou, mar di afgodery en ander ferkeerde dinge het hy 
onder Gods lyding ni alleen ni opgeneem in di godsdiins ni, mar selfs belet' (Du Toit 
1898:72[96]). 

In.scrrption ofthe White Q7iren rnto the Or~grn qfAfrrcan (Irvrlizatror~ 

histories of various peoples such geographic quibbles are of the titmost 
importance when it comes to the legitimation of the occupation of land, of 
power, and rights of succession. 

(iv) Successor or Precursor to the Unpanned Treasure in the 
Ruins? 
Du Toit's aspiring apocryphal supplement-with-political-intent to the Holy 
Scriptures tries to avoid being labelled as either.fact or,fiction . This doesn't 
however hinder him from using every possible fictive and non-fictive 
appendage, to capitalise on both genres. His conflation of history, religious 
dogma, archaeology, anthropology, contemporary popular legend, and 
contemporary political intention attempts corroboration from all possible 
resources to give credibility to his fictive claims. This is a repetition of a 
narrative strategy which goes back several hundred years to the earliest 
'liistorical novels' of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. These too called 
themselves historia. They too were so called 'eyewitness reports' (Miiller 
1984:258) of the historically as well as geographically distant. And they too 
used similar strategies of 'authentication' (e.g. references to the authority of 
the narrator) in narratives in which the distinction between the entertaining 
and informative is obscured (Miiller 1984:253). 

But, Du Toit's eclectic, and at times disparate use of these resources, 
as well as his obsessive drive to convince, no matter the means, indicate a 
fissure in his ideological intention which does not always succeed against 
alten~ative historical evidence and pure common sense. More than this, his 
intentional erasure of the fact-fiction distinction doesn't only make it possi- 
ble for him to invent arbitrary facts about the origin of civilisation in southern 
Africa-at tlie same time it also makes the postulation of facts impossible. 
The factor fiction which is the cornerstone of his narrative, and which can be 
neither verified nor falsified, corrodes the fact-fiction divide. By posturing Dr 
Konrngin fan Skcha as both fiction and more than it, he collapses the 
distinction which differentiates between fact and fiction, a distinction without 
which tnrth isn't possible. And with the loss of tlie possibility of tntth goes 
the loss of the possibility of Du Toit's legitimation of his own position as 
coloniser. It is in other words the very strategy which allows Du Toit to invent 
his legitimation for his position, which undermines the possibility of leb' ritlma- 
tion as such. The erasure of the fact-fiction divide on which Du Toit's 
legitimation rests, itself triggers an upsetting reading of DI Koning~n ,fan 
Skcha, revealing it for what it is: an ideological attempt to legitimate power 
which, when read closely, reveals like all ideology, that it has set itself up. 

Du Toit's posturing of his own tradition (which he represents as the 
legitimate successor to a fictitious white civilisation) aims at presenting itself 



as the rest1rrection and fi~lfilment of that dormant civilisation. As Inere 
resurrector Dtl Toit would be an old co~lservative (Habermas 198 1 : 13). As 
fi~lfillirlg successor he could possibly be mistaken for a proponent of 'the 
project of modernity [whicl~] has not yet been fulfilled' (Habermas 198 1 : 12). 
Rut precisely because he provides a 'henneneutic' of 'his past' (with the 
sole aim of showing how his presence is an extension of the glorious past 
into the liorizotis of the present) which stops short of critique2", he misses 
this opportuility in favour of bolsterillg his own authority. Thus the 
emancipating potential of hermeneutics made possible by a critical 
appropriation of the past, is ceded in favour of a techlical interest in 
manipulation. In his very strategy then, Du Toit rather shows himself to be a 
precursor to those young conservative postmodems (Habermas 198 1 : 13) 
who fall back beyond a constit~dive disti~lction of Modernity, i.e. the 
distinction between fiction and non-fiction. In collapsing the fact-fiction 
divide Du Toit, like these conservative postinodems one hundred years later, 
thereby liquidates the possibility of the critique of domination (Habermas 
1985:2 19ff), thus contributing to the niining of the remaining chances of 
civilisation, rather than palming from the past the undeveloped poterltials of a 
inore hilinaile fi~ture. 
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Dwaalstories-the Stories 
of a Roaming Bushman; 
Committed to Paper 
by a Wandering Boer 

Rita Gilfillan 

For the purposes of this article I use the term Bushman for lack of a better 
word. I do so advisedly, since the word Sun is not free of derogatory 
connotations, as David Lewis-Williams (1989:9) convincingly argued. 

The past three to five years have seen a marked revival of interest in 
the Bushman in Afnkaans writing. I am referring to titles such as Die 
Spoorsnyer (Piet van Rooyen), Koms van die hyreen (Dolf van Niekerk), 
TSats van die Kalahari (Willem D. Kotze) and the work of poets such as 
Donald Riekert, Thomas Deacon and Tom Gouws. This interest can be 
interpreted as a sign of the times: perhaps it is a belated act of homage to an 
extinct and almost forgotten part of our nation. Be it as it may, it is a fact that 
the Bushman stands at present in the centre of attention at many a 
conference; folklorists as well as anthropologists direct their attention anew 
to Bushman rock art, their customs and their stories'. 

But the present concern is not the first and the oiily that Afnkaans 
writing has directed towards the Bushman. With this article I want to focus 
on a previous manifestation of interest-by authors who published between 
roughly 1920 - 1930. 1 am refemng to G.R. von Wielligh's Boesmanstorres 
in four volumes which appeared from 1919 - 1921, to Skankwan van die 
Duine (1930) by the Hobson Brothers and in particular to L)waalstories by 
Eugene Marais. According to his biographer Leon Rousseau, Marais wrote 
these stories down whle residing on the farm Rietfontein in the Waterberg. 
It was here that he met the Bushman, Ou Hendnk (Old Hendrik), from whom 

See especially the publications by Van Wyk (1994) and Van Vuuren (1994; 1995a; 
199%) 
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lie heard the tales In 1921 the stones appeared In Llie Hoerevrou (The 
Fanng~rl), probably tli~ough the ~ntervent~on of M a ~ a ~ s '  nlece, Mabel 
Mdlherbe, who was edltor of the journal In 1927 ~t was published under the 
title I_)wtral\torres en andev Verrell~ngc 

It IS not clear when Mara~s and old Hendr~k met for the first tune It 
was In 1913 Ilowever, when the wandering Bushman v ~ s ~ t e d  R~etfonteln on 
his yearly rounds, that Marais jotted down the storles On t h ~ s  occasion, the 
pamter, Ench Mayer, was Mara~s' guest at R~etfontein and 111s presence 
bears testimony to this During t h ~ s  vis~t, Mayer made the sketch of old 
Hendr~k that was later used as front~spiece to the 1927-publlcat~on 'Tlus was 
timeous, for shortly afterwards old Hendrik died, well over a hundred years 
old 

We can assume that old Hendr~k told these storles in the Afrikaans 
known to him, and probably tnterspersed w ~ t h  words from h ~ s  own la~iguage 
That Marais had difficulty w ~ t h  some of the Bushman concepts, becomes 
clear when we cons~der a coinage 11ke u~t\peelrtel, wh~ch keeps batfling 
generat~ons of scholars How b ~ g  Mara~s' l n p ~ ~ t  was 111 shaping these stor~es, 
1s ~lnposs~ble to ascerta~n Froin Stephen Watson's reinarks in his preface to 
Retzrtn of the nzoon, ~t IS apparent that to translate Busllinen storles 111 a way 
that Westerners can follow, is not an easy t~ndertakmg He ponits out some 
of the problems 

* IXam storles are repet~t~ve-a ~haracter~st ic  of oral liter,~tures In many 
parts of the world-and they create a clrcllng rather than h e a r  progrec- 
s o n  

* Western literature relles heav~ly on the adjectlve whereas in IXam narra- 
tive, the use of adjectlve 11ardly exlsts (He polnts out that a phrax l ~ k e  the 
Homer~c 'w~ne-dark sea' I S  qulte unth~nkable In IXam ) 

* The IXam world-v~ew differs from the modern, e s p e c ~ a l l ~  conLerning tune 
and t h e ~ r  not~on of causation 

* Many of thew narrdtives do not make use of closure In so marked a fash- 
Ion as other l~teratures The~r  storles s~mply peter out, drgress or m ~ ~ t a t e  
Into further storles (Watson 1991 14-1 9) 

What the raw material sot~nded like, we will never know. The written 
product, however, remains remarkable. That a poet of N.P. van Wyk Lot~w's 
stature considered these stories to be of the finest in Afrikaans is evident in 
his statement that '... these four pieces are of the best prose in our 
langi~age'~. As a journalist, Marais enjoyed the greatest esteem and as 
scientist he was far ahead of his time7. His literary attempts, however, seem 

.. hierdie vier stukke is van die grootste prosa in ons taal (cf De Vries 1983 13) 

C C ~  his The L ~ f i  (?/'the White A~rt  and The So711 ofthe Ape 
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to be of lesser quality. His biographer states that with L)waalstoriu.s he 
reaches heights that overshadow all his other prose; a scholar of Emst 
Lindenberg's stature is reported to have said: 'I cannot believe that Marais 
wrote these himself 4. 

This leads Rousseau to speculate on the use of hallucinogenic drugs. 
That Marais was a substance abuser, is a well established fact. But perhaps 
even Old Hendrik used drugs? Did he tell his stories after smohng dagga? 

The smoking of dagga was allowed on most farms and usually children were not 
prohibited to listen to the stories of the daggasmokers. Amongst them were some 
of the most prominent storytellers and the dagga rhymes-which were recited 
after the first few deep, deep draws on the daggapipe and after the characteristic 
violent coughing stopped-constitute some of the most notable and remarkable 
rhymes in our folkpoetry5. 

Do we have, in these stories, a double dose of drugs? That is a possibility 
that Rousseau asks his reader to consider. Was the teller's mind sharpened 
by the effects of dagga? It is an established fact that the man who wrote the 
stories down, who honed them and gave them shape, was, to put it 
metaphorically, an opium-eater. Did he add something to these stories that he 
saw in a drug-induced state? In his discussion of haals tor ies ,  Van Wyk 
Louw probably hints at this addiction when he writes: 'Here, in "visions", 
Marais saw something of what Afhkaans art can be. Purer than what he 
could ever express in ~ e r s e ' ~ .  

With this article I want to posit that at least one of the Dwaalstorres is 
about a journey undertaken in a state of trance, in other words, that it is 
about out-of-body travel. If this is indeed the case, we can talk about a triple 
trance: that of dagga, that of morphine and that state induced by the 
Bushmen through dance and hyperventilation. I am refemng to the state of 
trance, when the body lies motionless; almost dead, and the spirit wanders 
far and wide. 

The name that Marais gave to these stories, is in itself revealing. Of 
the word, 'dwaal', the Handwoordeboek van die Afrikaanse Taal (1970) 
gives the following definitions: 

Ek kan nie glo Marais het hulle self geskryf nie (Rousseau 1974:254) 

Op die meeste plase is daggarokery oogluikend toegelaat, en kinders is gewoonlik nie 
verbied om na die daggarokers se stories te gaan luister nie. Onder hulle was baie van die 
bekendste storievertellers, en die daggarympies-wat opgesd is na die eerste paar diep, 
diep skuiwe aan die daggapyp en nadat die kenmerkend oordrewe hoesbui bedaar het-is 
van die merkwaardigste en ind~kwekkendste ryme in ons volkspoesie (Rousseau 1974: 
254) 

Marais het hier in 'gesigte' soms iets gesien van wat Afrikaanse kuns kan wees. 
Suiwerder as wat hy ooit in verse kon s t  (Louw 1981 136). 

1 Op 'n verkeerde pad beweeg (to travel in the wrong direction); 
2 Rondswerf(t0 wander, roam about, to stray, to ramble); 
3 Afkyk van die goeie pad; sondig (to sin); 
4 'n Verkeerde mening h&; jou vergis (to be mistaken, to err); 

Of a person can be said that 'hy is in 'n dwaal', meaning that he is absent 
minded or literally, that his body is roaming about aimlessly, while his mind 
is elsewhere. 

For the purpose of this article, I want to discuss only the first 
Uvaalstorie, namely 'Klein Riet-alleen-in-die-roerkuil' (Little Reed-all- 
alone-in-the-whirlpool). When viewed against the background of the Euro- 
pean wondertale, this is the typical story about a young person leaving home, 
the trials and tribulations he meets on the way, and, contrary to expectation, 
the negative outcome of his venture. This young man was named 'Riet- 
alleen-in-die-roerkuil' by his grandfather, old Heitsi-eibib. According to 
Hah11 (Tsuiii'Goam the Supreme Being of the Khoi-Khoi; as quoted by De 
Vries 1983:16), Heitsi-eibib was known as a prophet 'who could tell to new 
born children as well as to heroes their fate'. If the young man's name was 
indeed prophetically inspired, we can expect him to meet his fate in water. 
(His name can be translated roughly as Reed-all-alone-in-the-whirlpool). 
That his name has to do with water, is perhaps not so surprising. The teller 
of the tale, old Hendrik, roamed the Waterberg, like many Bushmen did. To 
think of the environment as barren and desert-like, is a mistake. 

The story tells, in typical wondertale fashion, that a great danger 
threatened the community, without going into detail about the nature of this 
danger. To act was of the utmost importance. 

Thus the elders of the community gathered at nightfall, and at dawn 
the next morning, they had a plan of action. Riet was to cany a message to 
Rooi Joggom. He was chosen for this important task because he was the 
fastest man in all the tribe. The content of the message remains a mystery. In 
all probability the elders sent for help, and where better than from a spiritual 
being? The name, Rooi (Red) Joggem, points in such a direction, as De Vnes 
(1983:16) indicates when he quotes Hahn as translating the name of one of 
the main figures in Bushmen mythology as 'Rooi Dagbreek' (Red 
Daybreak). There is also another possibility: Joggem may just as well be a 
distortion of Kaggen, the Supreme Being of the Bushmen. (We must keep in 
mind that Marais wrote down what he thought he heard; or, he tried to make 
sense of what he heard. We have no evidence that he was an expert on 
Bushmen mythology.) 

At daybreak, Riet leaves the settlement, with the warning of his 
grandfather ringing in his ears: he had to be carehl, Nagali has great power 
and she will do her utmost to outwit him. In his right hand Riet carries his 



mysterious 'uitspeelstel' and with his left hand he keeps hammering the 
words of the message into his head. (De Vries is of the opinion that the 
'uitspeelstel' probably was a lucky charm made from pieces of wood, animal 
teeth, bits of ostrich eggs, etc.; De Vries 1983: 17 .) 

In typical wondertale fashion Riet meets with three obstacles in ever 
increasing grades of intensity. Almost in textbook fashion the story answers 
to the first fimctions that Propp has distinguished as inherent to the 
wondertale: 

1 A member of a family departs from home (absentation); 
2 The hero is warned against evil; in this instance, against Nagali 

(interdict); 
3 Riet does not recognise Nagali in the shape of a lovely ar l ,  and he 

interacts with her (the interdict is broken). 
4 The scoundrel, (Nagali) makes contact with the hero (reconnaissance) 
5 The scoundrel gets information from the hero (delivery) 
6 The scoundrel tries to trick the hero (trickery) 
7 The hero plays into the hands of his opponent (complicity) 

It is evident that this Bushman story fits perfectly into the pattern of all 
wondertales world-wide. Due to his own, inherent weakness, Riet does not 
complete his mission and he does not live happily ever after. He is being 
tested, and he fails. He fails because of his pride. 

Riet cannot accept that he is not the fastest runner of all, and he allows 
himself to be distracted. So it happens that it is at the evil time of nightfall 
that he reaches the river. On the bank, the knobkierie of the sorceress Nagali 
sits. It is imbued with a life of its own, for the luerie is laughmg at Riet. It is as 
if Nagali is so assured of the outcome, that she no longer bothers to put in a 
personal appearance. And here, in the black waters of the river, Riet will meet 
his fate. (It is not for nothing that this particular dnfi is called 'Moetmekaar se 
dnf (Stream of Meeting) (Marais 1964:lO). That he will be all alone in the 
wlirlpool when his fate is decided upon, was foreseen by his grandfather when 
he was still a small child upon his mother's back. 

Riet is tired out from having taken two detours (dwaalwee) and from 
the strenuousness of the journey. Thus he is no longer able to recognise the 
crocodile for what it is when he ieaches the river. He takes it for a treetntnk 
and plans to use it as a means of transport across the 'angry' stream. Such is 
his confusion that he does not even notice that he is washed up on the 
selfsame bank from where he departed. As soon as he reaches land, he starts 
ninl~ing again. Significantly, it is at daybreak that he notices the fire, and he 
takes it as a s i p  marking the end of the journey: he must be close to Rooi 
Joggom's abode. But alas! It is of course the homefire that he sees burning 
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and it is his own grandfather who is waiting for him. The story ends like this: 

Before he reached halfivay, they grabbed him and only then did he realise that he 
was back again in Gammadoekies and that it is his own grandfather who was 
clutching his left leg. 

And Heitsi-eibib said to old Rockrabbit One-eye 'We have to stretch him t~ghter 
than the string of the big ramkiel' 

And there they killed the fire of ~eed-all-alone-in-the-whirlpool7 

After considering David Lewis-Williams' work on Bushman rock art, I took 
a fresh look at 'Klein fiet-alleen-in-die-roerkuil'. I suppose it is the 
collective title that Marais gave to these stories that kept turning over in my 
mind: Dwaulstories. That, together with Marais' addiction to morphine and 
Rousseau's hmts about Old Hendrik's use of dagga, compelled me to reread 
Lewis-Williams on Bushmen rock art. If Riet had to cany a message of great 
importance, what better way to travel than out of body? I kept asking myself. 
Carlos Castaneda's account (see The Teachings of Don Juan) of his 
encounter with his dog-god while under the influence of peyote, was also 
malung a reappearance in my thoughts. A wise and well-travelled Bushman 
such as old Hendrik, would surely be aware of the possibilities of the trance? 

Why run at all when it was possible to cover vast distances in the 
spirit? 

So the trance must be considered. The trance was achieved for 
specific purposes, as is pointed out in Images ofpower: 

During this state of trance, Bushman shamans perform their tasks, the most 
important ofwhich is to cure people of known as well as unperceived ailments ... 
Other important tasks ... include rain-making, visiting distant camps on out-of- 
body travel, and control of animals (e.a.). 

Today Bushmen hardly ever use hallucinogens, but they may have done so 
in the past. Instead, they rely on hyperventilation, intense concentration and highly 
rhythmic dancing to alter their state of consciousness (Lewis-Williams & Dowson 
1989:32). 

Maar eer hy halfpad was, gryp hulle hom, en toe gewaar hy dat hy weer terug is in 
Gammadoekies, en dis sy einste oupa wat horn aan die linkerbeen beet het 

En Heitsi-eibib s& vir ou Klipdas-Eenoog: 'Ons moet hom stywer span as die snaar van 
die groot ramkie!' 

En daar het hulle die wurtjie doodgemaak van Riet-alleen-in-die-roerkuil (Marais 
1964: 1 1). 



The danger that threatened Garmnadoekies could have been a severe 
drought, in which case a shaman would have been sent in search of the rain- 
bull. Another possibility is that Kaggen's help was needed to direct animal 
herds towards the settlement. Whatever the exact nature of the task, it was a 
matter of urgency, and for this, the best man was chosen. The most effective 
way of travel, would of course have been out-of-body, especially in an 
emergency such as this. 

According to Lewis-Williams (1989:32), most young men desire to 
become shamans, 'not for personal gain, but because they will be able to 
serve the community'. Riet was chosen to serve the community because he 
was the fastest runner. That much can be established when we look at the 
story realistically. If Riet was chosen for an out-of-body journey, it must 
have been because he had proven himself in t h ~ s  way before. The gathering 
whch lasted throughout the night, could have been the prolonged dance used 
to induce the state of trance. To go into a state of trance is a painful process. 
I quote: 

A !Kung man told Richard Katz: 'The young ones fear durn and c r j  out. They 
cry tears. They cry out, "It's painhl! It hurts!"' By the age of thirty-five they will 
know whether they will be able to conquer the pain and fear to become effective 
shamans (Lewis-Williams & Dowson 1989:34). 

When Riet departs on his joumey, there is great fear among the men: 

And the men are so afraid, that their toenails rattle and the sweat rolls down thei~ 
bodies in big haildrops Each one can blow out the fire with one blow8 

Possibly the men are so frightened because they know how painfil and 
dangerous the journey can be. They are familiar with the treacherous nature 
of the manifestations of the spirit world. 

Riet is carrying his 'uitspeelstel' when he departs on hls joumey. We 
do not know what the exact nature of this object was, apart from De Vries' 
guess that it could have been a sort of lucky charm. David Lewis-Williams 
points out that 'ordinary items of equipment' often had special bearing on the 
trance. He mentions the hunting bag, the digging stick and the fly-whisk in 
particular and suggests that they had special significance beyond everyday 
use-in short, they are metaphors for trance experience (Lewis-Williams 
1989:116-117). 

On his journey Riet encounters the sorceress Nagali in different 
guises. He first meets with her in the form of a beautiful maiden who leads 
hun back to where he started from, and who robs him of his 'uitspeelstel'. At 

En die mans is so bang dat hulle toonnaels kletter en die sweet drup van hulle lyf in 
haelkorrels Elkeen kan die vuur met een asem doodblaas (Marais 1964 8) 
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the next meeting Nagali appears in the form of a man who challenges Riet to 
race with hlm. In both instances it is Riet's pride that forces hun to interact 
with these illusory personages. In both instances these forms lead him astray 
and tire him out before revealing their true nature: the gu-1 was Nagali's 
whirlwind and the man was none other than her gazelle. 

These two meetings may perhaps correspond with the fxst two stages 
of trance. In the first stage, the so-called entoptic stage, people see luminous 
geometric shapes which are experienced as shunmering; they seem to be 
moving with a life of their own. (The dancing girl, who turns into a 
whirlwind?) In the second stage, people try to make sense of the entoptic 
phenomena by 'translating' them into objects with which they are familiar. 
This is most probably how the ordinary 'vaal Boesman' has to viewed 
(Lewis-Williams & Dowson 1989: 60-67). 

Due to these delays, it is at dusk that Riet reaches the river. Lewis- 
Williams (1989:54) points out that another metaphor for trance experience is 
underwater: 

Like 'death', being underwater has a number of parallels with trance Both 
involve difficulty in breathing, sounds in the ears, affected vision, a sense of 
weightlessness, unusual perspectives and, finally, unconsciousness Numerous 
accounts of trance experience show that the Bushmen link trance with being 
underwater'. 

Moreover, the experience of descending into a pool, corresponds with the 
last and deepest stage of the trance. This stage is associated with powefil  
emotional experiences. 

It is during this stage that Riet's failure becomes irreversible. He never 
reaches his destination. He does not meet Rooi Joggem to deliver his 
message. The reason for this is probably his sense of personal pride. In 
Bushman society the shamans are not a privileged class. They are ordinary 
people who also have to perform all the everyday tasks (Lewis-Williams & 
Dowson 1989:31). Riet's pride in his ability was thus misplaced. 

The ensuing punishment seems extreme, particularly among the 
Bushmen who were a nonjudgmental people. Failed shamans simply 
resumed their ordinary life in the group as if nothmg had happened. Perhaps 
it was Marais who ended the story in this particular way-his (eurocentric) 
need for closure probably got the better of hun. The story thus ends at 
Garnrnadoekies where it had started. Moreover, it ends at break of day-the 
same time that Riet had departed on his joumey and so the circle is 
completed. At the same time the small span of Riet's life has also reached 
it's conclusion '... and there they killed the fire of Reed-all-alone-in-the- 
whirlpool'9. 

. .. daar bet hulle die vuurtjie doodgemaak van Riet-alleen-in-die-roerkuil. 



Riet's pride in his own ability probably caused his do~vnfall. This, in 
turn, brings Carlos Castaneda's experience back to mind. He went into 
training wit13 an old India11 naned Don Juan, to become a man of knowledgt.. 
(In other words, a shaman.) Yet, the teaching became so strenuous and the 
encounters with the spiritual world so frigl~tening, that he gave it up. Years 
later, on another meeting with the old Indian, Don Juan told him that he took 
\~imself far too seriously: 

'The reason you got scared and quit is because you felt too damn important'. he 
said, explaining my previous withdrawal 'Feeling important makes one heavy, 
clumsy and vain To  be a man of knowledge one needs to be light and fluid' 
(Castaneda 197 1 13). 
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Poor White Satyrs and 
Nationalist ~ l u e ~ r i n t s '  

Johan van Wyk 

1 Satyrs and Civilisation 
In tlus article I a n  explonng the burden of 'civrhsatlon' with reference to the 
deplct~on of poor whrtes In two Afrikaans plays Hant~e kom hui, toe (first 
publrshed in 1933) by P W S Schumann and S~ener  m dre ~uhurhs  (first 
publlshed in 1971) by P G du Plessis I shall explore the dep~ctlon of these 
poor whites 111 terms of Nietzsche's (1956 59) concept of the chorus of 
satyrs In tragedy as 

a chorus of  natural beings who live ineradically, as  it were, behind all civilization 
and remain eternally the same, despite the changes of  generations and the history 
of nations 

and Freud's discontents who embody an anxiety, a maiaise or dissatisfaction 
with civilisation in so far as civilisation implies repression or the 'progressive 
renunciation of constitutional instincts, whose activation might afford the ego 
primary pleasure' (Freud 1985a:40). 

Civilisatio~~ as a process of repression requires discipline which makes 
every individual virtually an 'enemy of civilization, though civilization is 
supposed to be an object of universal interest' (Freud 1985b: 184). 

The Afrikaner (as European-descended Africans, and the first group to 
embark on an African nationalist struggle) occupies an interesting position 
within the discourse on civilisation. In the late nineteenth century the 
Afrikaner has been seen as having 'degenerated into white savages' 
(Brantlinger 1988: 193). Through a strong association with Africa, the 
Afrikaner embodied an image of regression. Afrikaner nationalism of the 
early twentieth century was in part a movement against this image. It is 
within this context that poor whites in the two texts are of interest, as they 
represent the potential of degeneration against the attempts of the nationalists 
- 
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to maintain an image of 'civilisation'. Material poverty was only one 
dimension of the poor-white problem. More on the surface was the 
dimension of unuhbited violence, sexuality and music, their satyr-like 
existences which lmked them to barbarism. 

When the characters in Hantie korn huis toe (Schumann 1955) are 
described as 'poor whites', they are seen malnly in socio-economic and 
political terms. The satyr element in the characters, their uninhibited 
sexuality and violence, are depicted as symptoms of poverty and the slum 
environment in which they live. In the second play, Siener in die suburbs 
(Du Plessis 1981), on the other hand, characters fiom the marginal suburbs 
re-enact savage tragedy: love, betrayal and death. Their bodies inscribed 
with the sexuality and violence of the suburbs seek, to no avail, to escape. 
They want to signify or belong to a significant class withtn the booming 
modem city-withln 'civilisation', One is not directly aware of a political 
message in this play. One suspects, though, that the author identifies, or even 
idealises, the sexuality and viqlence of the suburbs. He does not occupy any 
moral point of view concerning the situation or destruction of his characters. 

2 Background 
About 40 years separate the publication of Hantie korn huis toe in 1933 and 
Siener in die suburbs in 1971. Hantie korn huis toe (1955, eighth edition) 
was written in the 1930s: depression years-with poor whiteism a 
widespread social phenomenon (300 000 from a total population of 1 800 
000 of whites in South Amca were very poor). Thls prompted the Carnegie 
Commission to investigate the poor white question in South Amca. A five- 
volume report, The Poor White Problem in South Africa, appeared in 1932 
(vol. I by Grosskopf and vol. I1 by Wilcocks are used in thts article). It was 
especially the nationalists who at this time mobilised around the issue of the 
poor whites and nationalist-inspired authors often used it as a theme. Hantie 
kom huis toe (1955) is an example of a text written in the mode of a 
nationalist-inspired naturalism. 

Naturalism was introduced into Afrikaans and adapted to the specific 
nationalist needs by J.F.W. Grosskopf in the 1920s. Grosskopf studied 
theatre and politics in Europe just before returning to South Africa in 1914 
when he participated in the rebellion of nationdist Boer generals against the 
government of General Botha who supported the British in the First World 
War. Grosskopf was also one of the contributors to The Poor White Problem 
in South Africa (see vol. I Rural Impoverishment and Rural Exodus 1932). 
Naturalism was a perfect vehicle for expressing his nationalist concerns with 
the poor whites-especially using the insights of sociology as discipline (in 
which he was active). 

Poor White Satyrs and Narlonalisr Bl~reprpnnfs 

The play by P.G. du Plessis, on the other hand, was published and 
performed in 197 1, ten years after South Africa became a republic in 196 1 .  
Apartheid as policy was firmly established. It was before international 
boycotts became a reality. At this time poor whites have already become a 
hidden aspect of society: a marginal minority. It was a time when the rift 
existing between Afrikaans authors and the ruling National Party intensified 
due to the implementation of stricter censorship laws in 1963. The literary 
historian, J.C. Kannemeyer (1983), refers to the 'polarisation' in the sixties 
and seventies between the writers on the one hand and the authorities, the 
church and the literary 'establishment' on the other. He describes the authors 
of the sixties as a generation who broke away from the taboos and prejudices 
of traditional Afrikaner society and who changed the literary, moral, 
religious and political conventions. The emphasis on sexuality, the absence 
of nationalist politics and the sacrilege at the end of Siener In dlc suburbs 
forms part of the literary struggle against the 'establishment'. 

3 Hantie korn huis toe 
Hantre korn hurs toe (1955) IS a thoroughly political drama, more radical in 
its resolut~on of poor whlteism than the different bluepnnts produced by 
natlonallst-msp~red cornmlsslons and delegations In its raw reahsm it inspir- 
ed the avant-garde f f ikaans  ~ntellectuals (often w~th  natlonahst-soc~allst 
leanings) of the 1930s A group of hlghly influent~al Afr~kaners l~ved m Cape 
Town in thrs penod among them N P van Wyk Louw, cons~dered by many 
as the greatest a k a a n s  poet,  IS brother W E  G Louw-both of them 
acted 111 soc~al realist plays such as Grosskopf s As dre turg skawe (1926) 
and both gave advlce in the staglng of Hant~e korn huiv toe (1955)-and the 
famous Mrkaans actress, Anna Neethlmg-Pohl who acted in the leadlng role 
In Hantle kom h u ~ s  foe (1955) when ~t was performed in the Cape for the 
first tlme 

Anna Neethling-Pohl studied at Stellenbosch University. Among her 
courses was economics with J.F.W. Grosskopf as lecturer. In Cape Town 
her theatrical career started with plays like Hantie korn hui.~ toe (1955). 
Later she moved to Krugersdorp where she met P.W.S. Schuinann, the 
author of Hantie korn huis toe (1955). She worked closely with Schuniann's 
wife, a social worker in the Knlgersdorp district, and encountered the type of 
circumstances from which the play developed. After Krugersdorp, Anna 
Neethling-Pohl moved to Pretoria where she was one of the founding 
members of the Volksteater (The People's Theatre) in 1935. One of the aims 
of the Volksteater was to promote the idea of a National Theatre 
Organisation. In 1938 she went to Europe. 1x1 Germany she was a spectator 
of the big Nazi festival. These became prototypes of the many historically- 
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inspired folk festivals in South Afnca such as the Voortrekker Centenary of 
1938 to which she contributed. She was instrumental in staging N.P. van 
Wyk Louw's Die Dieper Reg (1938) for this Centenary During the Second 
World War her husband was interred for his participation in the activities of 
the Ossewabrandwag. 

In her memoirs (Neethling-Pol11 1974) she describes her boredom in 
the 1930s with the refined and civilised theatre productions of the day until 
she discovered Hantle kom huis toe (1955): a play which immediately 
addressed her 'rebellious spirit'. She described it as a piece of realism, crude 
and raw, which was greatly applauded when performed, leading to the 
founding of the Cape Town Afrikaans Drama Society (Kaapstadse 
Afrlkaanse Toneelvereniging). 

4 Hantie kom huis toe and Naturalism 
4.1 Decor 
The decor of Hantie kom huis toe (1955) as described in the text is realistic, 
although the prologue, in contrast to the other three acts, evokes a dream-like 
atmosphere of wealth: The front stoep of a house in a Boland town points to 
the 'good taste' (Schumann 1955:7) of the owners who conserved 'all the 
elements of Cape architecture' (Schumann 1955:7); 'a motor car arrives' 
(Schurnann 1955:7) with its lights falling on the details: a couch, two chairs 
and pot plants on the stoep testifiing to 'the moderate prosperity and good 
taste of the inhabitants' (Schumann 1955:7). 

The dream-like atmosphere of the prologue relates to Hantie's 
statement on page 64 that her past was like a happy dream. The car ligl~ts 
and the meta-theatrical references of the prologue further emphasise this 
dream-like quality. Hantie and Jan iil the prologue have just returned from a 
student performance of Langenhoven's allegorical and historical play V i e  
Hoop van Suld-.4frika. Hantie still dressed in her costume resembling the 
idealised-wornan-of-the-people covers of the Kerkbode (The Church 
Messenger) acts in the leading role as the 'Hope of South Africa'. This role 
also characterises Hantie as an example of someone who has transcended the 
limitations of class by being removed from her poor white environment, 
Wesselsdorp, where she was born and where she spent the first years of her 
life until her aunt took her away as a little girl. 

The first act, in contrast to the prologue, irltroduces the hustle and 
bustle of the market at Wesselsdorp on a cold, windy and dusty morning. On 
the stage are bags and boxes of vegetables and h i t .  A 'native crosses the 
stage with a bale of teff on his head and chewing on a straw' (Schumann 
1955:22) among the shouting of auctioneers and the noise of workers and 
cars. It is the environment of the poor whites. The opening words by the 
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aristocratic Mrs. van Niekerk are: 'here you can see the bare truth of poor- 
whiteism' (Schumann 1955:22). These words embody the representational 
nature, the realism, of the play as a whole. Its representational fonn is 
utilitarian, it wants to teach about the social evils spawned by poor white 
surroundings. 

The decor of the second and third acts continues the representation of 
the poor white environment. The second act takes place on the stoep of old 
Abdool's shop. Abdool is the Indian shop owner who makes his living from 
selling items to poor whites. The didascalia indicates the realist detail: 

The shop is an old building, with rather small windows. In front of the door on 
the stoep is a pile of rope, a case of paraffin and a plough which serve as seats for 
the buying public, with other stock-in-trade (Schumann 1955:43) 

The third act moves to the home of Annie Oosthuizen in the squatter area, 
Lappiesdorp. The scene, lighted by a street lamp, reflects on Annie who 
'made no effort to make the place presentable, although she knew that 
visitors were coming' (Schurnann 1955:70). 

A rusty old paraffin tin is placed on one side to catch the water from the roof- 
gutter The couch, made of the left-overs of a motor car's front seat, is in a state 
of decay Sheets hang inside the windows (Schumann 1955 70) 

Inside 'the sound of a screeching old tin gramophone' (Schumann 1955:70) 
is heard. 

4.2 The Social Worker 
Like Schumann's wife, Hantie the main character, is a social worker 'called' 
to dedicate herself to the upliftment of the poor whites. The plot struchlre of 
the play is a variation (with many inversions) of that of the prodigal son from 
the Bible. A daughter, Hantie, returns to her lost poor-white family in the 
mining town of Wesselsdorp. She was brought up by a prosperous aunt in 
the Cape where she received her education and training as a social worker 
(at Stellenbosch University). It is the family that is lost, especially her real 
father whose identity becomes known at the end. The chiId, a daughter, 
returns, but she, through her education, has the power to intervene and to 
help them. 

Hantie kom huis roe's (1955) appearance simultaneously with the 
Carnegie commission's report on The Poor White Problem in South Africa 
in 1932 points to a literature and social-science intertext. The main character, 
Hantie, the social worker, indicates a special power and knowledge 
configuration in the world, especially the world of the nationalist who is 
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~lltimately concerned with the sirucruring and planning of social reality 
within an image of civilisation. 

As social worker, Hantie represents the concern with the poor from a 
sociological and a nationalist point of view. The play with its sociological 
concerns, relates to the 'scientific outlook' promoted in the manifestos of 
nineteenth-century naturalism. Naturalism, as depicted in Zola's manifesto- 
the preface to Therisi Raquin (1867k-shares the optimism of science: 
through tlie depiction of social degradation one comes to an understanding of 
the forces which produce that degradation and on the basis of that 
understanding one could implement social programmes which would rectify 
the situation. Alfred Vizetelly (1 904: 184), Zola's biographer, refers to 
science as 'the greatest humanitarian agency' and to the 'man who 
experiments, the inan who dissects' as one who increases and difises 
knowledge for 'the benefit of the world'. In the case of Schumann the aim 
was to produce an awareness of the poor-whte problem amongst Afrikaner 
nationalists through naturalist theatre. 

Naturalism as literary programme complemented the new disciplining 
social sciences of the nineteenth century: sociology, anthropology, 
criminology, psycllology and genetics. Making 'manifest' 'the imperfections 
and lapses of collective and individual life that seemed ... to require 
remedying' (Vizetelly 1904: 184), its aims were humanitarian and utilitarian. 
The p r o g r a m m e  of naturalism made it inevitably a political form of literature, 
to be adapted in various ways by both nationalism and socialism as various 
brands of social realism in Nazi Germany and Communist Russia show. 
However, the practice of riaturalism by Zola hlmself, in his novels, never had 
an explicit political message and rather developed as a defence against 
claims that his works were pornographic. It emerged from late nineteenth 
century decadence and aestheticism. 

Hantie, the ~miversity-trained social worker, comes from a poor white 
family: she is tied to them by blood. This tie, which links her subjectivity 
with the subjectivity of the poor whites, undermines the demand of objectivi- 
ty and distance demanded by sciellce. As social worker she is further also 
confronted with people outside reason's disciplining institutions, outside the 
dominant economy, outside civilisation: people ultimately with their roots in 
existence economies and therefore free. The poor white is made to resemble 
the 'baboon' (Schumann 1955:ll) or 'those Bushman scdptures from the 
ethnographic section of the museurn' (Scliumaim 1955:l If). These images 
point to Hantie and the author's fear of social regression, of the Afrikaner 
'going native', of the distance which might emerge between the poor whites 
and the wealthy if they are not brought back into the fold of the nation. Her 
bond of blood with the poor whites represents the nationalist image of nation 
as a family and the need for intervention on the basis of family. 
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The play's recornmendatlon for the upllftment of the poor whltes, 
embodled m Hantle's subjectloll to her criminal father at the end, 1s 
implic~tly different from the recommendations of the Carnegie commission 
There is with Hantle an lmpatlence wlth the 'congresses' (Schurnann 
1955 87), 'commiss~ons of mqu~ry' (Schumann 1955 87), 'deputatlons' 
(Schumann 1955 87) and 'bluepnnts' (Schumann 1955 87) generated by the 
politic~ans 

Her work IS the result of a calllng to serve the poor amongst her 
people Thls calling has a myst~cal and psycholog~cal cause as her mystlcal 
conversatlons with the Lord, her alter-ego father figure, show The Imaginary 
conversatlons with a father figure pomt to an expenence of a lack of a father 
in her llfe When she eventually meets her real father, the violent criminal, 
Hans Labuschagne, she finds h ~ m  repulsive God and evil become 
mdistmct-the God she addresses in the following are blurred with the 
father 

Him?--Then I have hrs blood In my veins? My flesh from HIS, and my newes, my 
constrtutron, my sprnt derived from his? Not a part of  my body, o r  of my soul 
wlthout his tmprlnt My Creator and my Moulder, who saw me even before I 
was, who knew me before my b~rth-1s rt your will, was ~t really your intention 
w ~ t h  me? (Schumann 1955 91) 

Hantle's ldealism concermng the poor whltes IS contrasted wlth the poor 
whtes's fi~volous conception of the wealthy Afrikaners, embodled by the 
character, Jan, to whom she is engaged The d~fference between Hantle and 
Jan 1s developed into two different lnterpretatlons of Afi-zkaner hrstory The 
wealthy Afrikaners romantltlcise, but at the same tlnle behttle, this hlstory 
Jan, for instance, refers to the Afrikaner people 111 the dlmmutlve as 'volkle' 
The text descnbes some of Jan's nationalist utterances, such as the 
follow~~ig, as 'overstatements' 

Here are the people Therr ancestors were from long ago, from the trekklng days 
whlch started in the tlme of the Dutch East Indra Company They were not 
accustomed to the gathering of possessions or the pursurng of comfort or 
pleasure' Nature was then wealth, and freedom t h e ~ r  only comfort and pleasure 
(Schumann 1955 85) 

In another passage Jan assumes that the poor whlte, Oom Knsjan, was a 
'bltteremder' 111 the Anglo-Boer war Knsjan though does not even know 
what the word 'bitterelnder' means He states that only the Insane would 
fight for Paul Kruger and then accuses President Kruger of cormptlon 

The non-herolc role of the poor whltes dunng this war 1s also 
emphaslsed in the other characters Hans, Hantle's poor-wh~te father, was a 
hands upper 111 the war Annie Oosthuizen who was in the concentration 
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camps with her mother and sister, is half Anglicised and her sister married a 
Toimny (British soldier). All these examples in the text try to indicate a class 
riff, try to show that the poor whites did not consider themselves to be part 
of the main narrative of Afnkaner history, or the Afrikaner nation as family. 

One of the disillusioning lessons that Hantie has to learn is that she 
would not be able to approach the poor whites with preconceptions of the 
privileged class They resist being objectified, labelled or patronised. Annie, 
the woman with whom her real father lives, rebukes her: 

Look, Cousin, if you want to visit me then you must not call me 'sister'! I do not 
allow myself to be 'sistered' Do you think you are the clergyman's wife 
(Schumann 1955 74) 

and: 

I'm no 'blinking street woman' and also not a 'poor white' (Schumann 1955.76) 

and: 

It is the 'charities' and the 'Distress' and the 'Mayor's Fund' and all those type of 
people who are trying to make 'poor whites' of u s  My husband always said they 
are like the doctors who diagnosed a new ailment and now want everybody to 
suffer from it (Schumann 1955.76) 

4.3 Satyrs in Hantie kom huis toe 
The text, through the character of Annie Oosthuizen, states the difference 
between the 'poor whites', as diagnosed by the social scientists, and reality 
as experienced by those diagnosed as 'poor whites' ('I'm no ''blmlung street 
woman" and also not a "poor white"' Schumann 1955:76). An alternative 
interpretative metaphor for them would be that of the satyr. The satyr is not 
an economic category, like the 'poor white', but is an antagonist to 
'civilisation'. To Nietzsche (1956:61) the satyr is half animal, instinctual and 
an image of 'sexual omnipotence'. The satyr as Other to reason is associated 
especially with alcohol and music (especially with the folk song in which 
'language is strained to its utmost that it may imitate music') (Nietzsche 
195653) Music goes beyond reason in that it does not need images and 
concepts, but passion, desire and madness. Alcohol similarly dulls civilised 
reason. 

In Hantle kom h u ~ s  foe (1955) the poor white characters are linked both 
to nature and the instinct, while they, like Bacchae, are also portrayed as 
nomadic. The Diedericks family lives in their hawker's wagon. They are 
described in terms of their Voortrekker ancestry: 

for survival. Just like their descendants today, move here then there, from the 
Rand to the diggings, and from the diggings to the settlements, wherever instinct 
leads them (Schumann 1955:85). 

Alcohol and,music are two recurrent motifs in Hantie kom h u ~ s  toe (1955). 
Hans's criminal activities consist of selling liquor illegally to the blacks and 
he has been imprisoned twice for it. He is repeatedly described as a 
drunkard. In the opening scene of the last act his simple-minded stepson, 
Andrew, is half-drunk. He is also often referred to as playing the guitar. Tant 
Grieta imagines the following possible idyllic fbture with Hantie: 

If only we had some music on the farm1 Aunt Lettie wrote that Hantie can play 
the piano beautiti~lly Then Krisjan can play the concertina and when Andrew 
comes to visit, every now and again, he could bring his guitar and we could have 
a good time (Schumann 1955 54) 

The gramophone player is a prominent part of the stage props in the last act. 
Annie describes the happiness of the poor whltes: 

Listen there (the gramophorre isplayng a waltz, voices are heard). You saw how 
drunk Hans is tonight. It is Grieta and him dancing there. And small Grieta is 
sitting on Andrew's lap and he is telling her how he cheeked the manager today. 
And she admires his masculinity (Schumann 1955.81). 

From the  point of view of Hantie these poor whites a re  a people that is 
sinking, sinking until 'they are out of reach' (Schumann 1955:85). To Jan 
they represent a social disease (Schumann 1955:87). The text itself 
repeatedly states that they are happy the way they are: 'They are satisfied 
where they are, and the way they are. They cannot imagine that they are 
capable of anythmg better' (Schumann 1955: 16). The concern is therefore 
not with these people's happiness, but with the image of racial regression 
that they represent. The poor white is described as looking like a 'baboon' 
(Schumann 1955:ll) or like the 'Bushman sculpture' (Schumann 1955: 1 1) in 
the ethnographic section of the museum. Mrs. Van Niekerk scolds tant 
Grieta for addressing her as 'Missus' because she is also 'a white person' 
(Schurnann 1955:23). When the poor whites are slipping out of reach, they 
are slipping especially into a satyr-like existence of alcohol abuse, 
uninhibited sexuality and unthinking violence. 

5 Siener in die suburbs 
5.1 The Reception of Siener in die suburbs 

Nature was their wealth and freedom their only convenience They moved here S1ener In dle Suburbs (1981) is one of the most popular and most 

and there with stock and animals, to where there were the best I Afrikaans plays It was first performed in 197 1 by PACT (The perfonnlng 



Arts Council of the Trzlsvaal) at the Breytenbach Theatre in Pretoria. 
Country-wide perfomalces followed in all the major cities of South 
In the next two decades it was sporadically performed at smaller venues all 
over Soutl~ Africa. It was also toured by the coloured group Cosair who 
performed it at black universities in the late seventies In 1973 it was made 
into a film which was shown on TV4 in 1986 and in 1988 on the M-Net 
'channel. 

At a syniposiu~n in 1973 on the Sestigers, P.G. du Plessis stated that 
he wrote the play with a popular audience in mind ('the ordinary and wann 
blooded people' Du Plessis 1973:88). In an interview, Du Plessis (The (:ape 
l'in7es 2111181) said: 

I coloured the picture with the sadness and the exhilaration of the life I got to 
know during my teaching days in the suburbs-during the ducktail-era, when my 
pupils and I were young, and part of the town where we lived, old and rotten 
around us 

The play in its early years was slated as 'gutter literature' (see review 
'Siener uitgekryt as rioolliteratuur' TV editors of Oosterlig 22/7/86) and it is 
stated that 

It was the first time that Afrikaners from the ghettos were depicted on stage and 
many were shocked. no such people were si~pposed to exist 

Siener in die suhurhs, though had many predecessors. Many plays focusing 
on poor whites were produced in Afrikaans in the first few decades of the 
twentieth century. P.W.S. Schumann's Hantie kom huis toe (1955) is the one 
usually mentioned. J.C. Kannemeyer (1983), the major Afnkaans literary 
historian, makes this clear in his discussion of Siener in die suburbs. He 
states that the play belongs to the tradition of Grosskopf, Fagan and 
Schuinann (authors who were active in the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s). 
According to Kannemeyer (1983:440), the link with Schumann's depiction 
of the 'degenerate, and urbanised Afrikaner' is especially strong Like 
Tjokkie in Siener in die s d u r b . ~  (1981), the character, Gertjie in Hantte kom 
huis toe (1955), has premonitions of the future. Hantie kom huts toe (1955), 
though, portrays many different outdoor settings: the Boland house, the 
market at Wesselsdorp, the veranda of the Indian shop and Lappiesdorp. 
Stener in dte suburbs (1981) on the other hand is limited to the 
claustrophobic space of a backyard in the southern suburbs of Johannesburg. 
There are also more deep-rooted differences: E-lantie kom huts toe (1955) is 
explicitly political and ties in strongly with the historical discourse of poor 
whiteism in the 1930s. Siener in die suburbs (1981) is only very indirectly 
political: and if it is political, then the message is opposite to that of Hantir 
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k o n ~  huis toe (1955). There is no message of upliftment in Stener in dre 
suhurh.~ (1981). Instead, one senses a degree of identification with these 
marginal people and their futile attempts to signify within the broader urban 
arid modern world. They are embodiments of love and the hurt and betrayal 
which accompany love. The choice of the poor white theme has to do with 
Du Plessis's concern with what he considers as 'real' people in contrast to 
the hypocrisy, boredom and material wealth of the Afrikaner establishment. 

I11 the early 1970s when the play was produced, South African 
Literah~re was dominated by themes of race and Apartheid (as represented 
by authors such as Breyten Breytenbach and Andre P. Brink.). P.G du 
Plessis consciously reacted against this trend. In his contribution to the 
symposium 011 the Sestigers in 1973 he argued, in reaction to the demand for 
a politically-involved literature, for the search of a 'deeper reality' (Polley 
1973:83), 'fi~ndamental patterns' (Polley 1973:83) which would lead authors 
beyond the politics of a particular time to the universal in the deeper chaos 
and the great myths of death, exile and love (Polley 1973:84). He wanted to 
move beyond 'the showing and the knowing' to the 'unconscious' (Polley 
1973:87). The political is conceived by him as part of conformism, the 
droning of the literary and academic establishment (Polley 1973:89). 

5.2 Siener in die suburbs as Tragedy  
The represelltation of contemporary life in the New Attic Comedy of 
Euripides, according to Nietzsche, meant the death of Creek tragedy. 
Througli Euripides 

the everyday man forced his way from the spectator's seat onto the stage, the 
mirror in which formerly only grand and bold traits were represented now showed 
the painhl fidelity that conscientiously reproduces even the botched outlines of 
nature (Nietzsche 1956 77) 

Looking at it from this point of view (and also ironically when Du Plessis's 
pleading for the 'u~iiversal' is considered), Siener in die suhurhs (1981) does 
not qualify as tragedy in the Nietzschean sense. The characters seem to be 
representatives of contemporary South African life, although outcasts living 
in the southern Johannesburg suburbs. The decor, too, is realistic in the 
greatest detail. 

All the acts take place in the backyard of Ma's semi-detached house. 
On the right-hand side of the stage is the kitchen door, a small veranda, the 
kitchen window and a wall closilig in the backyard. Against the wall is an 
old hell-coop which acts as a storing-place of wood and coal. There is a 
washing line with a few bits of washing. On the left-hand side there is a 
garage with decaying wooden doors showing green paint of years ago. I11 the 
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open garage is a jacked-up 1948 Buick without wheels. From the beam just 
behind the door hangs a pulley with which the engine was removed earlier. 
Against the wall is the oil-drenched work-bench with the disassembled 
engine of the Buick on it. 

The title of S~ener in dre suburbs (1981) refers to Tjokkie who was 
born with the caul and therefore has the ability to seeldream the fiiture. He 
introduces the supernatural into the apparently naturalist play. His psychic 
powers is a 'talent'-an ability to have access to the future-something 
inexplicable by scientific naturalism. 

Tjokkie is also a dreamer in another sense-he dreams of living on the 
other side of the railway line, of having a better life. Elis anger at Giel for 
sleeping with his mother without being married to her and his anger at his 
sister's unwanted pregnancy, point to his highly moral character. He resists 
the sexuality which keeps his family, and the people of the suburbs, 
entrapped in their impoverished circumstances. Giel describes Tjokkie as 
being without love. Tjokkie, therefore, embodies a wish, dream and 
repression combination. 

The antagonist in the play is the ducktail, Jakes. Jakes brings the 
alcohol and marijuana, 'the dnlg of the truth', (Du Plessis 1981:36) onto the 
stage. To him, life is about 'juice and love' (Du Plessis 1981 31).  On an alle- 
gorical level, Tjokkie and Jakes could be seen as naturalist transpositions (or 
masks) of the Nietzschean opposites of the dream and intoxication central to 
tragedy. Tjokkie's 'cnicifixion' by block-and-tackle in the car's engine space, 
and his death under the car make him a reincarnation of the Dionysian god 
being torn apart. Jakes on the other hand is the voice which seeks 'justice' 
(Du Plessis 1981 :54), and ultimately embodies Dionysian justice: 

Tiemie G o  away, Jakes What do you want here' 
Jakes Justice 
Tiem~e Justice1 Was ~t justlce when you wanted to b ~ t n g  me into trouble on 

purpose? You never had any feelings for me 
Jakes I had love Lots of love (Du Pless~s 198 1 53) 

A Nietzschean reading of the play would demand that these characters on an 
archetypal level become equated with the 'demigods' and 'dnmken satyrs' 
as against the 'everyday' persons of the New Attic Comedy. The 'everyday' 
person of the New Attic Theatre was one of reason; one who wanted to 
comprehend the seemingly irrational notion of justice embodied in traditional 
tragedy: the 'itnequal' 'distribution of good and bad fortune' (Nietzsche 
1956:80). The principle according to which Euripides operated was Socratic 
and its dictum, 'knowledge is virtue' or 'to be beautiful everything must be 
intelligible' (Nietzsche 1956:83). Nietzsche refers to the 'audacious 
reasonableness' (Nietzsche 1956:83) of Eilripides and states that 'Euripides 
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as a poet is essentially an echo of his own conscious knowledge' (Nietzsche 
1956:85). 

Siener in die suburbs (1981) is not a moral play, it does not dramatise 
an intelligible world of effects with intelligible causes. The whole play 
centres around a vision. Tjokkie's talent to see the future is in itself 
something inexplicable. On the bases of this vision the character Giel bets, 
against all odds, his life's savings on the outsider horse, Natty Tatty. Tiemie 
makes love to the ducktail, Jakes, although she despises the idea of a life 
with him in the suburbs. People act contrary to what they consciously want. 
Central to this absurd world is the motif of love: love for others, self love, 
self interest and sexuality, is what drives people, and inscribed in this love is 
blood, pain and betrayal. Ma summarises this when she says: 

I'm sitting between the kinds (of love), it seems to  me Where the one type hurts, 
the other makes good, where the one pleases, the other pains (Du Plessis 
1981 42) 

and she warns against too much love: too much leads to hurt. 
Jakes refers to himself as 'a goat for love' (Du Plessis 198 1 :3 1) and it 

is on the basis of love that he demands h ~ s  place within this family. When 
Ma asks him what he knows about love, he answers: 

Because I jump the iron and because I'm a bit with-it the old lady thinks I do not 
know those things? My outsides are not nice to the old lady, but in my insides 
there are things working Love is love (Du Plessis 198 1 :45) 

He points to the fact that the love coming from the insides is working a bit on 
the strong side in his and the old lady's case (Du Plessis 1981 :46). 

Tiemie points out to him that his so-called love for her was nothing 
other than a selfish search to have a child with a mother of class. Love is 
irrational, its reasons may be construed from Jakes's need for a family, for 
respect, whatever. The point is, there is nothing that can be done to prevent 
the violence and hurt of love. 

The last scenes are central to the reading of this play as tragedy. While 
the seven-single 'Sugar-Sugar' is playing, Tiemie is killed by Jakes inside 
the house and Tjokkie kills himself underneath the car. Jakes appears with a 
bloody altar cloth which he throws in Ma's face muttering: 'There is your 
bloody love' (Du Plessis 1981:56). Ma then says to herself: 'There is blood 
on it ... there is always blood on it' (Du Plessis 1981:56). The words on the 
altar cloth 'God is Love' @u Plessis 198 1 :30) and the violence indicated by 
the blood, signify God's (and by implication Reason's) absence in the world, 
but also on a deeper level, God's presence in what is beyond reason. It states 
the deeper reality of Dionysian ecstasy. Blood and love, death and sexuality, 
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are the intertwined instincts through which the amoral 'artist-god' expresses 
'in the good and in the bad, his own joy and glow' (Nietzsche 195622) It 
points to the triumph of pessimist laughter, the mindless omnipotence of the 
dramatist who tears his characters apart through Jakes, the character who is 
seeking justice. The blood on his hands and the altar cloth is the answer to 
his search. 'God is love' (Du Plessis 1981:30) and 'there is always blood on 
God's love' (my reformulation of Du Plessis 1981:56) are statements of 
universality, It is this universality, the alway.~ in Ma's words, which makes 
this play an example of a ritual rather than a depiction of a particular 
historical and sociological reality as one finds in earlier Afiikaarls naturalist 
drama. 

While Jakes slaughters a screamillg Tienlie in the last act the popular 
seven single of the sixties 'Sugar, sugar' is playing. Music, especially folk 
music, represents 'in the lughest degree a universal language' (Nietzsche 
1956:lOl) The music in S ~ m e r  in die suburbs precedes the last words: 
'There is always blood on it' (Du Plessis 1981:56) which fonnulates the 
universal condition. 

In Siener in die suburbs, Tjokkie and h s  half-sister, Tiemie, reject 
their suburbs environment, which implies a repression of the 'arges' of 
'nature'. Tiemie, who does not know who her father is, is described as 
beautiful and intelligent. She was always in the A class at school. She 
therefore has the qualities to escape from the suburbs. She is repeating her 
own tragic history though in falling pregnant with the child of Jakes: 

r~emle  Llttle Brother, ~f 1 have t h ~ s  chlld now it would be the same as me I do 

not want it l ~ k e  that I I d~dn' t  want ~t I hated Mother too much about myself 

when they discovered the truth at school (Du Pless~s 1981 24) 

T ~ e m ~ e  Ma, 1 cannot marry Jakes I do not want to llve here 1 do not want thls 
I~fe, also not the men, Ma I do not want a husband who comes home drunk if 

he comes home be~ng abused w ~ t h  l~ttle ones I do not want to be old before my 
tlme Ma, you know, they do not know about us at work, they thlnk we do not 
exlst they laugh when they hear of us, or they do not know where to look when 
they hear where I llve They are embarrassed about us-us They do not know 
about us They do not know how we live or what we feel They do not know I 
want to be known, Ma, I do not want to d ~ e  like a dog, I want to  be known I 

so desperately wanted to be known (Du PIess~s 1981 26) 

Tiernie is driven by the desire to be, to be representable, to be part of a class 
and a life where she wodd signify. She wants to transcend her 'annihilation' 
as 'individual'. She embodies the struggle between nature and civilisation. 
Jakes fonnulates this struggle in Tiemie: 
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You are ashamed of your ducktail, but that is not all You do not have the guts .. 
You do not have the guts to say that you are crazy about a low class bastard You 
do not have the guts to admit how you grabbed your ducktail on those Saturday 
nights (Du Plessis 1981.52f). 

Jakes also wants to enter the realm of representation: he wants a class 
mother for his child. Tiemie is that class mother. The way in which he is 
looked down upon by Tjokkie and Tielnie motivates his vengeance on this 
family. Tjokkie calls him a 'nobody' and 'low class'. It is against this 
background that he is searching for justice. 

At the root of signification is the presence of the father. Tiemie's search 
for meaning relates to the absence of a father: 'Little brother I don't know 
who my father is' (Du Plessis 1981 :24). Jakes never felt that lie had f. a dther: 
'I was never my father's son' (Du Plessis 1981:49). He feels he will get the 
recognition he desires through a son: 'He looks up to you' (Du Plessis 
1981:48). The hawker and gambler, Giel who lives with Ma in sin, exploits 
the social need for father figures by selling proverbs such as 'What is a 
house without a father' (Du Plessis 198 1 : 15). 

The father ultimately, though, signifies fate and death. In his vision, 
Tjoklue sees a man at the gate, a man with a unifonn, looking half-familiar. 
He sees himself leaving with this man and inviting Tiemie to join them. This 
vision indicates his wish to re-unite with the dead father. It translates in liis 
own and Tiemie's death: he co~nmits suicide underneath the car and Tiemie 
is killed by Jakes. The escape from the suburbs is ultimately an escape into 
death. 

The only character who benefits from Tjokkie's vision is the gambler, 
Giel. He placed all his money on the race-horse Natty Tatty, the grey 
outsider with not much of a chance to win-the ash-coloured duck of 
Tjokkie's dream. This points to the role of fate in the lives of the characters. 
It is fate rather than naturalist determinism which is decisive. According to 
Nietzsche, Moira (fate) is 'enthroned above gods and men as eternal justice' 
(Du Plessis 198 1 :69). 

Tjokkie explicitly refers to this fate and its relation to his 'talent' to see 
the future: 

One cannot play around with this Just when you are trying to force the future in a 
direction, it will turn against you (Du Plessis 198 1.29). 

The quest for clarity about the fi~ture amongst the different characters leads 
to greater uncertainty, and the eventual complete destruction of the family: 
Tjokkie and Tielnie are punished because they thought they were better than 
their surroundings, Ma and Jakes are punished because they loved too 
intensely. But ultimately the hubris and destn~ction are a universal condition: 
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In Dawn Garisch's young adult novel Not another Love Story (fi-om which 
the title of this article is derived) published in 1994 but set some years earlier 
in apartheid South Afiica, the young reader encounters the reality of the 
impact of the Immorality Act when fifteen year-old Gail goes to stay with her 
Aunt Stella who is white and who is living illegally with Bert who is 
coloured, the impact of the appalling workmg conditions in the mines, and 
the impact of the colour bar. The reader is also immediately involved in the 
controversy surrounding the relationship of writing to political change. Gail, 
the narrator, enters a writing competition for a m a g m e  in which she 
investigates the relationship between lung cancer and asbestos mining. Her 
interest is sparked by the condition of her fiend Sarel, a miner who is dying 
of mesothelioma. Bert reads a draft of her essay and is impressed with her 
work: 

'You write well', he said. 'This is a very good standard, and I'm pleased to see 
you tackle something political'. This was news to me. I considered the issues to 
be medical, not political. 'If you want my advice, you should bring that out a bit 
more clearly. The asbestos companies were aware for many years of the link 
between asbestos and cancer, yet they blamed it on smoking and did nothing to 

' An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Association of University English 
Teachers of South Africa annual conference, Pietermaritzburg, July 9-13, 1995. 
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protect their workers Your friend Sarel would be well today if they had cared as 
much for people as they did for their profits' 

This was damning stuff, and I could see a place for it in my article. It meant some 
editing, and shifting around of passages, and I worked on it with Bert for the next 
few hours. The net result was sensational. I couldn't wait for Monday to show 
Mrs. Bolton 

Stella had a look at it too. 'It's very interesting, and well written', she said, 'But 
isn't it a bit too political for a school piece? It makes some pretty damning 
accusations, too. If you were writing this for a magazine, you wouldn't want a 
libel suit from the asbestos companies You must be sure of your facts' 

Bert and Stella debate what is 'fact' and what is the manipulatio~l of facts as 
part of a power game, with Bert declaring that journalists must take risks and 
face the finng line 'Otherwise you might as well interv~ew cordon bleu chefs 
for Farr Lady or speculate about the sex lives of pop stars in Scope'. 

Stella in defence observes, 

Do you know how many times you've had your belly satisfied by a good recipe 
from Farr Lady', You would be awfully thin if I fed you from the edttorial page of 
the Cape Iimes Not everything in life is political, thank God (Garisch 1994 100- 
102) 

As it turns out the judges of the writing competition agree with Stella. Even 
Gail's mother, herself a writer, thinks the essay is too political and advises 
Gail to 'Leave that to the politicians' (Garisch 1994:126). 

This article locates contemporary South Afncan fiction written 
specifically for the young adult market, notably young readers between the 
ages of about 11 to about 16, from two equally important perspectives. One 
focus is on the significance of this relatively recent genre of literature whlch 
explores issues of identity-formation and the process of 'becoming'. The 
other focus is on the literary, social, and political significance of these texts, 
and the unique role they play in both the South Afncan literary arena, and in 
terms of social change within the country. Our use of the phrase 'more than 
just a love story' in the title serves to draw attention to the devaluation of 
books written for the adolescent as being necessarily limited to plots 
containing teenage romance, sexual exploration and angst with 'high interest 
and low vocabulary', written by people who could never write real books for 
an adult market, and received within a milieu driven solely by didactics, 
literacy development, entertainment as escapist strategy, the literary study of 
a novel only in terms of its being a set school text, or by those who see 
reading as being only for study purposes and not for pleasure. 
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In exploring young adult literature within a literary critical fiamework, 
we seek to render visible a literary genre which, while interrogative by 
nature, has traditionally been marginalised withm academic study. As well- 
known children's literature critic, k d a n  Chambers, observes in relation to 
talung seriously the literature that is read by children and young adults: 

We need a critical method which will take account of the child-reader, which will 
include him (sic.) rather than exclude him, which will help us to understand a 
book better and to discover the reader it seeks. We need a critical method which 
will tell us about the reader in the book (Chambers 1980 quoted in Sarland 
1991 :xi). 

At present there is only one major literary critical study that includes 
reference to 'the reader in the book' in South Afncan literature for children 
and young adults-Elwyn Jenkins' Chlldren ofthe Sun It is an important 
pioneering study in which the author himself indicates that there is need for 
much more scholarship in the area of South African children's literature. 
Reviews of this book also highlight this need (Krynauw 1993; Rosenthal 
1993). While there has been some attention to the political context of 
literature for children (e.g Shannon's Becoming Literafe/Becommng 
PoliticaI; Bacon's How Much Truth Do We Tell the Children?) this is still a 
relatively new area of investigation. Moreover, while there are a number of 
professional books for teachers related to the young adult novel (eg .  
Thornson's Understanding Teenagers Reading), and several which attend to 
ideologies expressed within such texts (Evans' Reading Againsl Raani;  
Sarland's Young People Reading: Culture and Response), there has been 
little literary critical work which specifically attends to the young adult novel 
as a 'real' novel and a literary genre in and of itself, to the writers of these 
novels as 'real' writers, or to the particularised 'uses' of literature in 
effecting or attempting to effect social change. 

As Jenluns (1994:136) observes in his consideration of the role of 
young adult literature and social change: 

Children are, or can be, less inhibited than adults. This has resulted in recent 
novels for teenagers, in depicting a tension between the mores of a conservative 
white society and child characters who intuitively reject them. The same may be 
said for children's book on the whole: they have gone where adult fiction has not 
Some of their themes, plots, subject matter and even genres have broadened 
South African English literature beyond what has been recognised by literary 
critics. 

Similarly Flockemann (1992:140) observes of the political significance of 
recent books within the young adult genre: 
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Many of these texts deal with a youthful protagonist's entry Into, exclusion from, 
or resistance to dominant hegemonies-the adolescent's 'rites of passage' into 
adulthood frequently sewing as an index of  contending South African gender, 
race and class 'realities' at different stages of its history 

Like Barbie's %end, Skipper who in a recent issues of Rarhie magazine 
(No. 3, 23 Nov. 1994), a magazine for much younger readers, is depicted 
flying into Afnca where she gazes out over the airstrip of Niamy, Niger asks 
'... But where are the elephants, the zebras, the giraffes?' many of the 
protagonists in the contemporary young adult novel in South Afhca are 
depicted in a state of 'becoming' through initiation, seeking as they are 
interpretations of a 'political landscape' that they are just entering. Consider 
for example, the initiation into and interpretation of the events of June 16, 
1976 in this political landscape depicted in the South Afn'can young adult 
novel. In some cases, the outsider status of these protagonists, like 
Skipper's, is highlighted in a literal way so that the events of June 16 are 
'interpreted' for the visitor to South f f i c a ,  as in Barbara Ludman's Day of 
the Kugel where Michelle, an American teenager is sent to stay with her aunt 
and uncle (a professor at Wits University), or in Barbara Baumann's Without 
a Conscience where Jayne, a young physiotherapist fiom a dull Canadian 
prairie town where the focus of conversation has been the bitterly cold 
weather arrives in Durban just prior to June 16. Similarly, the impact of 
racial integration in a secondary school in Pietemaritzburg is viewed 
through the eyes of Mark who returns to South Africa after a year in England 
with family which has been in exile in Dennis Bailey's Khetho. This outsider 
status is also used by Janet Smith in Joe Cassidy and the Red Hot Cha Cha 
where we see the changmg South Africa through the eyes of Diane who with 
her mother is returning to South Afhca after a period of eight years of exile 
in England where her father has been killed by a letter bomb. 

In other cases, the outsider status has nothing to do with being foreign, 
but is rather a type of coming of age or rite of passage for young people who 
have lived all of their lives in the world of apartheid, and where they are 
entering into a period of development distinctly interrogative, 'resistant' and 
urgent. Thus, a character such as Candy in Toecky Jones' Go Well, Stay 
Well is outraged to realise that her so-called liberal white parents will not 
allow Becky, a black girl from tht township, whom she has just met to visit 
her in her northern suburbs home. The strain on their liberalism is expressed 
in the mother's reservations about Becky coming to teach Candy Zulu: 

'You've asked this girl to  teach you Zulu?' 
'That's right. She's an ideal person, being a Zulu herself. It's tremendous luck to 
have found someone suitable at least .... Perhaps Becky could teach you Zulu as 
well, Mum' she suggested cunningly. Her mother was always saying how much 
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she wished she could speak an Acican language . 'Don't you think it's good 
idea, my having Zulu lessons'7' 
'Of course 1 do, dear I think it's an excellent idea, if you're really serious about 
it Only . ' Her mother smiled a little anxiously 
'Only?' Candy prompted. 
'Well, how can you be sure this glrl would be able to teach you properly I mean 
~ t ' s  not as ~f you know her at all, do you? And where would she teach you?' 
(Jones 1979 37-38) 

As the parents struggle to find reasons why it would be inappropriate and 
unwise for Becky to come to their ho~ne, Candy begins to reaiise the 
limitations of their liberalisln The events sitrro~inding June 16 are interpreted 
for the reader by Candy, insider to a privileged white wol-Id, and Becky, 
insider to the world of the townships. 

We also see the significance of June 16 in the 1980s as interpreted 
through the insider world of sixteen year-old Nicholas in Jane Rosenthal's 
Wake up S'inging, when he not only refuses to participate in cadets at school, 
but stays at home on June 16. His father, a military man, confronts Nick in 
the morning when he fails to appear in his school uniform: 

'I'm not going to school today,' he (Nick) announced, before they could react to 
his clothes 
'Is that so', said his father sarcastically 'You're going to hole up in Soweto?' 
'Hardly Dad Though I might be going to a memorial service there' 
'What1 ' 
'It's June 16, remember?' 
'Oh god, so 11 1s Turning to Clalre (hls wife), he went on, 'We're expecttng 
hardly anyone to come m today People can take a day's leave rf they want to' 
'A day's leave But there's a three day stayaway, Dad' 
'Are you bunklng school for three days?' HIS father was gettlng ratty agaln 
'No Just today I thought ~ t ' d  be the least I could do 
'Do' Is not golng to school doing somethlny?' 
' I  thlnk ~t 1s It's maklng a statement 
Too late Nick regretted opening h ~ s  mouth HIS father had put down h ~ s  shoe 
brush 
'Statement? Tell me, what is a statement" 
'About black education ' N ~ c k  started but Roy cut In, 'Black education? They 
should be goddamn gratehl for thelr schools-~t's the best bloody black 
education In Africa' (Rosenthal 1990 78) 

When Nick returns to school he is confronted by his ex-cadet master, 
Bossies, who accuses him of 'bunking' and 'celebrating' June 16. The 
sympathetic classroo~n teacher Longley, however, takes Bossies to task: 

'What do you mean, 'bunked', 'celebrated'? You should be more careful with 
your language' 
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'He bunked man', Bosstes tnststed 
'But he didn't celebrate Commemorate, observe One doesn't celebrate the death 
of hundreds of children' (Rosenthal 1990 88) 

In Elana Bregin's The Red-haired Khumalo we see this resistance as a 
conserving force in relation to the changes in the new South Afnca, complete 
with a newly constituted family that contains its own 'rainbow nation'. 
Chelsea cannot understand how or why her mother could suddenly run off 
and marry a black man, and offers arguments against this uluon that soiind 
remarkably like those of the 'liberal' parents of Candy in Go Well, Stay 
Well: 

'Mom-he's a black rnanl' Chelsea said despairingly He comes from a 

completely different culture to ours Don't you see7 It doesn't matter how 
wonderhi you think he is-its never going to work what happens when we 

starts wanting to  slaughter live goats and chickens in our garden for his Ancestor 
ceremonies?' she demanded. 'It's no good shaking your head at me Mom-they 
do that-it's their culture ' (Jones 1979.17) 

111 still other novels, it is not the characters but the readers who find 
themselves interrogating the hegemonic disco~~rses which create the world of 
the street child. This can be seen in Lesley Beake's The Strollers and 
Serena '.s Story, Jenny Robson's Mellow Yellow, or Sandra Braude's Mpho '.Y 
Story. Throughout all of these novels the interrogation and resistance 
characteristic of adolescence and of the young adult novel in other parts of 
the world provides a backdrop for a type of interrogation, and an urgeilcy 
characteristic of milch of the resistance literature of South Africa written for 
adults-from protest poetry and township theatre, to the works of the 
Gordiiners and Coetzees of this country. 

Even many of those stories which have an explicit 'love story' agenda 
such as those written as part of Heinemann's Heartbeats series where the 
pel-itext-i.e the cover art, the blurbs, and the insignias promise romance, 
the content is li~uch more interrogative through an explicit fonn of feminisin- 
in-action. Thus, the backcovers contain the following description: 

Heinernann Heartbeats look at iove in a thrilling and romantic way Titles include- 
African Sunrise, Star of Love, Circles of Gold, The Jasmine Candle and Stolen 
Kisses 

Meanwhile, the actual storylines often contain a strong 'political' agenda. 
Consider for example, Christine Botchway's When the Broken Sing where 
the peritext includes this storyline description: 
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Marabek is beautihl, but she won't let any man get close to her Osei sees that 
she hides a secret sorrow Can he unlock the past, and win her for his own? 

Marabek, we learn in the story, is a counsellor in a women's centre where 
she deals primarily with violence and wife abuse in a small African village. 
Her own secret sorrow refers to the violence and abuse that her father meted 
out to her mother, and it is only when Osei, a young doctor comes to the 
village that Marabek begins to confront her past. 

Metaphorically we see the particularised place of literature within 
social change presented in Barbara Banmann's novel Without a Con.rcience, 
written as part of an educational series for a young adult audience, and 
dealing with political events between 1976 and 1990. John Peele and Zuma, 
two black activists, disagree on how to best effect change. John Peele who 
has been educated in England suggests that the way to effect real change to 
Bantu education is to appeal to the consciences of the whites through artists: 

In England I learned that novelists, journalists, playwrights and actors are very 
important to society Their words act as an inner voice South African artists, 
both black and white can change the attitude of  the whites (Baumann 1992 28) 

His fellow activist disagrees: 

'Have you gone mad'' Zuma said .... 'What is all this talk about artists? Unrest is 
building in Soweto. We need people out there who really do something! 1 say that 
a demonstration is the only way to  make the whites listen. 

The room filled with whispering voices. Many of the people were at a loss to 
understand John Peele's words. the things he talked about-artists and the 
conscience of the whites were unknown to them. They understood their basic 
needs, like salaries, housing and education At the same time, Zuma's proposal to 
hold a demonstration frightened them Images of Sharpeville-the brutal scenes 
of police opening fire on anti-pass demonstrators were rekindled in their minds 
(Baumann 1992:28) 

In focusing on the 'inner voice' to be found in contemporary South African 
literature written specifically for the young adult market, we draw attention 
to the need to examine the role of literature as a type of social change-in- 
action, not only in terms of the politicisation of children and young adults in 
South Africa following 1976, but also in terms of social change where issues 
such as HIV and AIDS, the status of girls and women, and domestic violence 
are part of everyday reality. In situating the urgency and immediacy, general 
characteristics of the young adult novel in Australia, Great Britain, Canada 
and the United States, within the literature of protest and resistance in South 
Afnca, we would contend that these novels have played and continue to play 



a unique role both in terms of the South African literary arena, and in terrns 
of' social change within the country. 

Nowhere is this better exemplified than in South African young adult 
novelist Dianne Hofmeyr's winning the MNET literary award for Borkie, 
You Better Belreve It .  Although no newcomer to literary accolades, having 
been described by Elwyn Jenkins (1993:lOl) in his critical perspective on 
South African children's literature as being 'one of South Afnca best 
children's writers' and having won numerous book awards such as the 
Sanlam Silver and Sanlam Gold awards for When Whales Go Free and A 
lied Kite rn a Pale Sky respectively and the Maskew Miller Longman Young 
Africa series award in 1993 for Blue Train to the Moon, her MNET award 
represents a departure from her being regarded as 'just' a fine children's 
author and winner of awards designated for books for 'just' children and 
young adiilts While it is beyond the scope of this paper to investigate what 
counts as 'award-wisming writing' irrespective of whether it is the much 
sought after international Booker prize, the Pulitzer Prize, or a national prize, 
we use this recent public recognition of Hofmeyr's novel as 
acknowledgemellt of the value of a particular group of writers, a literary 
genre and a readership to political process. 

We highlight the significance of 'political process' here. On the one 
hand, some of the best South Amcan writing has been about politics, social 
change, protest and resistance. Indeed, the award of the Nobel Prize for 
literature to Nadine Gordimer is a good example of this, and who codd deny 
the social and political significance of the late Barney Simon's work in South 
African theatre? On the other hand, the role of serious literature when it 
involves a non-adult audience brings into question from some-teachers, 
librarians and parents, the people who do take children's culture senously- 
serious ethical issues. These include references to indoctrination, to writers 
joining bandwagons on AIDS, to the need for the politicisation of children. 
These also include charges laid against many writers, including wnters for 
children and young adults, that they are not writing from their own 
experience, so that, as one person who works within the field of children's 
literature recently asked: 'What does Elana Brean know of newly 
constituted 'Rainbow Nation' families?' 

But, as Dianne Hofineyr explains in an interview (with Marion 
Marchand, Aug~~s t  1 1, 1994), she sees herself primarily as a novelist and not 
an educator. She observes that readers are still, after all, in search of a story, 
so that the 'issue' cannot take over the story: 

Stories based on facts like whaling or AIDS have to be researched carefully and 
often the first draft is read by an expert in the field to ensure accuracy. But the 
basis of the story needs to be visualised before the research, otherwise the story is 
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transparently a vehicle for 'education' Once a main character and storyline 
emerges, only then can research begin At that stage the two grow concurrently 
and often a small research detail can be a pivotal point in the story Readers might 
feel cheated if they picked up a book believing it to be a good story, and found it 
full of  didactic facts . A book should expose teenagers to sensitive issues but I 
don't believe it's the prerogative of the author to take sides or be intrusive Blue 
train to the moon is not a book on AIDS. It's a story about textures of 
relationships. About a girl questioning society and the rules that are imposed on 
her and at the same time dealing with changes in her emotional as well as 
intellectual powers. I don't even explain fully how Mario comes to be HIV 
positive so that an educator might see me as being neglectfirl Yet I think if the 
book were used in a classroom discussion, the teenagers themselves would come 
up with some very important and plausible answers 

In making this statement, Hofmeyr reminds us that, like writers of novels for 
'grown-ups', she is first and foremost a novelist and story teller, albeit on 
'the side of the line' that is less likely to be taken seriously by traditional 
literary criticism. That attention to genres of literature for children and young 
adults is frequently non-existent at scholarly conferences on literary 
criticism, that so few copies of award-winning books for these readers are 
stocked, even by the leading book-sellers, and that so few interviews are 
conducted, and even fewer reviews written, and those that are, frequently 
focus only on the content and not the literary merit of the works, all point to 
the serious lack of awareness in the critical mind of the value and 
significance of these 'middle brow' as Virginia Woolf would have it, texts. 
However, as Antony Easthope (1991) and others who work within Cultural 
Studies point out, the very interrogation of the divisions between high and 
low' literature, popular and serious literature, formulaic and non-formulaic 
literature, literature for adults and children is necessarily political. In South 
Afnca where more than half of the population is under the age of 15, where 
change in a new South Afiica is still in many ways 'visionary', and where 
topics of 'high interest' to young people are necessarily about the creation of 
this new landscape, social change is necessarily about a literary literacy at all 
levels. Consistellt with remarks made by Mbulelo Mzamane (1995) on 
English departments in transition in South African universities, the literature 
for children and young adults has particular literary and political significance. 

In conclusion, therefore, we return to Dawn Garisch's Not another 
Love Story: when her mother advises her to leave the political to the 
politicians, Gail consults a dictionary regarding the meaning of the words 
political and politician. 

She finds the definition in the Concise OED inadequate in its semantic 
sterility and observes, 'I couldn't help feeling that it left something unsaid' 
(Garisch 1994: 126). Perhaps we should take care to ensure that literary 
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criticism in South hf r i ca  cannot be similarly charged in leaving so~ne very 
important things unsaid. 
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Language and Apartheid: 
The Power of 
Minorities 

Elizabeth de Kadt 

Language is never neutral, and in a country such as South AfYica with its 
long history of political struggle, language will be all the more tied in to 
existing power relationships. Today, after the transition to democracy, 
structures forged under apartheid still exist and language is one of the means 
by which these continue to be perpetuated. Hence one of the urgent tasks of 
a future language policy is to clarify power relationships which are 
underpinned by language and in this way to open these up for change. 

However, to date no adequate model of the 'power of language', a 
precondition for such an analysis, has become available. Even though the 
topic of language and power has over the last ten years become a long 
overdue focus of discussion among some linguists-see for instance the 
investigations by Andersen (1988), Bourdieu (199l), Fairclough (1989), 
K a c h i ~ ~  (1986), Krarnarae et a1 (1984) and Wodak (1989)-most of these 
authors have not attempted to clarify the notion of power from a theoretical 
point of view, and have used substantially different approaches, which 
renders comparison difficult. This becomes less surprising when one h ~ m s  to 
the neiglrbouring discipli~les of sociology and politics, for even theoreticians 
such as Lukes (1974), Galbraith (1986), Foucault (1984, 1986) and Connolly 
(1983) have not succeeded in defiking the notion of 'power' unequivocally. 
Indeed, Connolly (1983:149-150) cor~cludes that the notion of power is 
'essentially contested' and that a generally accepted definition of power is 
unlikely. Hence it seems appropriate, when considering the 'power of 
langaage', to admit the problems of definition and the contested nafure of 
'power', so as to turn this into an advantage by considering different 
perspectives on the 'power of language'. 
-- 
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On the basis of these considerations I draw the following conclusions 
(see de Kadt 1991 for a detailed discussion): 

1. In spite of the suggestive power of the phrase 'power of language', 
language in itself never possesses power. Rather it is individual languages, in 
their individual societal locus, which exercise power-and this power is a 
function of the roles of these languages in 'their' society: a language 
mediates the power relationships of its social context. 

2. Three aspects of the 'power of language' can be differentiated. On the one 
hand, the 'overt' exercise of power (Lukes 1974:24) results in the 
'pragmatic' and the 'symbolic' power of language. A language has 
pragmatic power insofar as it is used as means of commu~llcation (in the 
widest sense of the word) in a society, and the domains of usage rather than 
the simple number of speakers will give the clearest indication of pragmatic 
power. A language has symbolic power insofar as it is esteemed in its social 
context. ' h s  symbolic power draws on the emotive and symbolic aspects of 
language and can also be negative in impact. On the other hand the 'covert' 
exercise of power (Lukes 1974:24) results in what will here be termed the 
'signitive' power of language, a power which language exercises over its 
speakers. This type of power is linked to the representation of 'reality' by 
language. In daily use values and concepts-indeed, an interpretation of 
world-are deposited in a language and perpetuate themselves. Anyone who 
uses this language adopts these values and concepts as well-usually 
unwittingly. In this way language contributes towards constihiting the 
apparently 'personal' world view of each subject. 

This is in brief the model of the 'power of language', on which the 
following analysis is based. The focus will be on changing power 
relationships in a changing multilingual society. To t h s  end two of the 
languages spoken in South Afhca, Afhkaans and German, will be discussed. 
To what extent and in what ways are these minority languages? 

Afrikaans and its future prospects in South Africa has featured 
prominently in newspaper and journal articles over the last five years. h1 
particular I have drawn on Beeld, Rapport, Die Burger, Ille Volksblad, 
WeekLy Mail and Guardian and Die Suid-Afrikaan (Albrecht 1992; 
anonymous 1994; Coetzee/Mare 1993; Degenaar 1994; De Jong 1992; 
Swanepoel 1995) as well as the numerous scientific publications (e.g. 
Alexander 1989, 1994; Coetzee 1990; Du Plessis 1992; Heugh 1995; Kotze 
1995a, 1995b; McConnick 1995; PokpasIVan Gensen 1992; Ponelis 1994; 
Reagan 1995; Stone 1995; Swanepoel 1992; Van Heerden 1994; Van 
Rensburg 1992; Webb 1992, 1995). My point of departure is the period 
leading up to 1992. 
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A first difficulty of interpretation reveals the centrality of considera- 
tions of power in the debate. In nearly all the documents discussing Afri- 
kaans or the hture of Afnkaans, the word 'Afhkaans' is used with two diffe- 
rent meanings: at times the language as a whole is meant, at times-without 
this being mentioned--only one variety of Afi.lkaans, only 'Standard ffi- 
kaans', the variety used in the public domain. It is always necessary to ascer- 
tain the exact meaning of the word 'Afnkaans' in its particular context, for it 
is not Afnkaans as such which has power (as implied by the unqualified use 
of 'Afrikaans'), rather it is Standard Afiikaans which has power. A second 
difficulty is the one-sidedness of the sources: with some few exceptions it is 
the promoters and users of Standard ffikaans who debate the future of ff i-  
kaans. Thls bias is a further indication of the power of Standard Afrikaans as 
sustained by a well-developed infrastructure. Every analysis of the power of 
Afnkaans-and, clearly, ~s present one as well-cannot but pay greater 
attention to Standard Afhkaans rather than to the non-standard varieties. By 
merely participating in the debate the existing discourse structures are 
utilised and hence the existing power structures once again perpetuated. 

The power of m a a n s  during apartheid was characterised by an 
imbalance between pragmatic and symbolic power. The clear and detailed 
summary of numbers of speakers and domains of use by Webb, Dirven and 
Kock (1995:25-68) demonstrates the language's pragmatic power-with the 
reservation that the authors are actually refemng to Afikaans as a whole 
only when the general statistics on number of speakers etc. are presented. 
Once domains of usage are discussed-and as noted above it is the domains 
which really inform as to the pragmatic power of a language-the reference 
is to Standard Afrikaans. Clearly the use of Afrikaans prescribed by law for 
the public domains (politics, public service, law-courts, television and radio 
including advertising which is broadcast) is not only a matter of status or 
'freedom, rights and privileges' (vryheid, regte en voorregte) (Webb et al. 
1995:46), but also of the economic protection of (some) speakers of 
(Standard) Afrikaans. The use of Afiikaans as a language of technology and 
science draws on some forty years' work at developing the requisite 
scientific-technical terminology. The numerous language organisations such 
as the Akademie, the FAK etc. which continue to watch over the interests of 
Afrikaans recall the earlier roles of the all-important language movements 
and the substantial financial input required for any language development. 
The existence of a developed language variety such as Standard Afnkaans 
presupposes economic and commercial interests which are in a position and 
willing to cany at least part of the costs. 

Nevertheless the pragmatic power of (Standard) Afnkaans in the 
1980s showed significant gaps, most noticeably in education: very few black 
pupils used the language as medium of instruction at school. The much- 
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discussed symbolic power of Afnkaans provides an explanation. Through the 
perceived link to Afnkaner nationalism, Standard Afhkaans has been 
politicised to such an extent that, following on the events of 1976, a neutral 
use of the language is no longer possible: whoever is not explicitly against it, 
creates the appearance of being for it. The symbolic meaning of Afrikaans- 
and hence its symbolic power-is similarly polarised, leading either to 
passionate identification or to an equally strong rejection. For the Afnkaner 
nationalist, Afiikaans, the successful symbol of Afnkaner identity, became 
the mythologised 'language miracle', and in A6ikaner thought was 
depoliticised. Those, on the other hand, who experienced on a daily base the 
effects of Afnkaner politics, rejected together with this depoliticisation 
Afiikaans itself as the 'language of the oppressor'. The clash of two so 
strongly felt interpretations led at times to vehement reactions: some felt their 
own identity endangered through the rejection of their language, others 
withdrew  om the language by all possible means. This clash finally 
triggered off the Soweto-riots in 1976. 

There has been much discussion of the pragmatic and symbolic power 
of Ahkaans, albeit in somewhat other terms; but as yet little consideration 
of the 'signitive' power of Afiikaans, doubtless because this is exercised 
covertly. Yet the confusion mentioned above between 'Afrikaans' and 
'Standard W a a n s '  is a clear instance of signitive power. In that tlus 
confusion can only be avoided by a very conscious critical awareness, often 
leading to what one feels is clumsiness and redundancy in expression, 
language-and discourse-exercises power over its users. Only recently 
have South f i c a n s  begun to investigate the 'apartheid experience of world' 
and its reflexion in South Afilcan languages. Here too it is doubtless also the 
polarisation around Ahkaans as discussed above which has led to such 
completely different results: the book-length investigation by Dirven (1995) 
comes to the 'extremely surprising conclusion that apartheid ideology has 
found no reflection in Afiikaans metaphors ...' (die uiters verrassende 
slotsom dat die apartheidsideologie geen neerslag gevind het in Afrikaanse 
metafore . .  nie) (Swanepoel 1995:48), whereas van Heerden (1994) focuses 
on racial pejoatives as used in Afnkaans literature and the impossibility of 
simply 'disinfecting' (1994:71) works of literature by replacing these words. 
It would seem likely that the 'apartheid experience of world' would involve 
a tendency to create human relationships on the basis of race and of 
difference rather than of similarity. However, it is possible that precisely the 
political exposure of &aans (in contrast to other languages, which might 
more easily be felt to be neutral) may contribute to creating an awareness of 
the language's signitive power-even if almost exclusively with those 
critical ofthe system. For example the Afiikaans authoress Marianne de 
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Jong, tnusmg on her contradictory relationship to her own language, has 
expressed such an awareness very clearly. 

In my academic work psychoanalysis taught me that it is language which precedes 
the individual, which can never belong to him because he or she, the individual, 
belongs from birth to the language. When I learn to say 'I', I also learn '1 child', 
'I daughter of my mother' and 'I female' In Afrikaans we also learnt 'I white'. 
[One could doubtlessly add. 'I white' or 'I black' or 'I coloured'] And so I 
experience my love for the language which I speak as ambiguous. I love it 
because it gives me identity, but I have to be distrustful because it constantly tries 
to make decisions for me, because it constantly tries to make me forget that its 
truths and values are full of history So to have a mother tongue means for me to 
protest in my language against my language . . . I .  

This type of thinking points to the urgent need to emancipate Standard 
Afnkaans from apartheid politics-and this, as van Heerden (1994) has 
pointed out, is only possible if one comes to terms with history which cannot 
but leave its tracks in language. 

In terms of the official language policy proclaimed in 1994, South 
Africa now has 1 1  official languages, and the Constitution is to safeguard the 
linguistic rights of the individual Hitherto the reality of this policy- 
guidelines for its implementation are presently being developed-has proved 
to be an increasing dominance of English, in the context of which Ali-ikaans 
has already suffered substantial restrictions of its pragmatic power. For 
instance, the politics of the counw are increasingly being conducted in 
English, in public and in the ministries. It is not a future role of Amkaans 
which is being denied, it is the claim to a special status. Hence the future of 
f ikaans  is likely to be on a regional basis. This is confinned by the new 
television policy announced by the SABC, which will reduce the exposure of 
Ahkaans considerably-and this will in the long nin certainly have 
consequences for usage patterns of Afnkaans Just as foreseen by the 
participants in the reformist 'gesprek oor Ahkaans' of the 1980s, the 
pragmatic power of Afkkaans will diminish substantially. 

The reaction of mother tongue speakers of Afrikaans to these changes 
is also completely polarised. With the initiation' of the 'Stigting vir 
- 

' Die psigoanaliese het my in my akademiese werk geleer dat taal dit is wat die individu 
voorafgaan, wat nooit aan horn kan behoort nie omdat hy of sy, die individu, vanaf 
geboorte aan die taal behoort. As ek 'ek' leer sC, leer ek ook 'ek kind', 'ek dogter van my 
ma' en 'ek vroulik'. In Afrikaans het ons ook geleer 'ek wit' Daarom ervaar ek my liefde 
vir die taal wat ek praat as dubbelsinnig Ek het dit lief omdat dit my identiteit gee, maar 
ek moet dit met wantroue bejeen omdat dit gedurig probeer om my te bepaal, omdat dit 
gedurig probeer om my te laat vergeet dat sy waarhede en waardes vol geskiedenis sit. 
Om 'n moedertaal te hi?, beteken daarom dit vir my om in my taal teen my taal te 
protesteer (De Jong 1992:3 1). 

Afrikaans' in 1992 (generously supported by Afkkaans printing houses such 
as Perskor and representatives of the commercial sector such as Sanlam), a 
'Third Language Movement' has begun, following a well-tried tradition, but 
once again raising the question of the link between language and privilege. 
The Stigting has been very active, firstly in not missing any opportunity to 
defend and promote the use of Ahkaans (i.e. supporting its pragmatic 
power), generally in terms of the language rights clauses of the Interim 
Constitution. Individual protests are organised around particular issues, the 
topic of Afrikaans is kept ever-visible in the press. More significantly, 
however, a new vision of Afiikaans has been proclaimed: an attempt is being 
made to substitute a new symbolic meaning for the former contested one. As 
suggested by a small minority of Afkkaans-speakers during the 1980s, who 
used the concepts of 'opening' (oopstelling) and 'democratisation' 
(demokratisiering), Afnkaans is now being presented as the 'friendly 
language for everyday use' (die vriendelike gebruikstaal), in the expectation 
that in this way Afnkaans will become accessible for all speakers. 

It is doubtful whether the symbolic power of Afrikaans can be 
strengthened in this way. The 'Third Language Movement' may be very 
visible, but it is also very lonely; it represents a minority of Afrikaans- 
speakers. In the progressive language debate, on the other hand, Afrikaans is 
considered simply as one language among many and so is hardly mentioned. 
Hein Willemse has pointed out that the promoters of Afrikaans are in a 
considerable dilemma: 

The languages of the blacks are not lobbying for themselves So when Afrikaans 
begins to lobby for itself, it is accused of exclusivity and referred back to the other 
languages But when the champions (of Afrikaans) turn to the other languages, 
there is no purposehl programme which they could join 

The urge to reduce the status of f f ikaans  (and not, for example, of English) 
seems to be directed primarily against Standard Afrikaans, in that this variety 
has been experienced as an imposed minority language. It could be 
objected-as Ponelis (1994) has recently argued-that every official 
language has to be an standard language, and that hence the claims to power 
made on behalf of and by means of the 'culture variety of Afnkaans' are 
indeed legitimate. Such reasoning ignores the degree of politicisation of 
Standard Afnkaans. In spite of the subsequent attempts to sanitise this 
variety as a 'language miracle' and a 'friendly language', it cannot be easily 

Die swart tale lobby nie vir hulself nie. Dus as Afrikaans vir haarself begin lobby, word 
sy van eksklusiwiteit beskuldig en na die ander tale venvys. Draai die stryders na die 
ander tale, is daar geen doelgerigte program om mee saam te werk nie' (quoted in 
anonymous 1994). 
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forgotten by outsiders at least that Standard f f ikaans  was conceived and 
developed as an exclusive language and with decided political aims. What at 
first served the empowering of a minority cannot but turn against the same 
minority, given a change of political constellation. Even though the 
pragmatic power of Afnkaans has been reduced, history-and to be specific 
a history of empowerment and disempowerment-has left its traces in 
Standard &kaans; and history cannot be undone simply by declaring one 
symbol out-of-date and proposing a new (and equally depoliticised) symbol. 

Afnkaans is not in itself a minority language; as we are constantly 
reminded, it has substantial numbers of mother tongue speakers. Yet, in that 
one variety was isolated and developed into a political instrument against a 
background of exclusivity, a potential majority language reshaped itself into 
a minority language and into one of the means through which the actual 
majority of the country was disempowered. Every attempt to perpetuate the 
special status of what is now indeed a minority language, and especially 
through what appears to be a further negation of history, will be only too 
l~kely to be understood by the formerly disempowered as a renewed attempt 
to perpetuate political privilege. 

The second language to be discussed here is in every sense a minority 
language. During the first three hundred years of colonisation, most German- 
speakers arriving in South Africa were quickly assimilated; but especially in 
kwaZulu-Natal small rural communities came into being during the second 
half of the nineteenth century, some of whlch--unexpectedly-have 
retained the German language until today (see Bodenstein 1995; De Kadt 
1995). 

During the last fifty years, the pragmatic power of German has been 
greatly reduced by the removal of much of the earlier isolation of these 
settlements. At present these 'German-speakers' are typically multilinguals 
who use German in only a few domains: at home, for religious purposes and, 
to a limited extent, for schooling. Nevertheless, such retention of German 
over five or six generations is astonishing and must be attributed largely to 
its strong symbolic power: for these colonists it served to proclaim an own 
goup identity. By means of German, these settlers felt able to distinguish 
themselves from other English-speaking colonists on the one hand, and from 
the Zulu-speaking indigenous inhabitants on the other.. Tendencies and 
strateges discussed above become visible here as well: a polarisation in 
terms of otherness, and the mythologisation of language. In the minds of its 
speakers, German became depoliticised and associated with 'eternal' values 
such as decency, diligence, conscientiousness, honesty, closeness to the soil 
and faith. That these values are themselves historically mediated and largely 
products of nineteenth century Germany becomes invisible, as well as the 
relocation of the German language to a new Afjncan context. 

Why did these German colonists experience such a strong need to 
isolatethemselvesand perceive themselves as 'other'? Ceitainly, external 
factors must have contributed: it was whole families who emigrated and who 
settled in closed gro~ips, and economically these colonists were able to be 
more or less self-sufficient. Doubtless the rising German nationalism of the 
nineteenth century played a role, as well as the substantial class difference 
between the English-speaking 'gentlemen farmers' and the Nonh Geman 
peasants. But it would seem that the link between language and faith was 
decisive, as indicated by the fact that in each settlement the first commonal 
buildings to be erected were always church and school. (Many of these 
settlers were indeed Lutheran missionaries.) 

Two further factors then assisted the retention of this typically 
nineteenth century symbolism into the late twentieth century: the close links 
which were forged with Ahikaner Nationalism, and the economic power of 
modem Germany A number of German-speakers became prominent in the 
economic and commercial sectors in South Africa. This was not ~inimpoitant 
as regards preventing linguistic assimilation: for example, when schooling 
was taken over by the provinces, four years of teaching in German were 
maintained and are still permitted today in so-called 'German primay 
schools' Similarly, the 'German Festival Year 1992', commemorating the 
'German contribution to the development of South Ahca '  (Lantern 1992: 1 ; 
see also Pakendorf 1992) was supported by prominent industrial and 
commercial instances-as well as by the then Prime Minister. 

Yet the new political dispensation will doubtless accelerate the trend 
towards assimilation which can already be observed. The language is rapidly 
losing its symbolic power, as increasing numbers of young people reject this 
value system as an anachronism. In this regard, too, reactions are polarising: 
some German-speakers are consciously rejecting the exclusivity implied by 
being a tiny linguistic minority and accept linguistic assimilation as 
inevitable, whereas other groupings are vigorously attempting to maintain 
this minority status. The Vryheid community for example has recently 
completed a self-funded school hostel solely for German-speaking children. 
But at this stage in South Africa's history, such attempts have little chance of 
success in the long run, and these communities too, are likely to assimilate 
linguistically over the next two generations The clearest indication of this is 
the increasing trend towards marriages with speakers of other languages, and 
the gadual introduction of church services in English and ffikaans, 

The above article has analysed aspects of the power of two S o t h  
Amcan minority languages, Standard Ahikaans and German, as well as 
responses by speakers of these languages to the present period of social and 
political change. The choice of these two languages for discussion might well 
appear rather arbitriuy, and indeed as once again contributing to the 
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perpetuation of presently existing linguistic power. Yet, for a historical 
liogoist, Afiikaans and South African German are without doubt of 
significance, in that they have been involved in out of the ordinary linguistic 
developments in South Africa: on the one hand the emergence of a 'new 
language', the 'youngest Gennanic language', Afrikaans, and on the other, 
the ongoing maintenance of a minority immigration language, Gennan Our 
consideration of recent trends would seem to indicate that the symbolic 
power of these two langaages as offering a distinctive own identity, has been 
a crucial factor Both languages became characterised by a high degree of 
polarisation into 'self and 'other' and a refusal to dialogue in a meaningful 
way with this 'other'. The challenge of the new language policy has resulted 
in some renewed attempts at language maintenance, in which the old 
polarisation persists: openly in some German commu~ties,  and as a perhaps 
unrealised subtext among some speakers of Standard Afrikaans, in the 
attempt simply to submerge the past in a new symbolism. 
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[Plostmodernist positions or feminist positions are always already 
articulated by Black women because we experience, ahead of the 
general populations, many of the multiple struggles that 
subsequently become popularly expressed (for example, drugs in 
communities, teen pregnancies, struggle for control of one's 
body, one's labor, etc) Black feminist criticisms, then, perhaps 
more than many of the other feminisms, can be a praxis where 
theoretical positions and the crit~cism interact with the lived 
experience (p 55) 

Central to the modernist colonising arsenal was the hegemonic and coercive 
use of travel, map/boundary making, practices of naming and the extraction 
of slave labourluse- or exchange-value. Together with the (re)presentation of 
Empire as being racially superior, as civilised and having a civilising mission 
in the colonies, these instances effected the forced displacement/removal of 
indigenous people(s). In this context, 'theory' served to articulate the colonial 
order(s), bolstering the European political, economic and culttlral identities. 
After the protracted liberation struggles, 'post-coloniality' inaugurated the 
era of the developing of neocolonial and neonation arsenals, which, in the 
alternated forms of global capitalism and western culhiral hegemonies, 
continue to serve the same identities and regulate migrancy. 

In the context of 'gender politics' (p. 61), these mutating identities can 
be seen to ernanate from male dominance/domination and power. Since 
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nobody has experienced the real effects of male(d) force and authority like 
Black women, Black Women, Writing and Identity (1994) consciously 
unthreads some of these interrelated experiences, theorises Black women's 
identities, researches Afncan, Caribbean, U.S. and British Black women's 
writing crossculturally and deconstructs feminist, postcolonial and post- 
modem theories. 

Prominent in Boyce Davies's argument is the well-known position that 
male dominance has resulted in Black women's 'homelessness' and a sense 
of 'unbelongingness' (cf. pp. 84,87; Jeyifo 1990:33-47; Pany 1987:34; 
Mtikherjee 1990:6; Riley 1985). The 'contradictory contested spaces' which 
function as 'principal sites of domination and conflict' (p. 49) of Black 
women's 'misrecognition and alienation' (p. 113) generating 'homelessness' 
and 'unbelongingness' are: the 'compulsory domesticity and the enforcement 
of specific gendered relations' in the male-dominated home space (e.g, in the 
family/house/village) @. 65); experiences of (physical and psychic) abuse 
and injury (homelessness) in one's own home (and we may add, workplace); 
male(d) theoretical constructs of heritage, 'self, ... community, nation' @. 
49); deportations from imperial countries (pp. 96Q; the migrant's fallacy of 
idealising and romanticising homei (Grewal et al. 1980); practices which 
relegate women to the (same) status of slaves2 (pp. 750. 'Home' as space of 
harmony is here-see especially Black women's autobiography- 
deconstmcted in experience. 

I-Iomelessness, resulting fiom the enforced displacement of women 
through indenturing and/or their migrancy through choice leaves (especially 
first generation migrant) Black women to live as uprooted 'stranger- 
outsider[sI7 in the contradictory spaces of 'nowhereness and 
everywhereness', between 'back home' (the country of origin) and 'home" 
(the imperial country) (pp. 98,1,100-107; Bridglal 1988:88). In this context, 
'patriarchal immigration legislation' benefiting racist, patriarchal and class 
structures across boundaries, exploits women's labour, adding to their 
homelessness (p. 97; Amos & Parmar 1984). Even though some writings 
espouse home in cultural geographical llnks (the heritagelancestry 
relationship) between Afro-Americans or Afro-Caribbean people and Africa 
(p. 11 5; cf. Paule Marshall's Brown Girl, Brownstones 1959 and Praisesong 

' Black British women writers havd importantly contributed to the anti-imperialist 
critique of the meanings of empire, post-coloniality as project and the various 
nationalistic identifications of home (p 96ff) 

Like slavery in history, Black women's homelessness primarily results from the 
capitalist induced circulation of labour (workers), goods, services and information. 

Similar experiences are present in Wailing in rhe Twilight (Riley 1987), Going Back 
Home (Fuller 1992) and Boy-Sandwich (Gilroy 1989). 
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jbr the Widow 1983; Audrey Lorde's Zami 1982 which articulates her 
lesbian identity with Grenada's experience of U.S. hegemony), homelessness 
is also encountered here. This is due to the experiencing of Pan-Africanist, 
Black/African nationalist, Afi-ocentric and even ATrica-diaspora discourses 
as being 'totalizing [in] nature' and functioning like homelands or 
reservations similar to that under apartheid ( p  50; cf. Enloe 1990)~. Each 
fimctions as a 

singularly monolithic construction of an African theoretical homeland which asks 
for submergence or silencing of gender, sexuality or any other ideological stance 
or identity position which is not subsumed under BlacMAfrican national~sm (p 490 

One could, if your normative context is that of male(d) identity, 
conclude that the tragedy of Black women's lives and experience is that they 
do not have (an) identity. Wrong, says Boyce Davies. Since Black women 
do not have only one identity-coerced by patriarchy-but multiple 
identities, theorisings appropriate to their variable experiences and identities 
must be developed rather than the other way round. 

Boyce Davies faces up to this challenge by reviewing the validity of 
the 'visitor theory', theorising 'migrancy' as the dominant experience of 
Black women and developing her own notion of 'critical relationality' in 
terms of 'migrancy'. 

The 'visitor theory' (p. 46ff) articulates the way in which Black 
women have used and negotiated other established theories (e.g. feminism, 
postmodemism, nationalism, Afrocentrism, Marxism, etc.) in mapping their 
experiences, identities and critique. Drawing on the common practice of 
accompanying a visitor when leaving, 'a piece of the way'-the quality of 
the relationship determines the distance-Black women use other theories 
eclectically. The reason is that with all of them, their routes are 'cli~ttered 
with skeletons, enslavements, new dominations, unresolved tensions and 

' Even though Africa serves as 'imaginary/historical basis of identity or self-assertion' 
for the multi-ethnic imagined community of the Black diaspora 'cut off from their past', 
for Black women, it cannot pose as an 'unproblematic, sacred homeland' devoid of op- 
pressing nationalist discourses. Black women cannot respond positively when these Black 
nationalist discourses require that they 'accept their own oppressions as given'. 'accept 
commodification', abuse, death, silencing, rape, to allow race-based discourses, i.e 
BlacMmale discourses, to exist. Moreover, even though women have historically express- 
ed nationalist zeal and patriotism as well as played significant roles in nationalist struggies, 
often, they have been dispossessed in the documenting of these nationalist struggles, the 
shaping and reconstructing of new societies andlor the construction of (Black) nationalist 
discourses ( p  51) If they were included, it is quite certain that post-colonial nationalist 
constructions would have been quite different-especially since it would have included 
some of the issues (like critical relationality) Boyce Davies deals with. 
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contradictions' (p 46) Moreover, going 'all the way home' w ~ t h  
'theones/theonsts', 

inevitably places me in the 'homes' of people where I, as Black woman, will have 
to hnction either as maid or exotic, silenced courtesan, but definitively not as a 
theoretical equal Going all the way home with them means being installed in a 
distant place from my communities' (p 46) 

It seems to me that Boyce Davies's underlying argument is that it is 
precisely for these reasons that a theorising different from the 'visitor theory' 
and more akin to Black women's experiences (and identities) be developed. 
She does this by theorising from within the dominant governi~lg Black 
women's experience: 'migrancy'. 'Migrancy' (or 'diaspora') is preferred 
above Deleuze's (1977; cf. also Grossberg 1988 and Radway 1988) 
'nomadism', Hall's (1985) 'arbitrary' and 'articulation', Said's (1991) 
'travelling' and Bhabha's (1990; 1994) 'hybridity' theories, because these 
are still implicated by male(d) sites of 'speech, language and authority', 
serve as male and/or racial (white) prerogatives (e.g. 'travel'), operate 
tlnough hierarchical interpellations or because they do not treat agency in its 
senses of opposition and action (pp. 43f,46; cf. Wolff 1993). 'Migrancy', 
however, does not only account for the fact that '[mligration and exile are 
fi~nda~ne~ltal to human experience' to various degrees (pp. 4,128). Arising 
from the 'transnational dimension to black identity', spun by the 'slave 
trade' which had 'little regard for national boundaries' (p. 13; Hanchard 
1990:99), Boyce Davies's choice (following Hanchard) in theorising 
'inigrancy' signifies a csymbolic revolt agalnst the nation-state', and for that 
matter, any homogeneity or homologicity. 

In this context, she expands her notion of migancy with Anzaldua's 
of 'borderlmds'. Anzaldua's (1987:49) theorising of 'borderlands', 
articulates those incidences where 'two or more cultures edge each other, 
where people of different races, sexualities, classes, genders occupy the 
same territory' or 'where multiple identities collide and/or renegotiate space 
.... bourldaries [are] the sites of constant transition' (p. 16). 
Epistemologically, this means that knowledge is always 'situated' in 
boundary circumstances, is itself a 'boundary project' and subject to 
'mapping practices'. Moreover, Since boundaries are themselves unstable in 
migrant experience-they 'shift from within'-the knowledge they contain 
'remains generative, productive of meanings and bodies' (p. 66; cf. Harawav 
1991:230) As such, they both articulate 'the mJtiple discursive and political 
positions that subjects occupy or resist in a variety of given situations' and 
tile 'myriad possibilities and coilflicted spaces that are expressed in ... 

text[s]' (pp. 63,66). 

As each (Black woman) is displaced or migrates through choice, she 
leaves situations and moves to new circumstances for particular reasons-for 
liberatory reasons or in search of opportunity. Since she establishes new 
relations in each different situation, she negotiates and renegotiates her 
identities in terms of available subject positionings (pp. 13,18,49,500. Her 
identity is therefore always 'multiply', determined by all the past, present 
and Lture migratory experiences and relations and never closed Finding 
representation in Black women's writing, these must equally be read as 'a 
series of boundary crossings' in crosscultural, transnational, translocal and 
diaspora frameworks5 (p. 4), 

Articulating both the criticaVresistance and constructive/creative 
aspects of Black women's identity, Boyce Davies's theorising of 'critical 
relationality' then 

means negotiating, articulating and interrogating simultaneously a variety of 
resistant discourses relationally and depending on context, historical and political 
circumstances . . [which is] progressively multiply articulated in the face of a 
variety of dominant discourses (p. 47). 

In order to explain more comprehensively how 'critical relationality' 
accounts for migrant Black women's experiences and activities, Boyce 
Davies relates it to Becquer and Gatti's (1991) 'vogueing' and Haraway's 
'situated knowledges'. 'Vogueing' hnctions through 'syncretic articulation' 
or as a 

"syncretism", [which is inherently] "nntagonr.rtic", i e in relations which are 
animated by the partial presence of the other within the self, such that the 
differential identity of each term is at once enabled and prevented from full 
constitution (p. 48) 

'Vogueing' constitutes 'those articulatory discourse; which "traverse 
sexualities, genders, races, and classes in performance" in multiple ways' 
(p.48). In these complexes, all is repetition, which, in its poststn~cturalist 
sense, means that meaning is always unsettled, always open to new analyses 
as 'repetition brings necessarily a difference and deferral'.a~ld is never the 
repetition of the same (cf. Rojo 1984:43 10. 

- ' 
Ranging from more general accounts to studies focused more on Black women, 

contributions to the understanding of migratory consciousness concerning education, 
family life, history, migration, social and economic conditions, urban condit~ons, struggle, 
resistance, organisation, policing, agency, postures of servility, institutionalised prejudices 
ranging from racism, through sexism to intolerance towards aliens can be found in Bryan, 
Dadzie & Scafe (1985), Dabydeen & Tagoe (1988), Gilroy (1 976), Hiro ( 1992), James 
(1985), Mirza (1992), Ngcobo (1988), Saakana (1987). Wilson (1978) 
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That the critical and creative processes of 'critical relationality' never 
stop, is evident in the way Boyce Davies critically analyses, deconstructs 
and identifies new relations in the 'migration honor stories' (pp. 5,14,23f,27, 
30), languageithe tongue and signsilables like Black, Ahcan, ATncan- 
American, Black British, Minority, Latindo, West Indian, Carribean, Third 
World, alien, imigrant, etc. The 'migration horror stories' provide the 
possibility of showing how women traverse ideologies in re-mapping and re- 
naming, how they redefine geography6 in crossings makmg possible re- 
connections and invasions, how black women's migratory experiences 
permanently displace the tourist ideology of 'playful world travelling', how 
migrancy selves as creative impetus behind Black women's writing and 
critical movements and how they, through writing their migrancy and lives, 
move out of a culhre of silence and being silenced7. Language and the 
tongue are deconstructed to show that it is always open to women's 
articulation of their own experiences ('It's not everythmg you can talk, but 
...'), how writing and the black female body is related and how lesbian 
sexuality deconstructs the tongue @p. 152-165). The precariousness of the 
various signs are shown to be not only negative, degrading labels but can be 
used positively as they strategically aRvm various identities. They should, 
however, be analysed and interrogated on a continuous basis (pp. 5-14). 

On the question, then, where are women (or Boyce Davies's 
theorising) in postcoloniality and postmodernity? Boyce Davies says they 
are 'elsewhere doing something else'. The type of postcoloniality and 
postmodernism (and postmodem feminism) mobilised in Black Women, 
Wrrting and Identity, is neither a de-politicised multiplicity or hybridity, nor 
an AhcadBlack nationalism. As subjects who 

arelwere exploring their myriad identities outside of these discursive fields [they] 
have producedlare producing a different range of wonderfully textured 
articulations . .. They participate as pieces in a growing collage of textualities 
Their works exist more in the realm of the 'elsewhere' of diasporic imaginings 

Redefined geography is viewed as 'spaces [hnctioning as] locations or sites of 
contest, of flux, of change' [which] engender a 'consciousness' of 'crossing over', 
'"perpetual transition", plural personality which resists unitary paradigms and dualistic 
thinking .... [and] borders [as] those places where different cultures, identities, sexualities, 
classes, geographies, races, genders and so on collide or interchange' (p. 159. 

' Negatively, the migration horror stories reveal foreign countries's insensitivity and 
unsupportive attitude toward the writings by women of African descent and the 
publishing of such writings, governments's inflexible attitude toward the family life of 
migrants, western holiday makers's insensitivity to histories of colonialism and their 
exploitive attitude towards Other cultures, African-Americans's predicament of fighting 
their own kin when joining the U.S army and patriarchy's silencing of women. 
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than the precisely locatable. Much of i t  is therefore orientated to articulating 
presences and histories across a variety of boundaries imposed by colonizers, but 
also by men, the elders and other authorized figures in their various societies (p 
88) 

Politicised, Black women's migralry facilitates the displacing of patriaichal 
systems and the creation of 'uprising textualities'. 

'Uprising textualities' (pp. 107-1 12) indicates that Black women's 
multiple identities articulated in webs of significance are and oiight to be 
produced to challenge, displace and ~~ltimately replace patriarchy's authority, 
power and domination. Black women caught up in closed systems of 
'imperialism which eschews colonial borders, systems, separations, 
ideologies, structures of domination' must here, as part of their 'uprisi~~g' 
realise the 'politics of the possible' (Sangan 1987), assertively represent 
themselves and empower one another to realise the liberating potential of a 
theorised 'migrancy' beyond the 'constraints of circumscribing definitions' 
(pp. 108,112). 

On her own position on postcoloniality, Boyce Davies says that for 
her, 

postcoloniality represents a misnaming of current realties, it is too premature a 
formulation, it is too totalizing, it erroneously contains decolonizing discourses, it 
re-males and re-centers resistant discourses by women and attempts to submerge 
a host of uprising textualities, it has to be historicized and placed in the context of 
a variety of historical resistances to colonialism, it reveals the malaise of some 
Western intellectuals caught behind the posts and unable to move to new andlor 
more promising re-/articulations (p 8 1) 

Central to Black Women, Wrrfing and Ident~ty's postmodemism, is 
the articulation of 'agency' as constitutive of their 'uprising textualities'. 
Boyce Davies refers to Susan Hekman (1 99 1 :5 1 ; p. 4 1 ) who argues that: 

Postmodernism articulates a subject that is subjected to multiple discursive 
formations But elements of the postmodern critique address the ethical issue that 
feminism raises: the need to retain agency. They thus posit a subject that is capa- 
ble of resistance and political action. This conception of the subject is articulated 
not by retaining a Cartesian concept of agency but by emphasizing that subjects 
who are subjected to multiple discursive influences create modes of resistance to 
those discourses out of the elements of the very discourses that shape them 

She also quotes Teresa Ebert (1 99 1 : 1 15) with approval who refers to this as 
'resistance postmodemism', which 

is not a 'logic' but a o.iticl~ie of late capitalism based on a social and historical 
rather than a textual theory of difference as the site of social conflict and struggle 
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Here, 'resistance post~nodenlism' is an 'oppositional political practice: an 
interventionist and transformative critique of ... culture under the sign of late 
capitalism' (Ebert 199 1: 115; p. 42). 

Boyce Davies also replaces the refracted decentred/postmodern 
subject (arising from radical diasporic elsewheres), here, with 
'agent'l'agency'. Social agency allows for the re-connection of theads of 
refractedness to political, meaning and ethical realities in which people 
actually live and actually experience things (cf. Smith 1988). Such re- 
co~mections, again, allow for performances of resistance, traversal, the 
challenging of repressive political, denominational subjectivities and a view 
of the 'radical Black [female] dia.vpor~c subjectivity' or agency as always 
being in process (hooks 1990: 15-22; Hekman 1991:44-63). 'As "elsewheres 
denotes movement", Black female subjectivity asserts agency as it crosses 
the borders, jounleys, migrates and so re-claims as it re-asserts' (p. 37; 
Hanchard 1991: 101). 

In the context of postmodernism's pessimism and inability to name the 
current theoretical or academic conditions (pp. 1070, Black women not only 
name oppressions but also find voices in the "'elsewhere" of rearticulated 
worlds, operating on the same poles as "maroon societies", "slave 
rebellions", "underground railroads"'. It also links up with the language, 
innovation and energy of Rastafari and certain strands of rap music (pp. 
108f). The 'i~prisi~lg' consciousness 'moves us out of postcoloniality and the 
state of "postness" or "afiemess" and into a more radical consciousness of 
our creativity' (p. 110). Such creativity is present in real resistmce lead by 
black women (in contexts of sexuality, politics, culture, etc ), those writing 
or using photogaphy, film, art, performance to convey their multiple 
joi~rneys (from the Caribbean to England for exa~nple), their sojoums (in 
England) and how these experie~lces refract and belie the well-defined 
imperial identity (cf. p. 11 I). 

The performativeiactivist basis of much of the creativity of Black British women 
writers frees the creative to exist outside of the academy and . . in the practical, 
pedagogic and experie~~tial community contexts Thus a great deal of the work is 
produced in workshops, small groups and community organizi~tions, and as such 
constantly escapes institutional and publication-oriented identifications (p 1 1 1) .  

Writing out of their current experience of the former colonial 'homeland' 
(Britain), Black British wornen rebelliously articulate temporalities and 
locatiolls outside the paradigms set by men, white society, British literary 
establishments'. These 'different spaces' are the sites where women are 

encouraged to continue developi~lg and to work, write and speak here, 
outside the dominant 'master discourses' (pp. 122;89). 
- 
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'Black feminist politics' can become a truly 'oppositional, transform- 
ational, revolutionary discourse' if it 1) makes sharper distinctions within 
systems of domination and activates its principles practically; 2) consciously 
focuses its creative energies on 'sites of resistance' to liberate fiom 'multiple 
oppression: whiteness, maleness, bourgeois culture, heterosexuality, Anglo- 
centeredness'; 3) displaces dominant 'social conditions and processes' with 
social constructs currently rendered 'silent or invisible'; 4) distinguishes 
between 'activist Black feminists and conservative Black women scholars' 
and suppons 'those who are committed to social change and [not] those who 
want fuller participation in systems as they exist'; 5) makes sharper 
distinctions between Black feminist scholars of different alliances and 
locations (social position, class-position, privilege, etc.) (p. 27f). 

Dialectical journeys 'for long distances' and 'through homes', returns 
and 're-departures' (to one's heritage for example) enable the development 
of various new identities/subjectivities and homess (p. 107; Trinh Minh-ha 
1990). These complexes of critical resistance to patriarchy and creative 
theonsings of identities of self, home, community, nation (transnationally, 
transhistorically and crossculturally) are present in Black women's writings 
(drama, poetry and narrative). Apart kom briefer readings of numerous other 
writings by Black women, Boyce Davies illustrates it in her thorougli (re-) 
reading of Ama Ata Aidoo's Anowa (1970) and her intertextual tracings of 
representations of experiences in Paule Marshall's Brown Girl, Brownslones 
(1959), Praisesong for the Widow (1 983), Daughters (199 I), Jamaica 
Kincaid's At the Bottom of the River (1983), Annie John (1985) i,ecy 
(1991), Toni Monison's Beloved (1987) Sherley Arne Williams's De.s.vc~ 
Rose (1986), Marita Golden's Migrations of the Heart (1983), Long 
Dislance L f e  (1990) and Octavia Butler's Kindred (1979). 

In the southern Amcan experience of migratory moves to the cities (to 
provide labour for the mining industryhecause of natural disasterlin search 
of opportunity) or elsewhere (past forceful removals/evictions), the various 
forms of mobilitylconstraint which accompanied it impacted on Black 
women, men as well as families/groups of people. The constn~ctive 
possibilities which these migratory pasts hadhave for the creation of webs of 
significance, 'uprising textualities' in the female as well as the male colltexts 

- - 

' bell hooks (1984: 19) says in this regard that the 'meaning of "home" changes with the 
experience of decolonization, of radicalization. At times home is nowhere At times one 
knows only extreme estrangement and alienation. Then home is no longer just one place 
It is locations. Home is that place which enables and promotes varied and ever-changing 
perspectives, a place where one discovers new ways of seeing reality, frontiers of 
difference. One confronts and accepts dispersal, fragmentation as part of the construction 
of a new world order that reveals more hlly where we are, who we can become, an order 
that does not demand forgetting (p. 49). 



and more importantly for the migrant familyigroup, cannot be ignored In her 
rereading of Anowa, Boyce Davles had the opportunity to expand her 
theorising to include such relationships. 

Closely related to this issue is Boyce Davies7s strategy of positively 
articulating 'migrancy' At base arising from slave labour, and the various 
forms of patriarchal oppression inducing 'homelessness' and 'unbelonging- 
ness' she turns 'migancy' inside out, developing it positively as providing 
the avenues for the mobility through which critical relationality can in 
various situations develop in a web-like manner. Similar in strategy to 
Irigaray's (Speculum) of parasitic and ironic analogic mimicry, the question 
is whether this is politically effective: whether it does not, in its reproduction 
of the effects of male power and domination in 'migrancy7--even in its 
developing of 'uprising textualities'-leave the space open for male power 
to continue its domination in effecting migrancy in theor/ as well as in the 
material effects of male discourse for women9. 

The latter point raises the question whether Boyce Davies's critical 
theorising of the multiple identities/subjectivities of Black women has 
liberating potential in real terms for Black women in African contexts. I 
suggest that the challenge which her theory in our contexts has to address, is 
best formulated by Rose Waruhiu (1995: 140): 

They [Black women] have been brought up to exhibit the perceived feminine 
qualities of compliance and harmony. If they shed these attributes, and step out of 
prescribed roles, they find themselves undermined and continually on the 
defensive. This impairs their ability to communicate their case. They are diverted 
from 'concrete' issues; they cannot act decisively and forcehlly without criticism. 
While they may deal with personal and emotional conflict p~.ivately, displaying 
such ability in public is seen as aggressive. 

The assumption of Waruhiu's question is that for many Black women in 
African contexts/cultureslhouseholds, their attempt (individually but arguably 
more importantly collectively) at opposing and displacing patriarchal 
culture(s) may meet wit11 various fates. The only option remaining, then, is to 
continue in situations of 'homelesmess' and 'unbelongisgness' withoot 
positive results generated by 'uprising textualities'. It seems to me that here, 
War~ihiu is too pessimistic. As African Black women become more vocal in 
their writing/articulation of their experiences of colonialism, apartheid, 
various forms of patriarchy, we may find that much of what they have 

In th~s  context, 'the object (of speculation) would lose its stab~l~ty and thus unsettle the 
subject Itself If the woman cannot represent the ground, the earth, the ~nert or opaque 

matter to be appropriated or repressed, how can the subject be secure In ~ t s  status as a 
subject?' (MOI 1988 136) 

Black Women, Writing and /dt.nti[y 

already been doing during times of extreme duress, have created important 
alternative social bondings, economic strategies and structures, practices in 
fields of education, their familieslgro~lp(s) (which may be quite different 
from westedwhite feminist theorisings of female identitv) 

- 
,I Boyce Davies's theorisings provides important insights in how to 

articolate these alternatives constr~lctively. in southern Amcan academia, sach 
approaches. as processes, may amount to more than yet another 'cult~ral 
dogma' (Said 199 1 :247). Important, however, is to trace particular 
resistances of uprising textualities as it impact(ed) on class and race systems. 
Here, hegemonic practices underlying society can constructively be replaced 
with strands resonating with many of Boyce Davies's views. - -  . - 

I t  the tutere was in the past the prerogative of men (Obbo 198 1 : 143), 
the positionality of Black women's identities in Boyce Davies's theonsing 
importantly suggests that it is now available for Black women writing their 
lives and speaking their identities: 'it is not everything you can say, but . . '  
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Caution: 
Disciplinary Intersection 

Shane Moran 

Review Article 
Civilising Barbarians: Missionary Narrative and 
African Textual Response in Nineteenth-Century South Apica 
by Leon de Kock. 
Johannesburg: Witswatersrand University Press, 1996, 23 1 pp. 
ISBN 1868142981 

Civil~sing Barbarlanr is concemed with 'cultural exchange' @. 3) in a 
colonial context that dictated the terms of dialogue with such violence that 
oppressed interlocutors were forced to interpellate themselves within the 
deafening monologue of the coloniser. This involves tracing the interstitial 
'mediation, subversion or mimicry' (P. 27) of the essentialising 'discursive 
edifice' of colonialist discourse. De Kock's project joins the work of those 
attempting to develop Edward Said's discourse-oriented approach to colonial 
history, and shares with Robert Young's Wh~te Mythology (1990) and 
Colon~al Deslre (1995), and Saul Dubow's Illicit Unlon (1995) a 
preoccupation with the doxography of coloolalist discourse. The theoretical 
works of Michel Foucault, Clifford Geertz, Hayden White, Richard Rorty, 
Homi Bhabha, N -. 1 .  : Pratt, and the American New Historicists are 
invoked to le$:lmate a focus on 'colonialist discourse on its own terms, and 
not as an adjunct to material history' (p. 22). Like Foucault, De Kock is 
concemed with the domination of human behaviour through the regular 
procedures imposed by the civilising process, here in form of the educative 
control of the Lovedale missionaries who implemented knowledge as power. 

De Kock discusses the signifying dimensions of cultural exchange in a 
confessedly general and introductory work aiming 'to reveal the historical 
contingency and the literary constructedness of earlier attempts to pass 
discourse off as reality' (g  27). His approach to the 'South Amcan colonial 
order as a discursive event' (p. 21) is explicitly situated within the field of 
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colonial discourse analysis that has produced John and Jean Comaroff s, O/ 
Revelution and Revolufron (19911, and Clifton C. Crais's, The Muking of d e  
Coioniai Order (1992). The Comaroffs in particular are valued for their 
insistence on 'the subtle interplay of muttla1 influence and counter-influence 
between missionaries and their Afiican interlocutors', a discourse in which 
'hybrid forms of c,olonial identity emerged' (p. 13f,18) This approach is 
contrasted with an 'earlier emphasis on capital, class, and official politics' 
and is thought to be of more use than 'monolithic models sucll as a theory of 
class struggle' ( p  3,13). The new approach proceeds on the basis of 'a 
relationship between the "textual" a1d the "material" facets of histoly which 
recogiises the discursive basis of historical depiction' ( p  2 5 )  Working with 
the 'more thoroughgoing sense of "historicism'" (p. 37) associated with New 
Historicism is felt to be an improvement on ideology critique. 

Despite being impatient with the category of class, De Kock is 
concerned to draw on the powerful Marxist critique of 'South Africans of 
Englisll persuasion [who] have enjoyed the perception of tliemselves as 
purveyors of liberal cosmopolitanis~n' because 

if you listen to debates today, in the post-apartheid age, within organisations such 
as the English Academy of Southern Africa, for example, that benign history, and 
that convenient liberal opposition to apartheid, is still called upon as though the 
Marxist debate about English capital's deep collusion with apartheid never 
occurred. 'English' in its institutional forms often still wishes to present itself as 
innocent of  a coercive colonial history for which it should bear any responsibility 
whatsoever (p. 19 I f )  

He could have gone on to mention the neo-liberal stralglel~old on Englisll 
literary journals in this country The critique of liberal colnplacency has 
marked out the best of De Kock's previous work which has shown him to be 
one of the more astute advocates of a critical engagement with theoiy. Tile 
present book shows Iris commitment to using theory to render explicit the 
presuppositions that underlie critical discourse. Whereas English literary 
studies looks at the results of colonisation in the foim of 'black literat~~re', 
De Kock significantly turns to 'describe some of the prior representational 
processes in which colonial subjectivity was negotiated' ( p  19) and froin 
which 'black writing in English' and African nationalis111 emerged. 

He attempts to fit theory to local concerns while problematising the 
referential presuppositions of standard histories, and so differs from those 
South African literary academics who dismiss theoretical concerns as 
lrlarginal and congratulate themselves on having unrnediated access to the 
primary materials that metropolitan theorists lack This 'Disciplinary 
Intersectiony-'the positioning of my research between literary theory and 
socio-historical enquiry' ( p  7)-is the contentious field he attempts to map 
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in an ambitious and challenging work that invites debate. In taking up this 
invitation I am going to break with the usual protocols of reviewing since the 
interest of De Kock's primary material speaks for itself and will guarantee a 
readership Rather I will limit my remarks to the following questions: What 
argument is made for the recognition of 'the discursive basis of l ~ s t ~ r i c a l  
depiction' and what does this mean for the 'material facets of history'? Once 
material history is marginahsed what prevents the reduction of general social 
conditions to the experience of individual subjects taken to represent a 
commonality of experience? What is the genealogy of the focus on 
discourse? 

De Kock concedes that Civilising Barbarians is one narrative among 
others, but one that can claim a 'greater degee of discursive reflexivity', 'the 
(unfair) advantage of metacritical awareness' ( p  27). Relativism is avoided 
because '[nlot all accounts are equal', and De Kock claims 'certain affinning 
values' ( p  27) for his own account. He gives two reasons for this, firstly a 
claim to linguistic self-consciousness: 

there are important interpretive turns in my argument in which I fashion my own 
literary tropes to reconfigure the history under discussion in terms opposed to and 
different from its surface narratives (p 26) 

Secondly, an argument from historical omniscience: 

That is, one has the advantage of hindsight and review along with developments 
in theories of knowledge and historiography (which are historically embedded) (p. 

In discussing such an order of discourse from the point of view of the late 
twentieth century, one has the advantage of sharing in theoretically sophisticated 
skepticism about metanarratives and totalising discourses in general (p 76) 

AR~rming the value of writerly self-consciousness before the rhetoricity of 
language is itself a familiar trope with a h i s to ry4ne  wluch always has its 
own blind-spot. However, isn't self-consciousness more than a wnterly trope 
when the doc~iments to be studied are the artifacts of black reaction to a 
colonising oppressor discourse? Surely methodologicd issues are joined by a 
moral imperative to respect the particularity of these counter-hegemowc 
traces; an imperative that is in tension with the pedagogical and theoretical 
need to use these texts as evidentiary exemplum and to generalise rules and 
norms of the greatest explanatory value? Isn't this situation itself historically 
and institutionally structured since the authorised academic persona is itself 
part of the historical process of oppression and dispossession under scrutiny? 
Even when one writes 'against the gain of that histoq's own legitimating 
- 
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terms' (p. 26) one is still writing with the historically complicit institutional 
validation of one's authorship. 

With this in mind I am unclear as to why De Kock claims that 
'metacritical awareness' is the preserve of contemporary writers and 'never 
available to historically embedded subjects who feature in b s  study' (p. 27). 
This contentious proposition effectively elides the very subject De Kock 
claims to be addressing, namely 'the orthodoxy of English as a dominant 
medium of educational discourse in South Afnca', and the institutionalisation 
of this discourse 'that was won by blood' ( p  290. Surely the presumption of 
'metacritical awareness' by the interpreter pre-empts the 

question of how institutional forms of English teaching, including university 
teaching, continued to be a central facet in the colonising process (p 191) 

The answer to this question is already prejudged: the 'metacritical 
awareness' that comes with theory can enable the contemporary author to 
transcend ideological complicity. This is a challengeable position, not least 
because the vantage point of historical presentism is itself a trope of 
teleological supremacy integral to colonialist discourse. It also begs the 
question of the institutionalisation of theory in the specific disciplinary 
context of the South Amcan academic division of labour; the institutionally 
amenable role of theory as a discourse of mastery, with its own canon of 
representative theorists, in the bureaucratisation of knowledge in the 
university. 

De Kock limits the field of investigation to 'narratives of what are 
taken to be facts and not unmediated facts themselves7, correctly pointing 
out that 'history is both discourse and event', and stresses that there is 
'always some purchase on reality' (p. 25): 

But the point bears emphasising that there is often an artificial distinction between 
the 'text' and its 'background', and between 'texts' and 'history' (p. 37). 

Such a New Historicist approach is contrasted with 'the historian's socio- 
empirical analysis'. Unlike the latter, the new historicism 'does not pretend 
to offer strictly diachronic and meticulously detailed empirical research on a 
micro-area of study' (p. 77,19). Now, the problem is that socio-historical 
analysis forms the basis for the Marxist revisionist historical accounts that 
De Kock wishes to supplement with analysis of discursive representation. De 
Kock draws on the explanatory power of the Marxian critique of liberalism 
at the same time as he questions its legitimacy. What is surprising is that no 
discussion of the limitations of revisionist arguments is given; they are 
simply homogenised as reducing everything to class and taken to be 



superseded by a more powelful hernenellt~c model that takes as its ob~ect 
'd~scourse' rather than 'matenahst h~story' 

To understand the constitution of the country as a particular configuration of 
differential relations involving land, power and culture, one needs more than the 
materialist version of history in which relations and forces of production and their 
articulation in social classes are explained (p 8) 

Apparently one doesn't need to argue for post-Mamism any more. Indeed 
the represeiltation of simplistic Marxists with their reductive oppositions and 
irionological narrative curiously resembles the strategy of the 1.ovedale 
missianaries who, thoiigli they were making empirical reports, were really 
enmeshed in rnetaphorical constructs detennined by a rigd binary structure: 

Typical of neo-classical, empirical rendering of knowledge, their [the 
rrlissionaries] mission was never to discover heterogeneity, but always to confirm 
"re-existent notions of the nature of 'reality' which they regarded as objectively 
true (p 820 

A linear narrative of academic progress assures that the revisionists, like the 
missio~~aries, have given way to more sophisticated theorists, and the 
Comaroffs and C:rais have supplanted Legassick et a1 But this narrative can 
cui the other way, as when Lagassick's critique of liberalism is reduced to a 
recent publication so that he can said to be 'following' (p. 191) Crais and 
Keegan: l.egassick, of course, published his seminal work in 1972 and 1974. 
A footnote pointiilg to Legassick's (1993) Solrrh African Historim1 ./ournu1 
review of Crais's book claims that Legassick responded with 'apparent 
approval' to the 'fresh synthesis' (p. 200) in South Afncan history This is 
one possible interpretation of Legassick's muted and troubled review, but is 
hardly enough to justify the presupposition of discot~rse theory superseding 
~llaterialist liistoriogiaphy. Neither does it take account of the more critical 
responses of Shula Marks and Jeff Peires to Crais's hermeneutic, which 
evidence the uneasy relationship between materialist historiographers and the 
newer discourse-oriented approach; 'naggng doubts', as Marks (1993:314) 
calls them. 

The place of discourse analysis in South Amcan historiography is 
treated by De Kock as if it did not have any history. In fact resistance to ma- 
terialist analysis has formed an important thread in South African socio-his- 
torical debates. In The Shaping ofSouth African Socrety (1979) Elphick and 
Giliomee advanced a modified frontier tradition thesis, Fredrickson's White 
.Supremacy (1981) emphasised racial attitudes, Puch focused on the lension 
between White Power and the Liheml Conscience (1984) and Tl~ompson's 
~~ul i t icnl  Mythology ofApartherd (1985) linked etlmic identity and national 
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identity. These historians looked at the historical dimension of ideas of ethnic 
and national supremacy integral to the ideology of apartheid, and distanced 
themselves from the reductionism of the materialist historians. J.M. Coetzee 
(1991) continued this line of argument by appealing to Thompson in his ela- 
boration of the personality of apartheid to criticise the materialist reduction- 
ism of Marxist hstoriogaphy Put bluntly, the emphasis on the doxography 
of racist conceptions and the genealogy of the colonialist discourse, rather 
than its material context, is a thread that links writers marginalising the role 
of socio-economic forces to those currently foregounding regimes of 
representation. The usehlness of the discursive approach in a South Africa 
marked by the nonracial aspects of colonialism, in whch non-discursive 
forces still structure a nonracial version of apartheid, is questionable. 

Awareness of the disciplinary context to Foucault's work suggests that 
De Kock's dehistoricisation of the Foucauldian inspired New Historicism is 
a way of granting it an unwarranted authority. The ecole &.c Annules, 
founded in 1929 by Marc Bloch and Lucien Febvre, foregrounded the 
arbitrariness of the sign and drew out the interconnected nature of cultural 
forces of an epoch in terms of rnentalrte.~, a code word for culh~re. The 
nouvelfe histoire of the Annalistes was a sociocultural history that attempted 
to uncover the deep structure of an epoch, and followed in the idealist 
tradition of cultural history rooted in the work of Burckhardt and Huizinga 
on the role of value forming elites. These historians prefigured the concerns 
and methodology of Foucault's epistemes, Geertz's cultural anthropology, 
Greenblatt's New Historicist wall to wall textuality, and the Comaroffs's 
dubious co-option of Grarnsci's notion of hegemony for their historical 
anthropolgy. Although Foucault rejected the linkage of his project to the 
structuralism of Levi-Strauss and Piaget it is clear that the notion of 
'discourse formations' extends the notion of epigenetic system to historical 
research, and so fillfils the mid-1960s hopes of Lucien Goldmann and A.-J. 

Greimas that structuralism would revolutionise historiography. The 
rethinking of historiography has a history which reveals that the stress on 
discourse was, and is, but one highly contentious option among others. 

De Kock omits to mention the substantial critiques of Michel Foucault', 

Gayatri Spivak (1983) goes so far as to argue that Foucault's strategy amounts to a 
complicity with dominating ideologies, and Homi Bhabha (1994:243) also notes the 
'Eurocentricity of Foucault's theory of cultural difference [that] is revealed in his insistent 
spatializing of the time of modernity'. For Said (1988:9f) Foucault's 'Eurocentrism was 
almost total, as if history took place only among a group of French and German thinkers'. 
De Kock (p. 200) references Foucault's theory of madness without any engagement with 
Derrida's well-known critique of Foucault's own binarism. Trenchant objections by 
MacIntyre (1990) and others to Foucault's genealogical method are simply excluded. 
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Geertz, and New ~is tor ic ism~.  The work of anthropologst Geertz shares 
New Historicism's preference for 'thick description' (i.e., anecdote) and is 
the theoretical source for the New Historicist perception of the 'artificial 
distinction between text and context'. For Geertz (1973) the text of culture 
and cultural exchange enables us to see a dimension of our own subjectivity, 
and culture is both text and context at the same time. In Geertz's approach 
interpretive meaning swallows causal analysis and might serve a 
conservative political fhnction. Perhaps theoretical reflexivity or metacritical 
awareness is not the only motivation behind the shift away from socio- 
economic analysis and towards cultural analysis. After all New Historicism 
has flourished in the period of ascendant U.S. hegemony that marked the 
conclusion of the cold war; a period in which the dominating super-power 
may have an interest in drawing attention away from the military and socio- 
economic elements of its domination. My point is that the very theories that 
De Kock draws upon are decontextualised to a degree that their filiations 
with Western hegemony and neo-liberal quietism are obscured3. 

The central importance of Hayden White to de Kock's (p. 179-81) confusing theory of 
'metaphorical discourse' as structuring antagonistic identities also raises questions. 
White's 'New Historicism' of the analytic tradition reduced history to written history, to 
the texts and practices of the historian. And what of the positive sense of metaphor 
stressed by Derrida, its drawing different elements into analogic participation on the basis 
of resemblance rather than identity: an equivalence integral to translation? Those 
engaged in 'historical materialism' have sought to challenge the demotion of agency in 
Greenblatt's New Historicist Renaissance studies. The British theorists Jonathan 
Dollimore (1989) and Allan Sinfield (1992), in the tradition of Benjamin's 'historical 
materialism' and Raymond Williams's 'cultural materialism', have distinguished their 
programme of cultural studies from New Historicism on the grounds that without some 
form of Marxian materialism aiming at the transfiguration of existing material conditions 
historicisation simply confirms the omnipotence of ideology. Put at its most schematic. 
New Historicists normalise their historical conjectures by contiguity, while cultural 
materialists seek to establish some form of causality. As Lynn Hunt (1990:102) notes of 
New Historicism the general stress on culture 'was a way of disengaging oneself from 
Marxism, or at least from the most unsatisfactory versions of economic and social 
reductionism' From this perspective Robert Young's (1996:170) criticism of New 
Historicism for containing 'difference, but not deferral', and of being in need of 'a certain ---. . - 
dislocating time interval', may not be the most incisive objection 

Recall that for the New Historicist Stephen Greenblatt (1991 :9) 'the momentous events 
of 1989 and 1990' mean that 'it is easier than at any time since the late fifteenth century 
to perceive all of the ways that Europe has a common culture and destiny'. This unifying 
narrative of the events of 1989 is less convincing than accounts that focus on the complex 
mixture of imperialism, nationalism and class alignments in the context of the collapse of the 
Eastern Block. Greenb1att.s grand narrative is an ideological component that contradicts 
Jameson's (199 1: 184) view that it is 'a shared writing practice rather than any ideological 
content or conviction that seems to mark [new historicism's] various participants'. 

One is, of course, free to take whatever is usehi from the various 
theories on offer but one still needs to respect differences and engage in 
critical discussion of theories which have material and discursive contexts 
that shape their production and reception Otherwise one risks granting 
authority and legitimacy to theorists who also function as reactionary 
ideologues. A striking example of this danger is De Kock's (p. 45) reference 
to the philosopher Richard Rorty, the libertarian champion of U.S. cultural 
supremacy, as the authority for the proposition that language is contingent. 
For Rorty what is right and just is pragmatically determined by what those in 
the dominant culture decide is right and just: the constitutive values of a 
culture and its traditions, which are always local and ethnocentric, determine 
what is and is not of value, and there are only ever good or bad 
ethnocentrisms. Rorty's cultural libertarianism, and the hypothesis of 
contingency, is linked to the fact of U.S. economic and military supremacy, 
and is part of an ideological position concerned to ensure that any 'common 
culture and destiny'l is one sanctioned by the U.S. Why the sensitivity of the 
South African academic to the ideological function of domestic intellectual 
discourse deserts him when reading metropolitan theorists is puzzling, 
particularly when the subject of analysis is supposed to be Western 
hegemony. 

These disappointments in combination with the following infelicities 
suggest De Kock's poor treatment at the hands of his editors: 1) the lack of 
distinction between 'Western metaphysics', 'Western Enlightenment', 
'Renaissance humanism' and 'Western modernity', 2) the presentation of 
'race', 'representation', 'narrative' and 'metaphor' as if they too lacked a 
history, 3) the rudimentary philosophical error of conflating 'identity' with 
'sameness' in the conceptualisation of Self and Other, 4) and the limited 
discussion of the gendered nature of colonial identity. 

It seems to me that the massive task of disentangling the complex 
threads of Western discursive and material domination must also involve 
problematising the notion of 'exchange' in 'cultural exchange'. 'Exchange' 
here appears to operate by analogy with economic exchange but is in fact 
dependent upon the prior institution of the socio-economrc system with its 
structuration by class and discourses. The very notion of 'cultural exchange' 

The prognosis of an emerging 'common culture and destiny' facilitated by an 
imperialising capitalism has precedents that include Norman Angell's fie Great Illusion 
(1910), and the 1914 work of the Czech Karl Kautsky who gave a Marxist interpretation 
to Angell's optimistic scenario of the Great Powers realising that war was not in their 
economic interests. In 1915 Lenin (1986:198) offered the following observation: the 
notion of 'ultra-imperialism' 'implies a tremendous mitigation of the contradictions of 
capitalism'. The same can be said of Greenblatt's vision of a common European culture 
and destiny. 



condenses an analogy that erases the history of economic discourse, and the 
relation of aesthetic and critical discourse to the commodification of the 
market and emergence of 'value'. If one wants to avoid complicity with neo- 
liberals acting as though the Marxist critique of English liberalism never 
occurred, then socio-economic analysis must remain an important element in 
any account of hegemonic ideologies aiming to demonstrate that racial 
capitalism was as much a cultural system as an economic one. Otherwise 
discourse analysis is likely to join the liberal-pluralist project of revaluing the 
identities of dominated social groups on the evidence of testimony and 
personal experience, a project that can all too easily reduce politics to 
representation and deteriorate into an identity politics which loses sight of 
the social conditions that constrict subject positions. 

Other theorists have learnt this lesson, perhaps too late. In the 
conciliatory introduction to his Tom Halves, Robert Young (1996:7) 
belatedly concedes that his own anti-Marxist work may have 'participated in 
a movement that became too successfi~l. Oppression, exploitation, and 
poverty now strike without risk of systematic challenge'. This cautionary 
example should be borne in mind by those working towards the production 
of a theoretically infonned study of oppressive discourses. But what I find 
more worrying is the dangerous lack of discourse between those of us 
sharing that goal with De Kock. This danger is, I think, attributable to the 
defensive and balkanised functioning of the various South Afncan academic 
communities that makes negotiating disciplinary intersections so hazardous 
and so necessary. As 'historically embedded subjects' ourselves, English 
literary theorists cannot lay claim to anything but the most bitter historical 
irony when asserting 'metacritical awareness'. 

Department of English 
University of Durban- Westville 

* My thanks to Jabulani Mkhize and Barbara Barkhuizen for their helpkl suggestions 
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The Black Diaspora 

The Black Diaspora 
by Ronald Segal 
London: Faber and Faber, 1995.477 pp 
ISBN: 0-571-1601-1 

Reviewed by Meredith M. Gadsby 
Binghamton University 

It is this epic quality, of the commitment to endure and resist, surmount and 
create, and above all else to be free, that has informed the culture of the Black 
Diaspora And it is the failure of so many blacks to value this culture in its 
integrity that in large measure keeps the Black Diaspora, and black America in 
particular, psychically so divided and subverted (p 363) 

This, according to Segal, is one of the most prevalent tragedies of African 
experience in the West. 

In the preface to The Black Diaspora, Robert Segal makes it clear that 
his work is not intended for scholarship. The white Jewish South &can 
scholar and activist argues that it is instead designed to catalyse interest - .  in 
the study of Mican peoples amongst those with little knowledge of the 
subject or who are looking for a point of departure. The thirteenth of his 
twelve books (among thein The Race War, The Crisis of India, and The 
Americans), it is decidedly 

mainly a synthesis that has drawn on the scholarship of others, with observations, 
a compass, and an argument of my own 

In no way a defmitive text, it was written to bridge the gap between 
'scattered' collections of essays and articles written by various scholars who 
succeeded only in 'tracing African tracks'. lbs was to be an entire text 
devoted to the development of the Black Diaspora from it's genesis in the 
Atlantic slave trade to the present day. 

Book Reviews 

Segal argues that his reason for titling his text The Black D~aspora 
was his intention to study the history of the Micans South of the Sahara 
who were sold into slavery. Moreover the blackness that he discusses took 
shape as a result of diaspora in connection with the racism and other fonns 
of subjugation that supported and sustained slavery. 

This blackness came to include lighter complexions and any other features, such 
as lips, nose, and hair, which revealed traces of a black ancestry (p. xiii). 

Part One is a discussion of the genesis of the Atlantic slave trade m 
sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle Passage, and the emergence of slavery in the 
Americas. Each chapter contains fragments that piece together the history of 
slavery in the new world. In a narrative that begins in Classical Greece and 
ends with the abolition of slavery in Cuba in 1886, Segal traces the history of 
davery in the West leaning on the scholarship of Philip Curtln and Jan 
Vansina among others in his discussion. However, one is surprised not to see 
work by Caribbean hstorians such as filiary Beckles, Barbara Bush, and 
Brenda Stevenson who have written extensively on the complexities of 
interracial sexual relations that existed between the enslavers and the 
enslaved.' In the chapter devoted to slavery in the North American South 
entitled 'Alienable Rights' Segal submits that though 

[tlhere were doubtless slave women who resisted inducements and were ready to 
risk being sold as sterile into harsher conditions rather than produce children for 
slavery, ... [tlhe record suggests, however, that most bore children willingly, some 
of them influenced by the favor with which fecundity was rewarded (p. 61). 

One is forced to question the notion of 'voluntary' procreation within an 
institution that punished refisal to bear children with beatings and the threat 
of being sold to other plantations. The willingness to bear children for 
slavery could also be understood as fear coupled with a lack of willingness 
to be tom away from kin. (Segal does argue that sexual relationships with 
slaves were 'overwhelmingly' rape-p. 59.) Segal also argues that 
comparatively speaking, Southern slaves were not driven as hard as slaves in 
other parts of the hemisphere, that they were taken better care of, and were 
provided with a better diet. 

Section Two, 'The Insurgent Spirit' deals with the history of organised 
revolt against slavery and therefore colonialism. Once again Segal provides 
brief discussions of slave resistance in North and South America and the 

For instance see Beckles's Natzrral Rebels and 'White Women and Slavery in the 
Caribbean', Brenda Stevenson's 'Distress and Discord in Virginia Slave Families, 1830- 
1860', and Barbara Bush's Slave Women m Caribbean Socrety (1560-1838) 
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Caribbean, Section Three, 'Chains of Emancipation' is an exploration into 
the circumstances surrounding emancipation in each slaveholding colony and 
the conditions that awaited free men and women of colour.' As has been 
argued by many scholars of diasporic history, the econolnic conditions that 
followed the abolition of slavery differed very little t o m  those that existed 
prior. The chains of slavery merely became the chains of emancipation as 
free people were forced to continue working as plantation labourers. On the 
small island of Barbados, for example, the gradual move towards 
emancipation via the apprenticeship system at first entailed only the 
emancipation of children under the age of six. All other emancipated slaves 
were to continue working for their former owners as apprentices for a term 
of four to six years. The small tlat island was all but covered with 
plantations, severely limiting the amount of available land for cultivation and 
escape into the hills. Segal carries his discussion of post-emancipation 
Barbados into the early 1980s. Subsequent chapters continue with brief 
cluonological developments of slave colonies horn emancipation to the 
recent present, including a discussion of Blacks in Britain hom the sixteenth 
century to the present. (This is the only mention of the Black British in the 
text.) 

'Travels in the Historic Present' (Section Four) is just that-Segal's 
own personal reflections of travels made throughout different regions of the 
diaspora. Generally sharp insights are maned by highly subjective 
generalisations of the peoples he encouders based on discussions with a OW 
people in each of the regons discussed. The chapter entitled 'The Bajan 
Cage' bears in its title and content a disturbing relationship to highly exotic 
descriptions of the Caribbean and Caribbeans found in colonial travel 
narratives Juxtaposed with a critical discussion of class stratifications on the 
island are confusing assessments of Barbadian culture. For example Segal 
writes: 

Despite the reputation of Barbados for interracial accommodation, 
the reality is 

bizarre . .. The working day brings black and white together and ends at 6 
o'clock with their departure for effectively segregated residential areas Social 
crossing of the border at private hrnctions . is said by some Bajans to be 
increasing but admitted by the same Bajans to be still rare. At least two white 
clubs are widely known to bar Bajan Blacks. A small group of visiting Jamaican 
blacks succeeded in gaining entry to one of them, but only after providing proof 
of their foreign identity My informant, a prominent Jamaican journalist who was 
one of the group, was even more startled when she subsequently broached the 

See for instance Black Remstnrction in American 1860-1880 by W E B DuBois. 
Reconstnrc!ion: America's Unfinished Revolt~tion, 1863-1877 by Eric Foner and 'An 
F.moire Over the Mind: Emancipation, Race, and Ideology in the British West Indies and 
the American South' by Thomas Holt. 

issue with black Bajans. 'Why should we mind?' they responded 'We don't want 
to mix with them' (p 291). 

Why is this phenomenon bizarre? Does it not exist in other parts of the 
atmosphere and world? If the bizarre nature of the phenomenon is located in 
the denial of Black entry into a night-club situated in the capital of an all 
Black republic, then his point is well taken. But given his earlier discussions 
of the history of the Black diaspora (slavery, colonialism, emancipation, 
decolonization) and the contemporary economic disparities and social and 
racial stratifications existent in Barbados and globally, why shouid Black 
refusal to integrate tnto spaces guarded by what George Lipsitz refers to as 
'the possessive inveshnent in whiteness" when they have their own spaces 
and institutions seem odd? 

Segal endeavours to end the text on a triumphant note in the fifth and 
fmal section, 'Selections from an Anatomy of Achievement'. 111 it  he 
celebrates the Black Diaspora's contribution to the world in the area of a t s  
(namely music, painting). literature, languages, and sports The chapter 'An 
Ear for Music' catalogues the variety of musical forms created by Black 
peoples as a direct result of diaspora from spirituals, to blues and jazz in the 
United States, the evolution of samba in Brazil, salsa in Afro-Latin New 
York, merengue in the Dominican Republic, calypso in the anglophone 
Caribbean, and zouk in the francophone Caribbean, and &can based belief 
systems. 'The Innocent Eye' examines painting and sculpture. In 'Voices' 
Segal explores the Black diasporic conquest of colonial languages by 
chewing up that which was force fed and spitting out entirely new languages 
into the face of the coloniser. His discussion of Black participation in sports 
in 'The Outstretched Am' lapses into back-handed complement: 

Sport should essentially be a measure of individual human striving and 
achievement. Yet it is not altogether irrelevant to consider what it is that accounts 
for the disproportionate dominance by Diaspora blacks The question is certainly 
asked. One answer, which does not descend to Hitler's explanation of a 
'primitive' and 'jungle' ancestry, nonetheless argues that there is a decisive 
genetic element involved: that slaves were selected from the physically strongest 
Africans, and that it was mainly the strongest of slaves, who survived the 
tribulations of the ocean crossing and the subsequent ill-treatment and excessive 
labor demands (p 425). 

Though this statement does not descend to a Hitlerian level, it is merely a 
few notches above. 

See George Lipsitz's 'the Possessive Investment in Whiteness Rac~alized Social 
Democracy and the "White" Problem in American Studies' 
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It is quite interesting to note that Segal's first choice of an author for 
the text refused the offer with the comments 'such a book needs a hundred 
scholars working for twenty years'. Segal's response was that such a venture 
would 'end up with a directory, doubtless with its own value', when what he 
had in mind was 'the adventure of a single mind' @. xii). This exchange calls 
to mind the incredible atqounts of time, scholarship, and energy the late 
sociologist and Pan-Africanist thinker W. E. B. DuBois invested in the 
compilation of the Encyclopedia of African History, which to this day 
remains unfinished. Too important a task to leave to just one scholar, DuBois 
instead called on some of the best writers and thlnkers the Black Diaspora 
had to offer in this massive undertaking. Segal, however, claims that he 
himself has the knowledge at his disposal and enough love for the Black 
Diaspora (p. xv) to embark upon the writing of this much needed text. 

When Segal presented the synopsis of The Black Diaspora to one 
publisher in New York City, the publisher expressed enthusiasm for the 
subject matter of the text but promptly told Segal that the only problem was 
that Segal is white. As a friend to the late f i c a n  National Congress leader 
Oliver Tambo and publisher of Africa South (an anti-racism and anti- 
apartheid international quarterly), who was subsequently expelled from his 
country and forced into exile for his anti-apartheid activities, Segal was 
deeply offended. Segal is also the founder of the Penguin Ahcan Library. 
Though it can be argued that racial identity does not inhibit one's ability to 
competently write and research history, one must bear in mind that no works, 
scholarly or otherwise, are ever written in a vacuum. The subjective realities 
in which authors live inevitably affect their relationships to the people, 
places, and histories represented in their texts. Segal's love for and 
commitment to retelling the story of the Amcan diaspora do not preclude his 
racial, economic, and social location as a white South African Jewish male. 

With the writing of The Black Diaspora Segal accomplished his goal, 
however flawed. Much of his well written text suffered from periodic 
generalisations, particularly in Section Four of the text. Also, his arguments 
might have been helped by a discussion of Black diasporic gendered 
identities (much of which has been written about by various scholars) in this 
section. Despite his love for the Black Diaspora and his desire to tell its 
story, his work falls prey to s m e  of the politics which he had hoped to 
avoid. 
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Inventing Cultural Identities in 
African, African-American, 

and Caribbean Drama 

Scars of ConquestkWasks of Resistance: 7he Invention of Cultzrral Identities in 
African, African-American, and Caribbean Drama 
by Tejumola Olaniyan 
New York: Oxford University Press, 1995, 196 pp. 
ISBN: 0- 19-509405-0 (hb); 0- 19-509406-9 (pbk) 

Reviewed by Meredith M. Gadsby 
Binghamton University 

Tejumola Olaniyan's intervention into the recent scholarship on theatre and 
cultural studies, Ahcan Diasponc Studies, postcolo~al studies, and gender 
studies orbits around five central questions: 

a) Can a truly authentic black cultural identlty be symbolised in European 
languages and according to European moddities? b) Why is the language 
question an issue at all for African-American and Caribbean dramatists, 
whose languages bear no such radically disjunctive relations to English as is 
the case with ASicans? c) Do we need an epistemological shift fiom the 
West? d) How do Black peoples create/recreateiexplore cultural identities 
through and in performance? and e) Who and what are these performances 
for? 

Olm'yan insightfully explores the dramatic artistry of Wole Soymnka, Amln 
Baraka, Derek Walcott, and Ntozake Shange for answers to these questions 
This impressive study is a comparative exploration into the ways that 
&can, Amcan American, and Caribbean dramatists embark upon 'the 
black quest for cultural identity' (p. 140) using theatrical performance as 
their means of expression. As this quest coincides with 'the break up of 
Empire and the buth of political decolonization and general critical 
interrogation of European cultural hegemony', @. 140) it is at the same time 
(as reflected by the title of the text) a scar and a mask: a scar of conquest and 
a mask of resistance (p. 140). Therefore, violence perpetuated on the 
collective historical, physical and mental bodies of diaspora Afkcans by the 

AIternat~on 3,2 (1996) 223-230 ISSN 1023-1757 223 
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combined history of slavery, colonisation, neo-colonisation, and 
decolonization has inscribed Black people with a mark of cultural d@rence. 
This difference is mediated by both Blackness and domination: 

Blacks across the three continents studied are questing for cultural identity not 
because they are black but because they are black and dominated (p 140) 

This quest then reflects first, a critique of a Eurocentric understanding of 
difference that locates blackness as anathema, and second, a movement 
toward a resistant cultural identity that progresses toward an epistemological 
shift, ~novirig from a Eurocentric space to a liberating Post-Afrocentric 
space. 

In his investigation of the 'refashioning of the cultural self in the 
drama of English-speaking peoples of African origin cross-culh~rally and 
cross-continentally' (p. 3). Olaniyan begins with a discussion of the concept 
of discourse. He argues that one cannot begin to discuss 'Ahcan' or 'Black' 
cultural identity, drama, or theatre without examining the competing 
discourses out of which they arise and with whom they compete. Discourse 
is here defined as a multiple, dispersed and contradictory practice of 
constructing reality. At the level of discourse, battles over the framing and 
definition of reality determines whch discourses become privileged or 
subordinated. The formation of societies is fraught with competition between 
discursive practices in a constant struggle over the power to name, and 
thereby defme the parameters of subjectivity. Chapter one is an explication 
of the historical construction of Afiican diasporic dramatic forms, broken 
down into three categories of discursive formations: hegemonic Eurocentric, 
counter-hegemonic Afrocentric, and emergng post-Afrocentric. Olaniyan 
situates these discourses within a history of contestation and struggle 
between themselves for masteryidestruction of the other. IHe also 
contextualises them, placing Eurocentric discourse in the context of the rise 
of empire, enslavement of Africans, colonialism, neo-colonialism, and 
ongoing imperialism, and Afrocentric and post-Afrocentric discourse in the 
context of slave rebellions, waves of decolonization/arrested decolonization 
and contemporary assaults on the hegemony of Western culture. 

Olaniyan examines the dramatic works of Soyirtka, Baraka, WaIcott, 
and Shange through the lens of 

the conflictual interaction of three discursive formations: a hegemonic, colonialist, 
Ezirocenhlc discourse distinguished by its prejudiced representation of black 
cultural forms; an anticolonialist, Afrocentric counterdiscourse preoccupied with 
subverting the Eurocentric and registering cultural autonomy; and a budding, 
liminal, interstitial discourse that aims at once to be both anticolonialist and post- 
Afrocentr~c (p 4). 

The dramatists' work exemplifies the possibility of creating an empowering 
post-Afrocentric space, a space that critiques, challenges, and radically 
revises Euroce~ltric narratives of modernity. Olanayin submits, 

In showing us that the space and its attendant performative conception of cultural 
identity are possible, the question they ask, I think, is whether the space can really 
flourish without its own supporting structures, that is, within still Eurocentric 
institutions . .  ( p  139). 

These institutions language, genre, artistic value, the theatre, Western-style 
education and its institutionalised modalities of canonisation continue to 
define the politics of publication of many articulations of Black subjectivity 
in all genres. 

Chapter Three, entitled 'Wole Soyinka: 'Race Retrieval' and Cultural 
Self-Apprehension' takes us through what Soyinka understands as the 
process of claiming and registering 'the presence of a culture whose 
reference points are taken from within the culture itself (p. 44). Olaniyan 
discusses how this process, called race retrieval is implemented in Soyinka's 
works, namely Death and the King's Horsemen and the essay 'The Fourth 
Stage: Through the Mysteries of Ogun to the Origin of Yoruba Tragedy'. 
This essay, which Olaniyan argues might very well be Soyinka's greatest 
contribution to the philosophy of culture, contains the main motivational 
thrust of the dramatist's work: 

the sources and roots of African literary creativity, even cultural and cognitive 
modes characteristic of a continuously changing and lived and critical criteria 
form African sources, epistemologies, cosmologies; and the general move away 
from European thought-systems except as illuminating analogies to  concepts and 
principles locally derived 

To exemplify this point Soyinka's examination of the birth of Yoruba 
tragedy begins with the original Yoruba tragedy located in the myth of Ogun. 
Departing from the Western conception of the evolution of tragedy as 
discussed by Fredrick Nietzsche in The Birth of Tragedy, Soyinka writes 
that the study of tragedy must be culturally specific, with a knowledge of the 
world view of the culture out of which it was born. He forwards a theoretical 
approach to the philosophy of culture that displaces Western (Greek) 
dramatic traditions as the primary source of drama and tragedy against which 
all other traditions must be measured. Viewing Yoruba tragedy through the 
lens of Greek tragedy ignores the relationship between Yoruba notions of 
cyclical time, the simultaneity of language, music, and poetry, the 
manifestations of past and future in the lives of the living in the myth of 
Ogun. In this myth Ogun, the deity in the Ifa pantheon of gods who (among 



Inany other things) is the essence of creativity (urge and instinct), humane 
I-estoration of justice, and guardian of man ascends illto the pantheon after 
having twice coirunitted suicide in an act of penance for the crirne of 
murdering his kin out of misdirected anger. Ogun sacrifices himself in an 
attempt to restore the harmonious balance between existences that he had 
disturbed in this act of desecration of nature. He then falls into a spiritual 
abyss, the 'transitional essence'. For the Yontba, this is the original tragedy, 
whicli embodies the horror of disco~lnection from one's cuitural and spiritual 
identity and the battle of the combative will to piece oneself back together. 
Unlike Nietzsclle's representation of the Greek tragedy in which the Greeks 
created a fictional world on stage where real life tragic dile~nmas were acted 
out and resolved, Yon~ba tragedy reaches into the essence of tlie everyday 
experience of a people, out of a collective spiritual conscious~less of the 
sim~~ltaneous existence of gods, meti, and the cycle, of life death and rebirth. 
Whereas the Greek tragedy involves divine resolution fro111 a god or gods 
who pass Judgement on and deliver resolution to the world of man from 
above, the Y o r ~ ~ b a  tragedy is in essence the tragedy of the separation of 
god(s) and nlan from one another and/or est1-angement from the hanno~ly that 
exists in a co~nplelnentary relationship between existences. 

Olaniyan continues tliat another important aspect of Soyinka's 
philosophy of c~llti~re nee African cultural identity is his proposition of a 
heterogeneous, contradiction riddell modern African world. This propositioll 
exists as a challenge to Black nationalist notions of a monolithic Africa, 
pa~tici~larly against Senghoriau Negritude. Committed to exorcising 'the 
boring roma~lticisin of the negro', Soyiilka's dramas provide cornplex 
portraits of Afiican life in which characters strx~ggle with themselves, one 
another, and the West. In giving voice to this stniggle Soytnka contributes to 
tlie creatiori of' a post-Afrocentric space. 

The notions of contradictioli and stniggle with the self and the West in 
the post-Afrocentric West exemplify the work of Derek Walcott. 'Derek 
Walcott: Islands of History at a Rendezvous wit11 a Muse' investigates what 
seems to be the best example of the contradictory nature of the stniggle for 
cultural ident~ty in the work of an artist whose work bears all of tlie markings 
of the tragedy and triuinpli of New World African identity. Walcott's quest 
for Caribbean cult~iral identity involves a rea~ticulation of history as myth, 
the struggle with the English language as both a tool of and weapon against 
European cultural hegemony, and the psychological battle of the colonised to 
resist the internalisatiotl of the coloniser's definitions of cultural difference. 
I iis critique of tlie West revolves aro~md an understanding of difference that 
does exactly what poet and essayist Audre L,orde warned us against in Sister 
O~~tsider----using the master's tools to dismantle the master's house. Instead 
of deprivileging the English la~iguage as a tool of cultural imperialism, 
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Walcott instead embraces it in such a way as to honour his difference as a 
triumph of Caribbean cultural identity. Olaniyan writes, 

For him, it is not so much the rage of Caliban that is important as the beauty of 
his speech--as if one could separate the speech from what it utters, as if I-age 
necessarily corrupts beauty (p 1 1 5 )  

As such, Walcott has offered strong critiques of Caribbean writers who came 
of age during the Caribbean Black Power movement such as Edward Kamau 
Brathwaite who attempted to locate and reclaim the importance of African 
cult~rre, language and history in the modem Caribbean. Embodied in what 
Walcott calls mulatto aesthetics is the opposition between history and myth 
and history as politics, a distinction that Olariiyan doubts is even possible to 
make. Mulatto aesthetics involves a syncretism of history as myth and t l~e  
Adamic vision, or the 'annihilation of what is known' (p. 101). For, 
according to Walcott, history has never mattered in the Caribbean; what 
matters is the recreatio~~ of history, the creation and development of tlie 
Caribbean man who has reinvented himself in spite of the violence of hlstory 
(enslavement, Chstianity, and loss of language). For Walcott, therefore, to 
lament (literarily) what the Caribbean man has lost is a thankless and 
pathetic exercise; what is much more important is the celebration of our 
difference in challenge of its degradation by the West. 

Walcott's dramatic artistry entails then the process of renaming, 
recreating Caribbean identity that is always reflective of an unprobiematised 
relationship with history and Europe. In so doing, he deprivileges, however 
aspects of Caribbean culture that are part and parcel of the process of 
identity recreation, namely carnival and calypso. These two cultural media 
have been indispensable to his dramatic art. Walcott reads carnival and 'folk 
culture' through the eyes of one whose wors1.1ip of European culture has 
caused him to look with an ambivalent aristocratic scorn at aspects of his 
own culture. The spectacular performativity of class, racial, and sex~~a l  
politics found in carnival and carnival cultme in the Caribbean is according 
to Walcott vulgar and in need of refinement. For Olaniyan, Walcott's 
dramatic art involves what the latter understands as a refinement, an 
elevation of Caribbean cultural identity to a high art that rivals European 
culture in its greatness. In 'Leroi Jones1 Arniri Baraka: The Motion of 
History' (Chapter Four) Olaniyan moves into a discussion of just the literary 
enterprise that Walcott works against. For instance, in a review of Dutchman 
and the Slave in 1965, Walcott called Baraka's politically charged theatre 
'The Theater of Abuse'. Despite this and numerous similar criticisms, 
Olaniyan argues that 'the vision governing Baraka's performative work is 
that of art as practice. Where Walcott's notion of difference is cloaked in a 
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parallel notion of sameness, Baraka's representation of difference embodies 
an oppositional, confrontational, and polemical stance. Borrowing from 
Barbara Ann Teer, founder and director of the National Black Theater, 
Olaniyan uses the word-concept decrudin to describe Baraka's construction 
of an African American cultural identity. Decrudin is defined as 'the process 
of refusing subjection and reforming subjectivity, a conscientising (con- 
sciousness raising) pedagogy that is at once critical and visionary' (p. 7 1). Its 
primary purpose is to (ritually) cleanse the audience of the cumulative effects 
of forced marginalisation, the result of which is 'positive self-appreciation 
and reformed subjectivity'. Olaniyan continues that Baraka's participation in 
the decn~din process has placed him at the forefront of revolutionary 
theoretical interventions: Black Cultural Nationalism, Marxism, the develop- 
ment of a Black Aesthetic, and the development of a Jazz Aesthetic. In one 
of his most read essays, 'The Revolutionary Theatre', Baraka argues that 
the revolutionary theatre is a new theatre of the 'victim' who will confront 
their victimisers on stage. It will be a theatre that white people of any ideolo- 
gical character will hate, and that is fine, for the revolutionary theatre will hate 
them right back for hating in the first place. Language in this theatre will be trans- 
formed from a language that serves 'tired white lives' into one that creates a 
new world view from the bowels of Blackness and Black subjectivity. 

It is interesting that Baraka's conceptualisation of 'The Revolutionary 
Theater' marks a movement away from a notion of art as disconnected from 
politics to an art that practices politics, a politics of the marginalised masses. 
After being labelled a 'cowardly bourgeois individualist' in Cuba by a 
Mexican delegate during the July 26, 1960 celebrations, Baraka deserted his 
colleagues in the Beat Movement and his white wife. He moved to Harlem, 
founded the Black Arts Repertory Theater/School (BARTIS) where he began 
to put his theories into praxis. This move is the first implementation of his 
Black aesthetic project, which entailed a celebratiodvalorisation of Black- 
ness, a denigration of whiteness, cultural nationalism, cultural and racial 
separatism, celebration of urban Black cultural fonns and language, and a 
search for 'authentically black techniques' (p. 82). By 1974, Baraka's task 
as a Black revolutionary writer had changed. In true post-Afrocentric style, 
his work moved away from a preoccupation with binarisms based on white 
vs. black to a 'strategic performative identity articulating the complexities of 
gender, race, class, . international solidarities', and history (p. 87). During 
this period Baraka became a devout Marxist, which he remains to this day. 
Olaniyan Locates Baraka's work during his Bohemian and cultural nationalist 
stages as part of his expressive identity, whereas his current Marxism is 
illustrative of the performative. The corpus of Baraka's work is post- 
Afrocentric in its exemplification of the principle of change, of constant 
negotiation and renegotiation of boundaries, of ideologies and political 
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approaches. With each change in approach and politics, Baraka's practice 
plays out the principles of decrudin. 

Despite his shifts in thought and politics, Baraka's post American/ 
post-Afrocentric space makes little room for a complicated discussion of 
gender and sexuality. Though his most recent Marxist phase he alleges to 
examine the complexities of gender, race, class, etc., his theory of cultural 
identities fails to include a complicated exploration of constnlctions of Black 
male and female subjectivity. Each of the three dramatists aforemeiltioned 
neglect, in their discussions of d!fference, to discuss gender Olaniyan arglies 
that each also never really escapes their preoccupation with difference and 
' ' ~ t s  affirmation against Eurocentrism's definition of it as deviance'. 
Difference becomes an unproblematised category that, when the West or the 
Euro-American world disappears, also disappears. 

It is as if the multiple constitutive differences of the dominated cultures have little 
or no bearing on the great project of formulation resistant cultural identity against 
Western imperialism (p 1 17). 

In the works of Soyinka, Baraka, and Walcott, then, the politics of Black 
cultural identity is a masculine politics, in which women participate as 'Maid- 
ens, Mistresses and Matrons' (Carole Boyce Davies), the 'proper' black 
women (read servile), or cliches (Elaine Fido), respectively. Olaniyan, then 
posits Ntozake Shange as the only one of the dramatists discussed in the text 
whose work truly creates a post-Afrocentric space. Shange's work preserits a 
gender-informed Black cultural identity, that si~nultaneously engages 
Eurocentric discourses and male dominated Afrocentric cormterdiscourses. 

Shange defines her contribution to the discourse on cultural identity as 
'combat breathing'. Borrowed from Frantz Fanon's use of the term in an 
appendix to the essay 'Algeria Unveiled' in A Dying C:oioniai~sm, combat 
breathing is characterised as a weapon of the dominated that is used against 
the  involuntary constrictions n amputations of their humanity' (p. 121). 
Olaniyan likens Shange's project of simultaneo~~sly challenging 'the 
hegemony of Western culture and interrogation of the subdominant, male- 
centred discourse of black difference' (p. 122) to that of Algerian women 
who during the struggle against French colonialism transformed the veil into 
camouflage and battle fatigue against French colonialism and challenged the 
traditional constructions of womanhood symbolised by veiling. Probably her 
most famous example of combat breathing is the choreopoem for colored 
girls. fi)r coloredgirfs makes room within the post-Mocentric space for the 
voices of young Black girls in collective Black feminist and individual 
resistance to an external and internal environment that is often hostile to their 
very existence. The seven girls, named after each of the colours of the 
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rainbow, give testimony to the crimes of humanity and gender oppression 
committed against each of them, and join forces to struggle and heal 
themselves, collectively. Against the Afrocentric universalist notion of one 
monolithic Black cultural and communal identity, Shange posits 'singularity', 
the individual experience of one woman, whose difference as such is weapon 
against oppression. 

As do Soyinka, Walcott, and Baraka, Shange uses language as a 
weapon against cultural hegemony. Much to Walcott's horror, she shatters 
the English lang~~age with her 'verbal gymnastics'. In rebellion against discur- 
sive rationalisation and a force-fed, dehumanising language, she refuses to 
use capital letters or standard piinctuation. Unlike Walcott's Caliban who 
appropriates the master's tongue and uses it against him, Shange's Sycorax 
rises from the ashes to speak of an experience and history erased by 
niasculinist cultural discourse in a language all her own. She argues, 

i can count the number of times i have viscerally wanted to attack deform n maim 
the language that i waz taught to hate myself in/ the language that perpetutates 
the notions that cause pain to every black child as helshe learns to speak of the 
world & the self ' .. in order to think n communicate the thoughts n feeling i want 
to think n communicateii haveta fix my tools to my needs/ .. i have to take it 
apart to the bone/ so that the malignancies1 fall away/ leaving us a space to 
literally create our own image' (p 126) 

Sliange's a t ,  dramatic and poetic, is wrapped in a politics of black feminist 
cultural identity. 

Olaniyan presents an important intervention into the study of Afri- 
Diasporic drama. His comparative study of the four dramatists chosen 
provides valuable insight into the struggle of Black dramatists to fashion an 
empowered cultural identity. His own critiques of the authors coupled with 
that of scholarship of noted literary theorists provides a rich context and 
historical background for the works discussed. Most impressive is 
Oianiyan's ability to clearly convey the necessary tension inherent in Am- 
Diasporic and post-Afrocentric cultural identity: the stnlggle to theorise 
around and away from the reality of one's relationship to the West with the 
kncwledge of the immutable fact of one's Western-ness. Olaniyan argues 
that cultural identities are created and performed in socio-political spaces 
subject to constant contestation, confrontation, and changes Black cult~sal 
literary expressio:l and dramatic performance as exemplified in the works of 
Wole Soyinka, Amiri Baraka, Derek Walcott, and Ntozake Shange 
constitute mutually dependent sites of New World Ahcan  resistance. 
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Southern African Literatures 

Southern A frlcan Literat2rrc.s 
by Michael Chapman 
London & ~ e w - ~ o r k -  Longman, 1996, 533 pp 
ISBN- 0-582-05307-2 

Reviewed by Ampie Coetzee 
Department of Afrikaans 
University of the Western Cape 

The connotation 'South Afnca Literature' is metonymical for the literat~lres 
of South M i c a .  If there are eleven languages as the South &call 
Constitution states then one can expect that there would be at least eleven 
literatures-rather than the two literatures (Ahikaans and English) that have 
been empowered through colonialism and apartheid. The 1993 concise 
historical perspective of Bhekinkosi Ntuli and Chris Swanepoel, Southern 
African Literature in African Languages, lists nine written literatures, with 
modem productions in Xhosa, Soutl~ern Sotho, Nortl~em Sotho, Zulu, 
Setswana and Tsonga. But white monolingual, even bilingual (Afrikaans, 
English), literary historians know nothing about these texts. 

After reading Michael Chapman's Southern African Literuturc?~ one 
does not learn much more about these 'other' literatures. He does not use, or 
even mention, Ntuli and Swanepoel. In undertaking a history of literat~ires 
one should-it seems obvious-be able to read texts in these languages 
(although Albert Gerard apparently didn't?) There are, 1 suppose, very few, 
if any, persons with the necessary knowledge of the eleven lallgnages, their 
literatures and literary theory in general, to be able to write a history of all 
this. A team of writers would probably only manage an encyclopaedic 
project, where no basic theory is necessary, only the facts about writers and 
their productions. This Chapman admits, but prefers his own 'particular 
view' (p. xx). 

The matter of language is crucial. A fact which Chapman admits in 
more than one instance (cf. ' ... a challenge facing South Africa in the fi~ture 
is the resuscitation of Afncan-language literature as an intelligent, adult 
activity' p. 216), yet he asks whether it is not inevitable that English 
becomes the 'metonymic master-code' ( p  xx)  This is no doubt true; but 
then one should guard against the imperialism which seems to be inevitable 
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among ~nollolingual English speakers. One could, for instance, deconstn~ct 
the manner in which 'Southern African Literature' is being appropriated for 
English by this history. The book is published by 'Longman Literatures in 
English Series', and the Series List includes Pre-Renaissance English 
Literatures, English Poetry, English Drama, English Fiction, English Prose, 
Arnericarl Literahire; and among 'Other Literatures' (the old colonial us- 
them dichotomy): Irish Literature since 1800, Scottish Literature since 1700, 
Australian, Indian . . .  in English, African ... in English, Caribbean and 
Canadian ... in English. 'Southern AGlcan Literatures' do not have the 
qualification 'in English'. That could mean that they are, by implication, in 
English, or that the history of these literatures is now written in English; 
English being a lingua franca, and everyone accepting that any literature of 
any worth will eventually land up and be canonised in Englisll. Or-and this 
could be the most reasonable assumption-that the language in which this 
history is written does not really matter. 

Unfortunately Chapman's history does not imply that. His monologic 
use of the term 'South African Literature' is a case in point. Some examples: 
Thomas Pringle in SALit (p. 87); rewriting SA literary history (implying only 
English, p. 97); Blackburn and SA thinking (p. 141); SA literature from 1910 
to 1970 (where only English is meant, p. 147); increased literariness in the 
SA literary scene within the context of William Plomer's work (p. 183); how 
Plomer 'impinges on the South African litera~y scene' (p. 185); Van der Post 
and SA fiction (p. 187); South African literature in university syllabuses (p. 
224, while African and Afrikaans literatures have their own departments at 
universities); the significance of Drum in SA literatures (p. 241). And he 
says 'in 1978 1 began studying South African literature by considering, 
specifically, the poetry of Douglas Livingstone' (p. 423). 

Chapman says that his Southern African Literufures contains his own 
particular view 'of the several distinct but interrelated literatures of southern 
Africa'; that defining national literatures within such a context is 
problematic; that his method is comparative and the arrangement mostly 
chronological; that it is not an encyclopaedic sumey (which would have to be 
undertaken by a team of scholars), and that the source material is taken 
mostly from English translations or cornmentanes, where the originals were 
not written in English. 

In his surnlnary at the erid of the project-'should this study find 
itself the subject of literary, social or educational debate' (p. 430)-he 
gives what one could consider as the four main objectives of his 
contribution: ' ... the need to rehabilitate identities, practices and aesthetic 
possibilities in the context of a just idea'; ' . to examine the potential of a 
common humanism'; where subjects have become marginalised it has 
become necessary 
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to recover an 'African' justification for the accessibility of communication as 
well as for the moral agency necessary to effect change, 

and the pragmatic situation at hand has determined theory ( p  430). 
The key concepts here are: national literatures, a comparative method, 

chronological, identities, a just idea and moral agency, a common humanism, 
the Atbcan, the situation at hand. In examining these concepts or ideas one 
would have to problematise some of the following: one-nationness, identity, 
Ahicanness, the comparative method, the view of history, the moral, and 
material conditions as determinate. 

Can there be one nation without a common language? Altllougli 
cultures in their widest sense may differ, as languages differ, one may have 
to rethlnk the political and social dream of one nation where there will 
always be major and minor languages; and where major and minor does not 
refer to the number of speakers, but to the language of power. In South 
AGica English is becoming that language; and if the speakers of all the other 
languages will become excluded from the discourse of power their literatures 
will remain minor, and only accessible through translation into English. 
Becoming appendages to English literature; until everything is written in 
English. The shift has already begun: Andre P. Brink is writing his novels in 
English and W a a n s ,  but in future he might as well write only in English. 
Ellen Kuzwayo, Matsemele Manaka, Mtutuzeli Matshoba. Zakes Mda, 
Es'kia Mphahlele, Mbulelo Mzamane, Njabulo Ndebele, Sipho Sepamla, 
Wally Serote, and Miriam Tlali, for instance, have been writing in English. 
Chapman cannot give enough information on writing in the 'indigenous 
languages', because only those who produce literature and read literatures in 
those languages have the hiowledge, and we-the white theorists-have 
never learnt those languages and developed the theories to integrate the 
'other' literatures into English. And should we, if the major African writers 
in our region have turned to English, and Amkaans literature is still writing 
itself within its own and still powerful hegemony of publishers? 

On the question of identity. What is a white African? 'To be a white 
&can is, perhaps, to live and write if not exacfly in contradiction, then in 
paradox' (p. 344) says Chapman with regard to Patrick Cullinan and Peter 
Horn. Is Fugard's Boesman and Lena South African or 'universal'? Are 
questions that he asks. Does a black f f i c a n  novel differ from that of a white 
African, because-as in the case of the Soweto novel-it is positive and 
hopefitl, and the other offen apocalyptic? And writers such as Breyten 
Breytenbach, a French and South Afncan citizen? But he does not pursue the 
matter enough. He could still have asked about Elisabeth Eybers, a highly 
respected poet in Holland writing in Ahkaans. And Afrikaans? Is it 
Afiicanised, bastardised, Dutch? 
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The question about identity is obviously led by the ideal of the unified 
nation, where our identity would be 'South hmcan'. But if one asks what a 
white Amcan is, one has to first qualify what an Africa11 is. This is a matter 
of genealogy, of b e m g s ,  and of establishing identity as a stable and 
immutable phenomenon Can this be unambiguously determined? Then there 
is also the term literature, with its genre divisions of novel, written poetry, 
drama based on Greek concepts. This is surely Western? 

The comparative method cannot succeed unless all literature written 
in all languages of the country are known. I can only illustrate the 
deficiencies of his method with reference to some comparisons with 
Afrikaans literature. 

His major critical reference to that literature seems to be Jack Cope, 
an English writer and critic. The authoritatwe literary histories of J C 
Kannemeyer are hardly mentioned, and his work is not even listed under the 
'Notes on biography, important works and criticism' Chapman's 'Story of 
the Colony' (Chapter 4) does not mention Karel Schoeman, and Another 
Country is read within the criticism of I.M. Coetzee He talks of 
Sophiatowm becoming Triomf, but has not taken note of the significant 
modem novel of Marlene van Niekerk, Triomj The importance of the sho~t  
story in black and white (English) fiction is mentioned, but not its equal 
significance in Af?ikaans writing, especially the post-modem, subversive, 
stories of Koos Prinsloo. There are many more examples, and numerous 
factual errors (translations of titles: 'Oom Gert Vertel', Skryt as 'Screech'; 
authors and books: Pa maak vir my k vfieer pa was written by Chris 
Barnard, not Bartho Smit, and Smit did not write 'Euro-absurd' plays; 
misreadings, such as Opperman's Joernaal van Jorik being 'a botch-potch 
of unresolved ideas', etc.). 

The conlparative method also forces one to compare the space 
allocated to writers. For instance, imbalances such as: one paragap11 on 
Samuel Mqhayi, the father of modem Xhosa literature; about one page on 
the poetry of Breyten Breytenbach (only referring to one volume, Sk~yr, 
because apparently it seems the most political); allnost four pages on one 
book of short stones by Mtutuzeli Matshoba, and the sane amount of 
attention to all the work of J.M. Coetzee! Almost all younger Afrikaans 
writers since the 1980s have been lefi out. But the ultimate one-sidedness is 
the space allocated to Elisabeth Eybers. Apart h-om the fact that her name is 
spelt incorrectly ( p  193). she is reduced to an end-note, with scunilons 
rkmarks on her as one of the many 

white middle-class women poets, for whom culture means the holiday cruise to 
the art museums of the Mediterranean and nature means the family household (p .. . 

202, Afrikaans women, of coursel) 

Eybers is a very talented poet. If one talks of literature as a specitic 
discourse, one has to take note of the aesthetic in poetry as well. He has not 
read one of her poems. His comment in this end-note on one of her poems 
transforming the Boer woman and the war is nonsense. Reading this kind of 
comment one has to conclude that Chapman did not write in the 'spirit of 
reconciliation' when holding the moral high ground as critic. Perhaps most of 
his book was written before South A h c a  became democratised? 

The chronological approach does not differ much from the treatment 
of texts in history in convekional literary histories (the best example being 
that of Kannemeyer) That is the teleological view of history, with beginning 
and 'development' towards an 'end', or with an end or purpose in view. 
Bstory is not seen as fault, disruption, discontinuity, with no definite 
genealogy; but broadly in historical materialist terms, rather than 
discursively. The text is determined to a great extent by experience and 
society, with the emphasis on societies that have been oppressed The task of 
the critic then becomes moral, a search for the just, often manifested in the 
desire to re-write or rehabilitate texts. The ideal of one-nationness and of 
reconciliation woukd then guide the analyses and the choice of texts. Political 
ideologies which could be considered liberatory and just are actively chosen 
by Chapman, for instance the insistence on introducing Steve Biko's 
philosophy of Black Consciousness as a key to reading the new black poetry 
(p. 337). He is therefore cynical of post-structuralism for its 'endless deferral 
of moral consequence' @. 389), which ignores material conditions; and the 
personal gory of Coetzee's main character in Age of Iron does nothing 
towards a 'national metaphor', whereas the absolute belief in rebirth in the 
Soweto novels are to be admired. (Perhaps Chapman needs to read Aijar 
Ahmad's critique on Frednc Jameson's 'national allegories',) This kind of 
criticism on literary experimentation and concern with the text in itself comes 
close to a sophisticated, morally justified, kind of socialist realism. 

The extent to which historical materialism is practised in this study is 
also illustrated by the chronological genealogy of 'Literature and Historical 
Cultural Events in Southern Africa' at the end. This is interesting to read 
regarding the silences of literary events compared to historical matters. For 
instance, the latter half of the seventeenth century and the beginning of the 
eighteenth was the time of massive land appropriation by .the colonists. But 
no texts, yet this was the beginning of the 1913 Land Act. The Dutch texts of 
mercantilism which are not mentioned may give some clues. 

Because of his orthodox methodology causing periodisations of 
authors and their work Chapman often chooses representative authors for 
periods and forms of literary expression. Thereby canonisulg writers, such as 
Mtutuzeli Matshoba, and de-canonising others, such as many Afrikaans 
writers (Eybers, for instance, and Emst van Heerden, Opperman, Schoeman, 
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Anna M Louw, Etienne van Heerden, Eben Venter, Lettie Viljoen). This is, 
of course, intentional in his endeavour to bring out the voices that have been 
silenced (and also admirable); but by silencing the heard voices the process 
of marginalisation is merely inverted and not deferred. 

In his 'Author's Preface' Chapman says that he will tentatively 
suggest 'points of common reference'. He also quotes, with approval, from 
Isabel HoQeyr that a history of South Amcan literature should include 

the modes and discourses of all South Africa, be that discourse oral, be it in 
newspapers, archives, magazines and pamphlets, in a comprehension of the text as 
embodying social relationships (p 421) 

But yet, although his study is teeming with pointers, he nowhere considers 
reading literary expressions as statements within Foucauldian discursive 
formations-as literatures being statements producing constructs; and using 
literature as a creative indicator to write a history of textual formations in 
South Amca  This approach may be a synthesis of the materialist and the 
post-structuralist approaches. 

In a country of disruptions and contradictions a history of texts could 
be approached by identifying discursive formations, where discontinuity is 
lughlighted rather than the continuity implied by a teleological history. 

The most exciting part of Chapman's study to me has been identifying 
these discursive formations, the distribution of statements constituting them. 
An indication of some of them might poult to where future studies in South 
Afrlcan literature could look for the differences and similarities between 
texts that can narrate the story of tlus country. As literary historians the 
principle statement would obviously always be the literary, because. to refer 
with acquiescence to Phyllis Lewsen's view (repeated by Chapman): the 
effect of oppression come more forcibly from creative writing than from 
commentaries and social analysts. 

The following discourses become apparent, where 'discourse' is not 
'theme', because both content and surface of texts have to be taken into 
account throughout, In Amcan literature and systems of thought the society 
seems to have preference over the individual Or is that an invention? And 
what about modernism and posmodernisln in (black) Amcan literature? A 
popular discourse among modem cultural studies researchers is the travel 
text; and within it statements on Afnca the wild world, and the wild man. 
Mssionary discourse. Afncan nationalism, which includes the genealogy of 
identity, Black Consciousness, belonging (to Afhca or Europe). The ideal of 
the nation-state, one-nationess, a national literature. As a construct by 
politicians and literary theorists? The 'real life story' of millions in Afnca: 
Jim comes to Joburg The discourse on land and the plaasroman Re- 

energiring past texts for the present generation: the philosophy of 
interpretation and re-interpretation. The veld, the city, the story of city life, 
the tradition and the modem. The short story as discursive formation: its 
socio-political uses, its aesthetic. Autobiography as discourse. The silent 
decade, the 1960s: bannings, extradictions Yet the 'beginnings' of 
modernism in Af%kaans literature? Women's studies, gender The wasteland, 
the apocalypse, especially in white English and white Afrikaans novels, 

The doubts I have expressed about Chapman's history will not distract 
from its significance It is the fust, brave, contemporary attempt at 
documenting the impossible in one book, in one story; and therefore the most 
important statement in.the discourse on south(em) f f i c a n  Literature. It will 
also become a source book for researchers into this field in the future, as 
well as being the basis from which meaningful dialogue can advance. Apart 
from the possible discursive formations identified some other insights have to 
be noted. Such as: literature in southem f f i c a  is mostly about urbanisation; 
one should attempt to give speech to silenced voices; the praise poem is 
southern Afnca's 'most characteristic form of literary expression' (p. 55 ) ;  
early Afrikaans writers and the quest for a language that could find the 
essence of the veld (p 122); although some black writers of the 1970s may 
have had very little literary training, their testimonies from experience 
(autobiographies) have 'shaped their voices into expressive forms' (p. 376). 
Some of his comments and analyses of the work of individual writers are 
most enlightening: Fugard, Gordimer (who could nor write outside of 
European fictional conventions, p. 385), Elsa Joubert's Popp;e (where lie 
can read in translation), and Andre Brink as an exploiter of the political 
situation. 

Finally, conclusions such as these bring the serious study of literature 
to the forefront: 

To keep the text of the book in debate with the text of the world is to remind us 
of literature's potential as a rhetorical enterprise beyond the art genres of the 
poem, play and novel (p. 4 12). 

And on the role of the critic: 

not as stock-taker, but as contributor to the making of l~terary rneanlng and 
purpose in the movement of society (p 33 1) 
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Multilingual Education 
in South Africa 

Mult~hng~al Educatron rn South Af7rca 
Edited by Kathleen Heugh, Amanda Slegruhn and Peter Pluddemann 
Isando He~nemann Publishers, 1995, 150 pp 
ISBN 1 86853 072 8 

Reviewed by Ruth Bodenstein 
Department of German 
University of Stellenbosch 

This book, written for the Project for the Study of Alternative Education in 
South A h c a  and the National Language Project, sets out to persuade its 
readers that multilingual education works. For most South Africans, 
multilingualism is accepted at home, at the work place and in the streets, and 
we accept that the demoscopic distribution in school classes will be 
multicultural and multilingual. To imagine truly multilingual teaching 
procedures may, however, be a novel concept and, for many teachers, a 
daunting challenge. As is summansed on the cover of the book, educators 
have, in recent years, increasingly 

sought new ways in which to approach the language question in the classroom. 
On a policy level, the debate has broken new ground with the enshrining of 
~nultilingualism in the constitution, although details have yet to be spelled out 

The publication offers not only theoretical orientation, but, for the 
practitioner in the school, interesting models, practical guidance and helpful 
suggestions. It sets out to 

give content to the debate about multilingual education by providing both a 
conceptual framework and examples of successful practice in biimultilingual 
classrooms Based on the firm belief in the maintenance and development of 
first-language medium of instruction throughout schooling, and on the need to 
learn at least a second language, the book argues strongly in favour of a policy of 
additive bi/multilingualism for formal schooling (text on the cover of the 
publication). 
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As far as the contents are concen~ed, the editors establish a fine balance by 
dividing the contrib~~tions into four different sections, each section focusing 
on mdtilingualism from a different angle. The first section, written primarily 
for teachers, examines the classroom practice, quoting interesting case 
studies. The second section has a more theoretical orientation and addresses 
the major issues of multilinguism on a broader and deeper level. The third 
one looks towards the future and explores a number of proposals and 
models, whereas the final section examines specific irnplicatiol~s of 
implementation of multilingual policies, for instance ti-om a publisher's point 
of view. 

The use of mother-tongue instruction is central to the proposed policy 
of additive bilmultilingualism for fonnal schooling. This may remi~~d one of 
models used in Bantu Education during the apartheid era. It is i~nportant, 
however, to distinguish between the subtractive bilingc~alism of the past and 
the additive bilingualism advocated in this book. Referring to UNESCO's 
report on 'The Use of Vemactrlar Languages in Education' ( 1  953), in which 
the international support for the use of mother-tongue in education was 
reconfirmed, Heugh points out that 

it was opportune for the National Party government that the publication of the 
UNESCO report coincided with the passing of the Bantu Education Act by 
parliament in 1953 (p 42). 

Clearly, the effect of the mother-tongue policy in Bantu Education was very 
different from that intended by UNESCO's recommendatioil. The main 
reasons are shown to have been the cognitively impoverished c ~ ~ l ~ i c u l a  that 
were used and the inflexible requirements of a s ~ ~ d d e n  transition to an 
English medium of instruction for content subjects, in std. 6 at first, and later 
in std. 5 and, since 1979, in std. 3. In contrast to the dismal failure of the 
model of bilingualism as Bantu Education understood it,  the addittve 
bilingi~alism which this book proposes envisages a well-developed 

proficiency in (at least) two languages and positive cob rn~ t~ve  . ' outcon~es. Thus 
it is important that 'our questions around bilingualism must be as coinplex, 
nuanced and comprehensive as possible', as De Klerk points out, in order to 

implement, research and evaluate multilingual educatiorl scenarios that would 
empower children in scholastic performance as well as in social and emotional 
functioning (p 61). 

Generally speaking, the publication manages to create, tirroug11 the 
ideas and models proposed, a sense of anticipation and excitement a b o ~ ~ t  
opportunities presenting themselves in our new society. The notion that 
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'multilingualism should be seen not as a headache, but as an asset' ( p  1) sets 
a constructive tone whch is maintained throughout the book. As a positive 
assertion of what is good in our 'rainbow nation' and as a strong message of 
hope and encouragement, the authors' idealistic approach to the complex 
realities of our schools is commendable, and the appearance of the 
publication is timely indeed, given the prevalent climate of worry and despair 
about the future of education in South Afnca, amongst educational planners, 
teachers, parents and school children allke . 

The editorial quality of the publication is superb. It is a relief, for 
instance, to find an explanato j list of all the acronyms used. A useful 
preview of each of the four main sections, a short note about the profession 
and fields of interest of every contributor, a glossary of terms, and a 
complete subject index are further examples of the careful attention to detail 
which makes the publication easily assessable and truly user-friendly. 

As far as the theoretical basis underlying some of the proposals is 
concerned, there is, however, an intrinsic fallacy that needs to be addressed. 
While I agree with the notion proposed that fixed norms of standardised 
language rules and paradigms are often overemphasised in (language) 
teaching, and that their status should be reviewed continuously, I disagree 
with the assurnption that they should simply be played down in order to get 
rid of the problems they are causing, as Agnihotri is suggesting in his 
(otherwise thoroughly readable) contribution: 'Multilingualism as a 
classroom resource'. In the new, sociologically-sensitive, multilingual 
language classroom he proposes, 

accuracy and/or fluency in the target language or acquisition of specific skills to 
negotiate social (mainly business) encounters ceases to be the goal of language 
teaching (p 6) .  

It is difficult to understand how simply discarding old tcaching goals without 
replacing them with substantial, viable alternatives could lead to real 
empowerment of previously disempowered people. His reflections on 
alternatives are almost exclusively on a moral and philosophical level, e.g. 
when he spells out the importance of tolerance and respect for each others' 
differences in culture and language or appeals for community involvement on 
decision making levels. These reflections are valid, but the author is rather 
vague about the way in wluch syllabi should be transformed and liberating 
norms established or what they should entail. As far as language teaching is 
concerned, the notion proposed that multilingual language awareness classes 
should replace 'traditional' language lessons remains unclear. On what levels 
should this happen? Should L1-tuition also be replaced by this model? How 
does that make sense in the light of the importance of 
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maintaining and developing the first language in additive bilingual programmes, if 
cognitive development and the acquisition of a second language are to be 
facilitated. 

as De Klerk and most other contributors emphasise so rightly? ( p  36). It 
sllould be interesting to hear what parents would say if their children were, 
for argument's sake, not learning a form of 'standard' English in their 
English L'1-classes (or, for that matter, at L2 or L3 levels), but some other 
form of the language, agreed on by the (rather vaguely defined) consensus- 
seeking procedure advocated: 

given a set of sample multilingual materials, children. parents and teachers will 
collaborate in producing their own learning materials Local languages, histoiy, 
geography and culture will not appear on the margins of this enterprise, but will 
actually form the very essence of the educational process (p 6 )  

I, for one, would object strongly, because it would obviously not be enoudi 
if the English (or whatever other sobject) learnt in school were usefill and 
valid to my children in the particular environment of the local co~mnunity 
only. Clearly. one would expect the knowledge and abilities acquired at 
school to be as functional and acceptable in other pans of the world, 
precisely because they should enable the learners to participate as uniqr~e 
and dignified citizens, in local as well as international discourses of all kinds, 
Our schools have a responsibility to produce such citizens, empowered and 
emancipated to be who they are and who they want to be, rather than to be 
~narginalised and crippled by a new set of superimposed and growth- 
impeding ( re~onal)  parameters. 

In conclusion it has to be noted, therefore, that the cnlcial qrlestion of 
standards and norms has, to some extend, been sidelined4. This is 
unfortunate indeed, because it raises saspicions about the validity of many of 
the practical proposals and guidelines which the book has to offer. Ullless 
there can be proof that the alternatives can really empower childrea a~ld 
improve their chances of survival in the tough world 'out tliere', there will be 
little incentive for teachers or administrators to consider implementing the 
proposals on a more substantial level than simply to create a feeling of 
benevolence and to improve the general atmosphere in school classes. 
According to some of the other contnb~~tioas. notably the accounts of actual 

This ommission takes place by situating norms and standards either on a purely 
historical level, (by suggesting that the coloniserr were only following a hidden agenda in 
setting norms and standards in an attempt to prove the 'superiority' of their language and 
culture) or on the level of an irritating detail easily eradicated (by suggesting that we 
could produce a new generation of happy, self-confident pupils simply by getting rid of 
the standards and the norms forced upon us in the past) 
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projects that have been successful, the models proposed do indeed warrant 
more serious consideration. Therefore I hope that this publication may 
encourage many readers, in all fields of education, to give the notions 
advocated a fair chance, to try out and to experiment with some of the ideas 
and as such to contribute to the on-going search for creative and humane but 
also functional and practical models for meaningful transformation in our 
educational institutions. 

Breaking Barriers - and 
Methodological Rules 

Breakrng Barr~ers Stereotypes and the C7hangmg Values 
In Afrzkaanb Wr~tzng 1875-1990 
by C N van der Menve 
Amsterdam Rodop~, 1994, 137 pp 
ISBN 90-5183-590-6 

Reviewed by Philip John 
Department of Afrikaans 
University of the Transkei 

A book such as C.N. van der Menve's Breakrng Barriers. Stereotypes and 
the Chung~ng of Values in Afrikaans Writing 187.5 - 1990 b h g s  with it a 
dilenlma which periodically surfaces with regard to minority discourses such 
as Afrikaans literature. One is grateful when anything substantial is published 
in English on Amkaans literature, seeing the dearth of such criticism. The 
problem comes with stnking a balance between the two audiences which 
might benefit fiom such an undertaking, i.e. 'outsiders' with various degrees 
of familiarity with Amkaans literature and the 'in-house' participants, 
sensitive to all the finer and variously obscure nuances of the discourse. 
Since the book attempts to address these two audiences, concentrating on 
one at the expense of the other in a review such as this one would be an 
injustice to the impulse behind Van der Menve's study. 

Van der Menve explicitly states that he wrote the study in English to 
communicate with scholars in other South Amcan literatures, aiming '... to 
start breaking down the barriers which have existed between students of the 
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different literatures of South Afnca' (p. 13). To this end he focuses on three 
'categories' of stereotypes in Afrikaans prose and drama-ethnic, gender, 
religious-as an alternative approach to what he sees as the 'formalist' bias 
of Afrikaans literary historiography (p. 10). His study of the changes etlmic, 
gender and religious stereotypes undergo in the course of the development of 
Afrikaans literature is thus also an attempt to provide an alternative 
perspective on Afrikaans literature, which he characterises as a 'story': 

The story of Afrikaans literature is one of changing values. The combination of 
religion, patriarchy and nationalism, so boldly proclaimed in the earliest Afrikaans 
writings, was tested, nuanced and adapted throughout the years, and ultimately 
discarded (p. 8). 

With regard to ethnic stereotyping Van der Menve discusses the image of 
English, Jewish, black and Afrikaans people in Afrikaans literature. He 
argues '... that views on racial differences gradually change in Afrikaans 
literature, the prejudices disappear, as a common humanity is discovered' (p. 
14). In a similar manner, the depiction of women in Afrikaans literature 
moves across a number of 'stages' from the veneration of an idealised 
'volksmoeder' (p. 50), through more nuanced depictions such as that of 
Fransina in Bart Nel (p. 58), Ana-Paula in To Die at Sunset (p. 72), Poppie 
in Poppie Nongena (p. 731, and others, to the 'inversion' of stereotypes in 
Andre P. Brink's work and culminating in a rejection of patriarchy by female 
authors such as h g n d  Jonker, Wilma Stockenstrom, Jeanne Goosen and 
Rachelle Greeff. Van der Menve includes a discussion of the debunking of 
traditional sexual roles in Afrikaans gay literature such as in certain texts of 
Jeanne Goosen, Hennie Aucamp, Marlise Joubert and Koos Prinsloo. This 
part of Van der Menve's study clearly forms part of an established literary 
approach, namely 'Imagology' which focuses on images of peoples and 
groups in literature. 

With regard to the 'religious' stereotypes which Van der Menve 
discusses under the heading of 'villains and heroes' in Chapter 4, the 
situation is however less clear. The problem here might be that 'religious' 
stereotypes, unlike ethnic and gender stereotypes, are relatively rare. It is 
easy to think of the stereotypical Jew, Afrikaner, woman, and so forth, but 
the image of the stereotypical Christian, Calvinist, Roman Catholic, comes to 
mind less easily. What Van der Menve, in fact, focuses on is not such 
figures but rather how certain aspects of Christian doctrine are associated 
with characters in the foml of villains and heroes. The study thus edges 
closer to an ideological analysis, which is also possibly why this part of the 
study is more stimulating than the rest. This is especially tnie of the 
discussion of a 'tension between nationalism and Christian humanism' in 



Afrikaans literature (p. 84f) which he speculates could be linked to '... a 
crisis in the Afrikaner psyche, leading to political reforms in the eighties and 
especially the early oioeties' (p. 85). Here, I think, he touches on an aspect 
of Afrikaans literature which promises rewarding study. 

011 the whole, the image of an Afrikaans literature moving from the 
adherence to and propagation of traditional views and values to a more 
'enlightened' position, would accord with the general view that a significant 
number of Afrikaans literary scholars have of the literature. For scholars 
from other literatures the study will thus provide some insight into the 
perspective of Af?ikaans scholars-and in addition convey valuable 
ii~fonnation about a large number of texts, as well as about authors and 
groups of texts, in addition to infonnatioll about links between Afrikaner 
culture and literature. The real value of the study therefore probably lies on a 
'pedagogical' level, that is, on a level where it can impinge on the image 
'outsiders' have of Afrikaans literature. This approach can play an important 
role in breaking down any prejudices which might exist by adumbrating the 
variety and heterogeneity of Afrikaans literary texts. In this respect the study 
admirably serves the end Van der Merwe envisaged for it. 

As a 'serious' literary study, that is, seen from the perspective of 
Afrikaans scholarship and literary scholarship in general, the study has to be 
approached mtich more circ~rmspectly Good intentions and an abundance of 
information doesn't guarantee conceptual coherency. In the case of Van der 
Mewe's study, the good intentions behind the study seems to be 
ondennined by hubris of a special kind. Van der Merwe was seemingly not 
satisfied to limit his study to the analysis of stereotypes. Instead, he 
attemoted to position his analysis within a much more ambitiolisiy 
constnicted frame, that of 'ideology'. 

The basic point of departure on which the s t ~ d y  is based is that there 
i s  a liilk between stereotypes and ideology and that the changes which take .- 

place in these two spheres are related: 

Stereotyping seems to be veiy common in a time of conflict, uncertainty and 
transition Literature then forms part of a struggle, and the stereotypes must 
support an ideology trying to gain the upper hand. When the conflict is over and 
stability sets in, the world can be examined from ditferent angles with 
disinterested curiosity In Afrikaans literature stereotypes initially support an 
ideology of Afrikaner nationalism and ultimately suppoits the breaking down of 
this ideology, between the beginning and the end we find a time of relative 
stability (p 44) 

Although this theoretical Erame seems to be elegantly-even disarmingly- 
simple, it plays havoc with Van der Merwe's study. The main c~11p"t seems 
to be the tenn 'ideology' which brings in its train a number of other, 
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extremely recalcitrant terms such as 'nationalism', 'calvinism', 'identity', as 
well as issues such as the relation between the social and the textual. The 
issues which the use of these t e n s  raise cannot be addressed in a study with 
the scope of Van der Menve's. The result is that the complexity 
accompanying these terms-and their referents-disappear fiom view. The 
resulting simplification might be elegant and make for accessible reading-or 
a gripping 'story7-but it obscures just too much. 

One example which might be mentioned is the extended debate which 
occurred with reference to the 'civil religion' of the Afiikaner in which the 
representation of the Afhkaner as-amongst other thngs--a 'chosen people' 
was criticised (see Du Toit 1983, 1984, 1985~) . Van der Menue's 
discussion of the role played by Calvinism in Ah-ikaans culture (p. 81), 
because it takes no note of the debate, reverses time and takes us back to 
where we were before the debate, resurrecting precisely those views which 
were convincingly criticised. 

The inclusion of the term 'ideology' in the study-and the fact that the 
problematic(s), developments and current state of the question which 
accompanies it is not engaged with-creates other problems of which the 
study appears to have little awareness or method to deal with. Some of the 
texts which Van der Merwe includes and disc~lsses such as Di koningin,/on 
Skeba by S.J.  du Toit (p 830 and Die lausre aund by C L  Leipoldt (p. 25) 
actually disproves his hypothesis of a 'cyclic' developrr~ent of Afrikaans 
literature because these texts are not 'synchronised' with the rest of 
Afrikaans literature as represented by Van der Merwe. To circ~imvent the 
problem which these texts represent, Van der Menve characterises the one 
as being 'ahead of its time' ( p  25) and the other as the product of a 
'progressive mentality' (p. 84). The curt explanations which Vari der M e w e  
advances with regard to these anomalous examples are not satisfactory and 
clearly point to the need for a more nuanced conception of the developinent 
of stereotypes and their interrelation with concepts such as 'ideology', 
'society', 'identity', 'nationalism', 'calvinism', and others not included iil 
Van der Menve's view, such as 'capitalism'. 

If the inclusion of texts in an imagological fiame (as Van der Merwe's 
study purports to be) which should properly only have been included in an 
'ideological Game' (such as the two texts mentioned above) leads to a 

See Du Toit's articles: 'No Chosen People: The Myth of the Calvinist Origins of 
hfiikaner Nationalism and Racial Ideology' which appeared in Afniiril H~,s/ory T(j&iy 
88,4.920-952; 'Captive to the Nationalist Paradigm Prof. F.A van Jaarsveld and the 
Historical Evidence for the hfrikaner's Ideas on his Calling and Mission' in So7,th Afiicnlz 
Historicai Joz/rnczi 16:49-80, 'Puritans in Africa? Afrikaner "Calvinis~n" and Kuypeiian 
Neo-Calvinism in Late Nineteenth-Century South Africa' published in ('ompiirntil,e 
Stzru'ies it7 Snciely and History 27 209-240 
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representat~on of the development of stereotypes which can only be 
descnbed as 'muddled', an even more fundamental flaw in the study can be 
traced to a related problem, namely the procedure by which texts were 
selected for the study. 

Anart from a number of vague statements about the differential value - -I--- - - - 

of texts for formalist approaches and sociological approaches such as 
- 

imagology (pp. 12,119), Van der Menve doesn't specify which criteria were 
used for the selection of the texts discussed. He bluntly states that only 'key 
texts in the development of stereotyping' (p. 11) were selected for analysis. 
How did he amve at his list of 'key texts'? What makes a certain text a key 
text'? What are the criteria according to which a 'key text' can be identified? 
These are important questions which cannot be glossed over in the manner 
which this study does. 

As the study stands, it would seem that the criteria for selection were 
relatively random and arbitrary-where Van der Menve wished to make a 
pa.rticular point, for example that Afrikaans literature had progressive 
tendencies from its incipience, an ideological criterium sufficed, and where a ~. 

more general statement about a general tendency had to be made, an 
imagological or sociological criterium was operationalised. 

The vacillation between a purely imagological description and an 
ideological analysis could arguably have been prevented had Van der Menve 
followed a more conventional approach in the coi~struction of the theoretical 
frame he uses. If lie had started with a critical engagement with the basic 
approach, namely imagology, his ambition to make general statements might 
have been tempered. Such an engagement might also have contributed to 
sharpening the focus of the study. 

As we have seen above, Van der Menve's basic thrust is to correlate 
changes in literary representation with social change, be it as reflection or 
causation of this change, showing Afrikaans literature to be implicated in 
processes both of a nationalist struggle and humanistic enlightenment. The 
linking of textual forms and social reality has always been a highly 
controversial activity and imagology hasn't escaped criticism in this regard. 

One of the most trenchant problematisations of imagology is that 
of Paul Voestermans (1991:2216) who sees in imagology's 'preoccupation 
with epistelnology and ideology' a central conceit, namely that tinished 
products (texts) can be meaningfully related to social reality. Voesteimans 
argues that the 'preoccupation with literacy' which accompanies this conceit 
disqualifies imagological studies from being taken too seriously. Instead, it 

See his 'AlteritylIdentity: A Deficient Image of Culture' which appeared in Alferiy, 
Identity. Image. Selves m d  Others in Sociery and Scholarship edited by Corbey, 
Raymond & Joep Leerssen (1991) published by Rodopi, Amsterdam. 
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needs to be supplemented with a perspective which makes room for other 
factors: 

My point is that reflection on 'ourselves' whenever we presume to confront 
ourselves with 'others' is not just matter solely of texts and critical analyses of 
discourx Self-reflection is not solely an epistemological affair, and I do not 
believe that the fabric horn which our dealings with 'other' people are made will 
be properly elucidated that way (Voestermans 1991:222). 

A cdical engagement with the problematic as Voestermans sets it out 
could have benefited Van der Menve's study, and would have tempered the 
tendency to generalisation in the study, which is one of the functions critical 
theoretical engagement is supposed to fulfil. 

But maybe one should also not be too critical of Van der Metwe, 
seeing his study in context. Afrikaans literary scholarship is still stniggling to 
free itself from the gnp of formalism, a painful process for most 
(aesthetically inclined) literary scholars. Just at this level a lot of opposition 
still exists with regard to sociologically orientated study, and if Van der 
Merwe's study helps to break this barrier, it would have served its purpose, 
despite its shortcomings. 

Introducing Literature Criticism 
and Theory 

An lntroduct~on to L~terature Crrmcrsm and fieory. 
Key Crrtical Concepts 
by Andrew Bennett and Nicholas Royle 
London, Prentice HalVHarvester Wheatsheaf, 1995, 238 pp 
ISBN: 0-13-355215-2 

Reviewed by Darnian Garside 
Department of English 
University of  Durban-Westville 

This text has been prescribed for the first time for the English I students at 
the University of Durban-Westville as their text for the literary theory  pa^ of 
their course. It is a very different text from the usual introductions to literarv 
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theory that seen] to have been written with undergraduate students in mind, 
such as Rainan Selden's A Reader's (;u~(le to Literary Theory (in its various 
editions), and Roger Webster's St~ldyrng Literay l'heory. The book repre- 
sents anear quaiiti~m leap advance in innovative thinking regarding the kind of 
literary theory that sliodd be taught at ~~niversities (particularly to undergra- 
duate students) and a more purely academic and theoretical level, and the 
nature of the relationship between literature and literary analysis and theory 

Bennett and Royle's text is far more user friendly than the kind of 
introductions to literary theory (or theory 'primers') that are currently on 
offer. Gone is the old cllronological arrangement that gves  an account of the 
historical develop~neut of the different theories, and which, whilst providing 
students with a map of the terrain, reveals a tendency to put theories into 
different pigeonholes, which to some extent falsifies the degree to which the 
various theoretical positions are the products of all kinds of interesting 
dialogues and cross-fertilisatio~~s- I would argue that rigd classifications here 
are often counter-productive when it comes to teaching literary theory to 
students whose conceptual development within the field is at issue, and 
whose initial question upon meeting literary theory for the first time is, 
invariably, '1-low does it assist me in the analysis of the prescribed texts?'. 

This is exactly the kind of question that Bennett and Royle's text 
aliswers, tbougll their 'answer' is a lot more open-ended than tile askers of 
si~ch qiiestions i i o ~ ~ l d  seeln to expect. Tlie authors' rehsal to deal with 
theories in a historical, compartrnentalising manner is compatible with their 
clear intention not to separate theory and literature, to make the study of the 
two things so intercon~~ected, as to be all part of one st~idy. Theory is, obvi- 
ously an ongoing process, and the autliors have siiccessfi~lly captt~red both a 
sense of the openness of the discipline (that there will always be change, 
developinents and even the new Copernican revol~itions), as well as a sense 
111 which the advances in theories have changed the perspectives that we 
have on the relationship between text and reader and text and world, and the 
way in which we talk about and conduct oor practice within the discipline. 

Whilst it is abundantly clear that the text has absorbed the most 
i~rlportant developments in deconstruction, semiotics, gender criticism and 
cultural studies, what is most surprising and delightful about this text is the 
innovative and i~rtaginative way in which such theories have been used to 
de~nystifi the whole area of tiie literary, whilst at tlie same time addressing 
the deeper and more 'religious' issues regarding literature, such as its social 
and political role, a id  its relationsliip to such powerfiil ethicu-religious 
categories such as 'evil' and the 'sacred'. 

What Bennett and Royle have provided here is a map for wandering 
and self-exploration across the only recently recharted inap of the 'fields' 
(forgive tile pun) of literary theory and literary studies (the latter subsumil~g 
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the former). Indeed, as they point out in their introduction, the book need not 
be read in a linear fashion at all: the student, they suggest, should feel fiee to 
read the chapters in whatever order she or he finds most interesting or 
profitable. The book is also singularly free from any of the authoritarian and 
mechariistic tendencies that bedevil some theories and critical positions; here 
their most radical insight regarding the relationship between text, reader and 
meaning is that readers are 'made' by texts, as much as texts (in the now 
traditional post-stn~cturalist wisdom) texts are 'made' by re* d 

'1 ers. 
Here Bennett and Royle's vision of the reader has very important 

implications for the teaching of literature to university sh~dents. Their idea 
that readers become textually engaged at a very deep level of subjective 
identification, and are often acted upon and changed as a result of this, has 
important implications for how the teaching of literature is conceptualised, 
and raises important issues regarding the presence and role of literary tlteory, 
the choice of prescribed texts, and the way in which these texts are taudit. 
The inescapable conclusion to be drawn from their view of how important 
the readeritext interaction can be, is surely that the student shot~ld become 
the primary focus in all of these areas I have just mentioned, and that student 
input should be elicited at the level of primary planning. 

Though the examples that are cited in the text are wide-rasgilig, 
includi~lg both high literat~rre and pop~ilar literary and other csltural forms, 
they presume a cultural capital comparative with that of tlie Brit~s!~ 
underpadilate to whom (and to whose teachers) tlie text is prr~n;~rily 
addressed. Although the text does not have a E~rrocei~tric bias at the level of 
theory or of c~~ltural politics, because of its primary audience masy of tliese 
examples presuppose a basic knowledge of literature sod of coilteniporary 
cultural world, that South African students do not possess This is, 
unquestionably the greatest drawback of this otherwise quite excellent text. 
Tlie British undergraduate who has probably heard of Ozymandias, and wlio 
probably saw tiie film Falling Down and knows of the satirical Ah,io/u/e/y 
Fahz~lou.~ television programme (three of tile cult~iral examples tlie a~itllors 
use) does not have Inany South African cosnterpxts. The only refere~lce to 
African or South Nrican material is to Chinua Achebe's Anthiils of the 
Savanoh: three separate references that include a brief co~nlne~it 011 the way 
in which the text explores the social and political aspects of 'story', arid two 
comments on the tragic dimension to Achebe's narrative. 

Profoundly influenced by Baklitinian and psychoaoalytical tiiinking, 
the authors have provided very different angles on some of the key ideas in 
literary theory, which serve to connect hitherto seemingly quite disparate 
critical ideas and methods of analysis. The imusual choices for the tlielnatic 
focuses of some of the chapters in the book clearly reveals the a~itbors' 
receptivity to new thinking and approaches. They do not seem to be afraid to 
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present the more radical iinplications of the new thinking-such as the 
impact on the literary institlition and its concern with serio~ls ideas and 
serious literat~se, especially of a calionical kind, of a thoroughly relativising 
and irreverent post-Bakhtinian politics of laughter. 

Ultimately, as their marvellous little chapter on the postmodem makes 
clear, the autliors present a view of literature that is thoroughly post~nodem: 
tlrat eschews certainties and master narratives, emphasises fluidity and offers 
a crltique of the institution as too rigidly bound to categories that literature, 
the object of its whole pedagogic and discursive activity, would seem to 
conhite and subvert. It could well be argued that it is this kind of postmodem 
critique, that asks basic questions and pots untested ass~lmptio~is and 
preconceptions on the line that is partic~~larly relevant to the South African 
sit~~ation with the popularity of theoretical (and political) models that are 
beset by a conceptual and categorial rigidity. 

Letters lo the Edrtor 

Letters to the Editor 

Albert S. Gdrard 

In his contribution to Rethinking South African Literary History, Professor 
Malvern van Wyk Smith, speaking of what he describes as one of 
CENSAL's 'grandiose plans for a unified cross-cultural and multilingual 
historiography of southern African literature', observes: 

One of its few products or possibly inspirations (the sequence is unclear) was a 
history of 'South African Literature to World War XI', by A J. Coetzee, Tim 
Couzens and Stephen Gray, included in Albert S. Gerard's (1986) Orropean- 
Language Writing in Sub-Saharan A fr~ca (pp 73Q. 

I may perhaps help solve this very minor conundrum in what could 
somewhat awkwardly be called the history of South AfIlcan literary 
historiography. 

The research for the Xhosa, Sotho and Zulu chapters of my Four 
African Literatures (1971) was effected in the sixties. Already in 1969, the 
new York publisher Thomas Crowell had invited me to produce a 'brief 
historical account of the continent's literature. I enthusiastically set to work 
on a manuscripts which, by 1973, had reached more than 700 typed pages! It 
included a large section on South f f i c a ,  which is, I believe, the very first 
'conspectual history' (Van Wyk Smith's phrase) of South Afncan literature, 
including Afiican-Language writing. With the economic crisis of the mid- 
seventies looming, Crowell found this unwieldy manuscript unmanageable: it 
is now resting quietly in my archives at the university of Bayreuth. 

In April 1974, I had the opportunity to address the Liege conference 
of the European branch of the ACLALS (Association for Commonwealth 
Literature and Language Studies) with a paper titled 'Towards a History of 
South African ~iterature '~,  in which I brought forward the idea of an 
integrated, multiracial, plurilingual approach to the country's 'national' 
literary history. I further developed my views at a conference on 'Literature 
in the Conditions of Southern Africa' that was held at the University of York 

The article is printed in Hena Maes-Jelinek (ed) 1975. CommonweaW Literatttre and 
the Modern World and published by Didier in Brussels (pp. 79-88). An expanded version 
appears in my Contexts of African Literature which was published by Rodopi in 
ArnsterdamfAtlanta (pp. 105-1 19). 
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the following year. The notion seemed egregiously commonsensical to me 
but it surprised South African participants, among whom I distinctly recall 
Andre de Villiers congratulating me because, he said, 'you are so right'. 

Being an inveterate bookworm I had little personal contact with South 
African scholars. It was perhaps as a consequence of reading the Liege paper 
that C.F. Swanepoel came to visit me some time in the late seventies. This 
was the beginning of a long-lasting fnendship. 

At a conference orgarlised by FILI,M (Federation des Langues et 
Littiratures Modemes) in Sydney in August 1975, I met Henry Rernak, who 
was presiding over the destiny of the impressive series, 'History of Literature 
in European Languages', published under the auspices of the ICLA 
(International Comparative Literature Association). He agreed to my 
proposal to include a volume or two about Sub-Saharan Africa. There were 
two conditions: only European languages were to be considered and the 
whole was to be written by an international team of scholars. This was 
henceforth known as the HALEL prqject, to which Van Wyk Smith is 
referringx. As due respect for chronology is the historian's basic duty, one of 
the first sections of the work was to deal with South Africa, and I recall that 
the Co-ordinating Committee that supervises the series had to dismiss 
irrelevant ideological objections raised by the representative of one of the 
organisations which financed the project! 

I was fortunate in enlisting the co-operation of three keen, at the time 
jt~nior, South hfrican scholars: Stephen Gray (whom I first rnet personally at 
an African Literature Association conference in Wisconsin in 1977) for 
literature in English by white writers, Ampie Coetzee for Afrikaans literature 
and 'Tim Couzens for 'non-white' writing in ~nglish'. 

The two massive volurlles reached print in 1986. As to my research on 
venlacular writing 111 the RSA, its results had been incorporated African 
I,nngrrage L~terarures: An IntroiAuctrorr io the L,rtercrry H~stor); of Sub- 
Saharan Africa, which had been issued in Washington and Lolidon it1 1981. 

Clearly, the integrated historical account of Afrikaans and English 
literatures in Ezt ropean-Language Writing in Sub-Saharan Africa (pp. 1 73 - 
213) is not a 'product' of what Malven~ van Wyk Smith rather 
contemptuously describes as the 'project' of 'the ill-fated CENSAL, a 

1 hdve told thls story In French In 'Cartograph~e de 1'Afnque l~t tera~re Le Pro~et  
HALEL' which appeared In ,Veohelrcorl 10.1 9-20 and published In 1983 (Reprinted In 
my Afrrqr~e plrtr~cllle Ettrder de lrttetnt~~rt. con~pnree, publlshed by Rodopl at 
AinsterdadAtlanta (pp 161-1 76 ) 

Stephen Gray described their close, inordinately fruithl collaboration in 'Tlre Praxis of 
Conlparative Theory On Writing the History of Southern African Literature' which 
appeared in VAI, C'or@retlce Pcrpers VI 67-8 1 and published in 1986 

Letters to the Edfor  

tentacle of the HSRC octopus'. Whether it was one of its possible 
" inspirations' is not for me to say. As far as I remember, I did not lneet 
Charles Malan until the I I th ICLA conference in Paris, in August 1985 



Call for Papers 
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Contributions towards the Second CSSALL Interdisciplinary Conference on Body, 
Identity, Sub-cultures and Repression in Texts from Africa are invited 

Venue University of Durban-Westville Date September 1997 

Scholars from various departments, especially history, anthropology, archaeology and the 
various N'rican Languages are invited to participate 

Abstracts must reach the organisers by 3 1 March 1997 and can be forwarded to: 
CSSALL Private Bag X54001, University of Durban-Westville, DURBAN 4000. 
(e-mail cssall@pixie udw.ac za) 
................................................................ 

Judith Coullie and Johan Jacobs will be editing a volume of critical essays on the work of 
Breyten Breytenbach. Contributions may focus on the poetry, fiction. autobiographical 
writings or paintings, or on the intersections of these 

Although the language of publication will be English, submissions in Afrikaans are 
welcoine 

Essays should be 20-25 pages long (8 000 - 10 000 words) 

Abstracts should be subm~tted by 15 June 1997, completed essays by 31 October 1997 

Submissiorls [nust be sent through to 
Judith Coullie (e-inad assagay@~africa corn) Johan Jacobs ()acobs@mrb und ac za) 
Department of English Department of Engl~sh 

Un~vers~ty of Durban-Westv~lle University of Natal 

Pnvate Bag X5400 1 DURBAN 404 1 

Johan van Wyk and Lindelwa Mahonga will be editing a volume on marginal literatures, 
marginal figures and marginal genres In South ~ f r i c a n  Literature 

Abstracts must be sent as  soon as possible 

Subrn~ss~ons must reach the editors by.31 July 1997 

Subrn~ssions must be sent through to 
Johan van Wyk (e-ma11 cssall@p~xie udw ac za L~ndelwa Mahonga 

CSSALL Dept of Afr~can Languages 
Private Bag X54001 P 0 Box 392 

Univers~ty of Durban-Westville Untsa 
DURBAN 4000 PRETORIA 
............................................................... 

The editors invite contribiitions to a special edition of Alrrrnation focusing 
interdisciplinarily on Discursive Formations and South African Literature a n d  
Languages. 

Amongst others, essays may focus on issues like land, race, urbanisation, Adamastor, 
Kobben Island, prison literature, exile literature, miscegenation, war, women, Black 
wornen, working-classllabour. Bushmen, politics as literature, resistance discourses, Black 
Consciousness, slavery, law and literature, the history of ideaslphilosophies and 
Literaturellanguage, Marxism, naturalism, missionary discourse, travel writing, religion 
and literature, modernism, liberalism, canonisation, periodisation, aesthetics, history and 
literature, anthropology and literature, psychology and literature, sociology and literature, 
orality, literature for school and university prescription, publishersiprinting presses, etc. 

We request that essays contain as much historical factsireferences to documentary 
evidence as possible. Focusing on institutions as well as individual and collective 
responses/interventions to institutionalised social formations, such facts may range from 
historical events, interactions, afiliations/alliances (locally and internationally), decis~ons, 
constraints, concepts propagated, significant persons (and their qualitieslqualifcations), 
hierarchies, successors, objects of interestiresearch, manifestos, traditionslparadigms and 
breaks in such formations, etc. 

Scholars wishing to participate, will find this an important project to network with 
colleagues at other universities and are encouraged to apply for hnding from the CSD 
Where researchers choose the same topics/issues, the editor will put them in contact with 
one another to collaborate (via the internet). 

Contributors to this collection of essays will also be responsible (together with other 
colleagues) for the entries in the discursive formation section in the Encyclopaedia of 
South African Literature currently in preparation. 

Essays should be 10-30 pages long (4 000-13 000 words) 

Abstracts must reach the editors by 31  May 1997 and h l l  texts by 31 January  1998 

Contributors wishing to  participate may contact The Editor at- 
CSSALL, Private Bag X54001, University of  Durban-Westville, DURBAN 4000, RSA. 
e-mail. cssall@pixie.udw.ac.za 
................................................................. 



Constructs of Identity and ~ i f f e r e n c e l  
1 in South African Literature 1 

JohanvanWyk 
(Introduction by Jean-Philippe Wade) 

Using the theories of Psychoanalysis, Marxism, and Semiotics, this collection of 
essays critically analyses the fabrications of Afi&aner nationalist subjectivity. 
Johan van Wyk's original readings of a range of Afi-kaans plays and poems, 
identifies the exclusions of race and class which shaped the emergence of the 
dominant Afrikaner identity and literature in the decades before 1948. This 
comparative study of f i c a n  nationalist writings offers much to contemporary 
debates about nationalism. 

1995 Paperback, R 40,OO (Overseas $25.00) ISBN: 0-947445-26-9 ............................................ 
Available at: 

CSSALL University of Durban-Westville Private Bag X54001 
DURBAN 4000 RSA 

I Rethinking I I South African Literary History 
Editors 

Johannes A. Smit, Johan van Wyk and 
Jean-Philippe Wade 

Rethinking South African Literary History is a collection of essays from South African 
academics who were asked to offer fresh perspectives on constructing an innovative 
literary history in the context of post-apartheid South AfXca Issues such as the 
segregation of literary studies into ethno-linguistic ghettoes, the marginalisation of African 
languages and literatures and women's writing, the dangers of nationalist models, and the 
value of inter-cultural comparativist studies are debated 

1996 Paperback, R 95,OO (Overseas $22.50; E 19,95) 
ISBN: 1-875094-05-9 ............................................ 

Available at: 
Y Press 801 Berea Center 249 Berea Road DURBAN 4000 RSA 
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Alternation is an international journal which publishes interdisciplinary 
I contributions in the fields of Southern African Literature and Languages. 
I 
I , Established in 1994, the CSSALL as well as the journal wishes to not only 
1 break down ethnic-linguistic and disciplinary segregationism but positively 
I explore trans-cultural and inter-discursive qualities of texts. 
I 

Alternation appears twice annually. 
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I 

I The price for bookshops and for orders more than single copies is R 30,00 
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Alternation 

Guidelines fo r  Contributors 

Manuscriph must be submitted in English (IJK). If quotations from other 
languages appear in the manuscript, place the original in a footriote itnd a 
dynamic-equivalent translation in the body of the text. 

Contributors must submit one computer-generated nnd three rlouble-.spaced 
printed copies of the manuscript. The computer-generated copy may be on  
double density floppy o r  stiflie in Word Perfect 5-6, Word for Windows 6 o r  
ASCII. If accepted for publication, the disk o r  stiffie will be returned together 
with 10 original off-print copies of the article. 

Manuscripts should range between 5000-8000 and bookreviews betlveen 500- 
1000 words. However, longer articles may be considered for publication. 

Attach a cover page to one manuscript containing the following information: 
Author 's  full name, address, e-mail address, position, department, university/ 
institution, telephonelfax numbers as well as a list of previous publications. 

Mops, diagrams and posters must be presented in print-ready form. Clear black 
and white photos (postcard size) may also be submitted. 

Use footnotes sparingly. In  order to enhance the value of the interactiort between 
notes and text, we use footnotes and  not cndrrotes. 

Authors may use their own numbering systems in the  manuscript 

Except for bibliographical references, abbreviations must include fullstopf. Tllr 
abbreviations (e.8.) = 'emphasis added'; (e.i.0.) =- 'emphasis in original'; (i.a.) o r  
[ ....... ] = 'insertion added' ntay be used. 

The  full bibliographical detail7 of sources a r e  provided only once a t  the end of 
the manuscript under References. References in the body of the manuscr~pt  
should follow the following convention: Dlodlo (1994~14) argues .... or  :kt the end 
of a referencelquotation: ......... (Dlodlo 1994:14). 

The full name o r  initials of authors as i t  appears in the source mwst bth used in 
the  References section. 

Review articles and book reviews must inclnde a title as well as  the following 
information concerning the book reviewed: title, author, place of poblici~tion, 
publisher, date of publication, number of pages arid the ISBN nunther. 

The  format for the references section is as follows: 
Head, Bessie 1974. A Question qf Poi~~er. Oxford: Heinemann Educational Publishers. 
Mhlophe, Gcirla 1990. Nokulunga's Wedding. 111 Van Niekerk, Annernarik (ed): Kai.si~ig 

the Elinds. A Century of South African Wotncn's Stories. Parklands: Ad Donker. 
Mngadi, Sikhumhu7o 1994. 'Popular Memory' and Social Chr~nge in South African 

Historical Drama of the Seventies in English: The Case of Credo Mutwa's 1Jno.sim~lo. 
Alternation 1,1:37-41. 

Fanon, Frantz 1986. Black Skiti, Wliife .M(~.sks. Markrnarrn, Charies Larrr (trans). Loildnn: 
Pluto Press. 
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